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ASCAP Will Raise
Performance Pacts
By

JOHN SIPPEL

LOS ANGELES -With ASCAP's
1974 income up but below its 1973
increase, the performing society's
leadership is diligently seeking and
negotiating now and higher per-

EMI Promos
U.S. Acts
LONDON -EMI International is
planning to bring in an artist a
month to promote American product on the Capitol label.
This is part of a major push by
EMI on all US. product including
that from Capitol, MCA, Motown,
(Continued on page 67)

formante pacts with major hotel talcnt users, varied symphonic orchestra classifications and background
music users.
Writer and executive board member Arthur Hamilton told a membership meeting here Thursday (19)
that the hoard, in reviewing its recent contracts with hotels- feels
strongly that major talent -using hostelries, such as those in Las Vegas,
(Continued on page 10)

Dealers Find
Sales Stay
Up by 20%
LOS ANGELES -Despite early
negative reaction on the part of som e
record /tape customers to the recent
surge of LP and single price raises,
1974 retailing continues at about 20
percent ahead of the first nine
months of 1973 (Billboard. Aug. 17).
All major retailers surveyed indicate a total unit sale decrease in
comparison with the first two quar-

(Continued on page

101

Col's Irwin Segelstein
Talks Music, Pages 14 -15

$1.25

House Group OKs

Anti piracy Action
MILDRED HALL
WASHINGTON -The House
By

Judiciary Committee last week approved the anti piracy bill, H.R.
1364, with the milder prison terms of
one and two years maximum for first
and repeated offenses respectively.
The bill comics maximum fines of
$25,000 for a first offender and
$50,000 for repeaters.
At the same time. Rep. Robert W.
Kasteneier (D.. Wix), author of the
bill and chairman of the House

Copyrights Subcommittee,

has

promised that this and all other aspects of the functioning of the record
industry under the copyright law

-

(Continued oit page 10)

`Bug' Will
Slow Thefts
'rRAIMAN

STEPHEN
NEW YORK -A new anti -theft
By

device based on a successful fashion
merchandise application promises
to give record /tape dealers a new
deterrent against shortages. while
boosting prerecorded sales with a return to "open" merchandising,
Sensormatic Electronics Corp.,
based in Hollywood, Fla., has developed a "bugged" reusable browser
box that sets off an alarm or Bashing
(Continued on page 51)

British Seek Ways to
Curtail U.S. Cutouts
HOROWITZ
NEW YORK -American record
companies will be asked to give
manufacturers in the United KingBy IS

MCA & Philips
Join in Vidisk
KIRSCII
LOS ANGELES -In what may
By BOB

be

significant move yet toward
videodisk
making
a viable concept
for home use, MCA and Philips NV
will join together to make hdrdware
and software.
Subject to agreement by the
boards of both companies, the hardware, to be dubbed Philips /MCA
optical video disc player, will be developed by Philips while MCA will
manufacture the software programming.
Ina separate move, Philips has
been swiftly buying up the shares of
the most

l0 cc. well

their way to being the Ono of the seventies. Radio an
ress have unanimously hailed their talent as sheer genius. Their turren
Ingle "WALL STREET SHUFFLE" is on the Threshold of exploding. An
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Ts only one of the 10 outstanding culs on their latest album
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on U.X. Records distributed by London Records.
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(Continued on page 51)

dom first refusal rights on the purchase on their deleted overstock featuring British artists in an attempt to
inhibit the growing U.K. traffic in
American cutouts.
This unique proposal is being prepared by Geoffrey Bridge, director
of the British Phonographic Industry. He expects to discuss it this week
with Stanley Gortikov, president of
the RIAA.

Cutouts are not yet a major marketing problem in his country, says
Bridge. currently on a visit here. But
he sees the practice growing, with
the distress merchandise largely im(Continued on page 12).

"FIRST ROUND KNOCKOUT

is the new single

ben

THE NEW CENSA,

TION. Produced and written by Van McCoy, it's gonna do a number on
you. From hide Records
Distributed by Atlantic. mavennumeno
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General News
CITE JAPANESE FIRM

Off-the -Air Dubbing
Attracts BPI's Ire
LONDON -Hardware manufacturers whose advertising of tape
equipment emphasizes its potential
for home copying of copyrighted
material such as recorded music
could face legal action by the British
Phonographic Industry.
Tony Hoffman of BPI's firm of
lawyers, refers to a Japanese manufacturer's advertising which indicates that certain equipment can be
used for copying. This, suggests
Hoffman, can be construed as being
actionable by inciting someone to
commit a breach of the copyright
laws.

At
the

of members,
growing problem of home
a

general meeting

copying was discussed at length and
several members urged the BPI to
take steps to reduce the threat to
record and to prerecorded tape sales.
One suggestion, put forward by
Tony Morris, managing director of
Phonogram, was that records should
carry an inaudible signal which only
becomes apparent when they were
copied on to tape.
Although, it was pointed out, this
would create problems for the
broadcasting of promotional copies,
it was agreed that further investigation on this point should be undertaken.
However, an equivalent degree of
concern was shown over the continuing practice by equipment manu-

facturers of advertising the scope of
radio /cassette recorders in facilitating the copying of broadcast music and records.
Clive Kelly, who heads the indus -

(Continued on page 68)

Stax Frees
Isaac Hayes
MEMPHIS -Isaac Hayes has
been released from his contract with
Stax Records here as part of an out
of court settlement reached between
the singer and the label.

Hayes had filed a S5.3 million suit
against Stan and two of its subsidiaries in federal court last week, and
sought his release from the firm.

McDonald Yawn, attorney for
Hayes, said that part of the settlement reached was an agreement that
neither party would reveal the terms
of the settlement. He confirms, however, that Hayes is free of his contract, and is currently negotiating
with "several other companies."
He also says there has been a
"monetary consideration" in the set-

tlement
A statement from Stan said only
that "differences have been resolved
in a representative manner. There
are no feuds; it is just show business."

NARM's State Chairmen
In Battle Against Piracy
NEW YORK -The National
Assn- of Recording Merchandisers
(HARM), stepping up its antipirary
drive in conjunction with the RIAA
and the Country Music Assn., has
appointed the following state chairmen to get legislation in those states
which do not have anlipimcy laws:

Hawaii: Irving Pinensky, Eric of
Hawaii, 2071 S. Beretania, Honolulu
96814. (808) 946 -6522; Illinois: Ernest Leaner, Ernié s One -Stop
Records, 1827 S. Michigan Ave.,

Modern Album Buys
Packaging East Firm

Chicago 60616. (312) 842 -4253;
Iowa: Jack Silverman, ABC Record
& Tape Sales, 3301 McKinley Ave.,
Des Moines 50321. (515) 285 -0551;
Maine: Harry Moorodian, Commercial Distributors, 8 Somerset,
Portland 04101. (207) 775 -5644;
Michigan: Gene Silverman, Music
Trend Distributors of Detroit, 24611
Crestview Court, Farmington 48024.
(313) 474-0300; Missouri: Norman
Hausfater, Musical Isle of America,
1815 Locust St., St. Louis 63103.
(314) 621 -7171; Alfred Chotin, J. L.
Marsh, Inc- of St. Louis, 1401 N.
Price Rd Olivette 63132. (314)997-

Firm was formerly known as
Globe Album, with the plant and
equipment in Hauppauge, N.Y.,
tamed over to Modem Sept. 9.
Seymour Podber and Leo Margolies, formerly in sales and manufacturing with the Viewlexorganization, have joined Modern Album in
similar posts.
This move will give Modem the
largest fabricating capability on the
East Coast, Froehlig notes. Modern
also operates plants here and in Bur-

bank, Calif.; Nashville; Terre
Haute, Ind.: Runncmede, NJ., and
Toronto. with most of the major disk
firms as clients.

More Late News
See Pale 82

FILES ACTION

AGAINST ABC
MAURIE ORODENKER
PHILADELPHIA- Franklin MuBy

sic, the retail record stereo and tape
center with nine stores in the Phila-

delphia area and in Atlanta, Ga.,
filed an antitrust action in U.S. District Court here Thursday (26)
against the American Broadcasting
Company and its subsidiaries, ABC
Record and Tapes Sales Corp., and
Wide World of Music Inc.
The action calls for more than $16
million in damages, asking for a
judgement of $15 million, SI million
in punitive damages, and $46,962
which Albert S. Franklin allegedly
drew in salary while giving information to ABC.
(Continued on page 64)

Ripp Returns to
Old Labels In

Production Deal
LOS ANGELES -Anne Ripp. former founder of Buddah and Kama
Sutra Records, has made a production deal with the two labels to initially produce two artists.
The acts are Gino Gunico and
James Newton Howard, whose debut LPs bearing their namm as titles
have just been released.
Both acts are on Kama Sutra and
the intention is to build this subsidiary line with new talent.
Ripp founded Buddah in New
York in 1964 and brought Art Kass
to the company in 1967- Kass is now
Buddah's president.
Ripp left Buddah in 1970 and for
several years has headed Family
Productions which currently has
Kyle and Bo Donaldson and the
Heywoods on ABC and Billy Joel on

Columbia.
Under Kipps' deal with Kass he
does not have to go beyond these
two acts. but "the door is open for
additional artists predicated on how
we value one another's performance
as the

says

relationship develops," Ripp

-

Gunico and Howard were both
recorded by Ripp in Los Angeles

Also N. Dakota & S. Dakota: David Lieberman. Lieberman Enter(Continued on puçe 82)

erated when se were originally together.'

1800.

Tenn. Bootlegging
Law -AQuestionable
NASHVILLE

portion of Tennessee's strong antitape -piracy law was attacked as "questionable" in the courts here, just days after the NARAS Institute and the Vanderbilt University School of Law held a meaningful symposium for more than 100 legal and law- enforcement officials.
Thus far, authorities here have
made only one seizure under the
ceeding now is being made, and
contested state law. Assistant State
publication plans will be announced
Attorney General Alex B. Shipley Jr.
in the near future.
made the admission of the question
Dean Roben Knauss of the Van of constitutionality in regard to the
derbilt Law School, in his closing reseizure portion.
marks, assessed the value of the symBut he told a three -judge federal
posium. Alluding to the tremendous
court that a lawsuit attacking the endiversity within the industry, he
tire statute should be argued in state
noted that this common denomicourt, not before this panel.
nator had brought all together, and
The federal panel is considering a
suggested that they establish an all complaint filed by Custom Recordindustry committee which will coning Co. of South Carolina. Charles
cem itself with this theft of intellecA. Schafer, an official of that firm,
tuai property.
was indicted by a Davidson County
Earlier, a panel headed by Ms.
(Nashville) grand jury on state
Barbara Ringer, Registrar of Copy charges in connection with tapes
(Continued on page 6)
copyrighted after Feb. 15, 1972.
Schafer is attacking the validity of
the stature.

where he resides.
Ripp admits being pleased to once
again work with Kass at Buddah,
noting he is enthused about "developing the kind of excitement we gen-

COLLEGE POINT, N.Y. -Modem Album & Finishing Co. Inc. has
purchased the record packaging and
manufacturing plant and equipment of Viewlex Packaging East, according to Modern co -owners Rudy
Froehlig and Miss Gene Thomas.

FRANKLIN MUSIC

However, in his statement before
the court, Shipley said the seizure of
certain tapes at a truck stop near
here had nothing to do with the indictment against Schafer. He says
instead they were handed over to an
FBI agent by Sue Kline, operator of
two retail record outlets.
Shipley said state officials had
stopped seizing tapes because of the
questionable practice involved.
At the symposium, involving
some of the biggest names in the
business, there were calls for more
severe sentences from the courts,
and the upgrading of the punishment from misdemeanor to felony
level.

A transcript of that entire pro-

Suit Dismissed
On Raymont Corp.
LOS ANGELES -The federal
district court suit in which Grateful
Dead Records and Ice Nine Publishing, the San Rafael, Calif., label and

publishing

affiliate,

instituted

against Raymont Corp., Inc., dba
Rester Marketing, Van Nuys, Calif.,
and Charley Schlang and Ed Barsky, and Diu Records, the Cleveland, O., national retail chain, has
been dismissed with prejudice here. W
The suit alleged that the defend- m
ants has marketed pirated copies of
an LP by Grateful Dead, tunes from
which were published by Ice Nine. 990

p

Screen Gems Builds
A Standards Catalog
By

IS HOROWITZ

NEW YORK -Seine large music
publishers, heavily laden with
standard material, are working overtime to create a contemporary image.

But the Screen Gems /Colgems
group, a powerful contender in the
contemporary arena since its formation
years ago, is pushing with
equal vigor to convert a solid chunk

ll

of

its growing catalog into standard

status.
It's more than

a

cosmetic image

reversal that's at stake for the music
publishing arm of Columbia Pictures Industries From standards
come the stability and sustained income essential for a large publishing
operation, in the view of lrwin Robinson, Screen Gems vice president
and general manager.
"A major publisher can't survive
on one-record songs today," he says.
"He'd need a huge number, many

(Continued on page 12)

Cap Dips Into Vaults For Reissue Albums
By BOB KIRSCH

LOS

ANGELES

-

Capitol

Records has embarked on a program of releases which are designed
not only as nostalgia pieces but "to
reinstate portions of the catalog
which were deleted and which we
feel merit being available," notes
senior vice president of marketing
Don Zimmermann.
At the beginning of the year, the
firm released some of Linda Ron stadt's better performances under
the tide of "Different Drum." Included in the same release was a repackage of Jesse Coin Young's
"Soul Of A Big City Boy," considered by many to be the finest LP the
singer ever did. Both LPs made the
Billboard Top LP and Tape chart.
Another repackage which did well
for the fine was Frank Sinatra's

"One More For The Road." The
Beach Boys' double LP, "Endless
Summer." was, amuse, a No. album recently. The Beach Boys' ut
was supported by heavy print, radio
and TV advertising.
There is another series, however,
which appears to be made up of
some of the label's artists whose
product was Lut out some time ago.
So far, a Gene Vincent LP, a Les
Paul & Mary Ford package and a
Kay Starr album have been re1

leased.

None bear a greatest hits title, all
are packaged in colorful sleeves with
photos of the artists at their peaks
and the Vincent and Paul & Ford
sets feature informative, lengthy

liner notes.
"We deliberately did the repack-

ages kind of quietly," Zimmermann
says. "We decided that we would

build up the repertoire a bit before
going into any large wale advertising, merchandising and promotional plans. Still, the packages have
done quite respectably anyway. We
are doing some print ads but we expect to do more after the first of the
year.

"After the first of the year we will
be adding a number of artists to the
catalog," Zimmermann continues.
"We expect product by Sonny
James, Judy Garland, Nat King
Cole and others. We will try to
keep the package identity we've developed and try to use comprehensive liner notes whenever possible.
Eventually, we hope to build the
catalog to 12 or 15 albums."

plu,

John Vana is in charge of catalog
development and is working on the
sets, and Zimmermann says the reason they all did not come in one
large release is that "we want to be
able to pay attention to each release
as a separate entity."
The program is now halted until
the end of the year, and Capitol will
resume the schedule °reboot one LP
every two months in January. "We
purposely stayed away from using
'greatest hits' in the titles,' Zimmermann adds, "because it's been done
too much by too many labels.
We feel the music is the important point here and that these are as
much definitive recordings as anything else. We are rebuilding our
catalog for a whole lime period and
we see the sales as ongoing."
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General News

Laursen: Angel's Angel

Executive Turntable

Fern Producer Runs Her Own Artists Stable
By DAVE

LOS ANGELES -If militant female leaders of Women's Lib ever
not out to find an ideal example of
how a woman mn triumph in the
dog- eat -dog competition of the
American record business they need
search no farther than Patti Laursen,
an eminently successful a,kr producer for Angel Records.
Patti has her own stable of artists
and a background in the industry
that most men might envy.
She's responsible for choosing the
repertoire to be recorded by the
young guitar virtuoso Christopher
Parkening, pianist Leonard Pennario and organist Lee Erwin. Once
selected, Mrs. Laursen sits in the
booth coolly directing the actual
recording with assists from a board
man and a tape recorder engineer.
From the studio sessions Patti
then takes the tape to an editing
room to mix down the original to 2-

ig
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track and 4 -track masters. Then
come sessions with graphic arts director Marvin Schwartz to shape up
front cover design and back cover
annotation.
It was in high school that Patti became a skilled string bass player following earlier lessons at the piano as
a teenager in South Pasadena. Later
she earned a B.A. in music at California Slate College, Los Angeles.
Broadening her base -and knowledge of music -Patti then played
bass in Los Angeles chamber groups
and at various opera workshops.
writing music reviews for a West
Coast magazine as well.
"Records interested me more than
anything else," she recalls. "1 had
grown up in a family that constantly
played classical disks, so in the early
19508 [ took ajob at the busiest classisal retail shop on the West Coast.

Rt
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DEXTER JR.

Billboard photo by Bonnie Tegel
Leaman: checking a score dur-

Patti
ing a session for Angel.

the Gateway to Music on Wilshire
Blvd.
"lt was nervous time in the industry." Palli says. "We were still selling
a lot of 78 r.p.m. shellacs, many of

which were imported labels like
British Columbia. His Master's
Voice, La Voce del Padrone and
Pathe- Marconi, but American Columbia was also producing its early
LPs while RCA was pushing its new
doughnut -holed 45 r.p.m. disks.
People didn't know what to buy."
Mrs. Laursen moved up to buyer
for the shop and married a musician
who has since become noted in
Southern California as a teacher of
art, drawing and design. After six
years in retailing, Patti switched over
to wholesaling as a distributor for
the Vox line of classics for about a
year.
It wasn't what she wanted. So she
signed on with KFAC -AM, at that

ASKING

$1

time the outstanding classical station
in the WesL There she doubled as
station librarian and programmer.
"My husband Tom and I then decided to soak up more knowledge of
music and an," she declares, "so We
took o6 for Europe and lived in
various places there for a year." Objective aaomplished, Patti and Tom
returned to Los Angeles where she
quickly snagged a job as secretary
and assistant to Robert Myers, director of repertoire for Angel Records,
in 1963. In four years, Patti worked
up to a producer's slot with the prestigious international label.
She and Myers together produced
99 LPs for the Time -Life series "The
Story Of Great Music" which still
sells well today. Music for the massive series was taken from the Angel,
Seraphim and old Capital Classics
catalogs.
Much of her time now is spent in a
listening room reviewing tapes sent
her from EMI England, Angel's parent firm. Every foot of the hundreds
of master reels intended for release
by Angel, Seraphim and Angel Melodiya is checked by her before
an approval to master memo is sent
the recording department.
Patti is more than enthused with a
Pennario piano record being released this month, a recital of obscure short works by the Louisiana
composer Louis Moreau Gottschalk
(1829.69) who was admired in Europe by Chopin, Berlioz and, among
others. the Queen of Spain.
"Like Scott Joplin;' says Mrs.
Laursen, "Gottschalk's talents are
late to be appreciated. He was the
first American composer of classical
music but somehow his work has
been lost or ignored. Pennario may
( Continued on page 82)

MILLION'

LiPuma, Licata Sue ABC-Famous
ANGELES -Blue Thumb
Records' two remaining minority
stockholders, Tommy LiPuma and
Sal Licata, have filed suit for SI mil hon in Superior Court here against
ABC Records and Famous Music.
The plaintiffs, who own a total of
10 percent of Blue Thumb stock,
daim that ABC's July purchase of
Blue Thumb as part of the deal for
all of Gulf + Western's Famous
Music labels violates LiPuma -Licata
employment contracts dating from
March 1971.
According to the suiL Famous was
obligated to maintain Blue Thumb
as an autonomous company with
separate stock options and bonus
agreements for the plaintiffs.
However, after assuming ownLOS

ership of Blue Thumb, ABC dismissed all Blue Thumb employees
except stockholders LiPuma and Licata, taking over direct distribution
of the Blue Thumb roster including
the Pointer Sisters and the Crusaders.
Famous owned 80 percent of Blue
Thumb and Bob Krasnow. Blue
Thumb chairman (no longer with
the label), owned 10 percent. According to the lawsuit, the Blue
Thumb majority owner, Famous.
"released certain claims it had
against Krasnow in return for Krasnow transferring all of the shares of
stock in Blue Thumb in his possession to Famous."
The suit claims that a &r director
LiPuma and sales manager Licata

Culturists Explore Music
On N.E. Illinois U. Campus
CHICAGO -Several aspects of
music as it pertains to pop culture
will be explored during the second
annual conference of the Midwest
Popular Culture Assn. at Northeastern Illinois University. Thursday- Saturday (10-12).
"The Blues, Chicago Style." will
be explored by Harry Lee Pearson,
University of Indiana, chairperson:
Jim and Amy O'Neal, editors, Living Blues Magazine, Chicago; and
Eddie Taylor, blues recording artist.
Bruce Iglauer, president of bluesoriented Alligator Records in Chi-

cago, will chair "Media And The
Counter Culture," with speakers R.
Serge Denisoff, editor, Popular Music and Society, "After the Storm:
The Current State of the Recording
Industry," and Ralph and Valerie

Carnes, Roosevelt University,
speaking on "The Great Youth
Hustle: Selling the Counter -Culture
and the Revolution."
Patricia Averill. University of
Pennsylvania, will cover "Ohio's
Recording Companies: A Case
Study of Local Popular Culture
(Continued ou page 82)
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are free of their Blue Thumb employment obligations, due to defendants' alleged contract breaches.
The defendants claim they have
not yet been offered recompense for
heir Blue Thumb stock or consulted
prior to the purchase by ABC.
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Sal Licata and Tammy LiPuma have quit Blue Note Records following its
recent sale to ABC as part of the purchase by ABC of the Famous family of
labels. Licata had been Blue Note president, LiPama a&r chief. Before its sale
to Famous LiPuma was one of three partners in the firm.
*
a
New business manager and business administrator of Taurus Productions,
Stevie Wonder's independent firm, is Chris Jonz, formerly with Motown
Records, Reggie Wiggins is named road manager for Wonderlove, Stevie's
musical and vocal backup group.... Seymour Podber has joined Ivy Hill Communications Inc., in Great Neck, N.Y. The firm specializes in record packaging.

The post of sales manager, special markets, at Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley,
Calif.. goes to Stan Scherben. He will be toiling within the firm's special tape
products division.... Albert B. Silkier is the new president and general manager of Admiral de Mexico.
Miss Lauren Lacier replaces Helen King as western regional director of the
American Guild of Artists and Composers. Miss King now operates Songwriters Registration Service.
MCA Records has moved Dic k Keyes to Boston as sales manager from
Miami. Glen Homer takes over in Miami.... Nan Pea becomes assistant to
Gary Blohm in recording operations at Columbia Records in Los Angeles
while John McClure is promoted to the talent payment and information department.

r

t

From MCA Records, Ralph Tashjian joins 20th Century Records in Los
Angeles as national singles promotion manager. Simultaneously, the firm has
made Terry Fletcher boss of the label's Midwest promotion operation. Fletcher will be based in Memphis.
a

A

Working out of Atlanta- BIII Davis assumes the post of Southeast regional
promotion manager of Capricorn Records.... Andrew Meyer has been chosen
executive director of public relations, college development, at A&M Records
in Los Angeles. Staff publicist Dorene Lauer becomes West Coast publicity director for the firm. Janis Cercone is new as a staff publicist in A&M's New
York offices.

r
Famous Music has appointed Hy Grill as director of operations at its Nashville office. He moves over from MCA Records.... Harold J. Draper is new
manager of national accounts for the entertainment products group of GTE
Sylvania Inc.... John Gervasonl has been appointed national sales manager at
Scorpio Music Distributors.
a

a

Former Billboard staffer Jim Melanson moves to the newly created position of associate director of press and public information at CBS International.
.. Gary Williams, former U.S. pop product coordinator, has been appointed
coordinator of marketing services at CBS International while Peter Philbin has
been hired as publicist. Michael O'Mahony is in a new post as associate director of creative services at the same firm.
rr

w

a

Gail Roberts, who handled Bell Records publicity for the last two years in
Los Angeles, switches to Columbia Records replacing Judy Painter, who has
relocated in New York with Columbia. Penny Jenkins exits Bell to accept ajob
in

MGM Records' production department.

Cap Plugs Cassettes In Pop LPs
LOS ANGELES -Capitol Records will be including flyers on at least one
Toshiba cassette recorder in all LP releases for one and possibly two months,
according to a Capitol spokesman.

The firm had included brochures in releases on the Angel and Seraphim
lines in recent weeks (Billboard, Sept. 28), and the move to include the flyers in
all product will continue "until the leaflets are gone," according to the spokesman.
EMI, parent company of Capitol, owns a substantial share of Toshiba in
Japan.

WB Grabs Little David
LOS ANGELES -Little David
Records has gone to Warner Bros.
for long -term worldwide manufac-

turing and distribution.
The three- year -old Monte Kay label specializes in comedy and has
sold some 3.5 million albums with
three gold records from only eight
LP releases.
Little David was an Atlantic custom label for two years, exiting this
February.
According to Kay, "Experience
showed that we had to be distributed
by a label based here in Los Angeles.
It was impossible to get proper feedback on our specialized marketing
needs from busy executives across
the country in New York, when we
are so busy ourselves."
Kay also manages most Little David artists, including Flip Wilson,

George Carlin, Kenny Rankin and
the solo members of the recently disbanded Modern Jazz Quartet.
Little David's comedy big guns,
gold -album artists Carlin and Wilson. are due for upcoming releases.
Carlin has already cut his next LP
for Nov. 19 release. Wilson, starring
in four NBC -TV specials this season,
goes into the studio early in 1975.
Opening Little David release by
WB is coming this month with
writer- singer Kenny Rankin's second album for Kay. "Silver Morn ing"and the final MJQ product. "In
Memoriam: Modern Jazz Quartet&
Symphony Orchestra." This MJQ
album is on Little David rather than
their long -time Atlantic label, explains Kay, "because Atlantic didn't
want to pay for 80 symphonic musicians to we picked up the coos."
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General News

3 LPs In

Ann Arbor Sound Stylists

Roxbury
Reissue

NEW YORK- Roxbury Records
is releasing a drree- record set later
this month that will include a crosssection of performers discovered at
this city's late Bitter End.
Former comanager Paul Colby is
producing the package and it will be
divided into three categories: "early
years," "comedy years" and "pop
years." Artists appearing on the
records include then unknowns
James Taylor, Bette Midler, Woody
Allen, Joan Rivers; Peter, Paul and
Mary; John Denver. Judy Collins,
Van Monson, Ado Guthrie, David
Steinberg, Lily Tomlin, Theodore
Bikel, Josh White, Tom Paxton,

Robert Klein, George Carlin,
Melanie, Dion, David Frye, John
Sebastian, the Islay Brothers, Curtis
Mayfield, John Prins, the Simon Sisters (including Carly), Phil Ochs. the
Limaliters, Pete Seeger, the Evenly
Brothers and Tom and Jerry Jeff
Walker.
The album which will be massmerchandised, using other media.
TV commercials and in -store posters, will contain an illustrated booklet which will be a capsule history of
the Bitter End years, beginning in
1961 when the club opened. The album was put together after label vice
president Steve Bedell read about
Colby, and in a short time artists and
company releases were set for the
project. Some of the songs will be
unreleased cuts.
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(left) plays his "cosmic" music during the Friday night
Ann
Arbor Blues and Jazz Festival in Windsor, Canada.
stanza of the
Bluesman Luther Allison (right) plays a version of blues and rock.

Jauman Sun

Ra

L. A. NARAS Head Urges
Members Aid In Site Fight
LOS ANGELES -A plea to the
more than 1,200 members of the Los
Angeles chapter of NARAS to make
strong personal efforts to assist him

in getting national NARAS approval for a Recording Academy
Hall of Fame to be located in South em California has been made by
chapter president Jay L. Cooper.
'Time is of the essence." Cooper
says in a personal letter to chapter
membership. "We need your ideas,
help, support, influence, work,
money and time.
"Other chapter cities have the
support of local city government and

Tenn. Anti -Piracy Law
Continued from page

3

right, gave strong insight to the
problems which exist in regard to
legislative status, and suggested
areas which need re- thinking.

joined by Thomas Brennan, chief counsel of the U.S. Senate
subcommittee on patent trademark
and copyright: Herman Finkelstein.
retired general counsel of ASCAP;
Mrs. Theodora Zavin, senior vice
She was

president of BM!, and Albert
Ciancimino. house counsel of
SESAC.
The audience of attorneys, law enforcement officials. law professors
and at least one federal district
judge. heard a panel of legal experts
carry out a discussion which involved expertise in the lawful aspects of dealing with what Tony
Martell. president of Famous Music,
has referred to as "bloodsucking
ticks on a dog" in regard to tape
pirates.

RIAA president Stanley Gonikov; RIAA counsel Jules Yamell; MCA president
Sal Chianti; Albert Berman of the
Panelists included

Harry Fox Agency; Country Music
Assn. board chairman Joe Talbot;

Ampex Will Handle
Casablanca's Tapes
LOS ANGELES -Ampex and
Casablanca Records have reached
an agreement in which Ampex will

manufacture and distribute all
Casablanca lapes, according to
Casablanca president Neil Bogart
and general manager and vice president of marketing for the Ampex
music division, Tom Davis.
Ampex handled Buddah tapes
when Bogan was president M that
label. Daring that period, the firm
presented its first gold tape to Bud dah, for the Curtom soundtrack of

"Superfy."

Mary Reeves Davis of Jim Reeves
Enterprises; Arthur Miller of the
Harvard School of Law: FBI special
agent supervisor James Kraus: Bill
Vest of the Tennessee Bureau of

Criminal Identification: Los Angeles City Attorney Burt Pines: Ray
Patterson, dean of Emory Law
School: Donald Biederman of CBS
Records; Harold Orenstcin. New
York copyright attorney; Howard
Smith of Los Angeles. and Richard
Frank. leading Nashville music industry attorney.
The symposium was put together
by Henry Romersa, executive director of the NARAS Institute, and Bob
Thompson of SESAC, chairman of
the local NARAS chapters anti pirary committee.

Alpert-A&M
Ask $1 Mil
Of Capitol
LOS ANGELES -Herb Alpert
and A &M Records demand at least
SI million punitive damages and
$300 for each disk sold in a Superior
Court suit Sled here Wednesday
(25) against Capitol Records.
The court was asked to enjoin the
sale and promotion of Alpert's name
and likeness in connection with
sound -alike records allegedly released by Capitol.
The complaint, in addition. urged
the court to declare all money
grossed by Capitol in the series be
placed in rust, eventually to be
turned over to the plaintiffs. Capitol's legal department made no comment on the litigation.
Disks involved were featured in
the Time -Life series of re- creations
produced by Capitol staffer David
Cavanaugh. Time, Inc., of New
York- also is named in the suit.

their business community in obtaining a site and the financing," Cooper
warns. He urges members to assist in
obtaining city and county aid, contributions from record companies
and "whatever other appropriate
and willing businesses that might financially and otherwise support this

"

Cooper, an attorney, reminds that
next January a NARAS site committee will visit each NARAS city
that has chosen a site and then will
report back to the national NARAS
trustees in May, 1975. Nashville is
regarded as the leading contender at
the moment, Cooper acknowledges.
but along with the board of governors with which he works Cooper
feels that Los Angeles is a far more
logical place to house the Hall of
Fame Library, research facilities. listening rooms, meeting rooms, arti
fans and memorabilia.
"But unless we get busy," the president declares. "some other city is
going to gel it all."

Island Promotes
Four Top Acts
LOS

ANGELES- Island will pro-

mote new LPs by Sparks. Jim
Capaldo, Eno and Spooky Tooth
during an October promotional
campaign. All of the label's catalog
tides are also involved.
Capaldi will be given a collegiale
emphasis and at retail outlets in
Minneapolis, Milwaukee. Chicago,
SI. Louis. Madison and Carbondale.
111.

The label plans tieing in with 90
retailers in the Western U.S. on the
Eno, Sparks and Capaldi LPs.
Upcoming product to fall under
the promotional umbrella are by

Fairport

Convention. Georgic
Fame, John Marlyn and John Marley.

Bee Caravan to
Visit 75 Cities

LOS ANGELES motorized
caravan which will call on disk dealers from San Diego to San Francisco
is being employed by Granite
Records in promoting Molly Bees
latest single and LP. Granite's
Chore Stone says 75 cities will be
covered with Molly appearing at
most locations for store and radio
station visits.
Miss Bee got her start on records
more than 20 years ago, as a child.
on Capitol when she covered Jimmy
Boyd's "I Saw Mommy Kissin'
Santa Claus" on Columbia.
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WGN, CHICAGO WAMO, PITTS. WABQ, CLEVE.
WMBM, MIAMI WWRL, NY WVON, CHICAGO
WNJR, NEWARK WCCO, MINN. WEBB, BALI
KMOX, ST. LOUIS WHAT, PH I LA. WWI N, BALI
KXOL, FT. WORTH WTRY, TROY KN BR, S.F.
WCHB, DEC KCOH, HOUSTON KDIA, S.F.
WING, DAYTON WJPC, CHICAGO
Cgss/sbour rsewcooserpíck of tow week
"Lea's soulful vocals carry this Aretha -like up- tempo, R &B flavored cut that has
Roberta Flack overtones. Tough for this one to miss with the arrangement as Top 40
as can be.The combination of vocal strength and musical precision make this a winner."

Record Word cover pick
"Intriguing title comes to make a lot of crossover sense as this disc develops into
a hit -dripper for black and pop markets alike.The woman emerges
from the dynamically -produced downpour wearing a sunshiny smile:

Prodasctioss wrote .Sosiisd b!r Spesscer Proffer S Oersisy Oiaisto
Ois f/ssited Artists Records ossd 7ópos
Copyright .1974- United Artists Music end Records Group. Inc.

Financial

LMarket Quotations

Off theTicker
KOSS

Milwaukee,
and earnings for

CORP.,

posted record sales
the fifth consecutive year.
Earnings increased 28 percent to
$1,310.609, or 76 cents a share, on
sales of $14,759,072, a 37 percent
gain, for the year ended June 30.
compared to earnings of $1.023,435.
or 60 cents a share, on sales of
$10,788,813 in fiscal 1973.
In the fourth quarter, earnings
were $297.080, or 17 cents a share,
on sales of $4,305,724, compared to
earnings of $243,951, or 14 cents a
share, on sales of $2.759,626 a year
ago.
* *

*

THE

JUSTICE

Department

wants to uphold the 10 percent surcharge and requested the U.S. Court
of Customs & Patent Appeals to

overturn a lower court decision
which held the surcharge was invalid.

The U.S. Customs Court in New
York recently held that the surcharge was an illegal action. If the

SONY CORP., Tokyo. posted a
31 percent sales increase in the fisca
third quarter ended July 31. but con
solidated earnings were about the

rulingstands,thegovernmentmay be
obliged to refund 5500 million in
special levies collected under the
surcharge.
K -TEL

*

*

INTERNATIONAL Min-

neapolis, which merchandises music
through television advertising, expects to report a loss in the fourth
quarter that may result in a loss for
fiscal 1974.
The company said probable losses
were triggered by inventory writedowns and to write -offs of customer
receivables.
For fiscal nine months, K -Tel
posted earnings of $4.2 million, or
$1.06 a share, compared to earnings
of $3.3 million, or 82 cents a share, in
1973.

r

OPPORTUNITY FOR BIG PROFITS

-

LOW COSTS

Once every ten years, perhaps only once M a decade, something truly new
and revolutionary cornea along. In 1973. after two years and $sun.0D0
C1144-ROCK was created. Our fulkength Movie with special stop notion
was synchronized to merge with our origiflal Live Rock Musical The GIN.
A -ROCK cast performed Ilea white IM movie played on 20,000 cheered its
introduction. II soon gained national publicity and acclaim and has been
playing in movie theatres ever since. It opened up a whole new source
or business for the movie theatre industry. Now, additional promoters
are needed in many elates to present this entertainment revolution that
does n01 depend on big name -high cost performers. You can bring H into
every size movie theatre and college In your state on an exclusive basis tor
one year on a royalty to us. Good for both beg Gilles and small towns. We'll
give your our formula, our poweriul promotion materials, our training, and
the sensational CIN -A -ROCK show itself Including our major movie. for
mass bookings in your state.
Certain stales sell open' Strike while It's now
(NINE -Pli RELEASING CORPORATION. BEST TENZER. ha1MIN
6111 fed 5111 Strata. Om feel Gay lee to k 1012$. 12121 371.2411

*

Shack chain, posted record sales and
an increase in earnings for the eleventh consecutive year in fiscal 1974.
Sales of continuing operations
were $579.081,738, an increase of 27
percent over fiscal 1973, and earnings of $27.518,192, a 29 percent
gain over last year despite substan-

tial losses in certain discontinued
operations.
For the fiscal year ended June 30.
Tandy reports earnings of $20,446,192, or $1.92 a share, after
loss

a

from discontinued operations of

$7,072,000

*

*

Radio Corp. against several Japanese firms and Motorola "relates to
marketing the Japanese manufacturers in the U.S."
The suit challenges the sale of

McCormick Place- Chicago
where you'll find out more about what's happening
today to affect the aftermarket of tomorrow
Social

Industry Workshop
Monday, Oct. 28
A full

Events74 Banquet

day's program

studying the state of
the industry ... its
future. Featuring
leading government
and industry
authorities.

Spectacular
star studded
entertainment. Lavish
gourmet dinner,
dancing and cocktails.
Special functions for
the wives. Plus more
for everyone.

Education and

Information

SeminarsOat. 30 & 31
TWO doily concurrent

Win! Winf

ironAM
to explora

vacations-520,000

aftennarket covering
vital topics for buyers

show floor.

and management.
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Only APAA pacts so
much education,
exhibition,
entertainment and
excitement into one
enormously valuable
trade show package.

Don't miss this gigantic
display of the newest,
most innovative
products from the
nation's leading
manufacturers.
& ACCESSORIES
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NARAS Votes For 'Most Valuable'

LOS ANGELES -The local chapter of NARAS will honor studio musicians and background singers for the second year with a most valuable player
award.
The awards will be presented at a ceremony in mid- November.
Ballots have gone out to all local members to vote in the second annual
event. Sidemen and singers are called "the unsung heroes /heroines" of the
business by the local chapter.
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AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

Motorola's television assets to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd,
Tokyo.
The suit filed in U.S. District
Court, Philadelphia, alleges Matsushita and Motorola violated U.S.
antitrust and antidumping laws. Zenith asked the court to order Matsushita to divest itself of assets acquired from Motorola, and asked for
actual damages of more than $300
million to be trebled as provided by
antitrust laws.
Beside Matsushita, other defendants named in the suit were
Shibaura Electric Co. Ltd., Hitachi
Ltd., Sharp Corp., Mitsubishi Electric Corp, Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd.
and Sony Corp.

New '75 car, luxury

the changing
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MOTOROLA, Franklin Park, Ill.,
reports the civil suit filed by Zenith
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RADIO SHACK contributed 62
percent of Tandy's total sales and 78
percent of divisional earnings.
Tandy Corp., Fort Worth, parent
company of the 3,000 -store Radio
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CONCEPT REPLACING ROCK CONCERTS
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cep,

year radier.
Earnings and per share (American Depositary Receipt) were about
$22 million, or 13 cents, about the
same as last year. Sales increased to
a record $351.2 million from $268.1
million in the third quarter a year
ago.
Earnings in the fiscal nine months
wem $71.1 million, or 42 cents a
share, on sales 01'51.1 billion. compared to $68.9 million, or 41 cents a
share, on sales of $780.1 million.
In the quarter, tape recorder and
radio sales increased 29 percent
from a year ago. audio equipment
and videotape recorder sales increased 43 percent and television
sales gained 18 percent
same as

*
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The Hues Corporation
rocked over 2,000,000 boats.
Now they're rock'
a brand new single.

!`Rockìn' Soul:'
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Group Oks Antipiracy Action
Continued from page

1

from antipiracy to performance
rights -will be given an in -depth exploration during 1975 hearings on
the general revision bill.
The Senate Copyrights Subcommittee has sent word that it will go
along with the milder prison terms in
Me House bill. This will avoid conference delays and speed action on
the legislation needed to make protection of copyrighted recordings a
permanent part of the federal copyright law.
The recently passed Senate anti piracy bill, like its revision bill, proposed maximum prison sentences of
three and seven years (Billboard,
Sept. 21).
The House Judiciary Committee
vote was 30 to 2 on the Kasteneier

antipiracy bill. Rep. Robert Drinan
(D. Mass.), the chief dissenter,
made his customary attack on the
record industry for alleged monopoly practices. He said that record

companies should be given exclusive
ownership for only five years, with
mandatory licensing to tape duplicators after that period.
Rep. Drinan argued that the tape
duplicators could serve the public by
lowering prices, and providing
reissues of non -hit or older recordings, also benefiting performers and
music licensees. He said big record
companies and their record clubs
dominate the industry and "authors
and performers lose."
His argument brought questions
from Reps. John Conyers (D..
Mich.) and John Seibrrling (D..
Ohio). They asked whether the
House revision hearings next year
would cover the public interest and
any antitrust aspects involved, in the
way the record industry will function under the copyright revision.
Rep. Kastrnmeier assured fellow
members of the Judiciary Committee that there would be in -depth
hearings by his subcommittee. Justice Department will be asked for

Dealers Find Sales Stay Up
Continued from page I

of this year, but a cumulative
dollar increase across the board.

ters

Dealers indicate that the customer
price whiplash is almost abated as
far as albums go, but that singles paIrons are still haggling over the 15 to
25 cent price jump. Most indicate
G
C that with local and state cox, singles
<p are now over SI at retail.

m

Typical dealer comments:
Rich Bullock, seven Odyssey

m

stores In three Western states, based
In Santa Cruz, Calif.: "Unexpected
as excellent tourist
business has
boosted our business 20 percent. We
know the tourist. He buys records for
w his children. Luckily for us, the gas
pcrisis never really happened. We
have three stores set for 1975."
IG
Roo Horning, Record Hut, four

Michigan stores based in Mt. Pleasant: "We'd be up more than 10 to 15
percent, if the two stores we closed
recently in Jackson and Flint had
made it. We unfortunately were in
downtown areas that need much urban renewal. We intend to open in
several malls in the next year."
Lee Hartstooe, Wherehouse chain
of 50 California stores, based in Los
Angeles: "We are not up to the 20
percent increase-projected, but striving for it. Product is as weak as I've
seen it in some time. Our unit sales
are definitely affected. We are nearing an oversaturation of retail stores
in California. Pricing is ultra-competitive."
Brent Platt, Almar Book and
Record Stores, 40 stores nationally,
based in St. Louis: "The price increase has set back our progress.
Based on our experience with hard
cover and paperback books, we've
found that our total dollar volume
now 55 percent paperbacks.
This proves buyer price resistance."
Sam Shapiro, 37 National Record
there

EWART ABNER
You and your goat
are invited to be
amgum for dinner,
ny ight this week'.
Call Jae D'Amore err
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Marts, based In Pittsburgh: "The
price increase hit us at first. but we
bounced back. We are up 16 percent. Unit sales arc down, but we are
working on it."
Paul David, 30 Camelot stores In
19 states, based in North Canton, O.:
"We're up 24 percent. We are
stronger in the past six months. We
stabilized our profit margins by going to $6.59 on $6.95 produce generally. Our internal inventory control
is better. We've broadened our instore promotion program. We had to
fight for i4 but our co-op advertising
is about even with Iasi year."
Jim Spillman, Stereo Vinage, Burlington, N.C. and Danville, Va.:
"Textiles are conservative. Our Burlington store is way down, but Danville is way up. Overall, we show
about a 20 percent increase. We are
gating about a buck markup per album now."
Bob Meals, seven Target stores,
all of which are located In the black
areas of Los Angeles: "We are down
15 percent. I would attribute it completely to the higher prices. Where
our customers bought up to seven albums, they are now buying ones and
twos. We sell singles for 95 cents including tax, but we are still getting
lots of gripes.
Jim Greenwood, 11 Licorice Pizza
stores located in n 40 mile radius in
grater Los Angeles: "We are up
substantially. The price rise has had
its effect. We are maturing. We have
our advertising and marketing functions together."

comment not only from its Criminal
Division (on the record piracy question). but also from the Anti-Trost
Division on any monopoly aspects.
"The public interest in copyright,
beyond the owner and user groups,
needs to be considered in depth" he
said.

But Rep. Kasrenmeier demolished much of Rep. Drinan's tape
duplicator argument by pointing out
that unauthorized tape duplicators
who do a $300 million a year business do not make copies of out-ofpress or non -hit recordings, or of
"finer works" that do not become
hits. The pirates siphon off the top
hits while they are at the bead of
the popularity charts.
To Rep. Drinan's contention that
performing artists "don't understand the copyright law." Rep. Kastenmeier said today's artists and
their representatives are "highly sophisticated" about the law. Many
form their own recording and publishing companies. "If any performers and composers felt they were
disadvantaged by the law, they
would have testified at House hearings in 1965 on the revision bill, and
1971 and 1974 hearings on the
House antipiracy bills."
Finally, Rep. Kasrenmeier
pointed out that the Constitution itself -like it or not -has deliberately
assured a monopoly for copyright
owners for limited periods of time, in
order to provide incentive to produce further works. Wholesale pirating kills that incentive.
Rep. Kastenmeier hopes for an
early vote on the antipiracy bill. He
will also hold hearings on the interim Senate bills which were passed
by that body, since the House can
not act on a revision bill this year.
One would expend expiring copyrights for two years, and another
would establish a commission to
study new technological uses of
copyrighted materials. An individual Senate antipiracy bill was included, but the House will vote on its
own H. R. 1364.
Rep. Kasteneier is not personally in favor of extending the expiring copyrights for another two years.
but says he will go along with the
majority. if the other members of his
subcommittee feel it is beneficial.

MCA Sizzling

In South Africa
LOS ANGELES -Strong promo lions have turned four recent MCA
Records singles into double "gold"
disks in South Africa.
Lee Armstrong, vice president
and director of International for the
label, says that Gallo Ltd.. MCA's
oldest licensee, has scored more than
100.000 sales on Dobie Gray's single
"Loving Arms," while Rick Nelson's
"Garden Party" is over 60,000 in
sales. Normally, a single has to top
only 25.000 to achieve "gold" status
in South Africa.
Gallo is headed by Peler Gallo
and, because of his energetic work
and the work of his staff. Gray is
slated to do a concert tour of South
Africa in November. Gray's "Drift
Away" is over 50.000 in sales there.
MCA also scored with Neil Diamond's double LP set "Hot August
Night," going more than 50,000 sets.
and largely because Gallo's team organized a "Hot August Night" competition, giving dealers a chance to
win a diamond for selling Diamond.
then backing the promotion with Tshirrs, in -store displays, and radio
tie -ins.

550 Photo

SUPER GUITAR -1ST- Johnny Winter almost met his match when Harmony
House of Chicago delivered him its extra large size guitar. The guitar measuring lust short of nine feet will be featured on his upcoming album, although it
presented quite a playing problem at first. After some careful practice on the
instrument, Winter finally conquered it and produced some interesting
sounds.

ASCAP Will Raise
Performance Pacts

Continued from page I
are getting off cheaply at the present
rate.
He intimates that the board is
studying the possibility of raising the
annual rate to hotels in the over $1

million talent outlay.
Hamilton also explains that the
bard is working with James Cleary
who is spearheading a campaign to
re -evaluate ASCAP's many branch
offices.
President Stanley Adams concentrated in his speech for the most part
on revenue- building domestically.
U.S. college campuses are targeted
by ASCAP, as promised for several
years by the ASCAP chief executive.
Exempted now specifically from the
educational agreement umbrella
now in effect with 220 colleges and
universities-are concerts and performances given by professional
groups and individuals, now licensed as full -fledged commercial
ventures and automatically logged
and not random sampled by outside
consultants as heretofore.
The future licensing of college
and university community orchestras is also being investigated,
Adams said.
A new five-year agreement with
metropolitan symphony orchestras,
those whose annual budget ranges
from $100,000 to SI million, effective Oct. I through Sept. 30, 1979,
calls for a licensing fee of ninetenths of one percent of boxottce
receipts the first three years, with an
ncrea. to one percent the last two

music franchisors attempt to lower
the license fee because of alleged

competition from FM radio (Billboard, March 2) is stalemated by the
Supreme Court ruling in CBS vs.
TelePrompTer. This ruling favored
the cable operators and 20th Century Music but hurt copyright own ers. In the appals decision, the court
held that the cafe furnishing recorded music via a loudspeaker and
radio is not "performing." attacking
the long -time 1931 Buck vs. Jewel Lasalle precedent.
Adams points out that VAAP representatives, with whom he visited in
Russia earlier in the year, will visit
the U.S. later in 1974 to sew up reciprocal licensing agreements.
Adams feels the new Soviet licensing
agency, which controls all creative
literary and song compositions, will
give a full share of its work to
ASCAP.
Adams calls the possibility of
enactment of a new copyright law
"brighter today than anytime since
1967."
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A new five year contract with major orchestras, those with an over-SI

being negotiated,
Adams adds. He stales ASCAP now
has over 900 concert series covered
by license, which for is determined
by the size of the auditorium and admission cost.
The current lengthy negotiation
with Muzak over the background
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RCA Unshutters
Christmas Line
NEW YORK -RCA Records will
introduce its fall and Christmas
product at a series of five regional
marketing and promotional meetings this week. Locations are Glen
Cove, N.Y.. Miami, Indianpolis.
Dallas and San Francisco.
Sessions will be helmet' by Jack
Kiernan, division vice president,
marketing. Also participating are
Tom Cossie, promotion chief; Larry
Gallagher, in charge of country music sales: Topper Schroeder. manager of album and tapes sale: Tony
Montgomery, head of national sales:
and Morty Gilbert manager single
record sala.
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Announcing the first album from
DARK HORSE RECORDS

Splinter is Bill Elliott and Bob Purvis.
And their first album is nine original songs
about drinking all day, a gravy train, life in
somebody's city, a China light, a girl named
Elly May, and the place they love.
SPLINTER

"THE PLACE I LOVE"

Produced by George Hárrison

Distributed by A &M Records. Inc.
Copyrighted material
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British Seek Ways to
Curtail U.S. Cutouts
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TOP POP '40 -'55
TOP COP'
TOP C&W
1
MRs '45 -'72
TOP LP's '45-'72

$20.
$20.

-

$20.
520.
$40.

SUPPLEMENTS:
TOP POP '73

$7.50.

TOP LP's '73
TOP C&W '7273
TOP R &B '7273

$7.50
$10.
$10.

Name
Address
City

State

Continsed from page 3
more than can reasonably be expected. With standards, we have the
income base to carry us over any
lean periods."
Eight songs in the company's
catalog have already topped the super- standard barrier of
million
performances logged by BMI, an
achievement that doubles all subsequent payoffs by the performing
rights organization.
To bring other songs close to this
refilled category calls for constant
promotion on several levels for all
likely candidates; Robinson notes.
Screen Gems national promotion
vice president Danny Davis, head quartered in Los Angeles, is given an
annual budget of $50,000 to $75,000
to employ record promotion men
whose sole function is to stimulate
1

#24:

In 1956 there were 6 versions each
of different songs on the "Het 100"
at the same time. name these 2
songs, one from an Spero' and me
from a'movie.'

nw a

titles.
But Bridge believes that computerized inventory controls, now becoming more common in the industry, should make it relatively easy to
segregate appropriate deletion merchandise. These titles could then be

Zip

Make your check or

money order to:

ecord
esearch
P. O. Box 82

h

offered on a first- refusal basis to
British producers.
English companies may well be
willing to pay more for then "active" deletions than American cutout
exporters, Bridge feels. The British
manufacturer could then sell the
records in his own market in a controlled way and at prices that would
not provide damaging competition
to his own production.
Bridge suggests that his plan
could be extended to Canadd as well
as to the U.K. The Canadian
Recording Industry Assn. has
recently launched a drive to stem the
import of cutouts into their country
(Billboard, Sept. 7).
la the U.K., relatively few deletions enter the marketing chain, primarily due to a tight lid on return
from dealers. Records are normally
shipped on 'firm invoice," with returns limited to "faultiest' says
Bridge. Only a few companies offer
any retum privilege at all, and even
in these cases it is limited to a marginal 5 percent of purchases.
Bridge sea a cooperative working
relationship between American and
British manufacturers as the only
practical solution to the cutout problem. No governmental restrictions
apply. Cutouts may be freely
shipped into the U.K. so long as import duties are paid and a small royalty paid to the British mechanical
collection agency.

Screen Gems Builds
A Standards Catalog

proceeded to fade into that try/steal

E-

Continued from page I
ported from the U.S. He fears it may
proliferate if tell unchecked.
The difficulty arises when American cutouts are sold at low prices on
the English market while domestic
pressings of the same titles are still
being offered at full price. The going
retail price of the imports is little
more than half that of their British
counterparts, says Bridge. If made
generally available they can cut seriously into regular sales.
He points to a recent case where
Phonogram in England claimed severe losses on a Rod Stewart album
due to retail competition from low cost Mercury pressings of the same
item imponed by cutout specialists.
Ironically, both companies are subsidiaries of the same international
parent.
Bridge concedes that his proposal
would entail some changes in the
customary way cutout disposal is
handled by American manure,
turers. Usually, at quarterly or semiannual intervals, the records are assembled in large groups and peddled at bulk prices without a separate accounting kept of specific

r

!)

Menomonee Falls. Wis. 53051

Philius Couples
Book and Songs
NEW YORK -Philius Productions here has expanded its operations to include the marketing of
record and song book packages via
TV mail- order, with distribution
through dealers to follow later.
Introduction of the funs first
book -disk set is slated to begin in
Eastern markets later this month, according to Dick Stern, Philius president. It features "Songs of Inspiration," an album of 10 songs
performed by the All -Philadelphia
Boys Choir; and the song folio, containing 31 tunes, produced under an
arrangement with Robbins Music
Corp. Sales price for the combined
package is $6.95.
Next book -disk package to be offered by the firm is devoted to
Christmas material and will also feature the choir, an exclusive Philius
pactee. Company chairman is Nicholas Pappageorge.

regional radio play on new records.
A close liaison is maintained with
record company promo staffers to
coordinate field effort.
This readiness to expand its own
funds to supplement what is nor-

mally the record company's function, often returns unexpected dividends, says Robinson. 'For one, it
gives us an edge in getting new material recorded since the manufacturer knows we are going to help
push his product"
One of the more successful devices used by the publisher has been
to assemble and distribute promotional LPs containing cuts of commercial recordings of Screen Gems
copyrights. This is done in two ways.
On one series 20 -second cuts from

as many as 101 tunes are programmed on a single LP for free distribution to independent producers,
artists and record companies The
purpose here is to stimulate cover
records. And it works, says Robin-

Photo by Dagmar

HOOPLE HAPPENING -Gotta dst Mick Ronson was announced to

the U.S. as
the newest member of Mott the Hopple at a special press conference held In
New York. Pictured expressing their good wishes to Ronson are, haft to right,
Columbia Records president Irvin Segelstein; Columbia Records vice president of a&r for the east coast, Chades Koppelman; Hoopla member tan
Hunter, Ronson; and group manager Fred Heller.

LP SERIES REVIEW

Vee Jay Digs Rare Vintage
Jazz From Its 50s Vaults
LOS ANGELES -Vee Jay
Records has always been a wealth of
the best in rock, blues and jazz and
now, back in full scale operation,
they have issued a fine set of some of
the best jazz artists in history,
dubbed the Epitaph Series.
Each disk is packaged in an attractive silver jacket and features
fine cover shots of the artists. Liner
nota, divided between Leonard
Feather and Foster Johnson, are informative and easy to read. Each
disk lists at 55.98, with the exception
of a double Duke Ellington set
which lists at $6.98.
The Lee Morgan set offers some
of the best of the famed trumpeter,
with a backup band including the
likes of Wayne Shorter and Jackie
McGraw. This LP showcases highlights such as "Short Count" and
"Cry Of My People," all recorded
during Morgan's short life.
Bassist Paul Chambers, who died
at the age of 34, shows just how
much of an instrument the bass can
be on his LP, featuring songs such as
"Awful Mean." Star backup men
here include Cannonball Adderley.
The brilliant three -fingered guitarist, Django Reinhardt also gets a
set. Many of today's top guitarists
still list Reinhardt as a major influence and this set, with cuts such as
"How High The Moon," shows why.
Bunny Berigan, the superb jam
trumpeter, gets his own set and
serves up the likes of "Sing You Sinners" in his own distinctive style,

while John Kirby offers a fine no
with his smaller orchestra.
Saxophonist Glen Gray is showcased with a big band including the
likes of Pee Wee Hunt and moves
through such pieces as "Black Jazz"
and "01' Man River," while pianist
An Tatum also gets an LP, highlighted by material such as "The
Man I Love" and 'Tea For Two."
Tatum has been called an influence
by many, and this set offers good
reasons why.
Another pianist who gets good expomre is Wynton Kelly, working
with stars such as Wayne Shorter
and Lee Morgan on cuts such as
"Sassy" and "Make The Man Love
Me." Trombonist Russ Morgan also
gets a showcase, with cuts like "Bye
Bye Blackbird" standing out
Finally, there is a deluxe double
set featuring the great Ellington. Included are such marvelous tunes as
"Take The A Train," "I Hear A
Rhapsody" and "Love You Madly"
with a vocal by Betty Roche. These
constitute a number of older FJtington cuts, and they offer proof that
his genius has been a major factor in
the progression of music of all kinds.
Sound is fuse on all of these packages. and they work as fine musical
offerings as well as historical documents. With Vet Jay again moving
into full swing, one would hope the
company will continue to pull into
its vaults and release more material
as fine as this.
BOB KIRSCH

son.
In another series, complete cuts of
hit records from a variety of labels
are put on an LP and shipped free to
radio and TV stations. Seven of

these promotional albums have
been produced to date, and others
are in the planning stages.
Despite these devices, the company is still committed heavily to the
more traditional publisher use of
professional men. There are eight
full -time executives performing this
function -securing new records and
seeking out material -under the direction of vice president Irwin
Schuster.
When do you have a standard? If
you have more than 10 different
recordings in two or more musical
categories of any single tune, and
you are still getting new cover action
after three or four years, you an feel
pretty sure that the song has arrived
as a standard, says Robinson.

Bernie Stock pho

PRISON POW ER- PolydorRecord's Power of Attorney, a group consisting of

nine musicians from Graterford Prison near Philadelphia are pictured with
their management at a press luncheon held in their honor in New York. The
group was discovered by Bin Cosby and Pennsylvania state representative
Jim Kelly and a portion of the proceeds from the musicians' salaries will be
donated to the prison Inmate welfare fund for all the residents of Graterford.

ONLY ONE ARTIST IN THE WORLD
PERFORMED AT THE THREE MOST
SIGNIFICANT MUSIC EVENTS OF ALL TIME;
MONTEREY POP, WOODSTOCK,
AND THE CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH.

DARK HORSE RECORDS IS PROUD
TO PRESENT HIS NEW MUSIC.

"SHANKAR FAMILY

Produced by George I larrison

FRIENDS"

Distributed by A &M Records, Inc.

le

Lunch With The Editors of Billboard

CBS' Irwin Segelstein
One year after the former CBS -TV executive
took over Columbia Records he's become
an aware music man. Check out his views.
Irwin Segelstein was a programming vice president at CBS-TV when he was selected to
replace Clive Davis as president of CBS Records on the Memorial Day weekend of 1973. In his
first year in the record industry he has had to do some on the job training, he admits to learn all
the intricacies of the music field.
During his Luncheon With The Editors Of Billboard In Los Angeles, Segelstein cautiously
and carefully answered questions about CBS and the industry from a number of Billboard editors including Lee Zhito, Eliot Tiegel. John Sippel, Nat Freedland, Bill Wardlow, Bob Kirsch and
Claude Hall.
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Billboard photos by Stan Troutman
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On The Appointment of Bruce
m Lundvall As The Label's First

ñ
rn

General Manager

,6

"Some things happened in
¢ the last year to make it a little
m more difficult to run a record
o company as entirely a one
man show. Among them:
O material shortages. crisis in
vinyl and manufacturing.
Now we have to pay a lot
more attention to these
things so a lot of my time has
gone into that. Another rea.
son is that just think the
marketing and a &r operation
has to be better integrated
and Bruce seems to be the
right man to be able to
coordinate these areas of
marketing, sates, promotion
and a&r."
Weren't these functions
integrated before?
"Yes, but under one person. Other than me. It just struck
us as the right way to run a business our size is to delegate
responsibilities in several areas as Walter Dean is responsible
for business affairs. It doesn't mean I'll be less into things.
Hopefully I'll be more into things and I'll be able to pick and
choose what can do."
Who reports to you now?
"The finance people, Walter Dean. Don Ellis and the Epic
a &r operation, Ron Alexenburg in sales and distribution for
-

ti

I

I

Epic and Lundvall."
Who reports to Lundvall?
"A&r, sales, merchandising and promotion."
On CBS' Retention Of The SQ Matrix Quad System
"SQ has represented some pretty good sales for us. We
have a vested interest in SQ but don't have any long .term
interest in having the tight between the color wheel and the
I

talking about 4-channel sound and
what we're all interested in doing, hopefully, is seeing whether
there is a market for 4- surround sound. We think it's the best
system so we're releasing in SQ. Other people agree with us,
RCA color system. We're

few don't"
Why hasn't quad taken off spectacularly?
"Well don't know. It's not a quantum jump as mono to
stereo was, or as the LP was. How do you know it hasn't taken
off? That's an assumption. There is clearly interest as the
hardware sales show. But some of the retailers feel that the
public is confused."
Isn't Columbia contributing to the confusion by carrying
I

this battle between matrix and discrete?
"We're trying not to. We're trying to discuss quad in its generic rather than its specific terrns to help take some of the
confusion out."

On The Home Video Market
Is it conceivable that just as CBS disengaged itself from
EVR that it will do the same thing with SQ and swing to CD -4

to unify the industry with one system?
"CBS disengaged itself from EVR because it was losing
money. It was a terrific piece of technology. Why don't you talk
about the videodisk? It sits there as a piece of technology and
nobody wants to make a software effort. It's only RCA that's
sitting there with all that hardware stuff.
"If there will be a market for an audio /visual home coperi-

`If there will be a market for
an audio /visual home experience, CBS, with its various
creative parts will be a major

factor.'
ence on some sort of recorded medium, think you'd have to
make the natural assumption that CBS Inc. as a corporation
with its various creative parts will be a major factor in that we
have the capability to bring to that kind of new technology a
great deal of assorted skills from all directions, both marketing and creative. So that when there's a future, if there is a
future, there's no doubt in my mind that CBS will be a part of
I

it.

"And we are deeply involved in trying to study and deter
mine the future and to figure out how we can participate in it

best, not on any kind of divisional basis, but on

a

corporate

basis."
On A New Plastic LP Jacket
Is CBS getting ready to come out with a styrofoam album

jacket?
"I think we're looking into it. If this new pack solves problems of weight and size and all the other things. including
something as simple as making sure that the record grooves
don't get squeezed into the tightly packaged pack then it will
become a norm and we will have to figure out how to make
them look as attractive as the kind of things we market now. It
clearly has the simplest application in things like mail-order
and record clubs. It's lighter in weight and it's well protected
and doesn't get beat up by the postman as he folds it and
sticks it in your box on RFD number three in Des Moines and
in packages at Christmas time. ".
On TV Advertising As A New Medium
"Television does sell goods. The record business. as a business, has not really been nor has it had the need to be a sophisticated marketer in the sense that General Mills or Procter
& Gamble has been a sophisticated TV marketer.
"We're not going to plunge into TV because it's there.
We've donee few tests, we've had in some cases good results,
in some cases bad results. We're into a television test at retail,
use of television, marketing of television at retail and we're
going to measure those results. And think we can sell records
that way. But don't think we can sell all kinds of records that
I

I

What kinds of records are you selling that you've had good
results with?
"I don't think want to tell you that."
How about the had ones?
I

"I don't want to tell you that either."
What kind of testing was it? Was it in a specific market?
"Yes, there were various branches that tried one thing or
other things."
When you speak of being sophisticated in TV marketing,
what do you mean?
"You can get a targeted audience at certain times by buying
adjacencies. We can try to buy them near the music shows on
television on a local basis. All the know -how that any major industry has built up, tram automobiles to breakfast cereals to
the soaps -this is the kind of thing that were expecting to
build up on the record side, to be at least as professional in
our use of the media as the other marketers are.
"And don't think the industry has had the need to do it
because there's an essential difference. We sell a product
about which our buyers am really quite a bit mom passionate
than they are about some of the other products so that our job
hasn't always been that hard. But we still have to put together
as many facts as we can as to who goes into stores and who
buys what."
On Data Gathering
Have you used the Discount Record chain (which CBS owns)
to discover who buys what?
I

down and that's what wrong with the shows, the excitement
of the live performance is missing.
"The sound, the mix, ittends to be bland. It's blanded deliberately because of signal problems and transmitter cutoffs
at the low and high frequencies. So that some of the acts f ind
some of their energy, their vibrations and excitement is lost.
"Well, a blot acts are upset about that. So the choice has to
be made as to whether the act gets more than it loses by going
on. It is obviously not as exciting to watch group X appear on
'In Concert' as it is to see them at the Felt Forum or at the
Troubadour because the medium is totally different. But it
maybe better to see them there than not to see them at all."
How important is the appearance of an artist on one of
those
music shows in launching his career or increasing his
record sales?
"The answer is we have not been able to measure any appreciable record sales directly related to an appearance on a
Friday night on 'In Concert' in terms of Saturday sales. Maybe
it's because we don't be in well enough at our point of sale
level and maybe it's because it's not really effective. don't
think we know the answer to that."
Why doesn't CBS have a rock music show on its network?
They're doing very well with what they're doing. ABC

N

I

bring something unique and special to as and not because 15
we're going into the business of delegating to others the production of music."
On the CBS- Mebdiya Deal
"This is an opportunity to release some extraordinary artists in the United States.... I don't know that they'll let me
into the Soviet Union because all my rabbinical contempo.
varies will be jailed, no doubt.
have no intention of going
there myself."
Would you be making available to other labels distribution
into Eastern European markets? You're sort of a Marco Polo
or Kissinger in that you've been able to open and establish a
bridge into Communist bloc countries.
"I hadn't thought about it at all. I'm not sure I'm that philanthropic. Maybe Walter YelnikoH would like to by it."
I

On Classical Sales

in

the last 15 months it hasn't changed one way or another. It's not without profit but it isn't really exactly a major
profit area. But over a long period of time there is profit. We
do it because we're a full -line record company. We do it because its part of our obligation and charter."
On the Black Composers Series
What kind of sales have you had?

O

O
O
doesn't have

show on the air because they have the greater
good of music at heart. It is because in simple terms. ABC has
thorough disaster at late night. Not in terms of quality of programming. Merely in rating terms. So they go to another format. 'In Concert' is not a hit in television terms.
"It's only if you're in the music business that you think it's
important. If you're in television you think Johnny Carson is a
hit; you think the 'CBS Movie' is a hit. 'In Concert' is third in
the time period. It u terrific for people in the music business
because we're dealing not with total audience terms but with
a targeted audience. But you don't really for one moment believe that the other networks are keeping music off because
it'll do well, They're keeping it off because they don't think it
will compete. They won't take Carson off for a music show.
"There is nonetheless some impact. 'Midnight Special' is
not competitive, it's on after all the other shows go off the air.

"No, we have not used them. It's not a division have any
responsibility for. Because we have a very tight and well or
ganized branch system and we have some superior people
running our sales force, we can get some pretty good input on
what is really happening in the marketplace by just old task,
toned questioning and guys going into racks. one-stops, retail
stores, department stores, mass merchandisers, and we can
get some feel as to what's happening or moving.
"I just think that in order to make a profit in this business,
the record companies are going to have to face growing up
and considering themselves, at least partially on the sales
side, a business."
On Growing Up
"We have to remember that we are a $2 billion industrythat's suggested retail list which is one of the fictions of our
business. Growing up means knowing how to be efficient in
your marketing operation so that you and your customer can
be better at the buying and selling process so there's a better
margin tor everyone involved. We just have to get better at
marketing. We have to be as good as all the other businesses
in the United States are."
I

On TV Roar Shows
"They're not a record experience nor are they a concert experience. Nor are they dull. They're a television experience.
And you have to deal in those terms. And there is a problem
and it's not unique to rock shows. Television tends to be a cool

medium.

"It's

medium of Perry Como and Dean Martin. It's not a
medium where Sammy Davis makes it. Just as Ethel Merman
could never make it in films, but is fantastic on stage. You see
a guy sits at a board in television and every time it really gets
great, he keeps riding the gain down. It blands everything
a

a

TV rock shows are `blended
deliberately.' TV `tends to
be a cool medium. You see a
guy sits at a board in television and every time it really
gets great, he keeps riding
the gain down.'
(mother words it's station time. If CBS could recapture more
station time they'd put music on."
On Musical Trends For Tomorrow
Our art is a reflection of ourselves. We swing from a Spock
way of raising children to an anti- Spock, from permissive to
non. permissive. And that's true in the arts. We have been
through a counter reaction to the things that took place in
music in the 60s and now we're waiting for the next reaction,
action and reaction. When a guy sits down to write a song
today he's not writing commercial music. He's writing what
he wants to write.
"I think the Tin Pan Alley days are over. We're going
through some shock waves today and it will inevitably lind its
way into the drama and the music of tomorrow. But nobody
can project it or predict it will happen."
On Signing Distribution Deals
"We are not going to market labels as a way of making a
living unless, and this is very important, unless the people we
work with have a capacity to bring us something that we cannot do for ourselves. mean there is no way that a short, fat
Jewish kid from the Bronx is going to produce the kind of music that Philadelphia International produces torus. And there
is noway we can bring to it a relationship with Kris Kristoffer
son such as Fred Foster can bring to it.
"So that labels are something we will market because they
I

m

"We got a lot of nice press. As For sales it's been probably a
total disaster. But wouldn't say that. It was something we
wanted to do and we did it and we sold some records. What
happens is, of course, that classical music tends to have a
long life."
On His Ideas For Leaving His
Imprimatur On The label
Do you look forward to the Segelstein era at Columbia as
leaving some kind of mark?
"You're asking the question too soon. can't think of any.
thing witty to respond with. I'm not sure ever think of leaving
my mark. That's too arrogant an attitude. think there are
things worth recording and think we have always recorded
something that needs to be put down and inevitably there will
be things that need to be recorded totally without respect to
whether they make a profit."
On His Transfer From Television To
Records To Replace Clive Davis
( Segelstein says he doesn't know the sequence of events
surrounding Davis being fired and his being called by someone at corporate to ask if he was interested in working for the
record division).
"I had come to work at the television network in 1965, was
the vice president in charge of programs in New York and
worked at that job for a while and somewhere along the way
got promoted into a job that extended my responsibilities be.
yond just New York programming to include all current pro.
grams on the schedule. So that the guy worked with, Fred
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

`We're going through some
shock waves today and it will
inevitably find its way into the

drama and music of tomorrow. But nobody can project
it or predict it will happen.'
Silverman. and sort of split up television. He focused on the
focused primarily on current prodevelopment side and
grams.
"I supposed they wanted someone who was not a lawyer,
someone who had background in talent relations. tend to believe that dealing with artists is probably the same whether
they are in television, records or publishing. Anyway somebody thought might be a reasonable choice."
How do you get on the job training when you're the presi.
dent of the company?
"It'svery hard. You just ask people what that means or why.
What you do is listen to a lot of radio and you listen to a tot of
records and you read a lot of magazines and you work very
hard and you talk to as many people as you can and see if you
can telescope the whole history of music into one year."
I
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It's Lonely at the Top But Even
Worse at Bottom, Says Andy Kim

Sol ero Plots New
Policy at Max's K.C.
By

JIM FISHEL

NEW YORK -Max's Kansas
City, renowned music dub here, has

Terry and Brownie McGhee, all in
the same conch. This is the same

resurfaced under new management
with immediate plans to totally upgrade its music policy. The dub was
sold more than a month ago after its
current owners filed bankruptcy,
and new owner Don Soviero came in
with a total restructuring job on his
hands.
Soviero is no stranger to the entertainment industry as he has been associated with a number of related
projects in the past 20 years including the formation of a production
firm with Monte Kaye, Flip Wilson's manager: presentation of concerts in Massachusetts and upstate
New York featuring Bob Dylan, The
Rolling Stones, among others; owning and operating the entire Music
Inn complex in Lenox, Mass.; owning the Berkshire Music Barn which
presented the rap musical acts of the
early 1960's; owning the Shaw Artists Booking Corp., one -time home
of most rap soul acts: and turning his
Potting Shed supper club into a
well-known place which featured a
mixture of music forms on the stage.
He once presented flamenco guitarist Carlos Monotoya, jazz pianist
Ray Bryant and bluesmen Sonny

musical concept Soviero says he'd
like to see work at Max's.
"In the very near future we will
begin several plans which will re-establish Max's as a music leader in
New York," he says. "These will include a Sunday jazz brunch with
top-name musicians and a reworking of the musical schedule which
will feature all types of music, instead of being restricted to one or
two."
Max's Kansas City has been
known for years as one of the top
music spots for showcasing entersainment here. But it began to fade
more than a year ago, when the
quality of the dub and the entertainment it was presenting began to
fade.
Plan's to redesign the upstairs concert facility of the club are being
readied, but this will not take place
until the rest of the club is fried up.
"We are improving the menu, so
that people will come here m eat as
well as listen to music," says Soviero,
himself a master chef. "There are
really so many changes needed with
this club. but it takes time.
"Still, I know we can do it here because the club is so perfect and with
the help of the record industry, I
know we can make it happen again
in a better way."

Solo Acts
Signed by
N.Y. Uris

Talent
in Action_

NEW YORK -Broadway activity
ui is not just limited to musicals and
season will see a number of solo
Ethis
as artists appearing at legitimate
O venues. Following is a list of acts
Ú firmed to perform at the Uris the72

CHICAGO
Foram, Liu Angeles

ater.

Andy Williams and Michel Legrand Oct. 16-27; Henry Mancini
and Anthony Newley, Oct. 30 -Nov.
10; Johnny Mathis, Nov. 13 -24;
Fifth Dimension, Nov. 27 -Dec. 8;
Bill Cosby and Dionne Warwick¢,
Feb. 5.16.
In for shorter stays at the Uris are
Enrico Macias, Oct. 1-6; Temptations, Oct 8 -13; Raphael Dec. 17 -22.
James Nederlander Productions is

promoter.
Charles Aznavour, French entertainer, will appear at the Minskoff
Theater for two weeks, Oct. 15-27.
His newest LP, "Tapestry of
Dreams," has just been released by
RCA Records.

It was

hub like termite

sons returning home

long jaumey when Chicago played here
for the lint time in three years for two sold -out
from

a

dates at the 19,000.seat Forum Sept. 21. Moth.
ers and lathers. sisters and brothers, all turned

LOS ANGELES -His No. I on
the Hot 100 after a three -year cold
spell, much of it without a record
contract and eventually not getting
his phone calls returned by music
figures he had considered friends.
When Andy Kim went into the
studio in Los Angeles to cut "Rock
Me Gently" with his own money, he
ran out of funds before he could cut
a new B side, so he simply remixed
the song with an instrumental lead

"One of the nicest surprises to
about this whole thing is that a
couple of important soul stations
went on the instrumental version of
'Rock Me Gently,' "says Kim.
Between 1969 and 1971, Kim was
one of the most important artistwriters in the teenybopper market,
first with Jeff Barry's Steed label and
then on MCA. His big hits were
"Shoot Em Up, Baby,' "Rainbow
Ride," "Sugar, Sugar" and "So
Good Together" plus updated Phil
Spector oldies "Be My Baby" and
"Baby, I Love You."
Like his fellow Canadian Paul
Antra, Kim began by commuting to
New York on song -selling trips during his mid -teens. Now only 27, Kim
is of Lebanese descent and his older
brother Joe is his manager.
It is only stating the obvious to
point out that Kim's "Rack Me
Gently" album sounds somewhat
like the highly commercial mid -period of Neil Diamond. Also, the tall
(6-2), dark, intense- looking Kim has
a physical resemblance to Diamond
or Engelbert Humperdinek.
However, Kim has a most surprising explanation for his current
sound. "I sang the way I do today all
along," he says. "Frankly, all my old
hits were sped up on the tape, to
make my voice sound higher For the
pre -teen market. That was one of the
reasons I never did much touring.
Kids who heard my records expected to see a 5 -8 blond surfer. instead they got somebody 6-2 and

such fervor that the Forum intermittently shook

time to the music. But the crowd seemed to
he applauding their mn familiarity with the
in

of sloppiness,
11 must be said that when Chicago was cooking, they were hot enough to scorch acreage and
the levee pitch of audience reaction was height ened by the large, doublescreened images pro.
aided by
vision.

a
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three-man unit from Joshua Tele-

Every song they played, from "Beginnings"
and "Does Anybody Really Know What lime It
Is' off

their first album, right

on up to

material
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Peter Cetera

and

Bobby Lamm received instant kudos as they
broke into their respective hits, and Terry Kalh
led the band with his assured guitar. The sound

Syslem was magnificently well -balanced for

Epic photo

endeavors.
Chicago's ability to float pleasurably from a
gentle flute interlude into a rock its with three

pan horn accemuatians added to the charm of
the unit's performance. The addition of a Bra.
zilian percussionist to the band brought lile to
some of the quieter moments of their two.pan
set, though al times. his pacing caused musical
timewarps.
And for some unknown reason, the horn sec-

tion occasionally fell behind

J.

in

their timing, but

the audience paid little attention to such happenings as they cheered their heroes on.
As the
a

hand left the stage al the end of their
huge Chicagobgu balloon inflated, as

the audience marveled at the sight,

hands

clapping and feet stomping for dose to a four
minute encore demand. Chicago returned lor a
well- intentioned, but poorly delivered "Cot
Get You Into My

Lk"

BM
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HOGAN

( Continued on page 18)

early in 1973, he wasted several
months trying to negotiate a contract
with a company whose terms kept
changing from what had been orally
agreed on, by the time the written
contracts arrived.
His brother, Joe, suggested that
they start over again with their own
small Canadian label and worked
out a distribution deal with London.
Kim always had some chart action
in Canada even between U.S. hits.
"Rock Me Gently" was meant as

Capitol photo

Andy Kim: topping the Hot 100 with
his new sound after three years out
In the cold.
the elite of psychedelic heavy groups
were most in demand for concerts.
All this has changed and Kim,
recently signed with Regency Artists, expects to spend much of 1975
on the road. He will probably also
change his main residence from
Montreal to Los Angeles.

LARRY GATLIN

"Delta Dirt " -84
Highly respected new -generation
Nashville songwriter Gatlin gets a
Hot 100 single from his second
Monument LP as CBS Epic custom
division finishes Larry Gatlin
Month, a 17 -city blitz aimed at establishing Gatlin as national crossover artist.

"Delta Dirt" is one of those warm natured songs about the joy of getting back to country roots. Gatlin
was discovered singing backup in
Vegas by Dottie West and brought
to Monument by Kris Kristofferson.
Elvis and Cash have hit with his
songs. Booking by Agency of the
Performing Arts.

the kickoff release for the Rims' Ice
label. It arrived at Capitol when Joe
Kim played a tape for artist development director Stu Yahm, who had
been their promotion man at Paramount- distributed Steed Records.
That same day, Yahm brought the
tape to promotion /a &r vice president Al Coury and his assistant,
Bruce Wendell, and Andy Kim was
offered a deal.
"I never mentally admitted defeat
in spite of three years off the charts
and 18 months between record contracts," says Kim. "It's true that you
can be lonely at the top, but believe
me, it's a lot lonelier when you're no-

where."

A Whoppin' Concert Season
Projected for Philly Area
PHILADELPHIA -The upcoming Fall- Winter season promises to
top last year's with even more pop
and rock groups and performers
scheduled to come into the area for
concerts. As usual, the biggest talent
buyer hem is Electric Factory Concerts, the partnership of Larry
Magid and the Spivak Brothers, who
promote rock concerts at the 19,500 seat Spectrum, Academy of Music,
Irvine Auditorium at the University
of Pennsylvania, plus their intimate
center -city Bijou cafe nitery.
Kicking off the season at the Spectrum was John Denver followed by
Traffic. Joe Cocker and Rick Wakeman. Electric Factory has Frank Sinatra for the extra -big one Monday
(7).
Other Spectrum rock shows call
for Jefferson Starship, Oct. I; Black
Oak Arkansas, Robin Trouver and
Golden Earring, Oct. 19; Van Morrison, Oct. 23; J. Oeils Band, Oct. 25;
Chicago, Oct. 26; Loggins and Messina, Nov. 1; Beach Boys, Nov. 14-

Frank Zappa, Nov, 16; Elton
John, Dec. 2 -3; Yes, Dec. 9; and
Deep Purple, Dec. 14.
For the more staid Academy of
Music, Electric Factory concerts call
for: Randy Newman and Ry
Couder, Nov. 18; area favorite Billy
Joel, Nov. 24 -25; Herbie Mann,
Dee I; Kris Krislofferson and Rita
Coolidge, Dec. 8; Martin Mull, Jan.
12: John Prine, Jan. 19; and George
Carlin, Feb. 23. Only two concerts
have been booked so far for the
Penn campus Irvine Auditorium
with Herbie Hancock and singer
Minnie Riperton, Oct. 5: and Linda
Ronstadt, Nov. 8.
For their Bijou night club. artists
run the gamut from jazz greats Mose
Allison and Freddie Hubbard to
blues singers Tracy Nelson and
Mother Earth, with comics like Gabriel Kaplan, folk singers like Tom
15;

a

hall as large as the Baum, adding depth to their

show,

A

singers

-

IDO 8s10

COLOR
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excitement. Lead

He spent most of the summer
making the Capitol album to back
up his single. Rarely has an artist
heaped so much praise on his label
as Kim does with Capitol. "They believed enough to take me all the way,
when I had nothing except the master tape for a single." he says.

After Kim's MCA deal expired

1

from "Chicago VII," was deterred with genuine

Unsurpassed in Quality

1

Line.

out and welcomed each successive tune with

grace, as the eighl.man unit drilled in and out

dark.
wen( over best with their
mothers who brought them to the
shows."
The other reasons Kim hardly
toured during his first success period
was his uppermost desire to master
studio techniques and songwriting
craft, plus those years being when

Rush. For the first time, the Bijou
will bring in two primarily non -musical offerings in the National Lampoon Show, Oct 4-16; and Frank
Speiser's one -man "Lenny" tribute
to Lenny Bruce, Dec. 16 -Jan. 5.
However, the Electric Factory is
not alone in bringing the rock attractions here. The Midnight Sun Co.,
which scored in the past few years
with their promotions at the Tower
Theatre will expand their operations
to take in the city -owned Civic Center with its seating capacity of over

(Continued on page 69)

LSignings1
N

detective "McCloud," to
ABC with "People Songs;" a country-MOR album
!Mania Weaver,

with material by Weaver as well as top Nashville
songwriters Three years ago, Weaver released
an album on Custom Fidelity's now.deluncl
Impress label.
American Tears, New York rock trio led by
keyboard's! Mark Mangold with Gary Sonny on
bass and drummer Tommy Gunn, to Columbia.
Mangold wrote debut "Branded Bad" LP and coproduced with Dan Turbeville. Group formerly
recarded

n

Valhalla.

Stile Sinaers to Cardon

Broder Artists Man

agement. Muro Cordon also handles the 51h Dimension. Tony Orlando &Dawn.... Mlkelaylay

guitarist for John Denver 196972 to

CRC

Records.

George Clinton to ABC Records.
managed by BNB.
Jack Delahaehe, iarz drummer- pianisl, to Prestige Records.
.

...

Navasota, Terns band on ABC, Jack OMM 's

Stone City management, San Antonio.
CBS recording artist Polish violinist Michael
Urbaniak has signed a management agreement
with The Great Metropolitan Ciamaphone Co.

...

The Pocketful of Tunes division of

the Wes
Farrell organization has signed an exclusive con
tract with composer -performer Barry Manilow
for the administration of recordings in his ata.

log....

Peter Dean has signed

a

agreement with The Buddah Group.

recording

"Hamburger Concerto" from Focus.
Because you deserve a break today.

Produced by Mike Vernon

Focus' new album, "Hamburger
Concerto;' is to sate the most ardent
hunger for music that combines classical ideals with contemporary rock.
The lush arrangements, deep melodies
and rich instrumental solos combine
with virtuoso electronic compositions
which accent the group's expertise and
versatility.

Thijs Van Leer, Jan Akkerman, Bert
Ruiter and Colin Allen bring style, flair
and assuredness to each composition
in their "Hamburger Concerto°

"Hamburger Concerto"

SD 36 -100

by Focus.
On Atco Records and Tapes.

October 3/74- Terrace Ballroom, Salt Lake City /October 5/74- Gonzaga University, Spokane /October 6/74- Arena,
Seattle /October 7/74- Agrodome, Vancouver /October 8/74- Paramount Theatre, Portland, Oregon /October 13/74
Civic Center, Santa Monica /October 15/74 -Las Vegas /October 18 /74- Washington, D.C. /October 19/74 -Penn State
Univ. /October 20/74- Youngstown, Ohio /October 23/74- Franklin College, Franklin, Indiana /October 24/74
Chicago, Illinois /October 25/74- Rockland, Illinois /October 26 /74- Detroit /October 27/74 -Dane County Coliseum, Madison, Wisc. /October 28/74 -Des Moines, Iowa /October 31/74- Ottawa /November 1/74- Academy of
Music, New York /November 5/74- Agricultural Center, Allentown, Pa. /November 6/74 -Syria Mosque, Pittsburgh/
November 10/74- Quebec /November 11 /74- Montreal

-

® 1974 Atlantic Recording Corp.
® A Warner
Comrnunications Company
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Talent

Talent In Action
Continued from page 16

Rose, the stereotype of the stage mother with

greasepaint in her blood, she handles both her

"GYPSY"

singing and acting assignments with sheer guts

Winter Garden, New York

and seemingly unlimited energy. One doesn't

It's altogether fitting and proper that
"Gypsy," which opened Sept. 23, be the first
musical offering of the new Broadway season.

forget Ethel Merman's platinum performance,
but neither is it missed while Miss Lansbury is

First, the show. suggested by memoirs of
Gypsy Rose Lee,

is a

joy from beginning to end

and holds out promise to bring theatergoers
back to Broadway. Second, it has Angela Lans.

bury as its star, direct from a smash London run,
and shine she does in an indefatigable and stet.
ling performance. Third. the show sets the tone

fora continuation of the nostalgia/revival trend.

'Gypsy;' which originally

ran on Broadway in

musical fable and in fad
is musical theater at its best. It has a buoyant
book, bouncy songs, fast-paced production and

1959,

e

is

described as

a

cad that knows what comedy

is

doesn't belt out a sang.
but it does bulge and burst with her vitality, and
she delivers her spoken lines with the sharpness
and aaWe reminiscent of machine-gun fire.
The whole cast ú first-rate.
RCA Records recorded the Lansbury cast album during the smash seven-month run of
"Gypsy" in England last year. With such songs
as 'Everything's Caning Up Roses."
"Together," "Lel Me Entertain You" and "Small
World" behind it, the album hm much tales pP
tentúl. "Gypsy" is booked fora 10-week limited
run in New York.

all about. For

ROBERT SOBEL

ESTHER PHILLIPS

and its bittersweet Stephen Sondheim lyrics,

The Boarding House, San Francisco

is

also comedy, subtly blended and in-

Esther Phillips was playing one of her favorite

in

the only framework of the plot.

Under Arthur Laments' expert. tight direc-

tion (he also wrote the book), the show remains
crisp, the story not worn by time and place
these 15 years.
Miss Lansbury's role

is

demanding, and

as

Long Beach

Complex Will
Be Expanded
LOS ANGELES -A $42.5 million
expansion program gels underway
G
o Nov. 4 at Pacific Terrace Center.
Beach Arena
Swhich includes Long
and Long Beach Auditorium.
E
Half the sum goes for an extensive
e renovation of Long Beach Auditomn
rfum, which goes from a 3,000 -scat
house to a 3,100 -seat no -aisle facility
also housing an 850 -seat intimate
w theater.
m
The rest of the funds are divided
Iequally to build a new 900 -car park ing garage and an exhibition hall of
00
100,000 square feet, according to Pacific Terrace general manager Wyn
Hanssen.
No changes are coming up for
Long Beach Arena, which seats as
many as 14.000 and can also be curtained off for half or three- fourths
capacity. The arena is perhaps the
third or fourth most active large rock
venue in the metropolitan Los An-

p

geles area.

A bond issue for the construction
will goon sale in New York Tuesday
(8) and Elvin Bishop headlines the
final event at the current auditorium
building Oct. 20.

New Venue
In N.Y. for
Music Acts
NEW YORK -The newly -refurbished Beacon Theater here reopened as a concert facility Saturday(S)and its talent bookers plan to
promote it to record companies for
showcasing new acts.
While a cross -section of entertainment is being planned for the theater, the facility's owner Steve
Singer and its new talent booker
Steve Metz plan to approach any interested companies about booking
acts into the 2,700 -seal facility on a
co-production basis.
The theater, dosed to music concerts by the city several months ago,
has undergone a $250,000 facelift
that includes recarpeting, reupholstering, a new sound and lighting system and restoration of its 45 -yearold interior.
(Continued on page 21)

By BOB KIRSCH

on stage. Miss Lansbury

indeed besides its marvelous lute Styne music

"Gypsy"
tegrated

Levels
Quatro
Guns
New on
The Charts At the U.S. Market

clubs, the same week that NQED.Tv was airing
the special shot during her lost appearance at
the dub four months before.
It was a measure of the esteem in which Es-

ther ls held in this city. As usual her Sept. 11
pedamance drew a full house of devoted pe
Irons who reacted strongly to the stark but dig-

nified emotional neatly of this once nearly-bro.
ben woman who has been singing for 25 years.
She began with the consummate trick of
starting the first song, "Mr. Mangles." offstage
and eventually made of "Mr. B," a lanky, lovin ,
danciò man who "danced better than me."
Esther then brought the hood down hard
mill the stark song, "This Bitter Earth." but
then brought it back up a moment later with
"Such a Night," the [Duly Dr. lohn number. She
then proceeded through oueral scorchingly
sensual numbers: "You Can't Trust Your Neigh.
bar, "I lust Can't Help Myself" (the first chorus
of which drew highly sympathetic applause),
and "I'm For Real," which featured a fine solo
by tenor man and sometime.arranger Pee Wee
Ellis
She ended with the title track from her new
CPI album, the Allen Toussainbpenned "My Per.
tormadce." The sung contains transcendent
qualities which Esther brings out so movingly
that the song may well become one of the most
enduring of the year.
The encore was somewhat self-indulgent and
presumptuous: a 20.minute number that featured each band member soloing: Nonetheless,
the band is tight, accomplished and inventive.
Ms. Phillips will go into the studio in Decem'
bra to begin work on her fifth LP for Creed Taylor's label.
JACK ucOONOBGa

Asylum photo

TIM MOORE

"Second Avenue " -79
This has got to be Tim Moore's
year, although he's been knocking at
the door since 1966 when he was in a
local band with Todd Rundgren.
Moore's original version of "Second
Avenue" is racing Art Garfunkel's
cover up the Hot 100 and another
Moore song, "Charmer." recently
won him $30,000 grand prize at the
first American Song Festival. His
"Tim Moore" debut LP was cut in
1973 at Woodstock and form released
on A Small Record Label before
Asylum took over the contract.
Moore plays his own lush piano and
guitars an "Second Avenue" a big,
beautiful love ballad that may well

standard. Management by Johann Vigoda and Harris
Goldberg; agency is IFA.

tam out to be

Sept. 19 cabaret act was loaded with many con-

temporary lanes, as well as a taste of her past.
Songs by Paul McCartney, Melissa Manchester,
James Taylor, Thom Bell, Linda Creed and Alan
O'Day are her present attempt to crack the pop

and rock music banters. Throughout her per
formance, she showed the same style and grace
that has carried her from one musical period to
another.
Some

of

the material and

arrangements

seemed to be contrived, but overall it was Ms.

Lee's strong vocal delivery and striking stage
presence that command attention. Her instru

mentation was

a

new approach and featured

three female backup vocalists,

a

rock rhythm

section and full array of horns and strings. Her
show contained 22 selections and each flowed
into the next. Peggy Lee

Gill very much alive

is

musically.

JIM RSHEL

JOE SAVAGE
Newport Hotel. Miami
At one point in this Sept. 15 show that Joe
Savage accurately describes as

"wild rock the-

ater," Joe says to the audience "you people are
thinking to yourself, he's weird! but we've got
your attention"
That be does. Backed by the
swinging sounds of the Corporate Image, Savage
brings a different dimension to night club acts,
complete with six changes of costumes, mocks,
hats. smoke, tire, explosions and the appearance

d

a

huge

be

python snake.

Savage is an exciting performer and enter.

lainer and gets the audience involved so deeply
that they leave drained emotionally from a su
per charged

lul.paosd show

from "I'm Gonna Live Till

I

of songs ranging

Oie," "Is That All

(Continued an page 69).

a

photo

girl can rock

heavy and political. For two years I
really didn't know how to make anyone smile, and that's basically my
thing. I don't like to throw my problems in people's faces,

"Now," she says, "people are
starting to enjoy music again and
that's the way it should be. Music
should not be used as just another
type of newspaper, which is what
was happening to it for a while."
Ms. Quatro feels it is a serious mistake to try to intellectualize rock music. "The Rolling Stones have the
right idea." she says. "They've been
around for more than 10 years and
they can still sing St's Only Rock
And Roll But I Like It' 1 think those
are immortal words. You blow the
whole thing when you try to intelleotuatize it. How can you intellectual (Continued on page 20)

(All entries for Who Where -When should be sent ro
Helen WYreb, Billboard I Astor Plaza, New York, N.Y, 10036.)

Campus r ppeoronees by artists are
incorporated into the listings below'.
Artixts appearing on campus ore
marked with an asterisk.

EAST

Empire Ronan, New York
an top of the limes throughout the years. Her

music to psychedelic to heavy thinking things and back again. You
played whatever was popular to get
work.
"But when I look back at 1967, it
was really like a lost youth for me
when so many of the bands turned

Beta

Suzi Quatro: proving
hard too.

Who/Where
/When
-

PEGGY LEE
Songstress Peggy Lee has definitely stayed

a

LOS ANGELES -One of the
most amazing success stories in British pop music over the past two years
(five top three singles and a top five
LP) has been that of Simi Quatro, a
dynamic young singer who is not
British at all but a transplanted native of Detroit.
Ms. Quatro, with her powerful
renditions of the goodtime rock material of Nicky Chinn and Mike
Chapman, as well as some of the
great classic rockers and fine original material is now making her
move to capture America, one of the
few nations where she has not yet
had a major hit.
Admitting that she has not really
happened here yet, Ms. Quatro
points out "I've been in Europe for
the past two years and I've only
toured here twice. That's obviously
one reason why things have not happened so quickly for me here. Also,
my songs tend to sound British, with
the production more top heavy."
Above all, Simi is a staunch defender of good rock music and the
need of music to be fun rather than
another form of intellectualism.
"People seem to be into more of a
fun thing now as far as music is con cemed,"she says. "I've been playing
10 years (she is still only 24) and I've
been through the changes from fun

CHARLES AZNAVOUR (RCA): New
York. N.Y., Oct. 14-27.
DAVID BOWIE (RCA): Radio City Music
Hell, N.Y.. Oct 28-Nov. 3.
*HARRY CHAPIN (Elektra): Hofetra
Univ., Hempstead, N.Y.. Oct. e.
CREECH 8 CHONG(A&M1. Academy ne
Music. N.Y.. Oct. 4.
MAYNARD FERGUSON (Columbia):
Lower Moreland High School, Huntington Valley, Pa., Oe1.2; Rumson Fairhaven High School. N.J. (3); Holiday
Inn, New Brunswick, N.J. (4); Lebanon
Valley College. Annsville, Pa. (5): Klein

Memorial Auditorium, Bridgeport,
Conn. (6); Holiday Inn, West Peabody,
Mass. (7); Watchung View Inn, Som-

erville. N.J. (8): Bucknell Univ.,
Lewisburg, Pa (11); Coatesville High
School, Pa. (12); SUNV, Fredonia, N.Y.
(15).

MAHOGANY RUSH (20th Century):
Capitol Theuler, N.J., Oct. 4.
MOUNTAIN (Columbia): Radio City music Hail N.Y., Oct. 3.
ESTHER PHILLIPS (KUdu): Community
Cultural Theater, Newark, N.J.. Oct. 4;
Just Jazz, Philadelphia (7 -12).
SHA NA NA (BUddah): Rochester. N.Y..
Oct. 5.

MEI. THUS (MGM): White Plains, N.Y.,
Oct. 5.

'WEATHER REPORT (Columbia): SUNV,
Plattsburgh, N.Y., Oel. 5; Avery Fisher
Hall, N.Y. (8); Stanley Theater, Pittsburgh, Pa. (8).
ANDY WILLIAMS(Columbia): Uds Theater. N.Y.. Oct. 16-27.

WEST
ELVIN BISHOP (Capricorn): Pershing
Auditorium. Lincoln. Nebr., Oct. 3:
Denver Coliseum. Colo. (4).
*ROY CLARK (Dot): Flesh House, Unit. of
Wyoming, Laramie, Oct 5; Frontier Hotel. Lae Vegas, Nev. (31 -Nov. 20).

FOUR TOPS (ABC): Las Vegas Hirson
Hotel, Nevada, Oet. 1.

WAYLON JENNINGS (RCA): Warehouse, Denver. Colo., Oct 1 -5: Stadium, Tempe. Ariz. (6); Devonshire
Downs, Northridge, Cold, (12).
LYNYRD SKYNYRD(MCA): Denver ColIseum, Colo.. Oct. 4.
PONTER WAGONER (RCAt Colorado
Springs. Colo.. Oct. 1; Onoser, Colo.
(2).

ANDY WILLIAMS (Columbia): Caesars
Palace, Las Vegas, Nev., Sept. 26.0cí.

sago, Oct. 4; Univ.ol led., Bloomington
(5)i Arena, Milwaukee. Wisc. (6).
MAYNARD FERGUSON (Columbia):
Ohio Slate Univ., Columbus, Oct. 13;
Graves High School, Birmingham,
Mich. 041; Jazz Showcase, Chicago
lSSlrlOwaSlele Univ., Ames (24): Drury
College, Springfield, Mo. (26); Univ. of
MO., Columbia (27): Creston High
School, lows (28); Wichita Slate Univ.,
Kansas (313

OVERDRIVE

CRYSTAL GAYLE (United Artist): Auburn, Ind., Oct 4; Palos Hills, M. (5);
Hoopeton, HI. (11); Findlay. IO,(12):Kenasha, Wisc. (25 -26).
HYDRA (Capricorn): Morrie CIVIC AudiCorium, South Bend, Ind., Oct. 1: Ohio/
Michigan Tour, Oct. 9-16; Performing
Arts Center. Milwaukee- Wise. (17).
ISLET BROS. (Epte): Cleveland Publie
Stadium, Ohio. Oct. 11; Cobo Hall, OeIroit, Mich. (12).
DAVE LO0GINB (Epic): West Mars College. Lamers, lows Oct. 4; Unos. of
Kansas. Lawrence (5y: St. Cloud Stale
College, Minn. (10); Caldwell, Idaho

(Mercury): Coba Hall. Detroit, Mich.,
Oct. 15; Sports Arena. Toledo. Ohio

LYNYnDSKYNYRD(MCA): Morris Civic

9.

MIDWEST
BILL ANDERSON (MCA): Farm Progress Show. Vincent. Iowa, Oct. 2.3;
Purdue Univ.. Hall of Music, Lafayette,
Ind. (10); Packard Music Hall, Warren,
Ohio (26).

CHARLES AZNAVOUR (RCA): Vancouver B.C., Canada, Oct. 4-5; Calgary, Canada (8); Winnipeg, Canada
(7); Toronto, ont. (8-93 Montreal (10,

11).

BACHMAN- TURNER
(12).

*ELVIN BISHOP (Capricorny. Wiser Gym,
Drury College. Springfield. Mo., Oct. 2.
* BLOOD. SWEAT B TEARS (Columbia):
Northern Alberta Jubilee, Edmonton,
Canada, Oct. 1; Hockey Arena Lesbridge. Alberta, Canada (2); Southern
Alberta Jubilee Auditorium. Calgary.
Canada (35 Ann000we, Vancouver,
B.C., Canada (5); Kan5e5 State Teachem College, Emporia (11); Northern
Iowa Univ., Cedar Falls (12); Univ. of
Wisc. (16): Symphony. Milwaukee,
Wisc. (181 Harper College, Palatine. Ill.
(19); Loran College, Dubuque, Iowa
(20k Marysville State Teachers College, Mo. (28).
* DAVID BOWIE (RCA): Civic Center. St.
Paul, Minn., Oct. 5; Convention Center,
Indianapolis. Ind. (By, Dane Co. College, Madison, Wise. (10.11): Arena,
Milwaukee. Wlac. (13); Michigan Palace, Detroit (16 -201; Arta Crown, Chi cago (22 -25).
*HARRY CHAPIN (Eleklra): Elmhurst
College. Ill.. Oct. 18.
* JOHN DENVER (RCA): Stadium. Chi-

(11).

Center, South Bend, Ind,. Oct. 1: Drury
College, Springfield. Mo. (2); Pershing
Auditorium, Uncoln, Neb. (3).
LORETTA LYNN (MCA): Erie Crown
Theater, Chicago. Oct. 8.
MAHOGANY RUSH (20th Century):
Cleveland Municipal Auditorium. Ohio.
Oct. 5.
RONNIE MILBAP (RCA): Convention
Hall, Wichita, Kansas, Oct. 3.
ESTHER PHILLIPS (Kudu): Auditorium
Theater, Chicago, Oct. B.
°ELVIS PRESLEY (RCA): Notre Dame
Univ., South Bend, rad., Oct. 1; Coll seum. St. Paul Minn. (2-3): Indian apaib, led. (5); Dayton, Ohlo (6); Wichita. Kansas (7).
KENNY PRICE (RCA): Morions Wisc.,
Oct. 1: gamy. Ind. (2); Lansing, Mich.
(3); Akron, Ohio (4).
CHARLEY PRIDE (RCA): Convention
Hall, Wichita, Kansas, Oct. 3.
SHA NA NA (Buddahl: Massey Hall, Toronto, Oct. 2, Ottawa Civic Center, Ottawa (3): Waterloo Univ., Kitchener,
Ont. (4J

(Continued on page 22)
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Suzi Aims
At Market

Confirmed from page 18
ize having a good time, having a
good beat, screaming and jumping
about?"
Returning to her own music,
which has included such major hits
as "Can The Can," "48 Crash," "All
Shook Up" and "Devil Gate Drive,"
Ms. Quatro feels "you can get a message across and still have fun. In this
country we have just as much fun as
in Europe, even though we don't do
all the hits because they all haven't
been hits here. We may even have
more fun in a different sort of way
because we an experiment.
"My material has been called
commercial," she continues, "and I
consider that a compliment. It's stupid for that word to take on a bad
connotation. Anyone can be boring
and drone on and on. The challenge
is catching the ear for two or three
minutes."
This tour has been a successful
one for Ms. Quarto, who drew
50,000 people in Pittsburgh while
playing on a barge and has received
consistently good reviews. Back in
Britain, she sees the growing popularity of singles a good thing and
hopes the trend will move here. "The
more people buy singles," she says,
"the more artists will try to make
them good.
"As for me," she continues,
"maybe I'm lucky I didn't have dial
giant hit right away, because people
are getting to know me on kind of a
basic level. And each tour seems to
get better. I've got a good band,
which I think I hired subconsciously
Q because they sound American rather
mthan British, and we get along per fectly together musically. After playing with a studio band fora year and
nf getting no results, we finally figured
out what the problem was. I was a
m
rocker with studio people and it
ui sounded just like that. Now, it's the
Er
way it should be."
Bell. at the moment, is launching a
m
O full promotional effort behind Ms.
Quatro, and that, combined with an
O undeniable magnetism and talent,
may move her into the superstar category in this country. Still, her love
for rock comes first. "Rock and roll,"
she says, "is better than a face lift."

STUDIO TRACK

Fuller's Backyard
Studio Saves Money
By BOB KIRSCH

LOS ANGELES -Quite a few
"?tame" artists have recording studios in their homes, but a studio in
the backyard, especially one that's
only about 125 square feet, is still a
novelty among producers.
A backyard studio is exactly what
Jerry Fuller has, though, dubbed
Footprint Studio because of a romp
his young son made through the cement when it was being poured.
Fuller, who has written hits for
and produced the like of Johnny
Mathis, the Union Gap, Andy Williams, Al Wilson and Mark Lindsay
and currently works the same chores
with the George Clinton Band,
Chris Chrissman, Buddy Causey
and the Butts Band, says he put up
Footprint "because 1 spend half my
life in studios and it's nice to have a
place to experiment at four in the
morning if I feel like it.
"It can be costly experimenting in
a studio someone also owns." he
adds, "and I figure I've saved about
510,000 in the year the studio has
been up. l use it primarily for cutting
demos for my publishing companies
and rehearsals for artists before we
go in to record. But we've also cut
commercials like the T.J. Swan wine
spots here."
It took Fuller a year to put We studio up, and equipment now includes
an 8 -track Tasam board, various
mikes, a piano, guitar and bass,
drums with isolation booth, a TEAC
2 -track unit, equalizers and an echo
unit.
"It's always there and it's soundproofed so the neighbors don't get
bothered," he says. "And if I feel like
it I can stop, have dinner and play
with the kids for a break. We can
have rehearsals before a date, which
is for the benefit of the arranger, so
he knows what I'm looking for. We
hash things out here rather than
have 25 musicians sit around doing
nothing while we try and work
things over.
"And we get the musicians out

The duplicator you need!
Well solve your twee duplicating problems ... large or small ..
whatever your operating budgep A comprete. Proreasional line of TAD
and cassette duplicating gear ... reel -tip -teat. reel-to-cassette.
cassette -to- cassette.
System 200 offers quality cassette /tape duplicating_
D -e and RR- Series duplicators produce multiple reel -to -reel and'
6 -Irapk cartridge dupes for recording studios and professional
duplicating firma.
The Model 102 Cassette Copier ... for the office or library.
Produces too superb C -30 cassette duplicates In one minute!
Call fart.. sales (219 87963111 today .. or write: In /onlu,
Visual dueom Ineorporated,4333 S. Ohio St., Michigan City, IN. 46360
,
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here to know the material in advance of the dates. This not only
gives them some advance knowledge
of the music, it saves us money once
we get into the studio."
Fuller says he really doesn't cut
much finished product because the
8 -track capacity does limit him,
though he plans on cutting certain
country material "because there is a
simplicity in that material which we
might be able to capture." He's also
planning to cut an LP of his own at
Footprint. (He had several successful singles in the late '50's as an artist.)
The studio will be expanded in the
future, however, with Fuller planning conversion to 16- track. "The
studio is certainly useful now," he
says. "The Union Gap, for example,
are having a big resurgence in Britain now with their old product,
product I
in 8 -track at Columbia.
So I'm going over the old tapes and
working up some new singles for
them here. And we won't stop the rehearsals."
Fuller also points out that if he
cuts something he thinks is exceptional at Footprint, he will run it
through the Dolbys and possibly re-

Campus
Collegiates Flock to D.C.
For Ives -Schoenberg Dates
WASHINGTON, D.C. -College
and university musicians from
campuses throughout the U.S. will

"The musicians seem to have a
more relaxed time of it here," he
says. "There are no big glass rooms
for people to look through, we're not
really looking at the clock and if
anyone wants to take a break they
can have a beer, go swimming or
whatever. Basically I have the same
guys around, the guys who will be
doing the rhythm on my dates."
Despite the obvious advantages
the studio could hold for many,
Fuller prefers to keep it as private as
possible. "I've rented it to friends
like H.B. Barnum," he says, "but I
really put it up for my own use. It's
open to friends when I'm not using
it, but fm not going to make a practice of renting it out 1 don't even
need any full time employees here.
There are some things I'm thinking
of doing, however.
"One," he continues, "is using the
maid's shower as an echo chamber.
It's got a nice bouncy sound and
should work fine as long as nobody
flushes the toilet during a session."
Fuller has about 860,000 invested
in Footprint, but he feels it's all
worth it. "I cut my first his in somebody's house," he says. "It was the
Knickerbockers' 'Lies' and I did it at
Leon Russell's when he was living
here.

"And

really do love working independently as opposed to working
for a company. You're hired at a
company to find material, produce
it, mix it and turn it in for release. I
think that should be your gig and
you shouldn't have someone telling
you how to do it Now, if I do well I
can take the credit and if 1 blow it I
can take the blame for that, too."
Fuller also estimates he can save
up to several thousand dollars dun.
ing a studio date by having prepared
himself, the artists, musicians and

Gunther Schuler will conduct
New England Conservatory musi-

Musicians from Princeton University appeared Sept 29 under the
direction of Walter Nollner. On Oct
28, Cato-Werner Mueller will conduct the Yale University Orchestra
and Chorus. Following the New
will come
Haven group on Nov.
Gerhard Samuels' California Institute of the Arts musicians from their

By that time, Rudel estimates,
most all the music by the American
Ives and Austrian Schoenberg will
have been presented.

1

cians April 6. The series concludes
May 10 when students representing
the University of Washington at
Seattle perform under the baton of
Samuel Krachmalnick.

Campus Briefs
Country singer George Hamilton
IV says that students at Moscow
University, many of whom are
fluent in English, delight in Nashville -type music and even joined
him in singing 'This Land Is Your
Land" and "Gotta Travel On" at his
appearance there last spring.
Hamilton was the first country
artist ever to perform in the Soviet
Union, preceding Tennessee Ernie
Ford's September tour of five Russian cities by almost six months.
Hamilton not only sang and played
guitar as a solo act, he also played
tapes and discussed the development of American country music
and, he reports, he's never enjoyed a
more enthusiastic, warm and hospitable audience.

*

*

*

There's no stopping Dickran Atamian, a University of Texas piano
student at Austin. He recently won
51,000 second place money at the
Maryland University Festival from
among 40 contestants after nabbing
third place earlier this year in the
Naumberg Piano Competition in
New York. In 1973, Atamian won
the $1,000 William S. Boyd contest
at Augusta, Ga. From Scottsdale,
Ariz, the 22-year-old student of
Prof. John Perry at UTA is a three
time winner of the Phoenix Symphony Guild's Young Musicians

Competition.

*

*

*

Bob Lehr succeeds Tad Jones as

_l

program director and jazz announcer at WLDC -FM, the Loyola
University station in New Orleans.
.. California State University, Los
Angeles, already is planning its 1975
Jazz Festival. This year's featured
Art Pepper, Carmen McRae, Sahib
Shihab and Charles Lloyd. Steve
Sandmeyer plugs the music on the
school's KBLA -AM radio outlet

*

*

*

Observing the 100th birthday an-

niversary of composer Arnold
Schoenberg, Grant Beglarian, dean
of the University of Southern California's school of performing arts,
presided over dedication ceremonies
on the USC campus last week at the
site of a $500,000 Schoenberg Instilute. The new edifice will house the
composer's archives and memo-

rabilia.
e

*

For the fifth year, Loyola University, Chicago, is sponsoring the Loyola Regional College Radio Conference Nov.

1

-3. Campus radio and

music personnel are invited. Details
are available from Bill Paige at
Loyola, 6525 North Sheridan Rd.,
Chicago 60626.

*

*

Aller eight years

e

percussion
teacher at Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Paul Guerrero Jr.
shifted to the North Texas State facas a

(Continued on page 69)

I

arrangers before he goes in.

Carmen's Songs Go
to ATV Music Firm
LOS ANGELES -ATV Music
will represent Leo Music Ltd: s flamenco rock group Carmen in the
U.S.
The group's first LP for

ABC/

Dunhill "Fandangos la Space" has
just been released. The five -piece
British based band begins its first
American tour Oct. 7. 11 will run six
weeks.

The University of Nebraska is
booked for Nov. 16 and University
of Michigan will perform Nov. 27.
Phillip Spargin and his students
from Florida State University are set
for Jan. 20 to be followed March 8
by Keith Brion and the Yale University Band, which will return March
22 for a second appearance.

take turns traveling to the concert
hall of Kennedy Center here in the
next eight months to participate in
concerts devoted to observing the
100th birthday anniversaries of
Charles Ives and Arnold Schoenberg,
Kennedy Center music director
Julius Rudel is in charge of the
series. Helping fund the concerts is
the Alliance for Arts Education.

at

lease it.

campus at Valencia, on the outskirts
of Los Angeles.
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Talent

MONTEREY
FEST
Same Old
For the Most Part,
Jazz,

The

In

Programs Crying For New Faces and Talent
By

ELIOT TIEGEL

MONTEREY -One would hardly
know that jazz as an art is a constantly growing, changing form by
the program presented at the 17th
annual Monterey Jazz Festival, Friday through Sunday (20 -22).
This years bash was an out of kilter, imbalanced weekend with the
emphasis on old -timers and well known staples of festival director
Jimmy Lyons and musical director
John Lewis. rather than a well rounded presentation of what's new.
good and exciting within the jazz
spectrum.
Despite the bad programming
and the lack of any number of contemporary jazz figures -in essence
the people who keep jazz alive and
invigorating before new audiences
of newly found young ears-the five
concerts grossed $167.500 and two
were sellouts at the 7,000 -seal Fairgrounds.
Monterey this year provided a
boring retinue of players who have
found that the festival offers them
an unchallenged gig.
The lack of any in depth representation by the newer sounds of today
was the subject of banter among veteran festival goers who long for
something special or more than the
standard riffs and routines which
these established acts repeat year after year.
Monterey suffered from old age:
the programming was a tedious return to yesterday. Regardless of the
reasons, the program lacked the
presence of Weather Report. Chick
Corea, Larry Coryell, Roy Ayres,
Bobbi Humphrey. Hubert Laws.
Herbie Hancock, Billy Cobham and
Gil -Scott Heron. for example.
We did have Airto and his group.
Fingers, during the Sunday Latin
evening. McCoy Tyner was scheduled to play Saturday night. but he
arrived late and was not rescheduled.
So Airto remained the lone commercially known big new name on
the program. During a Saturday
evening guitar showcase, two young
players were presented who show
promise, Michael Howell and Lee
Ritenour, but they were stuck in the
boring solo format while being compared against such well -known established stylists as Mundell Lowe,
Joe Pass and Jim Hall.
The guitar showcase- plus an international piano "forum" on Friday, failed as exciting situations. Instead, they were mostly tired solo
examples of stylistic approaches to
the respective instruments and were
lost in the cavernous atmosphere of
the outdoor Fairgrounds.
There were three artistic standouts: Sarah Vaughan's special kind
of vocal magic on the opening night,
coupled with the introduction of a
17 -piece Japanese band called the
New Herd which has an adventure ous spirit, the ability to play complex
charts easily and some mechanical
sounding soloists, plus the zany percussive sounds of Airto on Sunday
evening.
John Lewis and Dizzy Gillespie,
two of the Monterey regulars, were
this year's omnipresent players.
Lewis led a guest quartet in the
opening set consisting of Richard
Davis on bass: Dizzy on trumpet.
Gerry Mulligan on baritone sax. Illinois Jacquet on tenor sax, Roy
Bums on drums and Mundell Lowe
on guitar.
They played a relaxed set including two tunes associated with Duke
Ellington -"Take The A Train" and

James Cotton: gutsy rural blues.

Sarah Vaughan: old songs
with gusto.

Anita O'Day: gliding. over tamiller titles.

Michael Howell: new guitarist with a
clever sound.

Billboard photos by Bonnie Tiegel

Airto: percussionist extra -

Dizzy Gillespie plays with

ordinaire.

New Herd from Japan.

the

Cal Tjader. Latin jazz with class.

Á
to

"Satin Dolt " -to whom the weekend
was dedicated.
The piano showcase involved
George Shearing. 91- year -old Eubie
Blake. Martial Solal from France:
Dillwyn Jones from Wales and
Lewis. Except for Lewis, each
played two solos without any
rhythm. But the barrelhouse style of
Jones, the busted ragtime of Blake,
the delicate modernism of Shearing,
the introspective intensity of Solal
and the light modernism of Lewis
failed to kindle any sparks.
The piano playhouse was more
music to snooze by than anything.
Sarah Vaughan, as usual, was excellent. She livened up the evening,
supported by her tuxedoed trio. Her
eight tunes spanned her career, with
nothing new added but plenty of
jazz intonations and the feeling one
is on a roller coaster as she coasts up
and down and go. around plenty of
curves with her lyric bending.
"What Are You Doing The Rest
Of Your Life" was her zenith of
magnificence. Another singer of another era, Anita O'Day, performed
well on Saturday evening with a
confidence and power which recalled her earlier days.
Her throaty voice held up well
and she scatted and played with the
beat (just like Sarah) on mostly old
tunes, with two exceptions: "Love
Song" and 'The Wave," calling the
former "not in her bag" but doing it
creditably well nonetheless.
The Japanese band, led by Toshiyuki Miyama -who conducts orchestras for all of the TV networks in
Tokyo and operates this band as a
labor of love -was a surprisingly
good, well -oiled machine, patterned
after the Herman Herd, but with lots
of rock rhythms.
The band's performance was recorded for an LP for Japanese release and what the audience will
hear are adaptations of bebop, mod-

iftwtions of traditional Japanese
folk music and some driving brass
and reed work.
The band lent a true international
flavor to the festival and reaffirmed
the impact jazz has made on musicians around the world.
But why, one wonders, does a
band from far away Japan have to
be flown to Monterey when the Mercer Ellington band was available on
the weekend when the festival saluted Mercer's dad, the late Duke Ellington?
Saturday afternoon's blues program was an artistic meatball, with
the James Cotton Blues Band from
Chicago playing good, hard, muscular music and the rest of the program
in blaseland. Cotton, playing better
harmonica than he sings, seta tempo
for his six -pieces which hustled
along like the "Racket 88" about
which he sang. Guitarist Matt Murphy joined him for some spirited
duels and the overall result was fun
music.
A new vocalist making the scene
was Bonnie Lee from Chicago,
whose gravelly voice was most impressive during the Sunnyland Slim
and the Blue Spirit Band set.
Rev. Pearly Brown and Christine
Brown laid out some rural sounding
tunes as a forerunner to the bigger
band presentations. Then things fell
into mediocrity, with Eddie "Clean head" Vinson and Joe Turner reprising tunes they have done innumerable times here and Bo Diddley
almost repeating his 1973 program.
What this all indicates is that the

traditional blues afternoon is in
trouble and in danger of becoming
merely a carbon copy of last year's
middling show.
Saturday evening's program let in
some fresh sounds in the persons of
guitarists Michael Howell and Lee
Ritenour. Howell has the greater
technique and beauty of definition.

His clean, single note lines are strong
and mellow, and Fantasy is lucky to
have him. Ritenour emulates the
Wes Montgomery style. Joe Pass,
Mundell Lowe and Jim Hall all

played superbly during the "guitar
summit session," closing with ajam
on Duke's "In A Mellow Tone."
The sounds were both mellow and
mellifluous when Diz and trumpet
confreres Roy Eldridge, Clark Terry
and Harry Edison came center stage
to blow for the sky.
Sunday afternoon was devoted to
winners of high school competitions
with Chuck Mangione and his quartet playing for 25 minutes and then
the high schoolers returned to wail
with such pros as Diz and Mulligan
and Terry.
The pros held strong Sunday evening during the Latin Night with
Cal Tjader and his quintet with
guest Mongo Santamaria, heating
up the crowd and the evening with a
program of his old hits including
"Cubano Chant" and "Afro Blues."
Saxophonist Jerome Richardson 's
open, high pitched blowing coupled
with crescendoing congas, made the
music sound open and spacey.
Airto and Fingers won hands
down as the most offbeat, zany, unusual group at the festival. The
leader played regular traps, making
mouth sounds, blowing whistles and
humming along with electric pianist
Mike Wolff.
Singing in Portuguese with an
echo delay, his voice hung in the air
while he rang. socked and rubbed all
sorts of percussion instruments.
He even obtained sounds out of a
metal statue -like sculpture which he
called Josephine and which he
whacked and hit with metal sticks.
The Japanese New Herd returned
to play along with Diz and Tjader's
group on Gillespie's venerable
Manteca" -a tune heard copious
times at Monterey. But why not Tito

ra

Puente as a pure Latin Jazz band?
So the festival began with an old
tune, "Take The A Train" and ÿ
ended with an old tune, "Manteca." 9
Andin between there was mostly old C
tunes. It could make one believe
jazzmen have a limited vocabulary.

New N.Y. Venue
Continued from page 18
Many of the shows will be co-produced by area promoter Sid Bernstein, according to Metz.
The initial concert will be independently presented by Rock Magazine and features an oldies show
starring Roy Orbison.
An Oct. 12 Isis date will initiate
the theatre's showcasing policy
when Buddah Records will co-produce with Metz, Singer and Bernstein. Another scheduled concert is a
black minstrel show Nov. 1 -3 starring many old -time acts including
Billy Daniels and Linda Hopkins.
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Warner

BIG STAR, MDIO CITY, Mein:

Me Fit WIIHI

JOHN LEE HOOKER,
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M

San Amal, Texas (18); Sam Houston
College. Texas (19); LS.U. Assembly
Cartier, Baton Rouge, Le. (20): TarreM
Conventhon Center. Ft. Worth. Texas
(25); Fairgrounds Area, Oklahume
SCity (261: Orin Ruben, Univ., Tulsa.
Okla (27).
JOHNNY DUNCAN (Columbia): Htchin
Post.Albuqueryoe. N.M., CM. &10; Big
m
Country Inn, Hobbs, N.M. (11).
'MAYNARD FERGUSON (Columbia): Del
ch
State College, Dover, Dit., Oct. 1; Rob
orts Univ.. Tulsa Okla. (30).
CRYSTAL GAYLE (United Ar0at): Rockingham, N.C., Oct. 19.
m DOME GRAY (MCA): Memphl, Tenn..
O Oct. 3-4: Warmth's. Birmingham, Ate.
(7 -t0); Mie. State Fair. Jackson (11-
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Greensboro, N.C., Oct. 11; Univ. of
Tent., Knoxville Tem. (12): Murfreesboro, Tem. (13); Hemisphere Arena.

ELVIS PRESLEY (RCA): San Antonio,
TAMa9, Oct. 8; Abilene. ToSee (9).
MARTY ROBBINS (MCA): Speedway at
Fairgrounds, Tulsa, Okla., Oct. I; Deb's
Dancerand. Grand Prairie. Texas (2 -3);
Dalles Sheraton, Texas (4): Mld-Smth
Coliseum, Memphis. Tenn. (13).
MEL TILLAS (MGM): Largo, Md., Oct 6;
Bartow Fla. (10); FL Weston Beech,
Fla. (11); Daytona Beach, Fla. (28).
BILLY WALKER (10(3103 Brunton Mills,
W. Va., Oct. S.
WEATHER REPORT (Columbia): Gusmen AudtOrium, Miami. Ma., Oct. 11:
Theater Apr the Performing Ada, New
Orleans, La. (12); Symphony Hap, Attenta. Ga. (13).

601

LIGHTHOUSE,

MIX

RANDY NEWMAN,

',JOHN DENVER (RCA): College,

19.

10,

wont

SAM NEELY, DOWN HOME, AAIL'

MUM.

mOM.M, MOm.M, effe

MNFM, M0106 mEUFY

lege, Frenktort Oct. 5.
HARRY CW VIN (Elektra): Georgetown

:

INNM, RW.M.

mum

-12.

HYDRA (Capdcon (: AudItOrlum, New
Orleans, La, Oct 4; Auditorium, BIr000504m, Al. (6).
ISLET ARDS.(Epic): Brave Stadium. Atlanta. Ga.. Oct. 5.
HAI JO (MGM): Tula State Fair. Okla..
Oct. 4; Private Party. Sulphur Springs,
Texas (5): Mlle. State Fair. Jackson
(10); Chattahochee Valley Fair, Columbus. Ga. (11): O.U. Concert. Dame,
Texas (12); Copa Hilton, Tulsa, Okla.
(21 -28).
DAVE LOGGINS (Epley Municipal Auditorium. San 0010110. Texas, Oct. 1.
'LORETTA LYNN (MCA): Johnson Can.
Val Mph School. PamwWm. Ky., Oct.
4; Greenup County High School, Ky.
(5); Union College Gym. Beraurei8O.
Ky. (1D): Plaza Sports Center, Frank fort. Ky. (11 -13),
MAHOGANY RUSH (20th Century): Listener Auditorium, Washington, D.C.,
Oct 8; Ohio State Fair, Calumbua (7).
RONNIE MILSAP (RCA): Sleben's.
Little Rock, Ark., Oct. 4.
TONY ORLANDO A DAWN (Ball): Tula
State Fair, Okla., Oct. 4.
TOMMY OVERSTREET (Dot): Free Fair.
Guymon, Okla, Oct 3; NCO Bergstrom
AFB, Texas (4): SMgecnch Inn, Stamford, Tex. (5); Knights of Columba,
Gallup (10): Civic Center, Tuba City.
ANY. (11); High School, Gallup. N.M.
(12); Dot Show, Nashville, Tenn. (1 B).
DOLLY PARTON (RCA): Slbert's. LISIO
Rock, Ark., Oct. 4.
ESTHER PHILLIPS
Lafayette
Muck 00001, Memphis,
Oct. 1E-

M.

10116.111. Weld-FM.
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Wdw aeMlk
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MUM.

M.

FEUX CAVALIERE, BMHMRK mum.
NLYM Mm M, 060FM, MOT .M, WNN.M.

0106 Fe

Arena, Raleigh. N.C. (20).
JERRY CLOWER (MCA): Memphis,
Tem., Oct. 5; South Houston. Texas
(10): Trion. Ge. (12); Attenta, Ga. (13);
Trenton, Tenn. (14); Frankierton. La.
(16): Greer. S.C. (20); Memphis, Tenn.
(21): Marked Tree. Ark. (22): N. Lillie
Rock, Ark. (23); Jackson, Tenn. (24).
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Univ.. Washington. D.C.. Oct. 4;
Maque, Richmond, Va. (5); MilledgeMNe.Ga (10).
ROY CLARK (Cot): Dot Luncheon,
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 18: Dorton
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LOU REED, SALLY CANT DARCE, RCA:
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'WEATHER REPORT (Columbia): Michigan Palace. Detroit. Oct. 4: St. John's
Auditorium. Ohio Slate Univ.. Columbus (73, The Brewery. E. Lansing, Mich.
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RED STIEAQALL (Capitol): Civic Center,
Terre Haute. Ind.. Oct. 6.
MEL TILLAS (MGM): New Brunswick.
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"INDIE AND CHAIN RETAILERS SEE
BLANK TAPE SALES GROWING
Sales average at all stores approximately 60 percent for cassettes, 30 percent for cartridges and 10 percent for open
reels, with 8-tracks outselling all others by two -to-one. Business continues to run ahead of last year by about 20 percent
with the same break-down in percentages for cassettes, cartridges and open reels. However, Osier expects cassettes to
figure even stronger in sales for the rest of the year." With
portable cassette recorders selling as low as $40 and
very easy to operate. in comparison to cartridges
where the lowest-price recorder runs about $100
and requires more sophistication to operate. the
sales direction is fairly obvious."
Although sold on a one -for -one basis, open reel
customers generally will purchase six or more
reels at a time, indicating they are the more so.
phisticated buffs with either classical or special
interest in their recordings. At Goody's store,
the only merchandising tie -ins are those offered
by the manufacturer. At the present time, the
only deals merchandised- although they have
cooperated with other manufacturers in the past
are those packaged by Memorex.
Price resistance is virtually nil as the price range

THIS COAST -TO -COAST WRAPUP OF BLANK TAPE RETAILERS AND DISTRIBUTORS WAS A COOPERATIVE EFFORT. coordinated by Tape /Audio /Video Editor Stephen
Traiman. Providing key interviews were Midwest Editor Anne
Duston. Chicago, and correspondents Ray Brack, Charleston.
o W. Va.; Maude Orodenker, Philadelphia /Cherry Hill, N.J.;
Irene Clepper, Minneapolis /St. Paul; Martin Hintz, Milwaukee; Vickora Cleeper, Bloomington, Ind.; Joanne
Oliver, Columbus, Ohio; Jim Cortese, Memphis; Jack
McDonough, San Francisco /Oakland; Laura Deni,
f. Las Vegas; Kenneth Fitzgerald, Portland, Ore.;
`9 Lon Clepper, Lincoln, Neb.; Grier Lowry, Kansas
City, Mo.
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W. VA.

The word "steady"
invariably pops up in any
ol conversation with local dealers about blank tape sales over
ID the past 12 months. What type tape package is accounting
for this consistent volume varies. depending on whether you
w have an audiophile or pop shop on the line.
A leading retailer (and state-wide distributor), handling no
pre -recorded tapes and catering mostly to the hi -fi trade. rew ports that 8 -track blank is in steady decline and now accounts
ofor only 10 percent of blank tape sales. Open -reel and cast- sette packages. Electronic Specialty Co. reports. each account
for 45 percent of volume.
UO
While most audiophile- oriented outlets report a similar situation, i.e., 8 -track in decline, many report cassette packages
solidly out -selling open reel. This is particularly true if the
shop is located in a large business complex and does considerable non music business. Radio Shack here is a case in point.
Located in the central business district, it deals blank cassettes by the case to legal firms, large churches, etc.
The pop picture is different. Some stores serving the youthful owners of automobile playback units do several hundred
dollars a week in 8track blanks, modest cassette volume and
little open -reel business. The largest local volume in 8-track
blank tape is being achieved by a "make-a -tape" operation
that was recently charged with violation of Federal Copyright

O

-

a

Ratio of
Configurations
Varies

Law.
All music merchants here are letting blank tape pretty
much sell itself, and increased volume in all lines, configura-

tions and price ranges awaits source -instituted merchandising efforts. The few promotional attempts with blank tape
have been linked to hardware, and TEAC's planned fall promotion is being anticipated as a spur to blank tape sales. The
TEAC merchandising package, which hit the stores in late August, is built one "tape- your -own" contest theme and will include store displays, window posters, ad layouts and broadcast copy.
Dealers are discouraged about the amount of coop advertising money allowed by blank tape suppliers, though 3 -M has
sprung for a modest amount.
Price looms as the biggest potential deterrent to increased
sales volume in this market. Dealers are skeptical about the
public going for price hikes cloaked as new, super -quality merchandise. Even the "ultimate line" of tape is not expected to
go over with the public if its price is too high.
"I've been feeling out my customers on pricing," says an
Electronic Specialty spokesman, "and they don't want an 'ultimate line' of blank tape. They think prices are high enough."
PHILADELPHIA
loom
Blank tapes
bigger than ever in the operation of Sam
Goody's Record Stores with 8 -track cassettes running far
ahead in the field, according to Bill Osier, assistant manager
of the chain's Northeast Philadelphia store. Goody's also operates stores in center city and in nearby Pennsauken, N.J.,
and sales experiences at all three are alike.
Goody's offers customers a comprehensive variety in price
ranges from $1.50 to $4 with BASF (Standard and Chromium
Dioxide), Memorex, Scotch, Capitol, Advent, and TDK's ED
and SD series. In addition, Goody's merchandises its own private label, the SMG line.

satisfy every type of customer, though
earlier this year. Goody's faced a price war with a discounter
bottoming out the blank tapes.
"With the continued increases in the cost of pm-recorded
tapes -they've just gone up another dollar and they were too
high already -more and more customers are being forced to
recognize the fact that it will be much cheaper for them in the
long run to do their own tape recording," muses Lamy Rosen,
head of the sin -store chain of WeeThree Record Shops.
Thus, Rosen sees a bright sales future for blank tapes. Already. sales are up 10 to 15 percent over last year, with increases in all categories. His stores are located in five suburban shopping malls in Lebanon, Conshohocken, Horsham,
Plymouth Meeting and Glenolden plus a sixth store in the
Moorestown (N.J.) Mall nearby. Sales at all are fairly consistent- cassettes at 60 percent; cartridges. 30 percent; open
reel, 10 percent.
While blank tape prices have been going up to some degree.
Rosen says he is "holding the line." Since he has made big
purchases before increases set in, the WeeThree stores are
still able to sell at the old prices -"for the time being, at
least." Biggest seller and his leader line is Ampex. Stores also
carry Scotch. TDK and Memorex.
To promote sales, Rosen emphasizes "package deals" at
"package prices." It's generally a tied- together package of
three blanks for the price of two, or two blanks for the price of
one -and -a -half, some already packaged that way by the manufacturers.
A marked increase in the sale of 8 -track blanks is noted by
James Cephas, who operates the two King James stores
where soul and rock are featured exclusively. Cassettes account for 60 percent of sales, with cartridges 30 percent and
open reel at 10 percent.
While sales volume for cassettes and reel -to -reel remain virtually the same, 8 -track sales are up by 50 percent over last
year. He notes an increase in sales volume for pre -recorded 8track tapes as well.
Price is no factor. Customers accepted price hikes in prerecorded tapes and LPs, and the increases in blank tape prices
were also taken in stride by the buyers. Cephas carries only
Scotch and Memorex, with both the lower and higher priced
is wide enough to

Strong Trend
to Quality

lines of Scotch stocked. The stores
have had virtually no quality corn.
plaints about the blank product.
In keeping with his policy in selling all records and tapes, there are
no gimmicks or tie-ins offered. "We
sell them right off the list," says
Cephas, "and they buy what they
want just as listed. Since we sell
only records and tapes in rock and
soul, we have been able to attract a
large and loyal market for this field.
Our customers know exactly what
they want, we always have just what
they want, and they are willing to
pay for it."
CHERRY HILL, N.J.
As long as there am so many
good things to record, and it is com.
paratively easy to record them,
blank tapes will increasingly become an important sales factor on
the retail store level, observes Rickey Richman, who operates the

Sound Odyssey, major audio/
sound store in the Cherry Hill Mall
here.
The "big thing" in tapes are cassettes, which sell at the rate of
seven to one. Reel -to -reel is about 5
percent of the sales, and the re-

four weeks, including two 8-track
and two cassette lines. "I wonder
what will happen in November,
which is usually the time when it is
difficult to get tape."
With better home recording
equipment, customers are willing to
pay for better tape. Asa matter of
fact, the attitude toward rising
prices seems to be: "So what else is
new!"
MINNEAPOLIS /ST. PAUL
With a major store sale, there's

always a tie.in of a special price on
blank cassette and 8.track, says

Ginny Krumbiegel, blank tape
buyer at Dayton's, Minneapolis.
based department store chain. This
is a promotion the store itself works
up. She terms excellent the recent
three-for-two deal that Memorex
packaged.

Dayton's carries Memorex,
Scotch, Ampex, Columbia and its
own private label, Music Master.
Cassette accounts for well over half

of all blank tape sales, with 84rack
and open reel taking up slightly less
than the other half.
People are buying some of the
new "premium" lines -even the
Memorex chromium dioxide, although it takes a special machine.
And they aren't complaining much
about the price rises for all blank
tape. "Prices for everything are going up; people are used to it. They
may comment, but they don't get
upset." Only problem has been a

little difficulty in getting open reel. 25
Otherwise, orders are coming
through and quality is good.
"lf it works, people will pay the
price," says Scott Preston, manager of Audio King, in discussing
the new premium lines being offered in blank tape. Scotch "Classic" is probably the best tape on the
market, he adds, and if people have
something to record where they
want the highest quality recording.
¡Continued on page 27)

The Maxell Ultra Dynamic cassette.
We've added
a little more Ultra to the Dynamic.

CHICAGO
Rose Records, with the largest
reel-to -reel prerecorded selection in
Chicago, stocks Memorex, BASF
and Tracs blank tape in 60.90, and
120 -minute lengths. The chromium
dioxide BASF tape sells best, and is
discounted at $1.99 for 60 minute,
$2.99/90 and $3.99/120.
Eight-track blank sales have increased to 25 percent of business
with cassette at 40 percent and
open reel at 35 percent.
Blank tape sales for Sound Unlimited, a one-stop, have tripled in
the last year, according to president
Noel Gimbel.
"We can't keep enough Scotch
Classic in stock," Gimbel says. He
also carries the high energy cobalt
formulation of Scotch tape, Maxell,
TDK and the two lines of Capitol,
the Mod series and the Music Tape
line. "Most audio hi -fi stores carry
two high performance tapes and
one budget."
Gimbel says customers ask tor
tape by brand name, with blank C60's the most popular configuration. In 8- track, the 45-minute
length for recording albums is the
most popular, and in open -reel, it's
the 1200 -foot length.
Gimbel has been unable to get
delivery on some Maxell tapes for

w
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mainder is 8-track cartridges. Sales
are ahead of last year. but the in.
crease is almost entirely in cassettes "as more and more people
find the recording equipment so
easy to handle and the availability
of things to record so extensive."
Richman feels the tape market
will eventually become a cassette
market. However, as long as car
stereos will take 8- tracks and as
long as manufacturers they making blanks. he adds, "we'll continue
to sell them." Richman also be.
lieges the quality of sound in 8tracks is not as good as cassettes,
and recording machines are not as
easy to handle. thus interest in 8tracks is proportionately limited.
Sound Odyssey carries a large
line, with Memorex and Scotch the
leaders, plus some TDK. On the low
end, the leader is Compact Cassette
along with the lower priced lines of
Capitol and Scotch. As far as mer.
chandising, tapes sell off the list unless the manufacturer comes up
with a three-for -two or a two- for-one
deal.
Pricing has created no problem,
as it has with prerecorded tapes
and LPs where price hikes were extensive. Increases in blanks have
been very limited since the beginning of the year and there has been
no sales resistance when the small
increase was passed along to the
customer, especially since problems with quality control are virtually nil.

s

When we decided to bring out our
new Ultra Dynamic tape cassette, we asked
ourselves a question. 'How could we improve our cassette and at the same time
make the poor dealer a little more happy
and a little less poor ?"
Our smallest improvement
is our biggest improvement.
We've reduced the size of the PX
gamma ferric oxide particles on the tape
surface. Arid increased the uality of the
sound. The Hz now qo up to 2,000 Hz; the
signal -to-noise ratio s now 8dB above ordi-

nary cassettes; and we've widened the

dynamic range. Quite dynamically.
Other improvements to
improve your business.
We've also designed a new metal
frame which holds the pressure pad much
more securely than ever before. Plus a five second timing leader that's also a head cleaner.
Round screws in square holes.
And lastly we've started putting our
screws into square holes. Square holes are
better than round ones because when the
screws are screwed in, the plastic shavings

from the threads get trapped in the corners
of the holes. So they can't cause trouble
jumping around in the works.
Our new long-playing cassette is shorter.
We're also bringing out our new improved UDC -46 cassette. It's twenty-three
minutes per side. Which very conveniently
just happens to be the approximate playing
time of the average long -p laying record.
(Our other cassettes are 60, 90 and 120.)
It all adds up to better Maxell UD
cassettes. Better cassettes mean happier
customers. And happier customers mean
more sales.
And you know who's happier then.

Our business is improving.
So can yours.
Maxell

torporeamá America. 130 West Cgnmerdel Avenue, Alcmarhle, ltJ.07074
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PROMOTIONS, DISPLAYS, ADVERTISING
MORE SOPHISTICATED
By BOB KIRSCH
ROMOTION AND MERCHANDISING HAVE LONG BEEN THE NAME OF
THE GAME in selling blank tape. particularly where cassettes and
audiophile oriented outlets are concerned.
This year, however, "universality" appears to be the key word. Manufacturers are putting thee strength behind full lines and all types of
retail outlets are reaping the benefits once reserved for only the hi 1i
specialist.
Promotions and displays are becoming more sophisticated than
ever before, and while there is an abundance of half price and two for one promo.
lions, the emphasis seems to be resting more on quality than on price.
Television and radio are being used to a heavier degree than ever before. and more
types of print advertising is now utilized; from the so- called "slick" magazines to the
rock papers to audiophile publications to all kinds of newspaper ads.
Blank tape has traditionally been an impulse item and has always depended, espe.
cially in the mass merchandising area, on displays to sell it. Display material now,
however, places equal emphasis on educating the consumer and salesperson as well
as simply drawing attention for a "buy."
So, if there are major differences between the promotions and displays of this year
and past years, they probably include the quality, sophistication and overall coverage
of such promotions and displays as the main points. Promotions and displays are
offered to all, but are also tailored to meet the needs of a particular customer.
The added emphasis on blank 8 -track certainly cannot be ignored. With the increasing number of 8 -track record/playback units available at "reasonable' prices
and being sold in every type of outlet dealing with electronics rather than just the
specialty shops, the market for blank tape for these units has mushroomed. And the
advent of quad recording may open up vast new blank tape markets.
Most major manufacturers have not added a great deal in the way of product or
displays since the Consumer Electronics Show. though there are the usual number of
fall promotions. Product and displays are now being pushed for the busy holiday sea.
son. Promotions, however, are reaching more people than ever. No longer are they
limited only to the area of the store handling blank tape, or the media read only by
the electronics fanatic. Ads and commercials have taken on an aura of sophistication
comparable to any other "big money" product.
Still, blank tape is a relatively low.priced impulse item. How do the major manufac.
turers, many of which now use the top advertising agencies, combine the ideals of an
impulse item with a glamour product?
Audio Magnetics Corp. is currently offering several Tracs ripoff displays. Two are
for cassette, one disposable cardboard and the other a permanent. Each holds 48
cassettes. A third ripoff -unit is for 8- track, is disposable and contains 48 tapes. The
tapes come packaged in cellophane paper and tear off rolls like candy. The advan.
(Continued on page 38)
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Blank 8 Available In Myriad Lengths and Prices

8 By JOHN SIPPEL
42 MINUTES

40 MINUTES

32 MINUTES
Salado

Capitol

27432.106

$1.69

Audio Magnetic

Ampex

40min.

$1.29

381-42

$1.49

Irish
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Audio Magnetics

Audio40

Ugrian
IT-40

$2.49

$1.98
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$2.79

$320
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$2.60

$3.29

70340126

$2.69

27440406
Lamina Sympt one8e

$1.98

8M40

$2.49

byCapNol27445226
3.8111.45

BCL-40/8CB80740

Mord

$3.25

3M

81200

8T40

561N45

13.75
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$3.75

$2.95

Scotch NO /LA

13.49

3M
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IDN

8104050

Capitol
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$2.19
$2.85

Audio Magnetics
Audio 80

8740

$3.50
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90 MINUTES
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38144

$1.99
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388-84

Capitol

12.99

90Mò.

53.85
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$3.09
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by Capitol
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3M
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32.99
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$3.75
33.85
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Musk Tape
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The
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27.410106
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j
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The Music Tape
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The
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Salado
60mò.
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33.99

INDIE AND RETAILERS SEE TAPE SALES GROWING
Continued from page 25

then they'll buy it. Its not tape
they'll use for day -in, day -out
recording."
Blank tape sates are up a good 20
percent over last year, with cassettes taking 70 percent of the market, followed by open reel at 20 percent and 8-track only about 10
percent. Audio King carries TDK
Maxell, Scotch and Sony chiefly.
Preston finds that manufacturers
are devoting more time and money
to "the technical end" this year
than to any kind of gimmicks or tie
in promotional aids.
And, at Audio King, the emphasis
is on display, rather than any kind
of flashy promotional activity. Preston uses Plexiglass shelving for a
mass display of blank tape. feeling
that this type of transparent shelyfng offers the best exposure of the
product. His chief complaint about
the blank tape situation? "As always, quality control."
The way to avoid customer complaint about quality or price is to
carry the best, sums up Jane Fink
of Schmitt's Musk Stores. She carries Memorex, Scotch and Ampexthe latter in cassette only. "Carry
cheapies and you have only
trouble," she declares.
True, customers do some grousing about price, but that's about
prices in general- records, stereo,
you name it. Tape isn't singled out
and, since price increases seem to
be a way of life now, consumers
complain, but accept. Cassettes are
out -in front in blank tape volume
selling about 40 percent of total.
followed by 30 to 40 percent open
reel and the rest 8 -track.
Promotional aid from manufacturers has been sparse. Ms. Fink recalls one that worked very well:
Memorex offered pre -packaged
tape -three 90s for a special price.
-'The tact that it was pm- packaged
and the price almost gave the consumer one free made this a very
popular offer. We went through a
lot of product and was sorry to see
the promotion end."
-

-

I

MILWAUKEE
Robert Wack, the third gene',
ation of family management in
Weeks Sales Co., describes his firm
"as conservative, about as American as you can get." The store
strongly pushes open reel, with advertising confined only to local
newspapers and Yellow Pages.
The company does $30,000$50,000 a year. primarily in blank
open reel Scotch, Sony, BASF,
Memorex and Maxell, but reports
strong buying on cassette TDK.
"Open reel styling is still very
strong. There's a hell of a lot of
people who still have open reel, it's
far from being obsolete," Wack
says. The main clientele is between
16 and 35. "The consumer has to
be educated to the quality of brand
names. He appreciates straight
talk, not jiving."
He says a good sales person is
the key to a good business. The
store has nine employees, with
Wack as vice president and his father. Walter, as president. The firm
was founded in 1911 by his grandfather as a motorcycle sales shop
with an eventual Trove into recording equipment and accessories.
"Cassettes are becoming more
and more popular. It makes for a
simpler library and there isn't the
space problem," reports Arthur
Mackman, co -owner of Port of
Sound in the Brown Port Shopping
Center.
"The blank reel is important for
the audiophile. They'll never move
back," he adds. The Port uses only
one private label tape, Audio-Sonic.
priced at three 60-minute cassettes
for $2.99 and three 90-minute cassettes at $3.99. The firm does at
least 510,000 a year in that brand's

sales. mostly to students and others who desire only voice playback.
He says Port sales of cassettes
are 35 percent ahead of last year.

with persons buying them for their
cars after recording on home machines. "It's more reasonable for
the car and home," he says.
Mackman reports no problem
with backorders or merchandise

quality, usually sticking to the big
brand names. But he says customers are complaining about rising retail prices on equipment and materials. "But they're still buying." he
emphasizes.
BLOOMINGTON, IND.
A special rate on tape goes along

with the purchase of

a

tape

recorder at Alan Audio. The cus

tomer

is given a card

entitling him

bargain rate on tape for two
years after purchase. "We do this

to

a

primarily to promote recorder
sales," owner Don Rhoads, says.
"But it does keep customers coming back."
Cassettes sell about 2 to 1 over
open reel. and only a small amount
of B -track is handled. Their lines are

Maxell and Advent, along with some
Scotch.
Rhoads reports customers don't
like the price increases, but Alan
has held prices down by buying in
large quantities. Business is up, he
says, as Alan becomes better
known in the area. Some of the new
premium lines are ridiculously ex-

You can't

fire

a machine.
fifty-five thousand square
feet to move around in. A

Unless, of course, you're a

sound engineer working
for Allison Audio, disappointed with what you hear.
Allison has the finest equipment money can buy.
It also has the finest technicians money can't buy.
They're perfectionists who
know how to make machines operate at a higher
level of performance than
they do elsewhere.
When even the best
equipment made doesn't
come up to our standards
we alter it. Adjust. Customize it to produce a superior product. Better. Faster.
Allison produces 8-track
cartridges and cassettes
with better fidelity and
quality than you've ever
suspected might be possible. Allison eliminates the
hiss while delivering
higher frequency response
than you are accustomed
to hearing.
Allison has the newest
equipment: mastering;
duplicating; quality control; labeling; packaging;
warehousing and shipping
facilities. New ideas. And

climate that prompts our
professionals to tinker
with a machine or system,
adjust it, make it hum a
better tune.

Allison Audio services
the most demanding sound
recording engineers in
the business.
Try us. You'll hear why.
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AIJJSON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1290 MOTOR PARKWAY
HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK 11787
516 234 -2010/212 895-6449

(Continued on page 32)
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phile and audio specialty shops. It carries a list price of $3.75
for 45 minutes playing time, and $5 for 90 minutes.
At BASF, the feeling is that there is a tremendous potential
market for blank 4- channel cartridges, the only problem
being that the market had not yet reached the viability level
needed to entice the Bedford, Mass. company to seek a piece
of the action.
Gerry Berberian, BASF national sales manager, says his
company has already developed the expertise, and has all the
equipment needed to produce a 4- channel 8 -track cartridge,
but will watch the market fora while longer before coming to a
decision.
Meanwhile the company is in the process of launching a
major consumer promotion via TV, radio and print media on
its entire Low Noise /High Output line introduced recently.
Concurrent with the consumer push will be a special 8track promotion to the trade highlighting a "halt -price sale"

national consumer sales for Columbia Magnetics, response
has been very encouraging.
The new unit incorporates all the features of the original
Columbia "fail- safe" cartridge with its collapsible hub that retards jamming, and its three -point suspension system with
self -lubricating Deldrin.
The new " Converta- Quad" replaces Columbia Magnetics
conventional 8 -track cartridges in both the Columbia and
Sounderaff lines, and according to Cohen, reflects on , a
slight increase in price.
"Converts- Quad" also features the new 50- minute length,
designated to accommodate the longer albums (23 or 24 minutes per side) for which most cartridge manufacturers make
little provisions.
"Converto-Quad," the new cartridge length and other features are being touted in print and electronic media advertising, and point -of- purchase displays as part of an ambitious
promotion campaign that continues through the fall.
Some of the TV promotions utilize the firm's unique attack
dog commercial, a take -off on a recent glass shattering TV
and radio promotion used by Memorex, and a favorite with
dealers and consumers.
The 3M Co., which also planned release of a 4-channel 8track cartridge this summer, is now aiming at a year-end release of the product. 3M officials would not comment on the

By RADCLIFFE JOE
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NEW YORK -THE BLANK 8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE
which. until now, has played second fiddle to
the cassette as a medium for non -professional
recordings, is finally beginning to enjoy a consumer demand that far outstrips original industry estimates.
Acceptance of the 8 -track blank for home
recording purposes has developed largely out
of the availability of 8 -track recording machines which were
slow in reaching the marketplace. Many manufacturers felt
consumers would be negative to the concept of 8 -track
recording due to the greater care and effort entailed in pro-

gramming.
With the availability of the hardware, full scale production
of innovative lines of product began with emphasis on new
formulations and design.
In the vanguard of this new thrust has been Columbia
Magnetics with its 4- channel 8 -track blank cartridge designed
for use with newly- available quadrasonic 8 -track recorders.
Designated the " Converta- Quad," the unit was first shown
at the Summer CES, and according to Ted Cohen, director of

MARKET POLL
!SHOWS BLANK 8
SALES GOING UP

...Up
through which one 8 -track cartridge can be bought at the
regular list price, and the other at half price.
Capitol Magnetics, formerly Audio Devices, which was
working on the mold fora 4- channel 8 -track cartridge during
the Summer CES, is scheduling a fall release of blank product
in this configuration.
The firm is expected to use its new extra high output /low
noise formulation, found in its "Music Tapes," for the 4 -channel blanks. According to William Dawson, the firm's marketing vice president, the product, for which pricing in still being
worked out, will be sold to the consumer through audiophile

Up...
revised schedule, but it is probably built on an attitude of caution engendered by the smallness of the 4- channel recorder

shops.
Backing the introduction of the cartridge when it comes,
will be the massive $3 million advertising and sales promotion
campaign launched in June to support the introduction of the
Music Tape line.
The sales push, claimed to be the biggest of its kind by
Capitol Magnetics officials, utilizes TV print ads and point -ofpurchase materials to push the product. The promotion also
supports the firm's regular 8 -track line, which comes in new
lengths of 45, 60 and 90 minutes under the Music Tape
name.
Audio Magnetics, which recently underwent a major

market.
3M is, however, pushing -its new Classic 8-track blank
which it reports is growing in demand, particularly as a com-

panion to the Wollensak model 8075 8-track tape recorder,
also new from 3M.
The new cartridge, introduced at the Summer CES to critical acclaim, utilizes a new low noise ferric oxide tape that gives
it high frequency sensitivity of 7 dB higher than standard tape
cartridges. It is also said to have a signal -to -noise ratio at low
frequencies, of 6 dB higher than standard cartridges.
Designed for use by discriminating music recordists, the
Classic cartridge is being marketed worldwide through audio-

o
á

New blank tape such as 3M Scotch Classic 8 -track (also avail able in cassette and open reel) ties in with new equipment
Om
.a such as this 8080 player and recorder. This machine can be admlusted for the new ferric oxide Classic tape.
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BILLBOARD
BLANK TAPE EDITION SPECIAL

Alabama Avenue

Island Park, N Y. 11558
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For every gross of tapes ordered, you will receive one dozen of
the Expensive Music Tape, 100 minute, 8 track FREE. This is
$53.88 value at retail or $27.00 worth of tapes at wholesale. Even
if you order 144 C -305 Gk 600, total of $86.40 cost, you will receive this $53.88 value FREE or you can MIX your order. as long
as it is a total of 144 pieces, you will get the merchandise FREE.
This offer expires Oct. 31st, so hurry and fill in the coupon below.
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reorganization, also plans to introduce an 8 -track 4- channel cartridge
but is timing the market for the
most opportune release date.
Meanwhile, the firm is encouraged by the response of its new 8track spring -loaded display rack, a
countertop unit holding 24 8 -track
cartridges. Other 8 -track promotions at Audio Magnetics include
two 90 minute 8 -track tapes in a
polybag. and a Tracs Pak of three
90 minute 8 -track tapes and an 8track head cleaner.
At Irish Tape, president Sol Zigman says candidly that 8 -track 4.
channel tape sales could not
amount to "a hill of beans" at this
lime, and would not be worth the
time and cost involved in releasing
such a product.
However, the firm has developed a new high energy tape formulation which it hopes to use in place
of chromium dioxide in all its high
end audio and video products, including any future 8 -track 4 -channel cartridge.
Meanwhile, the company has a
new promotion on its 84- minute extended range 8 -track cartridges
which offers three cartridges at the
price of two.
Memorex's Ted Cutler is also
negative about a quad 8 -track cartridge, and stresses instead, the
regular blank 8 -track stereo tape
market, in which his company was
realizing sales beyond expectations.
Cutler says, "Our 8 -track business has tripled over last year. We
are over our expectations by 25 percent and we see continued increases for the rest of the year."
TPA Electronics is pushing all its
blank tape products, including 8tracks, under the slogan, "All
That's New In Sight & Sound." Like
most other companies, the firm's 8track stereo blanks are enjoying increasing popularity at the consumer level. However, there are no
plans at this time to introduce a
quad 8 -track blank.
Shad Helmstetter of Ampex
states that his firm is also enjoying
a growing consumer demand for
blank 8- tracks. He says that with
more mass merchants stocking
both 8 -track hardware and software, the market will continue to
grow. To help that growth along, a
number of promotions are being
planned.
Maxell, which has instituted a
policy of consulting with its dealers
and reps before releasing new products, will introduce a "super premium" 8 -track cartridge in the not
too distant future. This product,
suggested by a large number of
Maxell dealers in a recent survey,
will probably become available before a 4- channel 8 -track blank at
which the company is also taking a
hard -nosed look.
According to sources close to
Maxell, high officials of the company are already in Japan to sell the
idea of the super preem cartridge to
the parent company.
Meanwhile, Maxell's 8 -track
sales are up by 40 percent over last
year, and a summer promotion on
blank 8 -track products was exhausted within a week.
Outran; too, has registered an
increased demand for its 8-track
blank products and is including the
entire line, popular- priced as well as
premium, in a new professional
package designed to create a new
identity for the company.
The tapes are being color -coded
for ease of identification, and several promotions are in various
stages of development.
Preferred Sounds is another
company that has expanded the
distribution al its entire blank tape
line including 8-track cartridges to
stationery stores, supermarkets
and bookstores. The new drive, eacording to Ed Lesson, national sales
manager, is aimed at taking the

mystery out of blank tape at the
consumer level, and opening the
door to greater sales potential.
Lesson adds that the idea behind the move is to offer audiophile
blank tapes at supermarket prices.
The company's first major step
toward bridging the gap between
audiophile and mass consumer
markets was taken when Preferred
steered away from employing technical terms to describe its products.
and stressed, instead, what Lesson

calls a functional approach to packaging.
Preferred's new push into supermarkets and other non -music
stores is being undertaken through

distributors

and rackjobbers.
"What we are doing," says Lesson,
"is targeting our products to hit the
volume price points, offering excellent dealer margins, and a wide variety of packaging to fit every need
of the self -service and rack -oriented
mass retailer."

To support the expansion program, Preferred has released a 16page full-color brochure describing
how the self- service and rack ori-

ented mass retailer can take much
of the confusion out of selling blank
tape product.
There is also a variety of pre packed, sales stimulating, self -service merchandisers ranging from
free standing units that accommodate multi -pack 8-track and cassette blanks, to counter -top wire

PieceMakers.
Audio Magnetics goes to pieces for you. And buying precision crafted parts from us just makes darn good economic sense.
Reduced to its barest essentials, our business is
selling you pieces. Cassette and 8- track cartridge
housings. Pinch rollers. Liners. Shields. Hubs.
Pins. Pressure pads.
Storage boxes (all

\

types). Duplicating
grade cassette
tape. Lube tape.
And more.

We're the PieceMakers. We know your
needs. That's why more major recording
companies and voice /music duplicators
all over the world turn to Audio Magnetics.
We know dependability is the key to
your product's success. And
you know you can depend on
us for unparalleled
performance. Operational
reliability. Precise
engineering. Proven
production techniques. Years of professional
experience. That's why
we say, whatever
your needs, talk to
the people who have
all the right answers.
It pays to go to pieces with Audio Magnetics.

6\AucboMagnefics
Industrial Products
UNITED STATES: 14600 S. Broadway, Gardena. California 90248
CANADA: 800 Islington Ave. South, Station U, Toronto /18, Ontario
EUROPE: 24 Avenue de Chempel, 1208 Geneva, Switzerland

racks that hold 36 blister -packed 29
units.
At Data Packaging, the emphasis is on quality. The company
recently opened a plant in Phoenix,
geared exclusively to the manufacture of 8-track blanks. According to

Larry Hockemeyer, Data Pack
aging's sales manager, the high
level of automation achieved at the
facility will help the company to
hold the line on prices depile rising
all -round costs.
-
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ITA COMMITTEES WORK
ASSIDUOUSLY TO UPGRADE
BLANK TAPE QUALITY
By EARL PAIGE

APIONEER IN THE TAPE CARTRIDGE INDUSTRY. He is controversial. Outspoken. lode.
fatigable worker. All these word images, and
more could be used, help describe Larry Finley, executive director of the International
Tape Assn. in Tucson, which has several committees working constantly on blank tape de.
velopments. In a series of telephone interviews, Finley touches on many areas of blank tape growth and
marketing challenges. He includes in his gleaning from his
unusual position some on the spot experience because occa.
sionally he gets behind the retail counter to see up close what
the consumer trends look like. He says the consumer is defi-

nitely moving to better quality tape. This move runs parallel to
quality improvement trends that never cease. And as for
growth, Finley projects cassette blanks will go up 20 percent
for 1974 and that blank As will spurt 30 percent. ITA doesn't
track open reel and Finley says no one has a handle on blank
video tape. Curiously ehough, video tape and its trchnendous
growth in education and business could cause more mushrooming in audio tape, Finley believes. The reason is that he
and many other leaders in the industry believe audio cas-

settes are excellent backup for video, that users of video can
reinforce the message through audio.only recordings of the
video /audio material.
ITA can take credit, believes Finley, for several break.
throughs in blank tape, but chiefly it can point to the elimination, basically, of what Finley calls "crap" product. It has also
made great strides, he believes, in standardization.
"We have standardized blank tape, in terms of perform.
ance and physical dimension, for the C -60 cassette and the
40min. blank cartridge."
ITA's raw video tape committee is attacking this area on a
priority basis, he says. "We know there are more thin. EIAJ
machines than anything else, so this is our first standardization priority. Our video tape committee has completed a
paper that will be presented to our board in New York Oct.10.
The day before this, the committee will be meeting in New
York and will attack
Umatic size. The 1 -in. non- broadcast and next the 'h -in. Philips VCR. In video tape you just
can't take a piece of tape and standardize it
has to be done
in format."
The video raw tape committee is co- chaired by Forest Watson of 3M and Art Anderson of Memorex.

the'
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Chinese officials tour Audio Magnetics manufacturing facility
and inspect 8track tape used to produce prerecorded car.
tridges and cassette tape. Harry Hensman, director of Audio's
manufacturing plant, shows tape to Philip Wang (center),
director of industrial development and investment, and Kwang.
shih Chang, minister of economic affairs, both of the Republic
of China.

what it calls the audio executive technical
committee (AETC) chaired by Rex Isom (RCA), with others
being Ed Hanson, secretary (Philips), Vic Mohrlant (3M),
Laszlo Covacs (GE), Eugene Nyland (Ampex), John Barry
(Lear Jet) and John Jackson (BASF). These men guide all ITA
committees concerned with blank tape, says Finley. "These
men call the shots."
Another committee is devoted to tape duplicating and has
just published a paper. The paper will be presented Oct. 7 also
in New York to the AETC and then to the board. The paper,
"Duplication Guidelines & Engineering Practices for 8 -track
Cartridges & 4-track Cassettes," deals primarily with assuring
interchangeability of various kinds of recorded product and as.
(Continued on page 33)
In audio, ITA has

CHICAGO REP

FIRM ADOPTS
COMPREHENSIVE
MARKETING
PROGRAM

creases in raw materials. Low -end C -60's retail from $1.29 to
$1.49; high -end C -60's, from $2.99 to $3.29 to $3.49; and
CrO, C60's, "whatever the traffic bear. Resistance on price
depends on the particular stratum of the market and the
customer, with small retailers objecting to steep prices, but
prestigious department stores and audio specialists accepting them.
With the proliferation of 8 -track auto stereo, 8 -track
blanks have become a big business, but Horn does not see the
8 -track cartridge becoming standard. "There are too many
problems, for example, you have to record in stereo, and you
have no control over what happens on the tape.
"Reel -to -reel, on the other hand, is a lot of fun, because
you can edit and dub and do all kinds of things."
While most cassettes are sold in the lower end range, more
and more quality cassettes are being sold for use with $100 to
$250 cassette tape decks. The most popular length is the C60 although it doesn't represent the best buy, Horn says. The
C-120 is the best buy, but you need good equipment to drive a
tape that long. "Some manufacturers have talked of longer
lengths, but the tape would have to be too thin."
Asa rep, Horn considers himself an extension of the man.
ufacturer. He solicits the order, sends it direct to the manufacturer, and when the product is shipped to the retailer, he
propagates fill -in and handles promotion.

By ANNE DUSTON
MIKE HORN, SALES REP WITH ALLIED MARKETING,
INC., CHICAGO, sees a tremendous growth market in blank
tape as a communications extension of radio and tv, and also
as a tool in education and business. "It is no longer a luxury
item, but an important communications item," he claims.
In approaching this market as a rep. Horn looks for a line
that has strength behind it, which translates to quality, and
advertising, including co-op advertising, display materials,

competitive pricing and volume discounts.

"The formula for success includes three elements: quality,
image or identity established through advertising, and price."
Allied Marketing reps Capitol blank tape, in the high quality music line and the mod line that retails just above the
budget tapes, through mass merchandisers, audio specialists, department stores, and small retailers, in the Chicago
area market. Six salespersons handle the high ticket lines that
include tv, stereo, radio, personal care, appliances, accessory
furniture such as stereo shelving, calculators, clocks, sewing
machines, and telephone answering devices.
Allied shuns low budget blank tape because it offers low
return, as well as presenting many problems such as unraveling and breakage. "It is more suitable to the two-step jobber
who services independent stores such as drugstores and
small retailers."
Horn believes that when people identify a product with
quality and value, it creates a broader market. Mass merchandisers are recognizing the need to carry a quality blank tape

for customers who have moved up and are looking for better
frequency response for music reproduction.
Despite the introduction of chromium dioxide and cobalt
coatings. Horn says some manufacturers are getting away
from the coating "nonsense" and just stressing "the best
coating for the job." Ferric oxide, of course, remains the basic
coating in the blank cassette market which is virtually most of
the market. "The other coatings'add an additional 2,000 to
3,000 Hz for a greater high end response and more brilliant,
sharp sound. You have to be aware of the bias equalization
factor on the more exotic coatings. You can't use the wrong
tape on the wrong machine."
Horn predicts that prices will continue to go up with in.

"The point is to stock, advertise, and sell the hell out of it.
Point of sale displays are very. important, especially in discount stores, and are good for turnover. Packaging is also very
important."
Capitol has prepared an extensive and comprehensive advertising campaign that will run from September through
June, and will involve network television commercials on In
Concert and Speakeasy, as well as ads in consumer and trade
magazines.
Allied Marketing places special focus on the StakPack,
which is two cassettes in a plastic box with a drawer that snap
together for as high a storage unit as the customer may want
at no additional charge.
"When you put together national advertising along with
good promotion, tie it in with a professional sales force, you
have the answer to penetrating the market," Horn concludes.

You know the story.
When demand begins
to exceed supply, some
manufacturers begin to take

4!

shortcuts.
To skimp on assembly time
and materials.
To set production quotas
with little regard for what
happens after the product
leaves the door.
Well...lots of Tuck.
We're in this business
for the long haul.
And we can't afford to make
anything but the best.
The best C-O's.
The best 8- tracks.
The best component parts.
The most modem assembly
systems.
And in this business,
the best means the most reliable.
Sure we try to find ways
to make our products less
expensive.
But not by skimping.
By finding more efficient and
reliable methods of molding
and assembly.
It's what we call creative
engineering.
And it's built into everything
we make.
Call or write Tony Gelardi,
our President, and discover
the difference creative
engineering makes.
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Shape Symmetry & Sun, Inc.
Biddeford Industrial Park, Biddeford, Maine 04005

707- 282 -6155

SEE HUGE BLANK TAPE
POTENTIAL IN EUROPE
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buy it for their antiquated family machines. but sales
are now around 750,000 per year and continuing to
dwindle slowly.
Blank cartridge sales are almost negligible. Neither
EMI Tape nor Philips market an 8.track line, though
companies who do, such as Ampex with its recently introduced 20/20+ professional quality cartridge, report worthwhile sales. The problem really is lack of
hardware. Only very recently has the number of cartridge recorder models on the market begun to creep
up, but so tar as the average consumer is concerned,
cartridge remains something for easy listening in the
car.
The pace of innovation in terms of new technology.
new coatings, appears to have slowed. As the state of
the art becomes more sophisticated, dramatic advance
in performance gives way to a flurry of less spectacular
detail improvements. These are increasingly difficult to
promote to a public befuddled by technical talk, made
cynical by the progression from ferric oxide, chrome,
Dolby and so on, and probably in most cases unable to
detect the supposedly remarkable improvements in
high frequency performance, or whatever, claimed by
the makers.
Philips' improved iron particle coating developed on
the Continent remains a research project. and though
considerable quantities of the new tape have been
made, Philips refuses to be drawn on the possibility of a
commercial launch (Billboard, Sept. 14). 3M is working
on the autumn launch of the Classic line that uses
small particle oxide in the open reel and cartridge formats and a twin -layer coating for cassettes. Audio Devices, shortly to be renamed Capitol Magnetics in the
UK, is lust getting organized to market the Music Tape
line bowed at the summer CES, either at the end of this
year or early next.
Talking point in the industry is the Whitford Committee to Consider the Law on Copyright and Designs.
rearguard action in the domestic market, selling both
In the past, tape companies have been noticeably disingenuous
to enthusiasts still using it for high quality recordings,
about the use of their product, though they
and to the bottom end of the market. Here, consumers
must know that most blank tape is used to make illegal
recordings that infringe copyright.
One executive remarks "to blame
us for that is like saying Kodak sup.
ports the blue movie business." EvContinued from page 27
Wiley says that price increases
eryone agrees that copyright needs
have
not
had
an
effect
on
sales.
looking at, but no one is prepared
pensive, Rhoads says. "There may
business
is
down
due
to
though
to risk any premature statements
be improvements, but paying over
such
problems
as
inflation
and
the
of opinion until the Committee
$8 a reel is pretty high. I have a
are
government.
Blank
tape
sales
gives them something to react to. It
hunch some are just camouflaging
"fairly stable," he says. The probis likely most manufacturers would
price increases.
lems
with
are
in
quality
control
tape
welcome a system similar to the
"We carry the Scotch 206 and
with
cassette,
and
the
availability
of
German. where a levy of around 5
207, because there's a demand for
types
of
tape.
all
percent is charged on the sale of
it. But we wouldn't promote it beCOLUMBUS, OHIO
tape recorders and acts as a kind of
cause we think the Maxell is just as
Gold Circle Discount Department
compulsory license for legal home
good." Alan stays away from one.
with
20
outlets
in
ColumStores,
recording.
shot sales and gimmicks and manbus,
Cleveland,
Cincinnati,
Akron
Henry Pattinson, chairman of the
ufacturers' advertising, Rhoads
and
Dayton,
finds
blank
tape
sales
notes. relying on good products and
(Continued on page 36)
running about $100,000 annually,
local advertising.
according to Gene White, electron.
nually about 10,000 low-end cas
"We were told we were going to
ics buyer. "Two years ago, with half
sette recorders in the $25 range.
have a lot of problems with back orthe stores. we did $20.000 anmost of our blank tape business is
dering, but they haven't mate.
nually," he says, attributing the in.
also in the low -end range."
radioed," Rhoads says.
crease
to
a
change
from
record
They didn't pass along price inSome resistance to price inrackjobbers to direct buying.
creases until the most recent one.
creases is showing up, with people
"Rackiobbers spent all their time
"I don't know what the react rN will
saying, "I simply can't afford it."
on records and let the tapes sufbe yet, but we can't keep absorbing
That's the report on blank tape
fer."
them," White remarks. Changing
from Louis Becovitz, owner of High
Gold Circle's sales mix runs 80
costs on contracts and sporadic deFidelity Specialists. And when the
percent cassette, 19 percent 8liveries am White's chief gripes.
price becomes too steep, people will
track and 1 percent reel. "We
White said there's generally very
look to off brands, he says.
handle Scotch (three levels in the
little ad exposure. "Once or twice a
High Fidelity handles only Scotch,
Highland series), Certron and some
month advertise a three -pack prowith a 50-50 split between cassette
promotional numbers that use to
motional tape, and occasionally.
and open reel. They carry no carrun a small Scotch ad when acbang around the ads," White says.
tridge tape. Business this year has
"One pilot store does handle some
cumulate advertising dollars."
been about the same as last, Bebetter tapes, but since we sell anIConttnued on pare 341
covitz reports, "but if manufac.
turers keep raising prices, they It
depress sales."
Lafayette Redo Electronics used
to run specials on tape, but no
more. Not in a college town. -If we
ran an ad saying a free tape would
be given away following a demon.
stration, 500 kids would show up,
just to get that tape," owner Dave
Wiley notes. "And if we offered a
&
loss leader, they'd come in to buy
that one item."
Ampex is the primary line, with
Scotch, Irish, TDK and Audio Magnetic also sold. The sates mix is
1580 Connally Dr., East Point, Ga.
about 60 percent cassette, 30 percent open reel and 10 percent carPhone (404) 762-6249
tridge.
CONCENSUS OF OPINION among the firms
marketing blank tape in Britain is that
sales have as yet only scratched the sur.
face of a huge potential market. Most,
though, are agreed that in the present eco.
nomic doldrums, with audio hardware
sales 16 percent down on last year, it is
pointless to make grandiose projections of.
a tape boom; better to wait and prepare for improved
opportunities in the future.
Some firms remain buoyant in their view of the market, notably EMI Tape, where a spokesman described
blank cassette sales as showing "Unprecedented ex.
pension. Our factory in Middlesex is hard -pressed to
meet demand and any dealer will tell you that we are
operating a strict allocation system. Even professional
tape is in short supply." Such confidence may be bravado, or may reflect a jump in EMI Tape's already substantial share of the market. But for the business as a
whole, few people are prepared to make hopeful pre.
diction in the short term.
The European Tape Industry Assn. is shortly to publish statistics of blank tape sales for the first time, but
at the moment the only figures come from within the
industry. Estimates of blank cassette sales in 1973 to
the domestic market average around 20 million units.
Philips' own commercial research department,
claimed to be the best in the business, quotes a figure
of 18 million for that year, and pessimistically forecasts
nil growth for this year. This caution contrasts vividly
with the leap from 8 to 18 million recorded for 1972
and 1973. Mike Palmer, publicity spokesman for the
company, says, "This is a difficult year and no one is
being optimistic, but in the long term there is clearly
terrific growth possible, and really it would be no exaggeration to say that the market will be up for grabs."
Emphasis in Britain is very much on the cassette configuration. Open reel tape continues to tight a
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ITA COMMITTEES WORK TO UPGRADE TAPE QUALITY
Continued from page 30
suring an acceptable quality product for the consumer. The duplicating committee is co -chaired by
Ed Sharton, CBS' duplicating division and George Preston of RCA's
duplicating division.
"One of the things we are proud
of is that all of our members. and
even non-members, are printing
the running time on each side of
the cassette, on the label. This is
being done all over the world now.
Mattel!, for example. prints this in
every language, wherever they ship
product. EMI tape throughout Europe prints running time. every ma.
jor cassette manufacturer in the
world is using that formula now.
The same thing is happening on the
video package, every manufacturer
is putting this on the cartridge or
cassette itself. The reason for this is
obvious because if the running time
is printed only on the sleeve then
the sleeve could be switched or
lost."
Finley points out that break.
throughs in worldwide cooperation
are more frequent now because
both N.V. Philips and Philips Broadcasting are ITA members.
Still another committee of ITA is
the one dealing in interface. "There
has to be an interface between
hardware and software, on both 8track and cassette. Some cassettes,
even though they meet our standards, will not play correctly on cer
tain machines. depending on head
alignment and everything else.
"So we have two very active
committees, the 8.track chaired by
Couacs and the cassette committee
headed by Hanson.
"All these committee members
are working like hell. If we had to
send out for the information and
data they collect and process it
would cost ITA millions of dollars."
Finley believes the support of its
wide membership and individual
enthusiasm has helped ITA grow to
the point where its annual seminar
is sold out six months in advance.
The seminar Mar. 2.6 in Tucson will
also feature more prominent
names than ever with keynoter Dan
Rather, CBS Washington correspondent leading off. Others include Art Bachwald, olympic star
Jesse Owens, Dr. Joyce Brothers
and Virgina Knauer. Also set is
John Murphy. chief of government
regulations, criminal division of
Justice, who will appear on a panel
on tape piracy.
Finley laughs when asked about
the effects of piracy and the slowdown of it caused by stepped up legal actions and new legislation. He
says the sound alike market "will be
a passing fad."
Finley believes the slowdown in
unlicensed duplicating activity has
coincided with a definite pickup in
regular tape business.
On the matter of self -regulating
itself, the industry has made great
strides in getting rid of cheapie
product. "There's no more crap
merchandise on the market that
amounts to anything. Where the
shody merchandise used to be the
bulk of the business, today it's so
minute you can hardly feel it, both
in hardware and software.
"Every time our committees
come up with some recommendation, even before papers are
printed, our members adopt these
as standards."
Asked if there is a gap at the low
end that finds merchants hard
pressed to stock low- priced blank
tape, Finley says he does not think
so. "The consumer just doesn't
want cheap tape, this has been a
process of self-education by the
consumer."
Finley points out that even in
the area of spoken word, com.

parties such as Audio Digest now
want the highest quality tape, even
though this area which is not as crit.
ical, obviously, as music, was once
thought as suitable for lower quality
tape.
Still another marketing chal.
lenge ITA believes it is making progress in is the simplification of nomenclature on packaging. There
has been a contusing array of terms

such as "super dynamic," "ultra
dynamic" ad infinitum. "All can
say is were getting there. Take a
company like Preferred Sound, now
they have a tape that they tell you is
for voice. for music and for hi fi. An.
other aspect of this is the greater
consumer awareness. Four, five
years ago the average consumer
didn't even know what a blank cas.
sette was, or a blank 8-track.
I

"It's very interesting.

get behind the counters of stores here
and wait on people to see what
questions they ask and what they
want in blank tape. They're very soI

phisticated buyers."
Of course, massive amounts of
blank tape are purchases by non
consumers or for business and industry. In calculating the estimated
factory level 200 million units of

cassettes and 25 million units of 8track blanks sold last year, Finley
notes this immense market.
"I know one company that puts
out 200,000 units a month in spoken word material. know of an insurance firm that uses 35,000 cassettes every three months. There's
a pharmaceutical firm that goes
through 2 million a year."
I

The BASF Half Price Sale:
Enough tree tape to record
60 minutes of music.
Introducing the new BASF /LH
Super cassette: Buy one at the regular
price and get another for half price.
By taking advantage of our special
offer you can record sixty minutes of
your favorite music free on the
LH Super C120.
And we're making the same introductory offer on the LH Super C60
and C90 cassettes. In addition we're
making the same half-price offer
on our BASF LH 8 -track cartridges in 45,64, and
90- minute lengths.
There's no better time
to get the BASF /LH Super
11
cassette. And there's no
better high density ferric
oxide tape than the
LH Super. The tape
for less noise
and more
sound. With a
wider dynamic
range than
other high

Available at

participating dealers only.

density tapes, BASF /LH Super also
provides 50% more playback volume
at the same level. With a BASF/
LH Super you're assured of a lot less
distortion... and a lot more pure sound.
And like all BASF cassettes it's
guaranteed jamproof.
The BASF Half-Price Sale. Look
at it this way: Buy two twin -pack
LH Super C120's and record two hours of
music free.
Stop into your nearest dealer and ask for
the BASF Half-Price
Sale while the supply
lasts. For more information, call or write BASF
Systems, Crosby Drive,
Bedford, Mass. 01730.
Tel: (617)
271 -4000.
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" JAPAN

EXPORTS OF BLANK TAPE TO U.S. INCREASE 50%

By HIDEO EGUCBI
THE U.S. DEMAND for blank tapes from Japan, though comparatively small, seems endless. This year, Japan's exports of sound
recording tapes to the U.S. will increase by 52
percent in volume and 40 percent in value
at 300 yen to the dollar -over last year, judging by the f.o.b. shipments made to date.

-

During this year's first half, Japan exported 618,901 kilograms (1.36 million
pounds) of sound recording tape worth
1,596,916,000 yen or $5,591,540 f.o.b. to
the U.S., says the Japanese customs bureau,
compared with 995,467 kilograms worth
2,468,152,000 yen or $9,047,395 for the
whole of last year (1st half: 406,655 kg at
Y1,031,909,000; 2nd half: 588,812 'kg at
Y1,436,243,000). At this rate, Japan's 1974
exports of sound recording tape to the U.S.
m will total over 1.5 million kilograms or
$12.7
ó million worth (at Y300 to US$1).
Added impetus to Japan's exports and
- U.S. imports of blank tape is the weakening
of the yen in relation to the dollar. By the end
to of this year the value of the U.S. dollar is eeand American
1 petted by Japanese exporters
importers to reach 308 yen; i.e., the central "Smithsonian"
00
rate of exchange prior to the devaluation of the dollar and the
floating of the yen in mid -February of 1973. The exchange
rate averaged 285.60 yen to the U.S. dollar for Japan's exports during this year's first half and 272.80 yen in 1973 (1st
half: '1276.93; 2nd half: Y268.67).
As usual, however, Japan's shipments of sound recording
tape to the U.S. during this year's first half comprised about
24 percent of total exports of this premium commodity in
quantity and 22.5 percent in value. In the some period of six
months (January-June 1974). Billboard's Tokyo news bureau
estimates, the Japanese manufacturers produced between
6,380,000 and 6,778,000 miles of magnetic tape valued at
over $65 million, or about 50 percent more than in last year's
first half.
At this rate, Japan's 1974 production of blank tape will
á
to a record 13.5 million miles in terms of Y. -inch width
4 soar
and $132.4 million in value. Japan's total exports of sound
recording tape during this year's first half amounted to
2,567,129 kilograms worth 7,077,995,000 yen or

a

i
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Executives of TDK Electronics meet at a Chicago sales meeting
to discuss U.S. sales (from left) Shohachi Okiyama of Tokyo,
general manager of TDK Electronics Company, Ltd's Magnetic
Tape Division, Shohei Tokuda, vice president and general manager of MK Electronics Corporation in the U.S., and Ted Ski bazaki, vice president, marketing, a recent arrival at TDK's
American headquarters in Garden City, New York.

$24,782,900, f.o.b., the Japanese customs bureau says. compared with total imports of 573,433 kilos valued at
1,377,069,000 yen or $4,821,880, c.i.f.
Though Japan's production and exports continue to overwhelm imports, the Japanese manufacturers are faced by
keen price competition. Some have raised their list prices but
are afraid to go any higher, despite ever -increasing costs of
production, packaging and shipping. Generally speaking, the
six major Japanese manufacturers of blank tape are offering
a 10 percent discount at the retail level to consumers who buy
cassettes, for example, in lots of three. However, retail outlets
and discount stores often go so far as 20 percent off for any

ANNOUNCING THE MODEL 1300 AUTOMATIC
TAPE SPLICER /WINDER

FROM

SUPERSCOPE

Superscope's automatic cassette splicer/winder offers the fastest operator loading and splice cycle
of any machine on the market. What's mom, it eliminates splice gap, overlap and lateral tape end displacement problems. The Model 1300 features:
straight line threading
positive tape clamping while cutting
easily replaceable splicing and tape cutting
blades
high constant speed drive
built-in cue tone sensor
For brochures and

Winder,

callus collect.

built -in footage counter
automatic product identification ink stamping
vacuum shock chamber for smooth tape handling
plug -in control and cue tone detector printed

circuit boards
compact size

walnut grain cabinet

ordering information on the incomparable Superscope Model 1300 Tape Splicer(
Superscope -for all your duplicating and blank tape needs.
From the makers of Maranta

SUPERSCOPE
Listen to us.

LIDI.viLíll

Tape Duplicating Division
sa Fox Street
San Fernando, California 91340

Telephane:12131 365.1191

Japanese brand -name cassette. Current retail price of an OEM blank loaded C -60 cassette tape is 200 yen (about 66 cents), usu.
ally available at any discount store and at
Tokyo's Akihabara and Osaka's Nipponbashi
wholesale districts.
However, the Japanese market for blank
loaded tapes, especially cassettes, is continually widening -from general consumer to
educational, commercial, institutional and in.
dustrial. One Japanese importer goes so far
as to predict that there will eventually be a
shortage of blank loaded tape for electronic
data processing in Japan. And Nippon Tape,
which has been distributing prerecorded music tapes, plans to import blank tape from the
U.S. to meet increasing demand for cassettes
in the educational and EDP fields.
The blank loaded cassette tape has already surpassed cartridge and open reel
among member manufacturers of the Japan
Phonograph Record Assn. During this year's
first half, the JPRA says, they used exactly
5,425,477 cassettes, up three percent from
last year's first half; 5,340,801 cartridges,
down 24 percent; and 80,501 open -reel blank tapes, down 32
percent. Reflecting the popularity of the Philips type, Japanese music tape counterfeiters and pirates now use only
blank loaded cassettes! In Japan, the Lear Jet "stereo 8" cartridge appears to have passed its peak and JPRA member
manufacturers also are phasing out production of prerecorded open -reel music tapes.
Thus, apart from the comparatively few Japanese who are
altruistically -or commercially -interested in high fidelity
sound recording and reproduction, TDK's new line of Audua
open -reel tape has met with little enthusiasm. Presumably
this is because would -be consumers were not informed of its
list prices, then discovered that they were much higher than
the manufacturer's own "SD" line of high output, low noise
tapes. Anyway, most retail outlets and discount stores are offering the new Audua line at 10 percent off. (In the U.S., the
first import shipment reportedly was a quick sellout.)
Due to the ever -widening Japanese market for the Philips type compact cassette. most consumers are not interested
(Continued on page 36)

TAPE SALES GROWING
Continued front page 32
Eddie Soles, president of Music
Man Sound Co., Division of Gedso,
Inc., finds blank tape business up
about 50 percent over last year. His
company, distributor for 3M sound
products and background music in
a 17 -county area, handles Scotch,
Ampex and Certron blank tapes.
Cassettes account for 90 percent
of sales, while cartridges and open
reel each rack up 5 percent. "Everyone has a cassette. And businesses
are using training tapes, churches
are going to taped ministries for
shut.ins and people are recording
conventions and making copies. We
have high -speed duplicating equip.
ment here and can An a one hour
tape a minute, which brings the
price down real low. Last week we
did 250 copies of a sales seminar,"
Soles says.
He observes an upgrading in
quality of tapes purchased over the
past 11/2 years. "People who invest
in good equipment are willing to go
to better blank tapes, finding that
the cheapest tapes don't give them
the quality they want or don't hold
up.
"There's been no decrease in
sales because of price hikes -just a
lot of unhappy people. If they want
tape. they pay for it," he adds. Although Soles feels that quality is
holding up, he finds back orders a
problem and orders 30 days in advance to keep current.
Blank tape business in the four
Buzzard's Nest Records outlets is
up "at least 70 percent this year"
over last year, according to Wally
Buzz, president. They sell Capitol
cassettes and 8- tracks at a ratio of
six to one. "but don't carry any
open reel."
"Business has been no good that
we keep running out of tape. In the
past, we've found our customers

preferred lower-priced tape. But
now we're considering adding a better line, as blank sales will keep go.
ing up. I'm sum. People are tired of
(Continued on page 57)
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duplication or blank loading
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Load up

with blanks
Load pp with the music tope BY CAPITOL'S
100-minute blank cartridge. It's o sure-fire combination of
longer length, durability and performance that's on torget4
for music recording, the main use of premium blank tape.
Thisiis the best 8-track cartridge mode, bar none. The tape is
extt high output/low noise for full dimensional sound. And the
.cartridge is built to take a lot of hard riding. Won't ¡am. Won't break.
Keeps running even after being holed up in the hottest glove comport
nt.
Then there's the Capitol brand. Capitol is known as the world's lorg
manufacturer of lube tape and 8-track cartridges. Consumers also recogsmz
ur broad from
lour-color magazinee ads a nd network TVcommercia Is. Nationwide, were rounkkup customers
for the music tape BY CAPITOL. Corral your Capitol salesman and tell him you vvórt142Jo
up with the music tape BY CAPITOL cartridges.
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If they record ordinary things, sell

them an ordinary tape. But if they record music,
sell them
cartridge
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THE EDUCATION BOOM:
UCLA STORE BECOMES
BLANK TAPE DISTRIBUTOR

store's audio department

By EARL PAIGE
DRAMATIC
GROWTH OF THE
HE

EDUCATIONAL AND
BUSINESS MARKET
segment of the blank

tape

spread and will include open reel.
As for reasons behind carrying
the brands he has:
"Our top is Memorex with $4.19
for 120-min. We have a basic stock.
We didn't go Memorex because customers asked for it, but because we
knew it was a high grade." He said
he doesn't at this point carry
chrome. but could add it as the

business

is

pointed up by UCLA's
student store becoming a distribufor for blank tape, says Rick Mogil,
buyer at this large outlet of 26,000
square feet and 150-300 employ.
ees (the latter during peak rush periods).
The UCLA store, which will be a
wholesale outlet for Longines, is
about to add a sound room and fur.
ther enlarge its involvement in consumer electronics, a trend Mobil believes characterizes the current
college bookstore market. He sees
more student store association ac
tivity and is part of a 10-store group
now buying calculators.
Mogil believes Panasonic was
first to recognize the student store

market when it exhibited two years
ago at California Assn. of College
Stores. "Before this, you never saw
consumer electronics at CACS.
WBSA (another show) or NACS (the
national association show)." says
Mogil, who also just started attend
ing CES and also attended New.
COM in Las Vegas this year.
The campus store represents an
unusual market but one regular retailers must soon respect more, believes Mogil, 28, who quickly points
out that the UCLA store cannot advertise off-campus (he will commence his first advertising cam.
paign on blank tape with ads on
Longines). Advertising in the Bruin
is "for real" Mogil points out and
costs about $190 per page. Hours
at the store: 7:457:30 and 10.4
Saturdays, even in summer when

hours shift Mon. -Fri. to 8:30-5:30.
Profits are plowed back and go to
students and can go to such areas

(l'iok Teoniks
Recording Tape

as rennovating buildings even. A
discount is important as the consumer electronics department enlarges and the store has just ini

tiated credit-purchase program and
only for consumer electronics.
Mogil says blank tape is attractive
(as is accessories such as head
cleaners and so forth) because the
murk-on is much better than the
18-27 percent for consumer electronics generally. The store carries
Craig and Automatic Radio car
stereo in a seven-model range
($39.95 to $119.95), Panasonic
cassette (539.95-5109.95 at $20
price point breaks) and calculators
($29-$1,205). The store carries 8track Panasonic units and will be
putting in Sony and Hitachi soon.
The sound roam will be keyed to
quadrasonic only.
Blank tape will grow dramatically,
says Mogil, who envisions adding
tape duplicating units so that professors' lectures can be available on
tape too. "We have 30 typists involved in typing lecture notes."
One more dramatic trend is the
one to longer length tape because
of the noise factor in flip-over.
There is much over-lap of grades
and pricing. but gaps do show up,
according to Mogil and one he has
attempted to fill is the $1.09-$2.49
price point spread. He is starting to
stock the 3M Highlander in this

is ex-

panded.
Memorex is stocked in two -packs
and three -packs too. "It's surprising that these sell so well. $7.38
seems high for three 60-min. cassettes. but students are buying
them this way."
"We never go as low as the three
for a dollar or 49 -cent grade. We
use Tracs as low end and we overload on it if we get a special buy."
Tracs is carried from 79 -cents
through $1.79. Mogil says the store
did carry Tracs plus, "But the customers couldn't see the difference
so we dropped it.
As for Longines, the store will obviously carry the complete line including the communicator series
aimed strictly at education and language labs. The retail price will
range 99 cents-$1.99 and stock will
be carried differently inasmuch as
Mogil will use a revolving stand
away from the counter.
Longines lengths will range:

Voice (40- 6090), music (40.60.90120), all- purpose (60-90).
The store carries 8,track in 4080.
Mogil sees the store employees
as the force that has to educate the
consumer. He likes the Longines
idea of simplifying the language of
blank tape. "We have had people
come in and ask for the brand of
blank tape they have in a recorder,
who imagine they must use a cer
tain brand."
One basic problem of blank tape
is display.

"There is a substantial pilferage
problem. We were using battery displays on the counter top and with
open sides in the back. We quickly
found customers could reach
around and grab tapes so we placed
strings in back with bells attached
to the strings. This helped but cut
away display space and convenience."
Now tapes are displayed back of
the counter and far enough back
that packaging is no great factor.
Longines. however, will be out front
in the spinner rack. Of this, Mogil
says, "We have two people working
the counters, so the display will al.
ways be under surveillance. Also,
the tape is card -packaged so that
will limit pilferage. We'll see what
sales increases we have with tape
so

prominent."

JAPAN EXPORTS
Continued from page 34

e

new coatings per se and, of
course, are taking a dim view of the
technical problems of bias and
equalization. Though Sony says
demand for its new Duad ferrichrome cassette exceeds supply.
in

Japanese retailers believe that
this double-coated tape will be hard
to sell until all stereo cassette decks
are equipped with FeCr switching.
Best seller. Japanese retailers
say, is the C-46 blank loaded cassette tape, presumably because its
46 minutes' length is usually
enough to record both sides of a 12
inch LP or an hourly FM radio program without the commercials and

announcements. Introduced by
Maxell, a member of the Hitachi

45,64 & 80 Minute
8 -Track Blanks

Highest quality plus delivery
Dealers and distributors

contact Mr. Jim Clayton
(404) 691 -1268
Orders processed same day

group of companies, the C.46 also
is being offered by Fuji Photo Film
in its new line of ''FX" (pure -Ferris)
blank loaded cassette tapes. List
price of the Hitachi /Maxell C-46 is
450 yen ($1.50), the Fuji Film FX46
(FOC -46) 500 yen ($1.66). usually
available at a 10 percent discount.
Retail price cutting also prevails
for blank loaded tape by Nippon Co.
lumbia and Sumitomo 3M (Scotch
brand) besides product by Fuji
Photo Film, Hitachi /Maxell, Sony
and TDK. In addition, all imported
brands such as Agfa, Ampex, Au.
diotape. BASF, Memorex and Philips are more often than not offered
at a discount.
Despite this situation, non-manufacturers of blank loaded tapes
are trying to sell them under their
brand names; e.g., Aiwa, Akai,
CBS /Sony. Mitsubishi, Nagaoka.
National /Panasonic
(Matsushita
Electric), Sanyo, Sharp, Toshiba
and Victor (JVC).

Credits
Section editor, Earl Paige. Edi.
torial coordination, Steve Traiman,
tape /audio /video editor. Art. Bernie
Rollins. Sales coordination Ron Will.
man. Production, John F. Halloran.

SCANDIR
offers

automatic
packaging machinery
systems
designed
for

stereo tape industry
labelling - cartoning
wrapping -bundling
inserting operations
for inlormation, canar write

Scandia Packaging Machinery Co.
P.O. Box 575, Allwood Station

180 Brighton Road, Clifton, N.J. 07012 (201) 473.6100
ono. fifty years designing heeding avlornerin packaging
meee mryennd sprees..
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PROMOTIONS, DISPLAYS, ADVERTISING SOPHISTICATED

Continued from page 26
tage for the retailer is that he can
make his own header, his own price
and keep his own inventory.
The firm also offers two spring
loaded counter cassette racks, a
pegboard unit for blister carded
product and a lazy susan style modular display, which will take cassette or 8 -track product.
An SHE 8 -track tape will be
added to the line of XHE cassette
product. all featuring special mechanics. In addition, a C- 120 XHE
cassette has been added to the
existing 45, 60 and 90- minute
lengths.
g
Audio is also offerings number of
F
promotions, according to Dan Fine.
sales vice president of consumer
sproducts. One promotion involves
-

Rolling Stone magazine. The consumer receives two free issues with
the purchase of any Tracs cassette
and two free issues and a 50 percent savings on a year's subscription with the purchase of a Tracs
Plus cassette. In the area of 8tracks, there is a poster offer from a
firm dubbed Astro Graphics. The
consumer mails in a coupon from
the tape package and has a choice
of one of some 100 four color posters of major rock stars. ln another
offer, purchase of an 8 -track Tracs
allows the consumer to mail an attached coupon and receive a roll of
color f ilm.
With the introduction of the XHE
line and the various promotions,
Audio is making a concerted effort
to move into the audiophile field at

o

e
Gáse
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the economical
one -piece
stock cassette
package.

i

-,

Táprap means economy and easy, space saving nesting and stacking of empty
you. Shipped open and

ready to fill, they are light- weight
and will save you time and
money in filling, handling
and shipping.

l'

No

waiting!
Taprap is
currently available
for immediate shipment from inventory.
Contact your nearest Sales
Office for prices and shipping
schedules:
New York -(201)488.5151
Chicago - (312) 654 -0090

a

carded product and another
counter unit for chromium dioxide

Táprap (tape wrap) is a clear, thermoformed
plastic "wrap around" package for a standard
blank or recorded cassette. It snaps shut
snugly after the cassette is in place.

for

and Nelson Riddle.
The firm also offers four display
units. One is a counter display for
cassettes, another a T -bar for cassettes, a third a dump bin with
header card for bagged product
and the fourth a turnstile unit for
cassettes, 8- tracks and accessories.
Ampex Corp., according to Shad
Hemstetter, plans to promote the
364 line strongly this fall and winter. "We will push everything in the
20 20 + line, including cassette, 8track and reel -to -reel. In our
stackette promotion we will also be
showcasing the high end of the

swing toward
the C -90 becoming the most popular length and says the firm will be
marketing that cassette size appropriately. In &track, he adds,
there will be a price promotion coming in the near future as well as a
reel -to -reel promotion. An 8 -track
display is expected to debut at the
Winter CES.
Other displays offered by Ampex
include a dump bin and a complete
tape center. The tape center will accommodate a representative sampling of the entire line and is available at no charge to any retailer
handling the line. Also available is a
counter -top cash register display
adaptable to cassette or 8- track,
since all product is now blister
carded. Advertising will zero in on
local and regional programs in key
market areas, generally tied in with
a 20 20 + promotion.
At the 3M Co., Bill Madden says
the two for the price of one C -60
cassette promotion kicked off at
the IastConsumer Electronics Show
has recently been completed with
strong dealer and consumer response. The offer applied to low
noise, high density tapes. A four foot- wide, seven- foot -high floor
tape display is also available, while
for boxed merchandise there is a
unit with permanent shelf fixtures.
Also available is a rotating unit for

ex)
lee4309

packages

product.
Memorex Corp. will continue to
run its now famous glass breaking
and sound test commercials featuring Ella Fitzgerald and Count Basie
and is readying a new spot with Ella

line."
Helmstetter sees

.,

Nei(

an even stronger pace than before.
and is strongly emphasizing 8-track

Los Angeles- (213) 478-9891
Indianapolis- (317) 261 -5206

CREATIVE PACKAGING COMPANY
P.O. Bon 444, Indianapolis, IN 40206

4

product.
"Our dealers are really beginning
to move the chromium dioxide and
classic lines," Madden says. The
classic line incorporates a ferric
coating with chromium dioxide over
that." Madden adds that 8 -track is
selling so well that the firm is in the
"pleasant /unpleasant" situation
of being back -ordered on the men
chandise. He also adds that price
increases from 3M do not appear to
have hurt business at all. The firm
will continue its strong advertising
programs.
At Music Tapes by Capitol, Jack
Richey says the firm is offering a
full co-op kit and a number of dis.
play racks. Included are counter
racks for 8 -track alone and cassette
alone and cassettes in a rotating
Stak Pak. There are six counter
racks all told. Two other racks are
prepackaged and an additional two
are not. These are stationary units.
The company also offers two
units which are not designed to
hold product. Rather, they are
meant as educational tools. One explains the workings of the Stak Pak,
showing how it holds cassettes and
how the units can interlock to form
a chest of drawers. Another model
offers a free. empty Stak Pak with
the purchase of a full Pak with two
cassettes.
Music Tapes is utilizing the
gest ad budget in their history
year, some $2 million. One of
major items to result from this

illustrating a man
whose life is empty until he discovers the Music Tape from Capitol.
The commercials are seen nationTV commercial

ally on a regular basis on "In Concert" and "Speakeasy" and occasionally on "Johnny Carson,"
"Wide Wide World at Entertainment" and the late show. A number

of radio spots are also being
presented.
This year has also seen a number
of packaging changes to go with
what is essentially a brand-new
tape. "We did some research and
found that consumers and sales
people are generally confused when
tape is named by grades and ini.
tials," Richey says. "In fact, we
were guilty of that ourselves. So we
tried to come up with a name that
would appeal to everyone and
would convey to everyone that this
is a good tape without getting tech.
nical. We named the tape according
to function. As improvements are
made, we will continue to use one
name. It may say 'new' or the
equivalent, but that's all."
Certron, according to Ray Allen,
is offering a spring loaded rack for
cassettes, another for strictly medium and high priced lines and
blank 8. tracks and another counter
rack for 8 -track product. Allen says
8 -track has picked up greatly over
the past year. Additional display,
units, he says, are due in January.
Columbia Magnetics is probably
having its most active year yet in
terms of product, promotion and
merchandising, according to Ted
Cohen of the firm.
"We designed a display at the beginning of this year," Cohen says,
"with the idea that many sales
people, particularly in the area of
mass merchandising, are rather
transient. And it's another fact of
life that most stores do not force
their people to sell blank tape. Face
it, if the choice comes down to having your salesman push a $400 re.
ceiver or a blank tape, what would
you have him do? So we have a unit
that attempts to sell through dis.
play cards. One side of the card is
rather technical, for the person who
wants to know all the vital statistics
and what goes into a tape as well as
for the salesperson, while the other
side is far more consumer oriented
with some explanation and a lot of
illustrations. This unit is for cassette and &track.
"We also show," he continues,
"the internal workings of our blank

is a

track tapes. The unit holds 96 cassettes and 48 8- tracks." Cohen
adds that the response to ConvertaQuad (compatible 4- channel/
stereo recording) has been good

from

all levels.

The firm has also developed a
second rack for carded merchandise which serves four purposes: it
is a regular shelf extender and locks
onto any shelf; it can be hung on a
gondola or in front of the cash register; it can be a regular stand -up
rack for the counter; or it can lock
into a pegboard. The rack is available with a variety of headers, de.
pending on what the retailer wants
to display.
"We by to sell the programs our
(Conrinued on page 39)
-
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VIDEO TAPE MANUFACTURERS PREPARING FOR
SURE -FIRE CONSUMER MARKET
By STEPHEN TRAIMAN

&

BOB KIRSCH
Chromdioxid formulation for its planned videocassette production line. The LVR itself is hoped to be on the consumer
market by 1978 in both NTSC and PAL modes.
Columbia Magnetics is probably doing the most aggressive
marketing job aimed at the small, but growing consumer market, for its Crolyn chromium dioxide 1/4-U -Matic blanks in 10 -,
30- and 60.min. blanks. As Ted Cohen, consumer products di.
vision sales manager explains, the blanks are provided in a
dressy sleeve with two extra labels for the customer to type or
print his own titles. "Although we do sell to some dupli
rotors," he emphasizes, "we are primarily retail oriented."
Columbia has some school systems and corporate videonetworks as important clients. but most of the growing sales
are to what is being termed the "private television" market as
businessmen, doctors, lawyers, educators, etc., bring the
hardware from the office to the home.
"There's not a lot of margin in the video end right now,"
he admits, "but we feel we should be in it and want to be considered when 6 takes off. The U -Matic seems to be the way to
go, but if other formats become more prevalent, we'll be in a
position to supply these as well." However, he is skeptical
about the chances of several of the new systems which have
yet to prove themselves in the marketplace.
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., whose distribution agreement with
Columbia Pictures Industries tor Rs 2.inch broadcast video.
tape lapsed June 25, is mounting an aggressive campaign for
(Continued on page 36)

for its 88-gauge Croylin base film. one of the two major raw
videotape sources in the U.S., and anticipate pass.along increases by OEMs to consumers.
Philips bid for Magnavox and the resulting manufacturing /distribution foothold it would gain in the U.S. fora ma.
for push of its overall product line, including the I/cinch VCR
(videocassette recorder) that is the dominant hardware in Europe (though incompatible with both the 1/2 -inch EIA and
Video Vision formats).
Maxell's recent signing of a Sony license in Japan to
manufacture blank 1/4 U.Matic videocassettes, expected to be
offered on the U.S. market next spring.
At BASF, Tom Dempsey, president of the U.S. subsidiary,
notes that the new 14.inch LVR system announced in Germany is just the latest result of a slowly mushrooming interest
in videotape since Sony brought out the U -Matic and Philips
followed with its VCR. Although the market is expanding in the
business /educational sector, he shares a commonly -held
feeling in the industry that any viable home video market is a

MARKING TIME FOR THE LONG
DELAYED CONSUMER VIDEOTAPE
MARKET TO DEVELOP, the major blank
videotape manufacturers are finding a
steadily growing institutional market
that eventually will move from the
schoolroom, boardroom and waiting
room to the living room -much as did

WHILE

the audiocassette.
At this point in time, the major videotape software producers are finding themselves hard pressed to keep up with a
wide- ranging number of developments in hardware, costs
and broadening uses. Included are:
BASF's recent unveiling of a new 1/ -inch color videocassette system, reported exclusively in Billboard, Sept. 14,
with a high speed chromium dioxide- coated formulation that
gives the industry yet another configuration.
Toshiba's announcement during the summer CES that
it would jointly develop with Sanyo the letters 1/ -inch Video
Vision system (Billboard, June 22) that is incompatible with
the EIAJ Winch video standard.
Fuji Photo Film and NHK's joint development in Japan
of a new cobalt doped Berthollide tronoxide tape claimed to be
superior to chromium dioxide compounds in both output levels and headware -to be marketed in the 31 -inch U.Matic
videocassette format in the U.S. by year -end.
Du Pont's recent 13percent price rise to $1.50 a pound

good five years away.
BASF is now supplying magnetic tape in widths of 1/4-inch,
for Akai: 1/ inch for both EIAJ open-reel and videocartridge
machines, and 1-inch open reel in ferrous oxide coatings. As
revealed in the announcement of the company's new 1/2-inch
system that it plans to master license on similar favorable
terms as Philips did for the audiocassette, a new chromium
dioxide coating is being used. BASF also will use this new

SOPHISTICATED MERCHANDISING
Continued front page 38

comes down to an item like blank

tape."
In other areas, Cohen explains
that every promotion as certain
pieces, such as sheets for the dis.
tributor to use in selling the dealer,
special signs, easel cards, mats and
cards. There is also a test campaign

selves," Cohen says, "in conjunction with the distributor and the
salesperson. We are trying to educate everyone. We use a lot of pictures, simply because we feel they
are often better than words when it

That's right, that's what a letter
costs to find out how you can save
HUNDREDS, even THOUSANDS
of DOLLARS off Prices you are
now paying!
Don't wait, write today!

#HUL-8

6232 Bragg Blvd., P.O. Box 5866, Fayetteville, N.C. 28303
Phone: Area Code 919 -867 -6111

TRACKMASTER

puts your tape production on

WINDER -MODEL PL 501
for 8 -Track Cartridges

a

last track

-

VERIFIER
MODEL PV 800
Information on
complete line

Duplicators PD400 &
401, Blank Cartridges
& Supplies, Cassette
Blank and Tone
Sensor Winder PESOS

EXERCISER -MODEL PE 304
for 8 -Track and Quad Tapes

&

502

Write:

PARSONS, INC.
31

Olney, Cherry Hill.

N. J.

08003, Phone: 609-424 -1078

underway in which the consumer
can return a Columbia Magnetics
product it he is not satisfied for any
other brand tape. Columbia, in effect, is buying the consumer a tape.
At BASF. there is

half price promotion for the 8 -track line. The con.
sumer buys one and gets the other
tree in the 45. 64 and 90.minute
lengths. In cassette, the same offer
is good on the low noise high energy
line of 60. 90 and 120 -minute
lengths. BASF will underwrite the
entire campaign, which will include
posters, streamers and consumer
advertising.
a

WEBTEK
CUSTOM LINERS

SMOOTH OUT
CASSETTE

With performance all importan
in cassette recordings, there's no

let scattered wind
electrostatic buildup or frictio
affect it
reason

PERFORMANCE

to

That's why Webtek custom produced cassette liners are on important.

The firm offers three floor dis.
plays which hold all configurations.
One is for wholesalers, one for the
hi fi market and one for the mass
merchant. All three. however, are
applicable in any area. There is also
a special counter rack that will hold
160 cassettes. Consumer ads this
year will aim at the audiophile seg.
ment of the market and will appear
in these specialty publications, key
city newspapers and through direct
mail. Some radio advertising is also
expected.

Eliminate problems with individually, die cut liners of unwavering
precision and quality designed to
your specific case configurations.
Preserve cassette operation as it
was intended. The cassette user

will appreciate it.
For more information and samples,

call or write Webtek.

Save casts and time in cassette

Maxell is offering a series of tape
displays, including two counter top
units for cassette only, a unit for
cassette and 8 -track together and a
full -floor unit for cassette, 8 -track
and reel.to.reel product. The firm
recently completed a promotion in
which the consumer who purchased
three UD cassettes at the regular
price received a free cassette storage case holding 12 tapes. Two
Maxell tape clinics for tape testing
are consistently on the "retail
road" and are currently booked
through November.

cartridge production

and

From the world's largest manufac-

turer of pressure sensitive, precut tape splices.
Q /Splice®

-8 -track

cartridge

splice. 1 -mil Mylar /foil laminate tor cueing and sensing.

Splieettee- cassette splice. 1-mil
Myles for lead splicing. Also

cueing and sensing laminates.

TDK is offering a tall promotion
with 25 percent off on Dynamic cassettes in the 60 and 90minute
lengths. The consumer buys a twin
pack with the first cassette at full
price and the second at half price.
Thefirm is also pushing 8 4rack, advertising heavily, making several
packaging changes and several new
display units for appropriate markets are due in the near future.
All told, it is going to be a busy
year for tape product, promotion
and display, as tape moves farther
away from its stepchild categorization of the past and into the
area of true big business.
.

,
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Classical
Cap Continues Handling
Melodiya Under Contract
YORK -Although CBS

profitability profile. It will continue

Records will now function as the

to do so. It represents the best Soviet

prime manufacturer /distributor of
the Russian Melodiya label in the
US. and Canada, Capitol Records
will continue to distribute a major
portion of the merchandise it acquired during its seven -year affiliation with the Soviet recording sales
agency. Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga.
(At that time. the contract was the
first ever of its kind to be granted by
the Soviet government giving a
single U.S. record company first option on manufacturing, distributing,
and licensing rights covering all Soviet recording artists.) Capitol will
maintain regular production procedures for the handling of its Melodiya /Angel inventory needs, and accounts will, accordingly, follow the
company's customary order /payment policy in effect for Angel
Records. Album deletions from the
catalog will be in keeping with normal commercial practices.
States Michael Allen (general
manager, Angel Records): "The
relationship between Angel and the
Soviet company remains highly
congenial. The catalog of Melodiya
productA&R'd for Melodiya /Angel
release has contributed significantly
in Angel Records' sales growth and

recordings made available over our
seven year contract period"
The Melodiya /Angel catalog represents the most complete collection
of Rumian music to be found on the
U.S. market. Complete sets of the
Shostakovich and Tchaikovsky symphonies. major performances of
Rachmaninoffs Vespers. Tchaikovsky's "Swan Lake," along with
collections by Russia's foremast
folk ensembles and numerous performances by outstanding Soviet
artists such as Richter, Oistrakh, and
Rostropovich are illustrative of the
musical wealth contained in this
outstanding series. New Melodiya/
Angel issues will be released
through to next spring. On Sept. 3, a
new complete recording of Mussorgsky's opera "Khovanschina"
was issued; soon to be followed by
new solo piano programs by Richter,
and a new symphonic cycle by Gen nady Roebdestvensky.
Angel's promotion and merchandising activities will adhere to the
same aggressive policy that was initiated at the time Capitol announced
the historic Russian /American
recording coup in 1967.

NEW

Vegas Rock Ordinance to
Be
Challenged
by
Naseef
J
By

LAURA DEN!

ui

LAS VEGAS -A suit has been
filed in Clark County District Court
challenging the legality of a county
ordinance that governs rock con-

Lit

certs.

Filed by rock promoter Gary
Naseef, the action claims an ordinance passed last June that requires
O all rock concerts to be licensed is unconstitutional because it prohibits
promoters from making a living.
The county commission and Sheriff
Ralph Lamb are named as defendGO

ants.

According to the suit, Naseef
signed a contract with the Sahara
Hotel to book the rock group Sly and
the Family Stone into the hotel's
Space Center for two shows on Oct.
I (Billboard, Sept. 21).
Naseef was informed, however,
that he would not be permitted to
sell tickets to the shows because he is
not licensed. Naseef claims he has
been granted exclusive promotion

rights at the hotel for the next year

and he already has advanced large
sums of money for the shows.
Meson claims the ordinance governing rock concerts is unconstitutional because it does not define
what a rock concert is and there are
no standards set up for approval or
disapproval of a license applicant. It
also claims the ordinance is an 'unconstitutional government restriction" on Naseefs right to do business.

Naseef maintains that the Oct. I
shows are not rock concerts, but
"cabaret -style entertainment."
The suit asks that the courts prohibit the country from enforcing the
ordinance. No date has been set for a
hearing.
Under terms of Naseefs agreement with the Sahara, the youthful
promoter is supposed to bring in to
the Space Center such powerhouse
names as James Taylor, America,
the Guess Who, Three Dog Night
and Loggins and Messina.
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various jazz artists, and "The
Golden Sounds Of The Collegium
Aureum." The full -price classical
cassettes feature recordings of
Beethoven's "Piano Concerto No. 4"
and Haydn's Symphonies No. 85
and 87. Jazz'product takes in tides
by Stephane Grappelli, Oscar Peterson, the Original Tuxedo Jazz Band.
Count Basie, George Shearing and
Art van Demme. M -O -R is represented with titles by Nelson Riddle
and Brian Sharp.
BASF is planning a fairly heavy
program of trade and consumer advertising for its cassette range, to
back up the promotional efforts of
the Decca sales force. A further eight
tapes, mainly classical, will be released Nov. 1, and the company may
then expand its support in time for
the Christmas market.

Shaw Returning
With TV Show
NEW YORK -Artie Shaw

is re-

turning to the music business, in

a

way.
The clarinetist and maestro who
led one of the world's most popular
dance bands 30 years ago is working
on a series of four 60- minute TV
specials which will trace the big
bands via old film, stills and personal interviews with surviving stars
of the 1935 -50 period.
Shaw has contracted with public

station WNET -TV here for first
showing and distribution of the
series. The station, now scattered in

five locations

in

Manhattan,

recently received a 5250,000 Carnegie grant so that its operations will
be under one roof in the Henry Hudson Hotel on 58th St.
A portion of Shaw's series may be
filmed at the Roseland Ballroom on
Broadway, where many of the dance
bands once played and broadcast

LOS ANGELES -UCLA's Guitar Series for the 1974-75 academic
year tees off Friday (4) in Royce
Hall with a concert by the Venezuelian Alirio Diaz, followed on Nov. 29
by Paco de Lucia. a young Spanish
musician who has been billed as
"the Paganini of the Guitar."
Angel artist Christopher Park ening, a Californian who teaches at
the University of Southern California, will appear Jan. IO, then will
come Las Indios Tabajar of Brazil
on Feb. 22 and, on April 25, the Romorns of Spain. They comprise the
father, Caledonio, and his three
sons, Celie, Pepe and Angel- Tickets
are scaled $13.50 up to 523.50 for the
entire series.
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national retail sale and radio station air play listed in rank order.
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LONDON -BASF United Kingdom is launching a range of pre -recorded cassettes on Sept. 27. Initial
catalog runs to 12 titles of jazz and

classical repertoire. and includes two
samplers retailing at $4.45 each, to
boost the full -price product, which
will sell for $6.35.
Duplication and distribution of
the range will be the responsibility
of British Decca, which is already
handling the BASF product on disk.
The launch marks 40 years of tape
for BASF, which delivered the first
commercial magnetic recording tape
in 1934.
The two samplers are 'The Sound
Of Great Music,' which features

a
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Seres Bow

Diaz Starts UCLA
Guitarist Series

WILLIAMS HOT SELLER -U.K. sales of John Williams' album, Rodrigo: Con cierto de Aranjuez / Castelnuovo- Tedesco: Guitar Concerto" is approaching
the 50,000 mark, ranking it as one of Britain's all -time best- selling classical
albums. To celebrate this achievement, CBS /U.K. presented Williams with a
specially printed and framed copy of the cover picture from his forthcoming
album, "Rhapsody." At the celebration are (standing from left to right): Paul
Myers (international director of Masterworks), Derek Witt (artists relations
manager), Vivienne Taylor (assistant to Paul Myers), Robert Walker (head of
Marketing), Janet Osborn (classical press á promotion) and David Rossiter
(manager, Classical Department). John Williams is seated and is holding the
framed photograph presented to him.
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TIN MAN

Amen., Wainer

Bros. 8014 OW, ASCAP)

LOVE YOU, I HONESTLY DD
Olivia Newlsnlohn, MCA 40280 OlviegiwsslnoughiBroadside. BMI)
1

THE
Mac Dates, Columba

018 (Screen Gems.Columbia /Song

4

13

6

CAREFREE HIGHWAY
Gordon LigMlaol. Warner Bros. 1309 (Moose. CAPAC)

5

21

5

LOVE ME FOR R REASON
The Osmonds, MGM 14746 Oebnle. ASCAP)

6

2

12

FREE MAN IN PARIS
Ion Mitchell, asylum 11001 (Crazy Crow, BMI)

7

9

10

THEN CAME YOU
Dionne

6

19

7

9

23

4

10

5

15

11

4

9

12

3

9

warlike

And Spinneis,

raisin. BM!)

Nee,

Atlantic 3029 (Mighty

STEPPIN' OUT (GONNA BOOGIE TONIGHT)
Tony Irlands And Dawn, Bell 45.601 (Levine 6 Brown,

BMI)

Intl)

1A2EMAN
Carole King. Ode 66101 (R&M) (CMgems, ASCAP)
FEEL UNE MMMIM' LOVE
Nebula Pick, Atlantic 3025 (1500551, BMI)
I LOVE MY

Charlie

Ritt.

I SAW A

(MEMO

2096 (Columbia)

Epic

INN

(Algae, BAD

AND HE DANCED WITH HIS WIFE

Cher, MCA 40213 (Senor. ASCAP)

13

14

9

ANOTHER SATURDAY NIGHT
1602 (Rags, BMI)

Cat Stevens. AAA

14

7

12

I'M LEAVING

15

18

11

NOTHING FROM NOTHING
Ally Preston. AMA 1514 (Alms /Proton, ASCU)

16

33

2

IT ALL UP TO YOU
Donny and Mane vinond. MGM 14735 (Ventre. BAD

SECOND AVENUE
Tim Moore, Asylum

17

11

17

18

32

6

19

26

12

4529 (Bulington /Mduslin.

ASCAP)

YOU AND NE AGAINST THE WORLD
Helen Reddy. Capitol 3897 (Mao. ASCAP)

ME

NEED TO BE
Jim Weatherly. Buddah 420

(Ken.

ASCAP)

YOU CAN TARE MY LOVE
Duncan McDonald. United Nlfsls 436

(oral /!J.

Gold, BMI)

20

37

3

YOU 'RE GONNA LOVE YOURSELF IN THE MORNING
Bonnie Kobe. Ovation 1049 (Combine. BMI)

21

30

6

BOOGIE BANOS AND ONE NIGHT STANDS
Kathy Dalton, Discreet 139 (Warner Bros.) (Fer/Aaernallry/Eye, BMI)

22

8

7

HELLO SUMMERTIME
Bobby Coldsbwo. United Artists 529 -14 (Shade. ASCAP)

23

12

10

MaeenEMO

u

er,

20th Century
6D2N

9

(A Song /Shtda, A5OAP)

24

42

3

a

n

14

a

(YOU'RE) HAVING MY BABY
Paul teka. United wtats 454 (Shako. BMI)

27

8

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
Stylistics, Avis 4640 (01cr Embassy, ASCAP)

27

34

6

28

35

9,

CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF YOUR LOPE, BABE
Barry White. 20th Century 2)20 (Sa.Yetn/lanua,p. BMI)

PACK HOME AGAIN
John Denver. RCA 10065 (Cherry Lane, ASCAP)

WHEN
WCOMES
E (ROOM
dIAnias,
oss. 7833

i

Mono,

OSCAR)

29

a

8

WHO 00 VDU THINK YOU ARE
Bo Donaldson And The Heywuods. ABC 12006 American tease, ASCAP)

30

24

8

MEET NE ON THE CORNER DOWN AT 1DE'S CAFE
Peter Nooie. Casablanca 0017 (Warner Bros.) (Barry Masan /Mustard, BMI)

31

40

4

MY MELODY OF 100E
Betty Vinton, ABC 72022 (Pedro 8 Galahad, BMI)

32

39

4

TEMPTATION
Pent' Como, RCA 10045 (Robbins, ASCAP)

33

43

4

YOU UTILE TRUSTMAUER
roe Tymes. RCA 1922 (Orametis /Bean

34

31

7

fat, (IMI)

TRAVEUMG PMYER
Billy Joel, Columbia

301915 (Aippalha /Nigher,

50

3

36

22

12

37

44

3

YOU CAN HAVE HER
Sam Neely. A &M 1612 ( Harvard /Big Ally. BMI)

38

-

1

WALKING MAN
lames Taylor. Reprise 8028 (Country Road, BMI)

39

43

3

THEME FROM 'CHINATOWN"

40

-

41

ASCAP)

MOTHER LONELY SONG
Andy Williams, Columbia 1929 ( Algee. IMO

35

nightly.

Columbia photo

Canes

Billboard
Top50

SAVE THE SUNU6HT
Hob Alpert. ABM 1542 (tosvSal. BMI)

1910 (Ensign. BMI)

Percy Faith And His Orchestra, Columbia
1

-

CAT'S IN THE CRADLE
Harry Chapin, Liana 45203 (Stay Saris, ASCAP)

1

u

-

EARLY MORNING LOVE
Sammy Johns, GRC 2021 (One. BMI)

I

HOMEY, HONEY
Abbe, Atlantic 3209 (Overseas Sends, BMI)

43

49

3

NATO ENTERTAINMENT

44

-

Sammy Davis. a.. MGM

I

SECOND

yl

1036 (Chappell,

ASCAP)

E

Moore. Asylum 45208 (Burlington /Anduslin. ASCAP)

45
46
47
40
49

38

-

5

1

BEACH BABY
Fun Class, UK 45022 (London), (Mainstay, OHS

IA

LA PEACE SONG

O.C. Smith. Columbia 4.45863 (Bush
1

a.

ASCAP)

THIS IS YOUR SONG
Leslie Kendall, Warner Bros. 8022 Ispanka, BMI)

1

1

COME FILL YOUR CUP MMN
Barry Richards. A6M 1543 (Wmo /lion's Share /Loganberry /Wheem, ASCAP)
HE DID ME WRONG, BUT HE DID IT RIGHT
Patti Dahlstrom. 201h Century 2113 (Patti Dahatrom /Camp. ASCAP)

50MET11111" BOUT YOU BABY
Tom tones. Panot 40080

(

London)

I

LIRE

(Callers /GMri, MOP)

Jukebox Programming
So. Atlantic Grows;
Opens 12th One -Stop
By SARA LANE

MIAMI -Seeburg-South Atlantic
Distributing Co. has opened its 12th
one -stop- according to manager Paul
Toss. The newest addition services
all of Northern California and is located at Park Lane. Brisbane.
For the pass four years. Yoss has
been kept busy flying from one state
to another as South Atlantic continues to expand its operations. It now
has one -stops in Miami: Columbia.
S.C.: Jacksonville, Fla.: Denver:

Hanover. Md.: Raleigh, N.C.: Atlanta: Randolph. Mass.: Kansas
City. Mo. and Columbus. Ohio.
"1 think much of our expansion is
due to our customer service policy."
Yoss explains. "We try harder and
have satisfied customers who deal
only with our one -stops and never
go anywhere else. They purchase all
their records from us. One of the reasons is that we carry a complete stock
of records."
Yoss stocks each of the one -stops
efficiently and effectively. tuning
into the area's needs. "We carry
thousands of oldies -a trend which
is still going strong -as well as a
complete selection of current records
in each of our locations. They're
right on hand and we don't have to
go chasing all over the country to
find a particular selection. If we

don't have the record in stock. we
immediately call another location

if

it's available -and nine times
out of ten it is -we have them ship it
and

immediately."

If

the selection isn't available at
one of the dozen South Atlantic onestops- Voss will cull other distributors. "We go to any length to keep
our collectors and routemen happy
and content with our service. and
that's one of the reasons we're doing

well."
By having such a large stock,
South Atlantic helps to eliminate the
so

costly element of time and is able to
make more money for the routeman
who has a series of bosses he must
please.

Each programmer dealing at
South Atlantic is given a request box
personalized with his name. Each
day one of Ygsi s handpicked personnel checks the box for the list of
requests. If the record has come in it
is put into the box to he held until
the programmer comes in. "Route men may come in three or four times
a week." `foss explains.
In order to expedite orders for
records, each of the one -stops also is
equipped with a WATS line. A collector is only two minutes away from
a return phone call.

South Atlantic's personalized
service includes shipment of orders
the day they are received. "We'll
work until 8 or 9 at night to make
sure the order gets out the same day
it is received." Yoss says. "Delays are
costly to everyone."
Customers may choose one of
three ways to receive shipments.
South Atlantic utilizes the services of
United Parcel. Greyhound or Parcel
Post.

No record leaves South Atlantic's
one -stops without a pre -printed titles strip. Yoss feels these are definitely needed to give a uniform overall appearance to the jukebox. There
is no substitution of records unless
the collector is advised in advance.

"By working closely and taking a
personal interest in our customers.
we get to know their wants and
needs and the type of records they
use. If we don't have a particular
request. we'll tell the operator and
suggest one or two alternates. If he
wants to wait for his request, we'll
get on the phone to the other onestops"
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"Jarzsan :'Carole King
"You Little Traumaker." Tymes
'Sugar Baby Love." Robotics. Polydor
15089

'Straight Shoutin Woman."Steppenwvdl'.
Mums 6031

rep play.

"Carefree Highway :"Gordon Lightfoot.
Reprise RPS 1309

"Play Something Sweet" Three Dog Night
ABC /Dunhill 15013
"Losa Don't Love Nobody." Pan I.
Spinners. Atlandc3206
'Kings Of The Party." Brownsville Station.
Big Tree 16001
"Sha- La -L +" Al Green. HI 2274
"Back Home Again: John Denver. RCA
10065

"Hello Summenirre." Bobby Goldsboro.
UA 529

"Tin Man." America
"Stop And Smell The Roses." Mac Davis
"My Melody OfLove.: Books Vinton. ABC
I2022

MANKATO. MINN.: COUNTRY
PURCHASES
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"Beath Baby. First Clam(T000teer
"Jazzman "Carole King(Tocover)
"Honey. Honey." Abbe. Atlantic 3209 ITo
coven

"Love Is Like A Butterfly," Dolly Paton
"My Melody Of Love:" hobby Vinton
"Stmightsbooar. Woman" SCppenwolr
"Second Avenue. "Garfunkel. Columbia

"Stop And smell The limes." Mac Davis
"Back How Again. "John Denver. RCA
toms
"She Called Me Baby :'Chadic Rich. RCA
10062

"Bonaparte's Renee 4" Glen Campbell
"Hold On To Your Man." Diana Trask. Dot
17520

"Country Is: Tom T. Hull. Mercury
Mercury 73617

10020

EMPORIA.KANSAS: POP PURCHASES
GM *11rus
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131613672/1

"Falling

In Love." Souther.

Hillman. Furey

Band
'Second Aven ue;'Go tfunkel. Columbia
10020
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"You:" Bill Withers. Susses 5113
"Do It Baby. "The Miraclet,Tamla 54243
"Live It Up." Islay Brus- T- Neck2254
"You Haven't Done Nothing."Stevie
Wonder.Tamla 54252
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Latin Scene
PUERTO RICO
Two members of the Puero Rican
record industry have just set attendance records at the Club Carihe of
the Caribe Hilton Hotel. Iris Chaeon

of Boriuquen

Records and the veteran Tito Puente of Tico just wound
up a standing room only run at every
show stint. The public responds B7
good values.
Another first here is the venture of
Jesus Castro and Rafael Uhler and
die men in the salsa-afro group El
Gran Combo- who Teamed up to
open (heir own pressing plant in
nearby Bayamon. El Gran Combo
has their own EGC label: their new

facilities include four presses along
with label printing facilities. Members of the group double as workers
at their own plant.
Axel Anderson has joined Gent
stores here as publicity man. Island
Records headed by Bernardo
"Sonny" Hager operate the disk departments in the three Gem stores
Born in Argentina- Herger has resided in Puerto Rita, for 20 years.
ANTONIO CONTRERAS
NEW YORK
Willie Colon (Fanial has announced the breakup of his band.
He's decided to get into the writing
and production end of the music

bel. LPs by Los Angeles Negras and
Juan Manuel Serrat have hit the
streets.... Sabuv (Echo) latest LP
has a cover that is clearly intended
for the female set.
Oro Sound Records has released

"The 25th Anniversary of Los
Chavales de Espana in America" album.... La Lupe (Tirol opened at
Montmatre while the Centro Espanol holds over Yolanditn Monge
(Tes a6
Danny (Velvet) has readied his
new LP "Por el Amor do unu Mujer :' On the same label. Christmas
albums have been prepared by Alfonso Velez, Cucho Ortiz and Nito
Mendez (all LPs of P.R. country music). Velvet also announced the sign ng and recording of a singer from
Venezuela. Daniell,

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY for Week Ending 10;5,74

the demand for his appearance in
areas still unfamiliar to salsa performers. He is now recording his latest LP for Tico. ... La Lope completed her newest LP. which is soon
to be released- entitled "Un Enescntro Con La Lupe." ... Tony
Molina joins Hector Rivera 's Orchestra and they have finalized their

recording for Tice, entitled "Lo
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gagement at the "Tropicoro" of the
El San Juan Hotel in Puerto Rico.
Ednita Narario is headed for New
York to record her latest LP for
Mardi Gras and her return to the
"Persian Room" of the Plaza Hotel
after her triumphant engagement of
last winter.... Raul Marrero's newest LP with the hit tune "Quiero Besane" is a success, and Raul is now
weighing offers to go on tour. He
will be coordinating his appearances
during his tour with Joe Cain and
Diana Monge.... There's a lot happening at T.R. Records with three
new different releases and three
more scheduled for October.
Cindy Rodriguez, daughter of
Tito. has a runaway hit single from
her new LP, entitled "Everybody
Knows." It is written. arranged and
produced by Louie Ramirez. This
first LP by Cindy has been dedicated to her father.... Kahn's new
LP is pure salsa produced by RandPea. His hand is great in this LP and
Koko is at his hest.... The new Tito
Rodriguez single from a new TR LP
rrlease (the single. titled "Hay
Macho Olvidar ) is said to be the
last tune by Tito which has never
been released till now.... Jimmy
Sabater's LP will be catered to the
r &b market it was decided.... Rai phy Hernandez and Los Galanos, the
umber ono hand in Philly. will
soon be releasing their new LP on
TR.... Cindy Rodriguez prevented
Greuldo Rivera with the Tito Rodriguez Award at a special dance in
Geraldo's honor.... TR has been
having great success in flott releasing
its sales in markets outside New
York to determine what might do
well in the New York market.
RAY TERRACE

rmE -Anhl

"Willie,"

Colon's IFania) new LP,

has been released.... V aya
has released LPs by Ismael Quintana

and Ernie Aeosta's La Conspiracion.

9

2

ANGELICA MARIA
"Tordo," Sondo Intermr oral S10006

3

VICENTE FERNANDEZ
-Me Caw

El

Salado."

10

Capons Iw5

11

ESTELA NUNEZ
'Lammas Y Dona: beam 3264

5

LOS ANGELES NEGROS
"Deiemne Si Es oy limed'," UA Lat.

12

135

B

B

LOS FREDDIES
"Llegara lu Fina,"

LHTLE JOE A LA FAMILIA

Baratees

JOE BATANN
-salaam:' Menem

1047

124

LOS BABES
De

oro." Peerless 1749

JUAN TORRES
'Mol O. Mosel 1635

14

YOIANDA DEL RIO
"Pertenereo A B:' Aram

15
ECO

LARRY HARLOW
'Salsa." Fanaa SLP 00460

13
noierieaa' Carina 5127

LOS HUMILDES
Ama Etuwrknbirian," Fama 518

(Distributing label)

"Album

COAL ACAPULCO TROPICAL

7
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"Rosokos;'

4

6
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Thin
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ROSENDA BERIUL

ALBERTO YAZQUEZ
Funde Lemima

25242

3235

ruta"

SAS 4121

IN MIAMI
1

2

6 JOHNNY
"Quimbas;" 140145.31

CEUA

9

ID

Punto Final." International (Fano) 451

3

131

MARCO ANTONIO MUNIZ

"le Quito," Nana

3263

RAPHAEL
Que Vivan De

4

NIDIA GURO
"Myna Cara;' Alhambra

BLANCA ROSA GIL

Mr"

11

Parnaso 1143

CONJUNTO UNIVERSAL
Dando Candela." Velvet 1483

PARIA ALL STARS
"Latin Soul Rock." Fame 470

5

ROBERTO LEOESEA
-r Iles." Wean fasta

6

PEDRO MIGUEL

úbor

A

Y

12

CHIRIRO
"One Man Atom.' cama 6014

SUS MARA -

ORCH. HARLOW

R

EUO ROCA
"Pa Que Is Quiero," Miami

13

TIPICA NOVEL
N
A

14

Cuba:" Audie Latino 4030

7

VE

IOSE ARTORIO
"D Feeling umco;" em Sound 1s7s

"Salsa." Faris SLP 00460

15

OLQUITA
"Q

6093

.n

rolo Estoy En roo

fano;"

Bminquen

1271

MERICANA

RECORDS
Presents

ZAMOT
Featuring the voice of

Manny Roman
XMS-1 22

Distributed by

CAYTRONICS
Music

"The Latin

MIAMI

Mlle

label

Number (DMdbrWna LAWN)

"La Silla Varia." LIS 5006

Maxima" The Most.
After concluding her smash en-

Hot Doten LPS

Billboard

business.

Ties News.... Sales of Ismael Rivera's LP, entitled "Traigo De Todo."
in all areas are happily reflected by

Antonio Aguilar and his wife. Flor
Sylvestre, have completed separate
LPs, on Musard, dedicated to the
music of Puerto Rica ... "Como
Sofro" by Law Baby's (Peerless) is a
hit in P.R. Teresita Valencia, singing
at the Riviera Club in Coral Gables.
is being considered for a recording
contract by Mosan and Peerless.
"A Flac de Piel" is the new LP by
Julio Iglesias (Alhambra). CMrytin
and Nydia Caro, both Alhambra
recording stars, will attend the Festival de Oli in Mexico at the end of
October.
This correspondent has needy
heard recordings done by Latins
from Latin America in English.
which arc on the hit parades in Latin
America, and has been informed
that they are planning an "invasion"
of the American market.
ART "ARTURO" KAPPER

...Sonora Poneena(Inca) has a new
LP out. and on the International la-

New York

California
Texas

(212) 541 -4090
(213) 737-0197
(512) 222 -0106

Company"

Florida
Chicago
Puerto RICO

(305) 822 -6967
(312) 521 -1800
(809) 725 -9561
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Bobby Goldsboro was one of Roy Orbison's Candymen when
he signed with us ten years ago. His first single,
'See The Funny Little Clown;' was his first hit and he has
been making hits ever since. Now he is recognized as one of
popular music's most consistent contributors.
The 10th Anniversary Album: A two -record set of Bobby's
most popular songs, with a biography and background notes
written by Bobby himself.
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WATCHING BOBBY GROW

of Nits

A Decade

By JIM BICKHART
performer's 10th Anniversary anything in show business
is an important career milestone. From sweeping out the
theatre atter the show to making hit records, ten years is a
long time to be doing it in this very transient field: in the most
basic sense, its an indication of success. For Bobby Goldsboro, a young man from Madonna, Florida (and later Dothan,
Alabama) who grew up wanting to play second base for a major league baseball team, ten years means this and more. In
ten years, Goldsboro has been a consistent success on record,
on stage, on television, as a performer, writer, personality. For
ten years now, he's held the confidence of his record label,
United Artists, who've worked with him to deliver the goods
when the going got tough. For all of these ten years he's been
a husband and father, building a home for his family in Nashville, where his thriving business interests are based. Bobby
Goldsboro's ten years, then, mean that he's run his own life,
developed his own talent, staked out a permanent place for
himself in a world where names and faces are learned and
then forgotten in less time than it takes for a Major League
second baseman to make it through one season. And after
ten years, this ballplayer is really just hittinig his groove for the
first time.
"I used to live and breathe baseball," recalls Bobby Goldsboro relaxing in a Los Angeles hotel room. He's in town doing
the kind of work he's become famous for, playing concerts,
taping his television show. He's far away from the time when
he dreamed of joining the Cleveland Indians, confining his
A

something on the "Hit Parade" TV show and be able to re
member not only the melody but the instrumental arrangement. So here was with this ukulele, fooling around, trying to
play something, As it turned out, found a song first time
through. and everyone in my friend's family ended up standing there staringat me, wondering where I'd learned to play:"
A short time later, the friend "permanently loaned" the
uke to Bobby, who promptly figured out how to play it without
the chordmaker and continued to teach himself things.
"Over the next few years," he explains, "I got a series of
improved instruments. Finally,
was looking through the
Sears catalogue at the stuff they had; thought a bass guitar
was a big ukulele, and I'd a bought one n I'd had the money.
Finally chose aguitar, which I played like a ukulele for awhile
anyway. Left the lower strings untuned and Strummed very
carefully. When finally decided to get seriotTs, I went whole
hog. bought a guitar manual, but got bugged when saw
chord diagrams with seven notes listed. didn't know anything about bar chords, and stopped using the book; I was
sure it was printed up wrong. So was teaching myself chords
and stuff, and went out and bought some records to steal
licks from. One of the first was "Malaguena" by Chet Atkins,
must have been out of my mind."
Because of his ukulele playing, Bobby played guitar a little
differently than most, fingering the chords however he figured them out. But it served him well enough. He learned
songs off records and the radio, practicing whenever he could.
"I bought a little $60 tape recorder," Bobby says, "and I
had to work part-time to pay for it. It was the first thing ever
bought on credit. I'd record my guitar and then hear it back so
could play along with it. eventually f igured out how to record
two separate tracks... overdubbing! realized those Chet Atkins records had fooled me a little. He didn't really have four
hands. What a relief that was."
The spring of Bobby's senior year in high school rolled
around along about this time, and one day he found himself
sitting in the school cafeteria eating lunch. Word had gotten
around that he was doing some picking (not many high school
kids were doing too much picking those days. especially the
all -star baseball players), and the guys in the school's "biggest" rock and roll band asked Bobby to come jam with them
one afternoon.
"Somewhere they got the idea was pretty good," laughs
Goldsboro. "I mean, was trying to write some stuff and working out rhythm parts, but I was mainly good at figuring out the
chords to songs right off. So go over to where they were set
up and watch their guitar player do Chet Atkins picking. He
was sloppy, but it was recognizably ambitious, and was real
impressed.
"They were trying to work out some old Rick Nelson hit;
something like 'Poor Little Fool.' It had a real straight progression, but they couldn't get the minor chord. So they asked me
and knew it right away. Played along with the record, and
they were impressed. A couple of days later, I got a phone call
from one of 'ere, a deep- voiced kid named John Rainey. He
asked me if 'wanted to make $10 this weekend playin' at a
teen dance.' Their lead singer was going out of town and they
needed an extra guitarist so Rainey could sing. figured 'why
not ?' Playing guitar was a lot of fun and if someone would pay
you to go someplace and do it, who was to refuse ?"
A rehearsal or two later, Bobby was ready. The band had
him memorize a couple of Rick Nelson's hits, including the
aforementioned "Poor Little Fool," and told him he'd have to
sing those at the gig. His attempts to beg off failed, and he
went into his first job as a guitarist technically, if not mentally,
prepared to make his singing debut as well.
"I kept stalling around," he says, "finding some other
song to play every time Rainey asked me to sing one of my
numbers. Finally, in the middle of the second set, we ran out
of alternatives. So moved my microphone over behind a pillar and hid while sang. Right in the middle of the song, Poor
Little Fool, some girl stuck her head around the post to see
who was singing and nearly scared me into forgetting the rest
of the song. That was my first public singing experience."
By summer, he was in this band, called the Webbs, full.
time, wearing his hair greased back, dressed in a sport coat
and tie decorated with spider webs. They were just about the
only truly competent band in the area of Dothan and it was
paying off in terns of employment.
"When went off to Auburn. I stayed with the band," explains Goldsboro, "I'd borrow my brother's car or take a bus
and go back to Dothan for weekend gigs. was majoring In
Business Administration and doing okay, but was really beginning to think about music a lot. My second year, Rainey
and the bass player came to Aubrun too, we found a new
drummer and became the hot band on campus.
"Being the campus rock and roll band was pretty good,"
he continues. "1 wasn't the coolest guy around, my hair all
slicked back and being so short and all, but all the fraternities
were rushing me. inviting me to parties and being real
I

I

"Those parties were really wild ... everyone hot and
sweaty, dancin' in the humidity, while we'd be up
there in our outfits, cool as you please..."
friendly. took everything could get but never joined a one of
them. I figured they thought they'd begetting a free band for
all their parties and wasn't buying that."
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-The

Webs: My first professional
(semi -professional) attempt at music. Photo taken in 1959
while stiff In Dothan High School.

This is where it all began
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This is the pose that struck tear into the hearts of the oppos'ng batters in the Pony League (1953).

athletic participation to golf these days (though on a lofty
plane; he can get in there and swing with the pros, and often
does). "I played all the way through the summer after graduated from high school," he continues. "First as a pitcher and
later at second. was doing all right, and really thought I had
a chance at the big leagues. But
was too small, and probably wasn't that good either, you know."
Good or no. Bobby's "last campaign" was on a semi -pro
all -star team whose luck only ran out when they lost to a rival
which featured John "Bong" Powell in the second round of
the championship tournament. Bobby was soon off to Auburn
University, where his size and other time commitments didn't
allow him an opportunity to continue with his obsession. One
reason was that had found a new obsession: music.
Believe it or not, Bobby Goldsboro, accomplished writer,
singer, guitarist, never played a guitar until within a year of
the time he was out making money as a guitarist. Between the
baseball diamond and the remaining time he found to devote
to his studies, a formal interest in music never had a chance.
Still, the seeds had long since been planted; Bobby's ears had
I

I

I

I

I

always been open.
"When was about twelve, a neighbor of mine got a ukulele for Christmas," he remembers. "I was over visiting,
checking out his presents while he and his family were eating
a meal. I found the uke, equipped with an Arthur Godfrey
gizmo to make chords; one of those push -button things to
hold the strings for you. Now. I'd always been good at remembering music, though I'd never thought twice about it. I'd hear
I
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I
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Bobby remembers one big weekend when adjacent frat
houses threw competing parties, one hiring the Webbs, the
other hiring an equally renowned band from Florida State;
these two bands dominated the college dance and party
scene in the Southeast that year, and the overflow crowds at
the two parties poured out into the street all night.
"Those parties were really wild." he says, "everyone hot
and sweaty, dancin' in that humidity, while we'd be up there
in our outfits, cool as you please, playing away. Our big number was 'Walk Don't Run;' we had the ventures down cold."
Between the weekend gigs at school and the vacation
dates around the South, the Webbs were beginning to build
up a widespread reputation. Their travels took them from
Florida all the way to Missouri, with each musician earning up
to $100 a night.
(Continued on page BG -4)
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By the end of Bobby's second year in college. an old high

school friend named Buddy Buie had become more or less the
manager of the Webbs. Buddy, now a prominent producer
and writer in Nashville, had notions of becoming an entrepreneur as well, so he began to book concerts. The Webbs, of
course, always managed to be on the bill.
"He was trying to get Conway Twitty for four gigs in different cities," explains Bobby. " Twitty had had a couple hits but
he was overpriced, so Buddy went after Roy Orbison, whose
last four records had all gone top ten. He was nearly the hottest thing going, yet his price was real reasonable. He'd just
fired his band, so Buddy promised him a backup group that
was really hot. That turned out to be us; we went out and
bought some Orbison records and copied the arrangements,
and it worked out surprisingly well. Orbison asked us to become his Pe rmanent group."
This unexpected offer placed Bobby and his colleagues at
a threshold of decision; should they run off seeking fame and
fortune or stay in college?
"I wasn't too sure of what wanted to study," recalls
Goldsboro. "My main interest was now music, was making
good money at it, beginning to write songs, and the band was
sounding good. We thought we could do it, so we accepted
Ray's offer. It was, looking back on it, pretty daring, especially
by today's standards. I'd never do it again, but I'm glad tried
I

I

I

it once.'
What Bobby and the Webbs tried was the road, for two and
a half years with Orbison. Roy would fly between cities while
the Webbs would travel by car. They went through all kinds of
hassles, from freezing in blizzards to sleeping five to a room to
earn their baptism by fire.
"We didn't make a whole lotta money either," says Bobby.
"I remember my last full year with Roy, 1963, was able to
travel all over the U.S. and Europe, with Roy paying the bills,
but at the end of the year, when filled out my tax forms,
realized hadn't made any money. said to myself 'this is getting out of hand.' had just gotten married, was literally
seeing the world and still didn't have anything in the bank.
My wife was putting up with a lot then, and she deserved better. We both did."
It was the Webbs' vacations that proved to hold the key for
Bobby's escape. Back in Dothan, after coming in from Roy's
tours, the band would find some gigs on their own or head off
to Birmingham to record in a little studio they'd found there.
"We mostly did current hits." explains Goldsboro. "but we
also did a few of my songs. Some guy who owned a little label
in Birmingham bought a couple of our master tapes and sold
them to four different people simultaneously. Then he disappeared off to Puerto Rico or somewhere. It was pretty funny.
except that one of the people who thought he was buying sole
rights to our tape was Jack Gold, then an independent producer. He apparently liked my voice and my compositions.
I
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"The session on 'Honey' was unreal...we cut it right
the first take., .
"

The tenuous balance between the soft ballads and uptempo numbers characterized the early period of Goldsboro's
hitmaking. He hadn't yet found a writing niche and was
scrambling to get airplay on each and every record.
"For a long time," he explains, "I was making the kind of
records that didn't have much lasting impact. was only as
hot as my latest record, which was true of a lot of artists and
still is."
The singer ably met the challenge for four years, hitting
the charts hard once or twice a year with singles. In the mean.
time, Jack Gold was hired to head Columbia's A &R departfor him to
ment in Hollywood
p
hkinod nd it soon became impossible
continue working with Bobby. Goldsboro met up with his current coproducer. Bob Montgomery, soon afterward. Bob ran
UA's country A&R office in Nashville and dropped by a demo
session Bobby was doing. A working relationship evolved and
Montgomery has been involved in every Goldsboro disc since.
He and Bobby now have some mutual business interests too.
In late 1967, Bobby and Bob were looking for material to
break the longest dry spell Goldsboro had yet been faced with.
Larry Henley, lead singer for the Newbeats, now a songwriter
who has been a long -time friend of Bobby's. had heard some
new Bobby Russell material which he thought Goldsboro
would like. Russell at this time was still struggling to get his
writing career off the ground and had a couple of strong ballads he'd just written, "Little Green Apples" and "Honey."
I

Bobby. who had tasted some intermittent local success
with a couple of Webbs singles, was now looking forward to
the big time in a big way. To his surprise, however, Jack Gold
had found him a tune called "Molly," about a blind soldier returning from the Civil War.
"I looked at the lyrics he sent mein the mail." says Bobby,
"and really wondered. 'This is gonna be my first record in the
big time ?' was disappointed at first, but learned that Jack
had a pretty good ear for hit ballads. "Molly" made the lower
part of the top 100, so it got me going. Two follow -ups
bombed though, so was essentially starting over again when
Jack was hired by United Artists at the end of 1963."
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...all

of a sudden I heard a voice over the radio
warning everyone to keep an eye out for a plane in
trouble. The plane turned out to be ours."
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Bobby had continued writing during this period. still touring with Orbison (including one visit to Britain on the bill with
the Beatles) and working with the Webbs. But he was getting
itchy, and began working on Gold to let him record some of his
own tunes. Gold finally relented and along with a pair of nonoriginals, Bobby cut two of his own songs in New York in Orto.
ber, 1963. One of them was "See the Funny Little Clown."
"See the Funny Little Clown" rose into the national top ten
during a turbulent period for the American culture. People
were in shock over the recent assassination of President Kennedy, looking for ways to escape the memories. It was a time
ripe for newcomers who could provide an outlet for the pent.
up emotions of the time. Bobby Goldsboro got his foot firmly
in the door, followed closely by an enormous flood of British
artists led by those some Beatles with whom Bobby and Roy
Orbison had toured earlier in the year.
"As a new artist was pretty much at the mercy of the
record company," recalls Goldsboro. "They had me doing every TV show and record hop they could fit into my schedule.
had to stop playing with Roy and go out on my own, all alone
since coulnd't afford to keep the band."
Bobby was doing as many as three appearances a night,
usually the hops, where he would get up with a guitar and lip.
synch to his single. Then into a car and onto the next one.
Sometimes he would be joined by several other recording art.
ists on the same itinerary.
"There was one night in Pittsburgh where three of us were
gonna fly in a private plane with a couple of DJ's to some.
place. They were big -time DJ's, one of whom was the pilot. It
was not a good night, and we took off up into the darkness
and all of a sudden heard a voice over the radio warning ev.
eryone to keep an eye out for a plane in trouble. The plane
turned out to be ours; it was sputtering all over the place be
cause the oil line had broken. The pilot panicked and could
barely keep control of the thing. As we were descending to try
to make an emergency landing at some little field in West Virginia, could see we were barely missing the tops of the trees.
When we hit the runway, we were going much too fast and we
bounced a few times and had to taxi around a long time to
slow down safely. Some guy came running out, helped us out
and away from the plane and then told us he couldn't believe
we'd made it down okay. 'That plane shoulda exploded fifteen
minutes ago with all that oil leaking!' he said.
Most of Bobby's promo tours were not so traumatic. Usually he'd merely have to play musty little clubs with poor
acoustics and jealous back -up bands who deliberately made
mistakes to undercut the main attractions. He almost talked
himself out of the business at the time.
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"See The Funny Little Clown "was the first record ! recorded
for United Artists. This is the front page of the sheet music
The tune went top ten in mid 1963.

"My records were doing progressively worse too," he ex.
plains. " 'Clown' made w 5, the next one hit the forties, 'Me
Japanese Boy,' which Burt Bacharach wrote and arranged for
me, was swamped by the Beatles and only did in the sev.
enties, and there was thinking, 'gee, it was sure a short ca.
I

But by the time he was able to track me down, I'd been signed
up by another Birmingham fellow promising to make me a
star. The other Webbs had ribbed me, 'are you gonna go
ahead and sign your life away ?' or whatever. They thought my
signing up to doe couple of records was going to break up the
band. It didn't quite happen that way. Anyway, Jack bought
my contract from this guy for some tiny bit of money and told
me I'd be hearing from him. Around the end of 1962, did, '
I

Jack Gold wanted me to continue doing ballads," Bobby
continues, "and we'd record all these ballads, then I'd fight to
squeeze some of my other songs in at the end of the sessions.
The upbeat things like 'Little Things' and 'Voodoo Woman,'
both of which did very well, were things Jack did not take as
active a mle in because they weren't his style. The arrange.
ments were worked out by myself and Bill Justis."

Studio calisthenics, May, 1971.
Roger Miller had lust covered the former while Russell had
produced the Kingston Trio's Bob Shane on the latter.
"I heard the Shane record," Goldsboro says, "hut
thought a lot of the lyrics were covered up by the arrange.
ment, so we had Russell come over and play it on a guitar. Bob
Montgomery and flipped over it and asked if we could do it.
Russell told us we would have to promise not to release it as a
competing single. We agreed to wait four weeks.
"The session on 'Honey' was unreal," continues Bobby.
"We cut it right the first take, tried it again just to see if some.
thing was wrong, and it came out just as well the second time.
So we went with the second take; the musicians stayed
around to hear the playbacks, the first time they'd ever done
that on one of my sessions. We didn't even have to remix the
track. It came out in January of 1968 and went a million in
about three weeks, finding me a completely new audience in
the process. It opened up entirely new areas of television and
performing to me; where before I'd been liked only by teens,
'Honey' appealed to a larger mass, the people who watch Mike
Douglas and Johnny Carson."
TV exposure broke Goldsboro's career wide open; he's
nearly become a regular on the Douglas show, co.hosting it
several times.
"That show and the 'Tonight Show' have probably done
more to keep my career on a pretty even keel than anything
else," he explains. "They allow you to prove you can do more
than just sing one song. You become a personality, not just a
voice they hear once in a while over the radio. And that involve
ment with you as a personality is what makes them want to
come see you when you appear in a concert or club. This sort
of exposure, plus my own TV show which grew out of it, help
tide me over during the periods when might not have a 'hot'
record."
(Conlinned on page 8G -8)
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SEE THE FUNNY LITTLE CLOWN
IF

YOU'VE GOT A HEART

ITS' TOO LATE

I'M A DRIFTER

BROOMSTICK COWBOY

BLUE AUTUMN

AUTUMN OF MY LIFE

MUDDY MISSISSIPPI LINE

COME BACK HOME

CAN YOU FEEL IT

WITH PEN IN HAND

BRAND NEW KIND OF LOVE

MARLENA

A CHRISTMAS WISH

HARD LUCK JOE

HE'S PART OF US

DOWN ON THE BAYOU

A SONG FOR CHILDREN
WE GOTTA START LOVIN

CALIFORNIA WINE

SUMMER (THE FIRST TIME)

SING ME A SMILE

THE WORLD BEYOND

THE GENTLE OF A MAN

I'LL REMEMBER YOU

PARDON ME MISS

LETTER TO EMILY

RICHER MAN THAN

BIRMINGHAM LUCY
MISSISSIPPI DELTA QUEEN
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SHE

GOODBYE TO ALL YOU WOMEN

THE L & N DON'T STOP HERE ANY MORE

REQUIEM

VOODOO WOMAN

LITTLE THINGS

I

TOMORROW

IF

YOU'VE GOT A HEART

IS

FORGOTTEN

SHE CHASED ME

IT'S GONNA CHANGE

RUN TO ME

IN THE HUSH OF THE NIGHT

THINK I'VE GOT IT MADE

LOVE IS

WHO AM

I

DON'T THINK AN OLD LOVE CAN DIE

LET ME LOVE YOU FOR TONIGHT

CHILDHOOD

Farren Great Years.
United Arhsts Music Publishing Group

BOBBY GOLDSBORO
change tor someone who had been taking
exposure where he could get it. The teen- oriented dance party
television shows, the Dick Clark Caravan of Stars tours, those
had been his only major outlets until "Honey" became the
world's biggest -selling record in 1968, beating even the might
"Hey Jude." It didn't take Bobby long to realize what had hap.
pened.
"'Honey' was the first big record I'd had that people
would likely remember for a long time," Goldsboro notes,
"and it meant could release more serious material on singles."
Interestingly enough, Bobby had been writing more serious material for quite some time, but that age -old problem of
image had kept him from releasing many of them. When he'd
tried, as with "Broomstick Cowboy" in 1965. he paid for it;
ABC had banned that song from "American Bandstand." accusing Bobby of adding to the glut of protest songs then in
release.
"At the time, adds Bobby, "it was something didn't have
much control over. mean here was Dick Clark telling me it
was the best record I'd ever done but his bosses wouldn't let
him play it. Times change, obviously, but there are some general rules of thumb which have become more clear to me too.
"I've been doing some soul- searching of a sort the last
couple of years," he continues. "Nowadays, do have a little
more control over the risks I'm willing to take. I've got the TV
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bassist and keyboard player.arranger. Their first acquisition
was Tommy Tow, a seasoned bass player Jan had met in Ne.
vada.
"I'd been doing rock" Tow says, "playing with B.B. King,
James Brown and local bands, but Bobby made me a good
deal. was a bit wary at first because thought there wouldn't
be much challenge, and liked to play loud. But the music's
good. get to tour and record with plenty of time left for myI

I

I

I

of those 'house' parties. We started dating when she got back
to Dothan the next week. was going to college and she was in
the 10th grade, so we dated for at least two years. When she
graduated from high school, we got married. It's been almost
a dozen years now, not quite a perfect marriage, but awfully
I

close.

"We've lived in Nashville for several years," he continues.
"We built our house, decorated in Japanese style. I've been

self,"
The last tojoin the current lineup was the maestro, Timmy
Tappan. An acquaintance of both Kurtis and Tow, Tappan
was alwo working with Judy Lynn when he was called up by
Goldsboro. His multi- faceted abilities have proved invaluable
both on stage and in the recording studios. He translates
Goldsboro's head arrangements into sheet music for studio
orchestras, plays several instruments and conducts, often simultaneously. Curiously enough, prior to his becoming a
working musician, he'd been teaching math and science to
high school students.
"We have a group with a variety of backgrounds," explains
Kurtis, "and the ability to go in different directions, which is
ideal for someone like Bobby. We're establishing Bobby solidly in the 'good music' field, but we can 'get it on' when we

want."
Kurtis has good reason to be pleased with the musical out put of he and his colleagues, but his own reputation asa manager is quickly earning him widespread respect.
"I'm not really a manager." he says, "but rather a friend
and an intermediary. Bobby knows what he needs, but there
are certain things the artist can't, and by all rights shouldn't
have to, do for himself. Since I'm always on the road with my
'client' and upon stage and in the studio, it's more like we're
co- managers, or maybe president and vice-president of a
company. I've had requests by other artists to manage them.
but Bobby and agree that there's enough to do right here,"
I

"I'm not really
an

manager... but rather
intermediary."
a

a

friend and

Bobby and his wife Mary Afice.
told I'm the only person in Nashville with my own rickshaw,
which don't doubt. We've now got a ranch out of town which
we're trying to get into shape. It takes a long time, and since
I'm awaya lot of the time. can't work on it myself as much as
I'd like. Mary Alice doesn't come on the road anymore, so she
devotes a lot of her energy to that and the children.
"Our two kids have been inspirations for many of my
songs. They really open your eyes to a lot of the stupidity going
on in the world; their simplicity and unqualified love of life
helps you keep an eye on the real values in life."
Despite his numerous work commitments, which include
regular commuting to Los Angeles to tape the television show,
Bobby retains his strong interest in sports. On any given
week, he'll know who's leading the pro golf tournament of the
moment, how his favorite baseball teams are doing and what
the state of his own tennis game is.
After all this, it would be silly to forget the people behind
the scenes who have been with Bobby all the way along, the.
people at United Artists who've helped him make his records
and who've made those records available to the broadest possible audience for ten years now. "We at United Artists are delighted with Bobby's long-term success on our label," says Michael Stewart, Chairman of the Board, United Artists Music
and Record Group. "From every possible standpoint, our ten.
year relationship has proved one of the most profitable in the
business. Bobbycontinues to astound all who come in contact
with him. His music shows the manysided quality that
stamps everything he does -from the rocking of his early
smash 'Little Things' through his classic, 'Honey' and his mu.
sicalty complex 'Summer (the first time)' to his current 'Hello
Summertime.' We're proud of our role in helping to develop
Bobby's career, and feel it's. equally important to realize
what a great amount Bobby has contributed to the growth of
United Artists over this past decade."
"My relationship with UA is pretty good," agrees Bobby.
"and hope it will get better. If things go as hope they will,
there's no reason why it shouldn't.
"I've stayed with UA because they've given me what
needed. I've seen other artists switch labels and die, and still
others switch and become even bigger. But UA has let me do
what felt was necessary for my own career, and it has paid
off. I've always been able to determine the direction of my music, no one but my producers has ever tried to tell me what to
record, what to perform or what to release. If they do their
best to sell what create, can't ask for much more."
The key to a public life like Bobby Goldsboro's is balance
and self -determination. Coming out of an era in popular music in which all too many performers were manufactured
stars, with too little substance and too much fluff in their art,
Bobby Goldsboro knew that if he were to survive and prosper,
he had to control his own creative destiny. His subsequent
success as a writer and musician have proved that not only
was he right but that he had the talent to sustain his beliefs.
For good measure, he has that elusive sense of taste which
makes what he does entertaining to a lot of people over a long
period of time. Beginning his second decade of prominence in
the business, his primary artistic goal is continued improvement. He's proved he could do everything else. so the odds
are good that he can be as good as he wants to be. doing what
he wants to do. And that's what it's all about, isn't it?
I

"I appreciate Jan's experience," says Goldsboro. "I like
the idea of the manager being an active participant, not just
sitting in an office with a telephone counting money. We're
making music, entertaining people, and Jan's a part of that
too. so he understands the problems and can work with me to
Me and Don Tweedy (arranger) while doing the "Watching

Scotty Grow" session, '71.
exposure, the steady live gigs; it I want to, could go out on
any limb I wanted to with the songs write and the records
make. I'm not saying they'd sell, or that anyone would cover
my songs. But it's something feel I'm capable of doing now,
which is a good thing to have going for you.
"But when it comes to my own singles and albums. it's
pretty dear that I've got a recognizable style my audience is
used to. And I've come to the conclusion that if the purpose of
singles is to get airplay to sell both singles and albums, then
might as well make singles that are more apt to get that air.
play. Since I've usually got the programmer's ears. why should
scare them off? make an album or two a year, and do the
television show, which gives me plenty of room to experiment.
After ten years don't have to prove can do one style or an.
other: I've done them and I've proved it. The people who really
care have probably bought the albums and have found out
that can. So there's no point in putting out something
strange on a single just to put it out; if I feel it can be a hit for
me, that I've made a good record, then I will release it."
The course of Bobby's recording career since 1968 has
shown his ability to tackle both the "sure things" and the experiments with equal vigor. And indeed, his writing style has
become distinctive enough that some of his "sure things" are
his most interesting, challenging efforts. As far as creativity is
concemed. it would be an understatement to say that Goldsboro, the artist, puts as much effort and thought into the ob.
scure album track as he does the smash hit single. The must
cal concepts spring, sometimes full-blown, from his head,
through his guitar and verbal descriptions, to the session men
and his band. And the results show the mark of such care.
Bobby's band. led by his friend and manager Jan Kurtis
on drums, has been a relatively recent addition to his oper.
ation. Before 1970, Bobby had to take what those who hired
him provided. For someone with Bobby's standards, it was an
entirely unsatisfactory may of dealing with personal appearances. A permanent group, with a consistent feel, was the an.
swer, and it was an answer he could now afford.
"I was playingand road managing for Judy Lynn in Reno,"
recalls the tall, sturdily built blond Kurtis, whose past includes
some jazz sessionswith such as the Fleetwoods, the Ventures,
Terry Stafford and running his own studio in Seattle. "Bobby
was in town, and would drop by where we were playing to
watch. He finally began talking tome about my maybe going
on the road with him. When he made an offer that was better
than what was getting, accepted."
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After trying to tour with hired Nashville session men (an
expensive proposition since most of them would rather be in
the studios getting paid double scale), Bobby and Jan ulti.
mately decided to round out their combo with a permanent

solve them."
Since this part of the Goldsboro team has been together,
Bobby's career has reached new heights. His nationally and
internationally syndicated television show has become one of

the most successful independently produced musical variety
shows of the seventies, and he's made some of his most artistically satisfying records. One, "Summer (the first time),"
qualifies as his most ambitious track, stretching nearly tour
and three-quarter minutes in length, complete with a strong.
"Summer of '42 "- inspired lyric and an intense arrangement.
Gratifyingly, the song was a major hit in 1973.
There are other members of Goldsboro's team; Bob Montgomery of course, coproducer, musical advisor for Bobby's
television show, and his co-partner in the very successful musical publishing and recording studio operations they own in
Nashville. Another partner in the studio is the renowned pro.
ducer Buddy Killen. In the publishing operation, Bobby is very
proud to have the services of 1973's writer-of -the -year. Kenny
O'Dell, who administered the publishing firms for Bobby until
his own writing and performing commitments made It impossible.
Then there's Bobby's publicist and colleague Jan Brown,
the svelte, pert bundle of energy who coordinates both
Bobby's media exposure and his increasingly large fan club.
"Bobby has definetely become a personality," says Jan,
"and this has made a big difference. He's become a real per.
son to his fans, some of whom are as unusual as any I've ever
run across. One lady whose husband makes her keep her
Goldsboro poster on the inside of her closet door nearly holds
a seance in that closet every morning, lighting candles and everything. She's afraid she'll light her clothes on fire some

day."
"We got a real interesting cassette tape at the studio one
day," adds Bobby. "I suppose other people get things like
this, but I've never heard about it; this girl sent a real passionate message on tape, heavy breathing and all. All the musicians gathered around to listen. She said 'gee, I've never done
this with a tape recorder before,' and went on to tell about her
ideas to neutralize the atomic bomb. We couldn't wait to hear
what she was gonna say next!"
And last. but certainly not least, there's Bobby's family;
his parents back in Dothan, who still run the successful flower
shop where Bobby worked as a youth, his wife Mary Alice, and
their two children, Danny and Terri.
"I met Mary Alice in Panama City Beach, Florida back
when was going to Auburn." says Bobby. "During spring vacation everybody would head to the beach. A bunch of guys
would cram into a room somewhere and the girls would rent
houses and one of the mothers would always be on hand to
chaperone. It was all pretty innocent compared with what
goes on today, but we had a ball! Anyway, my brother was dating a friend of Mary Alice's and arranged for us to meet at one
I
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RECORD

NUMBER

TITLE

RELEASED

HEART LABEL
Number N/A Dizzy Boy (with the Webbs) /Why Must Be?
Lost (Cricket In My Ear), (with the Webbs) /Flip N/A
LAURIE LABEL
Number N/A
Molly /Flip N/A (other Laurie releases not available)
UNITED ARTISTS RECORDS CATALOG
° UA672
See The Funny Little Clown/ Hello Loser
Whenever He Holds You /If She Was Mine
UA 710
á UA 742
Me Japanese Boy Love You /Everyone But Me
Little Drops of Water /I Don't Know You Anymore
m UA781
I

cc.;

1

UA810
=

ó
Á

°
á
v

UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

862
908
952
980
50018
50044
50056
50087
50138

8UA50186
á UA 50224
m UA 50243
UA 50283
UA 50318
UA 50461
UA 50470
UA 50497
UA 50525
UA 50565
UA 50591
á UA 50614
ó UA 50650
m
UA 50696
m UA 50715
d UA 50727
UA 50776
UA 50807
cc UA 50846
Co' UA 50891
g UA 50938
8 UA 51107

UA-XW251
UA-XW371
UA-XW422
UA-XW451
UA-XW529

Little Things /1 Can't Go On Pretending
Voodoo Woman/ It Breaks My Heart
If You've Got A Heart / If You Wait For Love
Broomstick Cowboy /Ain't Got Time For Happy
It's Too Late / I'm Going Home
Know You Better Than That /When Your Love Has Gone
Take Your Love /Longer Than Forever
It Hurts Me/ Pity The Fool
Blue Autumn /I Just Don't Love You Anymore
Goodbye To All You Women / Love Is
Trusty Little Herbert/Three In The Morning
Pledge Of Love /Jo Jo's Place
Our Way Of Life /I Just Wasted The Rest (With Del Reeves)
Honey /Danny
Autumn Of My Life /She Chased Me
The Straight Life/Tomorrow Is Forgotten
Look Around You (It's Christmas Time) / A Christmas Wish
Glad She's A Woman/Letter To Emily
I'm A Drifter /Hobos And Kings
Muddy Mississippi Line /Richer Man Than I
She Thinks I Still Care/Take A Little Good Will Home/ (With Del Reeves)
Mornin' Mornin' /Requiem
Can You Feel It /Time Good, Time Bad
It's Gonna Change /Down On The Bayou
My God And I /The World Beyond
Watchin' Scotty Grow/ Water Color Days
I

The Gentle Of A Man /And I Love You So
Come Back Home/ I'II Remember You
Danny Is A Mirror To Me/ Poem For My Little Lady
California Wine /To Be With You
Southern Fried Singin'- Sunday Mornin' /With Pen In Hand
Brand New Kind Of Love /Country Feelin'
Summer (The First Time) /Childhood 1949
Marlena /Sing Me A Smile
I Believe The South Is Gonna Rise Again /She
Quicksand /And Then There Was Gina
Hello Summertime /And Then There Was Gina

1960
1961

1963

1963
1964
1964
1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971

1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1974
1974
1974

THE GOLDSBORO LONG PLAY LIST

UAS 6358
UAS 6381
UAS 6425
UAS 6471
UAS 6486
UAS 6552
UAS 6561
UAS 6599
UAS 6615
UAS 6642
UAS 6657
UAS 6704
UAS 5502
UAS 6735
UAS 6777
UAS 5516
UAS 5578

TITLE

UNITED ARTISTS RECORDS CATALOG
The Bobby Goldsboro Album
I Can't Stop Loving You

Little Things
Broomstick Cowboy
It's Too Late
Blue Autumn
Solid Goldsboro
The Romantic, Soulful, Wacky Country Rockin'
Bobby Goldsboro
Our Way Of Life -With Del Reeves
Honey (Pledge Of Love)
Word Pictures
Today (Glad She's A Woman)
Greatest Hits
Muddy Mississippi Line
Watchin' Scotty Grow (We Gotta Start Lavin')

UA-LA019

Come Back Home
California Wine
Brand New Kind Of Love

UA-LA 124
UA-LA311

Summer (The First Time)
The Bobby Goldsboro Tenth Anniversary Album

On the set of the Bobby Goldsboro television show at CBS
n Hollywood are (left to right) Goldsboro, the new basset
hound puppet character Jonathan Bebel, Peter Cullen, who

the voice and operator of Jonathan, and Bill Graham, executive producer of the series.
's

"The Bobby Goldsboro Show," called one of TV's most
successful syndicated programs in years, is based on the
simple premise that doing justice to two basic principles will
pay off. One of the principles is Show Biz, Inc. and the sole
initial sponsor, General Mills' belief in Bobby Goldsboro as a
popular entertainer, and the other is Bobby Goldsboro's belief
that music and humor artfully presented will attract both top.
draw guest artists and a large audience. As it turns out, both
the program's creators, Show Biz, and the program's star,
Bobby, are quite correct.
The Goldsboro show was born about four years ago when
Show Biz, Inc. began approaching Bobby with the idea of
doing a syndicated half -hour show. The singer had found increasing acceptance as a guest artist on television and
seemed ripe for a shot of his own.
"They came to me with a concept," explains Goldsboro,
"similar to what we have now but calling for too many guests
per show. didn't accept that, they worked over some alternatives, and finally we came to an agreement.
"lt was important to me to establish a couple of premises," he continues. "First, in a hat-hour show there's really
only enough time for one other musical guest beside myself.
The guest deserves a chance to try to develop a little bit of
depth. Secondly, we would have a short comedy bit each
show, based on a consistent character the audience can always relate and respond to."
The first season of Bobby's show found that comedy skit
based around a lively, irreverent frog named Calvin. The fact
that Bobby does one of the most convincing tree frog noises in
the business played no small part in the choice of characters.
The second year found a Bobbylike character going electronic
via video animation.
"The electronic character wasn't quite as well accepted,"
notes Goldsboro. "Somehow it's harder for people to relate to
seeing something on television! This season, we've got Jona
than Rebel, an old hunting dog character who ad -libs with the
best of them. feel he's going to be at least as successful as
Calvin." Bobby's famed frog noises spawned a board game
called "Rrib-bit," (made by Genesis Enterprises of Los Angeles which is attracting considerable attention, so Jonathan
Rebel should be fortunate to do as well.
The essence of the Goldsboro show, as should be obvious, is
not the comedy but the music. Though the show is produced
in a fairly streamlined manner, on a tightly supervised
budget, the one area in which no pain is spared is the music.
"Television has been scaring some of the best musicians
away," explains Bobby "because so much quality is sacrificed
in the presentation of the music. I wouldn't even put my name
on the show it we couldn't do a good job of presenting the mu.
sic. think it's paid off; important artists ask to be on our
show because they know they'll sound good here."
Artists like the Spinners, Johnny Mathis, Seals and Crofts,
Paul Williams, and Bobby Womack have all gladly appeared
on Goldsboro's show, their backing music almost always prorecorded in Nashville by Bobby and his band accompanied by
the top session men in the business.
"We go in and try to duplicate the sound of the each performer's records," says Bobby, "so they can sing live on the
show without fear of the backup sounding inadequate. A
couple of them have been so pleased with the sound that
they've told us our versions of their tracks were better than
I
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RECORD

NUMBER

Goldsboro's
A Telefavorite

RELEASED

1964
1964
1965
1965
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1970
1970

1970
1971
1972
1973
1973
1974

I

the actual records!
Live music is hardly ignored on the program, however.
Bobby and his group generally do one live tune per show, of
ten something not in Bobby's usual recorded and concert rep.
ertoire, and Bobby duets with his guests near the end of each
show. These numbers are kept simple enough so as not to require any pre-recording.
The Goldsboro show has become a pleasure for all con.
cerned, and Bobby, whose television personality has added
considerable depth to his career, couldn't be more pleased.
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Bobby:Music City Man

By BILL WILLIAMS

THUNMRBIR
HOTEL AND CASINO

/. CAESARS WORLD RESORT

Las Vegas, Nevada

Keep singin'ém
the way you write em...

beautifully.

- Rod McKuen

Bobby Goldsboro has at least one thing in common with
other Nashville artists: he is on the road more than he is
home.
But when he is home, he is a homebody. Not that he
doesn't become involved in Nashville activities, but he does
like to spend as much time as possible with his wife, Mary
Alice, and his son, Danny, and daughter, Tani.
He's not a big partygoer: he has neither the time nor the
inclination for it. He is more content with his family, parties
ularly now that them will be another addition to it in the near
future.
Bobby is best described by his friends as a "very happy
person," not only because of his success, but because he
finds a lighter side to virtually everything.
"There is seldom a serious moment around Bobby." says
Bob Montgomery, his coproducer since 1968. "He thoroughly enjoys life."
Montgomery also noted that Bobby has so many close
friends that it would be difficult to list them. People instinctivey like him.
One, of course, would be Kenny O'Dell, who enjoys a mutual admiration society with Goldsboro. O'Dell and Goldsboro
also have been instrumental in aiding other writers, working
with them and developing them.
If Bobby has one indulgence, it is something else he
shares with various Nashville artists: a love for cars. Along
with his Mercedes and Cadillac, he has a deep interest and
ownership in antique automobiles. He also owns a 500-acre
farm, but it is an investment rather than an extravagance.
Goldsboro is deeply involved in Nashville's activities, even
with his limited time. A few years ago he did a concert with the
Nashville Symphony, and helped draw a crowd from the non symphonic set. He has taken place in each of the Music City
Pro-Celebrity Golf Tournaments, and was among the founders of the Crockett Springs Country Club here. a plush layout
which offers a stern test for the professionals. He entered the
first Pro-Celebrity Tennis Tournament, held in Nashville last
October, again lending his name to a charitable cause. He has
not profited from any of these ventures.
Jane Dowden, president of Show Biz, Inc., which produces
and distributes his syndicated television series, has nothing
but good words for the man.
"He is easygoing, very professional, always buttoned -up
and ready," she said at once. "I've never known anyone more
prompt, anyone who thinks ahead as he does. He has always
done his homework, and he comes prepared."
But she sees another side of Goldsboro. "He truly is a very
shy person, not the least bit pushy, a rather quiet, private person. But once he feels comfortable, gets the reading, he is a
fountain of youth. He suddenly becomes very funny and
charming. He is a little subtle in his performance, whether on
the TV show or in concert, but that's a natural part of his personality. It's somewhat low key, but perhaps America is ready
fora low key performer rather than one who comes on too
strong."
Ms. Dowden notes that he has undergone phenomenal
growth or maturity. "I haven't seen anyone grow more from
his first television shows to the person he is today. He is perfectly relaxed and comfortable, an incredible performer."
Ms. Dowden should know. One of the real professionals of
the business, she has worked with many artists in all facets of
entertainment.
She notes. too, that the acceptance of Goldsboro is strong
by the stations which televise the program. His warmth and
his personality obviously come through, both to advertisers
and to the viewing public.
Perhaps the matter, as far as Nashville is concerned, can
best be summed up in a positive way. Nowhere in the music
industry here, one which is prone to criticize, has a word been
heard in criticism of this man. He is highly thought of not only
as a professional entertainer, but as a man. The high esteem
stretches throughout Music Row, though he has few dealings
with its people because of his non -country style of singing.
The dealings he has had, have been open, aboveboard, and
never questioned.
He may have his faults, but they haven't surfaced. And no
one is speaking unkindly of him. That's a rarity anywhere to
day.
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Once upon a time, Bobby Goldsboro's entire career
seemed to rest upon his ability to come up with hit after hit.
That was, and is, a fact of life for many artists, and it takes
staying power, a good set of nerves and a lot of good musical
ideas to survive. Goldsboro has survived. and he's got a volu.
minous list of United Artists recordings to prove it. But in the
end, its not merely the records that count, for they are only
pieces of plastic which may or may not find their way into the
hands of consumers. It comes down to music, and Bobby
Goldsboro's handled that part quite nicely.
Bobby's recording career stretched back to his days with
the Webbs, whose "Dizzy Boy" and "Lost (Cricket in My Ear)"
singles were small regional hits in the South around 1960.
Then on Laurie Records, Jack Gold produced "Molly" which
went into the seventies nationally in 1963. Soon after, Jack
took Bobby with him to United Artists, where their first re.
lease. "See the Funny Little Clown," blew the lid off.

"'See the Funny Little Clown' came out just before President Kennedy was assassinated," recalls Jack Gold, "and,

United Artists Records
(looking forward to printing your next gold

1p)

without using this as any kind of excuse, it was subsequently
quite hard to break the record for several weeks. was able to
keep one station on the record from October to January. and
finally it took off in January."
I

"I think my major influence on Bobby was my insistence
that he write and rewrite his material very carefully," adds
Gold. "That, and the fact that I saw him more as a great per.
former white he saw himself as a songwriter. We used to disagree over choice of material, because felt he should search
for the very best tunes he could find, whether he wrote them
or not. The arguments are academic now, since he's matured
into a fine writer who also has the skill to pick good outside
material; the healthy duality is clean when you realize that two
of his biggest hits were not his own compositions."
"The first couple of years were tough," Bobby recalls. "It
was hard to choose the right material. was writing all kinds of
things. Jack was leaning towards ballads, the Beatles were up
there influencing everyone. never got a real string of hits go.
1
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Actually about two thirds of Bobby's first dozen singles
could be counted as relative successes, if not outright
smashes (there were five or six of those). These dozen singles
(and some eight albums) constitute the sum total of Bobby's
work with Jack Gold, whose role in Bobby's studio work helped
the singer determine his artistic directions.
"Jack is one of those producers who let's you do a lot of
your own work," explains Bobby. "He site in the control room,
pays attention and makes things sound right when they get
on tape. That left myself and Bill Justis in there working out
the arrangements."
Bobby and Bill proved they could handle variety. The
rhythm tracks on records like "Voodoo Woman" are powerful,
and unusual for American pop -rockers of the early Beetle era.
Yet the softer sounds like "Blue Autumn," and songs which
had a little of both, like "Broomstick Cowboy," stand as good
examples of the more delicate side of mid. sixties pop -rock.
Though Bobby has said these may have been records too easily forgettable, they stand up to scrutiny after the better part
of a decade.

EXCUSE ME BUTA MOUSE
JUST ATE YOUR APPLE PIE.
CONGRATULATIONS.

TIMMY

From "Honey" onward, Bobby was working with producer
Bob Montgomery and arranger Don Tweedy. He later did
some things with Chuck Cochran as well, before Timmy Tap.
pan came along as a permanent member of the Goldsboro entourage. The tone of Bobby's work tended to be softer, in
keeping with the more subdued songs he was writing. Still,
this did not become an excuse to downplay strong instrumentation; Bobby's fine guitar playing provided good hooks for
tunes like "Can You Feel It ?" and "Californaia Wine."

"I usually don't write around guitar licks," Bobby says,
"but a good riff never hurt a record. One of our recent singles,
'Quicksand,' came off a riff."

Goldsboro is conscious of the pitfalls of getting into musical ruts; his records show it in subtle ways. Consecutive singles often bear no resemblance to each other, like the smash
"Summer (the first time)" and its subsequent follow -up,
-Modena." which close out Bobby's tenth anniversary album
with an unusual juxtaposition.

"When I listen to music." he explains. "I try not to lock into
any one type of thing for too long. It's just as easy to get bored
watching the "Grand Ole Opry" as it is to fall asleep watching
"In Concert." You've got to keep an open mind, both listening
to music and making your own. like to think it's rubbed off
on my work."
I

CREDITS
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Though the phenomenon of the singer.songwriter has, in
the last few years, become a fixture on the music scene,
Bobby Goldsboro is a singer.songwriter who predates the
trend by so many years that he literally defies the cate
gorization. In terms of writing and performing the material.
owning the publishing, marketing the songs as songs, all basic goals of the modern singer.songwriter, Goldsboro's been
doing it for years. You might say he helped make the rules.
Bobbys earliest written works, at least those anyone
heard to any degree, were published through Unart Music
(BMI), United Artists' own publishing arm. Hits like "See the
Funny Little Clown." "It's Too Late." "Little Things" and
"Broomstick Cowboy" all fall into this category.
"My early songs were picked up by Unart as part of my
record deal," Bobby says, "which is pretty normal.
"I won't downgrade the songs any," he adds, but do be.
lieve I've improved as a writer since then. One way I use to decide is to look at the lyrics written out on paper. If they can
hold some meaning by themselves, then figure they're not so
bad. But 'little things that you do make me glad I'm in love
with you isn't quite what I've got in mind any more.'
It was during the "Honey" period that Bobby wrote the
song he's had the most covers on, With Pen in Hand." It now
resides in varied versions on over 75 records. Vikki Carr's
cover was the hit. but Bobby is equally proud of many of the
interpretations, including a recent one by Aretha Franklin.
"A lot of my tunes are based on real experiences, or my
reactions to real people," Goldsboro explains, but others are
entirely manufactured in my head. I've written several songs
about families breaking up, 'Autumn of My Life,' for instance,
and the inspiration came from outside of my own experi.
entes. Sometimes observation of or conversations with
people in such situations is enough to establish a point of view
in my head. 'Autumn; which was the follow -up single to
'Honey,' had people thinking was trying to capitalize on the
tragic theme of 'Honey.' Actually wrote 'Autumn' before
ever heard the Bobby Russell tune."
It was around the time of "Autumn" that Goldsboro was
establishing a style once and for all; he became adept at ex.
ploring emotions through the realistic sliceot. life. It usually
played on understatement for its impact, and has become the
model for much of his subsequent work.
Bobby's improved stature in the late sixties gave him some
bargaining power with regard to his publishing arrangements
and he took advantage of it to gain at least partial control over
his own tunes. First through Detail Music and mom recently
through Pen In Hand Music / Unart Music. Bobby has pub.
fished his own works.
In 1971, Bobby's increasingly strong interest in actively
helping unknown talent find an audience led he and Bob
Montgomery to form their own publishing firms, House of
Gold (BMI) and Bobby Goldsboro Music (ASCAP). An ac
quaintance of theirs from Las Vegas, a good if underexposed
songwriter himself at the time, was convinced to move to
Nashville to run the firms; his name was Kenny O'Dell. He'd
already had a couple of hits as a writer in "Next Plane to Lon.
don" and "Beautiful People." the latter of which he recorded
himself).
"We were impressed by Kenny's work," explains Bobby,
"and we felt he'd be a good person to both run and write for
the companies. I think it's paid off; we've come up with a
couple of good young writers like Tom Ghent who think will
be heard from in a big way. Plus Kenny's own work has taken
off; "Why Don't We Go Somewhere and Love ?,' "I Take it On
Home' and 'Behind Closed Doors' are all great songs, and 'Behind Cosed Doors' was the song of the year in 1973.
"I occasionally record things we publish," Bobby contin.
ues, "but never simply to record things because we own them.
The songs I've done, did because they were right for me.
feel as strongly about making sure of that as I do about my
own writing. think can write a great variety of material, a lot
of which isn't even suitable for me to cut on my own. So the
publishing operation becomes as important for my tunes as it
does for the other writers'. We've got some of our songs being
held by producers and artists right now, and if they get cut
and released, along with what Kenny's doing, we'll be well on
our way to establishing the companies in a big way."
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708 17th Ave., So. Nashville, Tenn.

Jack Stapp, President
Buddy Killen, Exec. Vice Pres.
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You've come a long way, Bobby.

During our ten years together,

you've made musical history and

achieved

rare status as an

entertainer.

Congratulations.

United Artists Records
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Side One

SEE TIME FUNNY IGDTIIgl CLOWN
¡Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded October 17, 1963. Bell Sound, New York. Arranged by Garry Sherman.
Produced by Jack Gold. Released November 18. 1963.

1IDTWILIE T1111lNOS
(Bobby Goldsboro).

Recorded November 19, 1964. Columbia Studios, Nashville. Arranged by BillJustis.
Produced by Jack Gold. Released November 24. 1964.

TDDIDOO WOMAN
(Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded March 22.1965. Columbia Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Bill Juslis.
Produced by Jack Gam. Released March 31. 1965.

Side Three

119M

A DEEMER

(Bobby Goldsboro'.

Recorded February 14.1968. RCA Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Don Tweedy.

Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro. Released Spring. 1969.

MU1IDI1DYMDISDSSDIFD°D ILIINIE
(Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded June 24, 1969. Monument Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Don Tweedy.

Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro. Released July 18, 1969.

CAN YOU IFIEIEIL IIT

°

(Bobby Goldsboro)
Recording date unknown (probably late 1969). Woodland Sound. Nashville.
.

Arranged by Don Tweedy. Produced by Bob Montgomery and
Bobby Goldsboro. Released February 18, 1970.

IIfFIY®1 9V E

MIi'A IÌII1EA RTI`
'Bobby Goldsboro).

Recorded October 19, 1964. Columbia Studios. Nashville. Arranged by Bill Justis.
Produced by Jack Gold. Released July 1, 1965.

13IIB®®IJ1

SVIICIl( COWBOY
(Bobby Goldsboro).

Recording dale unknown !probably early 1965). Columbia Studios, Nashville.
Arranged by Bill Juslis. Produced by Jack Gold.
Released October 27,1965.

Side Two

uIT TOO LATE
(Bobby Goldsboro).

Recorded October 15. 1965. Columbia Studios. Nashville. Arranged by Bill Juslis.

Produced by Jack Gold. Released January 7,1966.

BLUE AUTUMN

WATCIII[IIN° SCOTTY 0110W
(Mac Davis'.
Recorded April 10, 1970. Woodland Sound, Nashville. Arranged by Don Tweedy.

Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro. Released October 22, 1970.

COME BACK IHIOMIE
'Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded May 28. 1971. Woodland Sound, Nashville. Arranged by Bobby Goldsboro
and Chuck Cochran. Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro.

Released June 17.1971.

Side Four

W1T1111 IDIEIN

HAND

'Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded February 26.1968. Columbia Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Don Tweedy.
Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro. Released August 1,1972.

(DAILIF011 NIIAWDNE
Bobby Goldsboro).

(Bobby Goldsboro'.

Recorded February 3, 1966. Columbia Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Bill Juslis.
Produced by Jack Gold. Released October 17,1966.

DIET

Recorded January 13, 1972. The Sound Shop, Nashville. Arranged by
Bobby Goldsboro and Chuck Cochran. Produced by Bob Montgomery and
Bobby Goldsboro, Released February 18,1972.

II;
(Bobby Russell).

HAND NEW KIND OF LOVE

Recorded January 30. 1968. RCA Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Don Tweedy.

(Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded November 16,1972. The Sound Shop, Nashville. Arranged by

Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro. Released February 17,1968.

Bobby Goldsboro and Timmy Tappan. Traduced by Bob Montgomery and
Bobby Goldsboro. Released January 3. 1973.

AUTUMN OF MAY 1h1DAIE
(Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded April 24. 1968. RCA Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Don Tweedy.
Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro. Released Summer 1968.

SUMMER (TIME

TOME)

(Bobby Goldsboro'.

Recorded April

11,

1973. The Sound Shop. Nashville. Arranged by

Bobby Goldsboro and Timmy Tappan. Produced by Bob Montgomery and
Bobby Goldsboro. Released May 9, 1973.

'TIRE STRADQM11T MIME
(Sonny Curtis).

Recorded May 13,1968. RCA Studios, Nashville. Arranged by Don Tweedy.

Produced by Bob Montgomery and Bobby Goldsboro. Released September 27,1968.

MAIRLENA
(Bobby Goldsboro).
Recorded May 18, 1973. The Sound Shop, Nashville. Arranged by
Bobby Goldsboro and Timmy Tappan. Produced by Bob Montgomery and
Bobby Goldsboro. Released August 17,1973.
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CONVERTS OLD THEATER

Des Moines Coming Alive as
Fitzgerald Hits TV and Clubs
DES MOINES -John Fircgcraid.
owner of the Claude King Royal Enterprises, has expanded his aperations here from Denver. hooking a
major club and pulling together
three of an anticipated 12 syndicated television shows.
Fitzgerald is maintaining his Denver headquarters for operation of his
booking and management agency
and, with his son. has embarked on
the new ventures.
The old Paramount Theater here
has been converted into a massive
night spot, called The Country Club.
and is bringing in major acts each
Tuesday through Saturday.
The theater contains four dance
floors and three bars, and can seat
1.000 customers. It is built on a sedes

of levels.
The idea was conceived a year ago
in Denver. and the club location was
settled on here. It was to serve as a

"home off the road" for King. where
he could perform while not travelling, and could do his television
show. His enterprises are owned by
Fitzgerald.
King inaugurated the club. and
since then it has brought in such
guests as Narvel Felts. George Morgan, Sundy Sharpe. Bill Carlisle.
Sharon Vaughn, Bobby Lee Trammell. Jacky Ward. Guy Shannon.
Ural Albert. Jerry Coster. Bobby G.
Rice and such relatively unknowns
as Leland Jones of Kansas City, who
records on the Red Crest label;
Terry Pirkle. Vern Thompson. and
Patty Gallagher. Miss Gallagher. a
Denver artist, has been booked back
twice. Other recording artists
recently booked in include LaCosla
and Johnny Western.
One of the outstanding attractions
has been Surf Brawner. an eight year -old artist who records for Illini
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SPINNING MY RECORD!

"MAN
HUNGRY

WOMAN"
BRM #101 -A

JOHNNY
THORNTON

Records, produced by Glen Hurley
in Springfield. III. She has drawn
record crowds.
King appears at least once a
month, and while here does his
syndicated TV show- which currently is in 103 markets, all on cable
television. Fitzgerald also has
started similar shows for Cindy
Myers and Terry Pirkle, the Denver
artists. and (heir shows will be syndicated, also on cable. as of Oct. 15. He
will do 12 of these in all- with various
artists. and is in negotiation now
with several of them.
The syndicated shows are done
with a live audience from the stage
of the new club. Managers of the
place are Rocky and Carol Prichard.
The former was a disk jockey for
KSO here, and has been heavily involved in the country scene.
One unusual aspect of the operation is that the firm has employed
Michael John to build the sets and
handle the lighting. John, a veteran
of the Broadway theater, builds a
complete new set for each artist. using a hit song as a theme for the
background. The club also has a
runway which reaches out into the
audience.
On Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday- only certain sections of
the club are open. but on weekends
the entire four dance floors function.
Young Miss Browner, by the way.
is no newcomer even at the age of
eight. She has her own band, and
owns her own club, the Sanganon
Valley Opry, near Springfield. She
also worked the Illinois State Fair

with Hurley.

NASHVILLE -Tour

buses. which

are a big business in the music industry here. are a subject of court action involving an antitrust suit.
U.S. District Court Judge L. Clore
Morton is considering suit brought
by Music City Service, Inc., contending there is a conspiracy to monopolize the sightseeing tour business
Judge Morton has given WSM.
which has operated tours for more
than 16 years, 20 days to respond to
requests by the plaintiff for the production of certain documents.
In essence. Music City claims it is
being squeezed out of the business.
It says that people who take the
WSM tours also have the opportunity to buy tickets to the "Grand Ole
Opry." some of the scarcest tickets in
the world. Music City says its bus riders cannot buy such tickets. WSM
sells package deals whereby visitors
get the tours, "Opry' tickets, and hotel accommodations for a specified

WordOpensNew
Publishing Firm
BROUGHAM RECORDS
Distributed by:

Booked by:

NATIONWIDE SOUND UIST.
207 12th Ave. So.
Nashville. Tn. 37202
(615) 242 -2471

HUBERT LONG INTERNATIONAL
1513 Hawkins St.
Nashville, Tn. 37203
(615) 244 -9550

ANDERSON AWARD -Columbia's Lynn Anderson receives still another gold
album, this one for the sale of one. million units of "Rose Garden" as part of
multiple -artist LP in Germany. Pictured with her are her husband -producer,
Glenn Sutton, left, and Ron Bledsoe, vice president of Operations, CBS
Records in Nashville.

SPANS 28 INCHES

Miller's Lawnmower Jump
Rates Evel -Like Publicity
PHILADELPHIA - Songwriter
Eddie Miller has completed his
jump over a ditch on a Sears

massive undertaking
of 28 inches, and it will be seen on
the Mike Douglas show Monday
(14).
What started as a local tongue-incheek idea, lampooning the Evel
Knievel leap. mushroomed almost
out of proportions. Miller. composer
of "Release Me" and many other
standards. was interviewed by more
than 50 radio stations. has been

lawnmower.

a

Tour Buses Involved In
Federal Antitrust Suit

here.

Exclusively on

Bob Schane phot

NASHVILLE t'roiniseland Music, a new arm of Word. Inc., of
Waco, has been established here under the direction of Aaron Brown.
Brown also heads Canannland Music, also a division of Word.
The new firm has signed a SESAC
affiliation. Jim Black. gospel coo,
dinator for the performing rights organization here. said the establishment of Promiseland been would
"offer writers a new outlet in the
placement of their music."

price. WSM saysa manufacturer has
the right to select its customs and refuse to sell its goods to anyone, and
thus has the right to the sale and distribution of its own tickets.
All of the tours involved take visitors past the homes of country music artists. Several companies have
been involved over the years.

booked into several tdcsi,,on appearances. and will perform his real
again at two or more appliance conventions in the near future.
The story, which originated with
Billboard. was picked up by the Associated Press and carried nationwide. It culminated in the event taking place hem for the syndicated
television show. co-hosted by Victor
Borge. Other guests who witnessed
the event included Shelly Winters
and Frank Sinatra Jr.

For the occasion. Miller wore a
special cape and carried a bathroom

plunger.
Now recording artist Atlanta
James has had his goat the resultant
publicity. He was scheduled yesterday (291 to jump a garbage truck
over 12 motorcycles at the Nashville
Speedway.
The attempt was to precede the
Permatex 400 at the five- eighths
mile track. Special ramps for the
16.000 pound truck were built of oak
lumber. James added 200 more
pounds of his own.

Thevis Donates Home
To the Children of Atlanta
ATLANTA -Michael

Thesis,
president and owner of GRC Records here, announced at an "image
changing` news conference that he
has offered to donate his multi million- dollar home to the city for use
as a children's home.
He also has offered to buy the old
Fox Theater for$3.5 million so it can
he resorted and maintained as an
antiquity.
Thevis, who admittedly made
most of his millions in pornography.
is the owner of scores of corporations. They range from music to a
bloody mary mix.
Since development

of

his record

firm, he has branched heavily into
movies and publishing. Among his
other real estate holdings, he owns a
massive mansion tel on some 30
acres near the heart of this city. `I
could never belong to a country
club." he once said, "so I built my
own." It is this property he proposes
turning over for a children's home.
Although involved in all facets of
music, his GRC firm has had its
greatest success in the country field

with such artists as Moe Bandy,
Lonzo & Oscar, Red, White and
Blue(grass). and Virginia Boat-

wright.
Now almost totally committed to
music and films, he proposes getting
out of the porno business completely. for his own sake and that of
his family.
The city has not yet acted on his
properais.

Country

at

Vegas

LAS VEGAS. Nev. For the first
time in five years. the Slate Fair (1822) featured country music. The
Nonchalants from the Golden Nugget appeared in the Beer Garden
and played two special shows in the
Convention Center. The Larry
Trider Show. also from the Golden
Nugget, appeared in the Beer Garden and played for the livestock auction. Com Bred made a special twoshow appearance in the Convention
Center.
C.c-

pyiiyh;nd

nmatclial
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Tenn. Anti -Piracy
Law Questionable

NASHVILLE -A portion of Tennessee's strong antitape-piracy law was allacked as "questionable' in the courts here, just days after the NARAS Institute and the Vanderbilt University School of Law held a meaningful symposium for more than 100 legal and law -enforcement officials.

Thus far, authorities here have
made only one seizure under the
contested state law. Assistant State
Attorney General Alex B. Shipley Jr.
made the admission of the question
of constitutionality in regard to the
seizure portion.
But he told a three-judge federal
court that a lawsuit attacking the entire statute should he argued in state
court. not before this panel.
The federal panel is considering a
complaint filed by Custom Recording Co. of South Carolina. Charles
A. Schafer. an official of that firm.
was indicted by a Davidson County
(Nashville) grand jury on stale
charges in connection with lapes
copyrighted after Feb. 15. 1972.
Schafer is attacking the validity of
the statute.
However, in his statement before
the court. Shipley said the seizure of
certain tapes at a truck slop near
hem had nothing to do with the indictment against Schafer. He says
instead they were handed over to an
FBI agent by Sue Kline, operator of
two retail record outlets,
Shipley said state officials had
stopped seizing tapes because of the
questionable practice involved.
Al the symposium, involving
some of the biggest names in the
business. there were calls for more
severe sentences from the courts,
and the upgrading of the punishment from misdemeanor to felony
level.
A transcript of that entire proceeding now is being made, and
publication plans will be announced
in the near future.
Dean Robert Knauss of the Vanderbilt Law School, in his closing remarks, assessed the value of the symposium. Alluding to the tremendous
diversity within the industry. he
noted that this common denominator had brought all together, and
suggested that they establish an allindustry committee which will contern itself with this theft of intellectuai property.
Earlier, a panel headed by Ms.
Barbara Ringer. Registrar of Copyright, gave strong insight to the
problems which exist in regard to
legislative status, and suggested
areas which need rethinking.
She was joined by Thomas Beennan.chief counsel of the U.S. Senate
subcommittee on patent, trademark
and copyright: Herman Finkelstein.
retired general counsel of ASCAP:
Mrs. Theodora Livia, senior vice
president of BMI, and Albert
Ciancimino. house counsel of
SESAC.

The audience of attorneys, law enforcement officials, law professors
and at least one federal district
judge, heard a panel of legal experts
carry out a discussion which involved expense in the lawful aspects of dealing with what Tony
Martell, president of Famous Music,
has referred to as "bloodsucking
ticks on a dog" in regard to tape
pirates.
Panelists included RIAA president Stanley Gortikov; RIAA counsel Jules Yarnell; MCA president
Sal Chianti: Albert Berman of the
(Confirmed on page 46)

Ohio Assn.
Names Its
1974 Stars
COLUMBUS.

O.

-The Ohio

Country & Western Music Assn. at
its Fourth Annual Awards Banquet
here. listed "Cheating River' by Jim
Blackstone as its Record

of the Year.

The awards are confined to Ohio
artists. writers and others who are
members of the association.
Other winners are: Densel Bandy
& The Country Rock and Kathy
Shaw & The Expressions (tie), Band
of the Year.
Jim Blackstone. male vocalist of
the year.
Barbara Lape, female vocalist of
the year.
Troy Herduran, instrumentalist of
the year.
The Kentucky Bluegrass Boys,
bluegrass band of the year.
Herb & Barb Lape. vocal duel of
the year.
Densel Bandy, promoter of the
year.

Arizonia ofWNCO,diskjockey of
the year.

Frank Elkins song of the year
( "Haunting Memories").
Marilyn Workman. entertainer of
the year.
Becky Writesel. Hall

of Fame
Award.
Among the presenters were radio
personalities Andy Broken. Chuck
Gavin- Arizonia, Lee Phillips. Bob
Rader, Craig Ramsey, John Wade,
and Jeannie Williams. owner of
Sam's Place in Chillicothe: Bill Rice.
Loyal Shaw, Tex Wheeler, Marvin
Bell and Ron Edison, of the Ohio
Country & Western Music Assn.,
and Jim Stanley of wheeling. W.Va.

HANDICAP HELPERS: Beauty will be mingled with golf at the second annual
Chuck Chellman /Georgia Twitty Golf Invitational in Nashville Oct. 16. Host essing the event are Barbara (Mrs. Danny) Davis; Nancy (Mrs. Tommy) Overstreet; Ann (Mrs. Nat) Stuckey; Judy (Mrs. Rex) Allen Jr., and Becky (Mrs.
Jim Ed) Brown.

Joitlnúllsill rrelIl
is ridin' the rails
to the top of

the country charts on
The Orange' Blossom Special
(CPS 0207)
Non -stop,
on Capricorn aRecords,

Jllaeon.
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Hot
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At Nashville
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NASHVILLE- Former Chicago

p

Wives Help
At Country
Tournament

recording anists will serve as hostesses for the second annual Chuck
Chellman /Georgia Twiny Radio
n' Golf Invitational to be held at
os Crockett Springs National Golf and
Country Club here Oct. 16.
7.
Artists, executives and radio per tM
sonalilies will make up the foursomes. Already committed are such
F performers as Charley Pride. Faron
Young, Jim Ed Brown, Bill Ander8O
son, Not Stuckey. Danny Davis. Red
Sleagall, Rex Allen Jr.. Dickey Lee.
Pee Wee King. Joe Allen. Mickey
Gilley, Jack Greene. Del Reeves.
Bobby Wright. Ben Peters, Webb
Pierce, Jack Barlow. Marilyn Sellars,
John L. Sullivan. Del Wood and
Sonny Duke, with more names to be

MIX- Artist

E

0.01.

2

1

9

Harry Fox Agency: Country Music
Assn. board chairman Joe Talbot:
Mary Reeves Davis of Jim Reeves
Enterprises: Arthur Miller of the
Harvard School of Law: FBI special
agent supervisor James Kraus: Bill
Vest of the Tennessee Bureau of
Criminal Identification: Los Angeles City Attorney Burl Pines: Ray
Patterson. dean of Emory Law
School: Donald Biederman of CBS
Records: Harold Orensmin. New

York copyright attorney: Howard
Smith of Los Angeles, and Richard
Frank, leading Nashville music industry attorney,
The symposium was put together
by Henry Romersa, executive director of the NARAS Institute, and Boh
Thompson of SESAC. chairman of
the local NARAS chapter's antipiracy committee.
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The fun -affair, which includes a
country ham breakfast, libation.
and a shotgun start, brings together
the artists, the industry and the disk
jockey. Songwriters, too, will lake
part. The executive list includes
someone from virtually every company represented here. Disk jockeys
will be coming from all over the nation.
No one outside the industry will
participate.
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Chicagoan

studio musician Allen Cash has announced the inauguration of a new
label and publishing company here.
and an initial release of product.
Cash. who with his brother owned
the Cash Recording Studio, has
moved here and has set up headquarters in the SESAC Building.
First release for the label, known
as Brougham Records, is by Johnny
Thornton. Cash says it is recorded in
the Nashville style.
The publishing firm, Hardcash
Music, will be handled by Johnny
Jay. a former recording artist. Bob
Witte has been retained to head the
promotion department, working
with Dave Marshall and Patrick
Brannan.
Other artists signed by the label
are Gene Shannendoah and Zeke
.Shepard. but no product has been
released on them asyet. Distribution
will be handled by Nationwide
Sound, headquartered here.
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The new country division of
AVCO in Nashville is moving
quickly. The firm first signed Patti
Page, then Bill Phillips, and now has
added Mary Kay James to its roster.
h purchased all of her masters from
JMI. including her current release.
which is being reserviced on the
AVCO label. ... Willie Nelson is
buying his way out of Atlantic. The
company wanted to keep him on the
label when it closed down its country
department, but Willie wanted out.
He has paid a substantial amount of
money for the move. Virtually everyone else on the label has at least
one other offer. so all but one will be
signed somewhere within a week.
Engineers. the unheralded members of the music industry, are in the
news. Les Ladd has joined the staff
of Woodland Sound Studio. Among
his accomplishments are four gold
albums which he mixed for Charley
Pride, He also has worked with such
artists as Merle Haggard. Jerry
Reed, Buck Owens. the Everly Brothers, and Waylon Jennings.... Along
those same lines, Tom Sparkman has

BILL WILLIAMS

taken over again as studio manager
and engineer of Metropolitan Music. the Mercury Custom Recording
Studio. Not only is he doing all of
the Mercury work. but custom sessions for other labels.... Jerry Lee
Lewis got what may
a record 25minute standing ovation when he
played the Municipal Auditorium in
Mobile. Ala.... Writers Larry Henley and Steve Pippin, two of the better ones, have moved to Windchime
Music, working with Johnny Slate,
They've had cuts by some of the best
in the business. ... Scott Farngher,
who has been heading the contemporary division of the Nova Agency.
will lake over club dates for Waylon
Jennings and Jerry Lee Lewis, according to an announcement by
Chuck Glaser. Apparently everyone
is booking Waylon.... Songwriter
Glen Goza, who also records for
Shannon. recalls that he once wrote
a song with a character in it named
Susan Alexander. Now he has sub mitted songs for the real Susan Alexander to sing.
Bill Blaylock and Bill Sterling,

who record fur JED Records. have
done their first gig together in
Greenwood, S.C.... P.J. Sherman
is talking to musicians about forming a band.... Kenny Bowers of
Springfield, Ill.. has signed with
Marve Hemmer of Cruz De Oro
Assn.... Paula keeps on growing in
Shreveport. In addition to the old
masters on Joe Stampley, Nat
Stuckey, Mickey Gilley and Tony
Douglas, the firm now has Justin
Tyree, Don Logan, Charlie Justice,
Bubb Littrell, Larry Quinten, Gene
Wyatt and Dawn Glass, ... Beaver wood talent has signed Cinnamon
artist Jinuny Payne.... When the
"Mountain Music Opry" closed its
doors in Colorado on Labor Day. its
cast went on the road, headed by
young Mike Franklin. It has been
playing dates in the Midwest and
Southwest.... Busy Bill Anderson
was disk jockey for the day at WSLC
in Roanoke and WCMS in Norfolk.
The Roanoke station had a "Bill Anderson Day: and gave him a plaque
for his 18 years in the country music
industry.... Paca and Commander
Cody, country rock groups. are the
latest to record for the new syndicated radio hour called "On Tour,"
.. The Nifty Gritty Dirt Band,
which went over so well at the October convention in Nashville two
years ago. will be back again this
time to head the LA show.... Anne
Murray tops off an ambitious tour
with her appearance at the Nashville
gathering.
.
Dot's Pat Roberts
headlined 25 fairs this year. including two of the biggest ones. He's rescheduled for the Nevada circuit
later this fall.... Arleen Harden has
begun her first series of sessions for
her first album on Capitol.... Doyle
Holly went over so big in a two-week
sling in Lansing, Mich., that he was
asked back for two more weeks in
November.
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Joe Statopley has discovered that
his guitar player. Darrell Puett,
doubles on piano, and he's using
him there more frequently now....
Stax (Enterprise) had a release all
ready to go on O.B. McClinton from
his last album. But when the label
heard his latest session done at
Monument in Nashville. it decided
to rush that one out first.... The Bill
Anderson softball team takes on
KWMTs team in Fort Dodge, la..
this week. Anderson's group has
beaten them two years running. Umpires will be Rex Allen, Rex Allen
Jr., and George Kent.... Clyde
Beavers has built a new home from
the natural resources on his 300 -acre
farm. That includes the rock siding.
and the water supply. which comes
front a spring on the mountain. In
the living room is a rock fountain
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with spring water running from
three different sources. lit by changing colored lights.... GRT's Harrison Jones has signed with Beaver wood. ... Due to a significant
increase in the number of ASCAP
country music award winning songs
this year. the society will have its private- invitation banquet at the National Guard Armory. There was no
longer room at the country club....
Even though Diane McCall is now
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on her own- she rejoined Charlie
Lewin for pan of his tour last week.

Karen Shearer will handle public
relations exclusively for the Tally MCA Record label. owned by Merle
Haggard.... Larry Quinten, who
has signed with Paula. is managed
by Mark House, program director of
KSWA -AM in Graham. Tex. ...
The Fables are playing at the Fireside Lounge in Chattanooga, and
will shortly lour Canada, Maine,
and the rest of New England....

Poner Wegeneès has caught fire
en route to Wheeling, W. Va., causing him to miss a scheduled appearance there. One of the rare times in
his career he has ever missed. ..
Connie Eaton spent two days in Toronto taping the Blake Emmons
show.... Jacky Ward is working a
two-week gig at the Captain's Table

Nashville.... Johnny Carver performed for the opening assembly of
in

the school year at Cumberland University. ... Bill Strom has been
signed to a contract by Fretone
Records ... Charlie and Betty Lou vin celebrated their silver wedding
anniversary ... Mike Taylor has
signed an exclusive recording contract with GRC in Atlanta. and a
songwriting pact with Grapevine
( ASCAP).... Howard Yokes is the
father of a new boy.

MCA -441

A new "sure" best selling country album
featuring Conway's hit single "I See The Want To InYour Eyes"
(1.11fTo>.,en.

MCA RECORD(
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GMA Members Await `Sound Off'
At Oct. 4 Nashville Conclave
NASHVILLE -A "sound off' ex.
perience will be afforded members
of the Gospel Music Assn. this week
during the annual membership
meeting which is set for next Friday
(4) in the Municipal Auditorium
here.

Brock Speer. president of GMA.
said a panel of 10 members of the
group's board of directors will be on
hand for the question and answer
session which proved so popular

several years ago when the annual
meeting was held in Memphis.
Unlike past meetings, however,
there will not be an election of directors. This all will have been completed previously by a mail ballot of
members. However. the election
procedures committee will announce the names of candidates who
were elected- and Speer is hopeful
all of the newly -elected directors will
be on hand for presentation to the

membership.

Blue Grass Indoors
In E. Pennsylvania
RED LION,

Pa.

of autumn, blue

-With

the arrival
grass music will

move indoors in Eastern Pennsylvania.
The Red Lion Jaycees take over
the Red Lion Senior High School
Auditorium Nov. 9 to present two
blue grass concerts that night with
the Country Gentlemen out of
Washington and two local groups.
the Keystone and the Southern
Travelers.

Speer will give a president's report: John T. Benson III, treasurer.
will deal with the financial condition
of the association- and Norman
Oldum, chairman of the special
projects committee, will detail some
of the goals set by the association.

The meeting has been set for 10
a.m. so that it will not conflict with
any other programs on the agenda of
the National Quartet Convention
nor the GMA meetings. It will be
kept brief, its length determined by
the number of questions asked by
the membership.

Crouch, Disciples Perform
Gospel at 15 College Sites
ci

PACOIMA. Calif -The impact

Gospel music is having on colleges is
C evidenced fully by the fall schedule
CO set up by Andine Crouch and the
disciples.
Between now and the end of November, this highly successful Gosóa pet group is scheduled to perform at
15 colleges and universities in all
parts of the nation, in addition to its
Tr other bookings. They cover both
secular and religious. oriented places
03
t- of learning.
(J
On the list are Southwest State
College of Marshall, Minn.; Murray
State University in Kentucky; the
University of Southern Mississippi
in Hattiesburg: Louisiana Tech University in Ruston: West Texas State
University in Canyon; Westmont
College at Santa Barbara, Ca.: Baylor University at Waco, Tex.: Bluefield State College in West Virginia:
San Diego Community College:
University of California at Berkeley:
Pacific Lutheran University at Tacoma; Bethany Nazarene College in
CC

á

Oklahoma; Illinois State University
at Normal: and Malone College in
Canton. O.
In addition, the youth market will
be reached in other scheduled concerts. An entire series is sel for the
"Youth For Christ" movement in
Michigan. at Lansing, and Detroit,
and then on to a series in Trinidad
and Jamaica. in the British West Indies.

During this same time period,
Crouch and his group will play civic
and municipal auditoriums, theaters
and the like in California, Minnesota, Missouri, Kentucky. Tennessee, Alabama, Texas, Washington. Oregon. New York. Pennsylvania. Ohio. Oklahoma and
Michigan- There also will be a con cen in Hamilton, Bermuda.

Creditors Ask
Disclosure of
Firm's Assets
NASHVILLE -Federal court

Colorado Will
Welcome More
Gospel Groups
SPRINGFIELD, III. -The Colorado Country Music Foundation
gathering next June will be expanded to include more gospel music groups in concert.
Ms. Gladys Hart of Denver,
founder and executive director of
the Foundation. has flown here to
hold meetings with Ed Suey and
Frank Green of the Journeymen.
leading midwest gospel music
group, and Marve Hoerner of
nearby Amboy. Ill.. president Cruz
De Oro Assn.
They have held a series of discussions on how best to showcase the
gospel groups during next year's
June Festival. The Journeymen appeared this past June, and broke the
ground for other groups at this hitherto all country music annual evenL
The Journeymen will be the host
group next year, and work in
presenting others as well. The Festival has been set for the third week in
June of 1975.

has

been asked by creditors in various
states for an order requiring Joel
Gentry, president of Stylize -Sing,
Inc.. to disclose all of ha assets.
Skylile -Sing is a gospel record

company, of which Gentry owns all
outstanding capital stock.
In ajudgment in Atlanta federal
court last May. Gentry lost a $77.122

judgment obtained by Ampex
Credit Corp.. of California, and IDS
Leasing Corp.. of Minnesota.
Plaintiffs contend that no money
has been paid, and that interest has
accrued at the rate of 7 percent since
that time. Two local banks and a
loan company were named co -defendants.
Plaintiffs have served garnishment on each of the banking institutibns, demanding that they turn over
money in Gentry's account. One of
the firms replied that Gentry is "neither a depositor nor an employee;'
and instead is indebted on the mortgage Icon owed to him. The suit contends that Gentry is the owner of
real and personal assets located in
Middle Tennessee. and asks that
these be transferred to the U.S. marshal for sale and credited against his
indebtedness.
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Following the annual membership meeting, the new directors will
meet with the holdovers rodeo officers for the coming year. Current

¡

#g
34

members of the board will meet
Tuesday (I) at.tbe Sheraton Motor
Inn, the final meeting for the current
directors.
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Brock Speer has been selected to
speak for the Sunday nloming worship service at the National Quartet
Convention at Nashville's Municipal Auditorium this week. Speer,
manager and spokesman for the
Speer Family. is serving his second
year as president of the Gospel Music Assn. Special music will be offered by the Speer Family, the
Higher Ground Singers, and by Emily Bredslww, noted soloist and executive director of the Nashville
branch of NARAS.... The John T.
Benson Publishing Company continues its expansion. Sam MehaKe
has been named retail sales manager
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gospel firm. He formerly was

with Associated Records in the
northeast. And Mary Davis, executive secretary of the firm, has been
appointed director of personnel and
purchasing. She has been with the
company for 17 years....
Carl Story, who organized his first
bluegrass Gospel band in 1934- now
has recorded more than 700 songs
and 40 albums on various labels....
The Young Apostles of Steubenville,
Ohio. performed before a crowd of
25,000 at "Jesus '74" in Mercer, Pa.
It was the largest crowd ever, for the
group or for the event. It was a three day ceremony, which turned acres of
farm land into what it called "Christian City." Well -known speakers
and writers from all over the nation
panicipated, as well as several gospel groups. Even Pat Boole showed
up. Plans for next year's event already are underway. ... Paul
Caldwell and the Cnldssells have
signed a booking arrangement with
Century II. The group, which has
played a lot of fairs- also has been
heavy on the Nevada circuit, and
has played the Waldorf in New

York.
The 18th Annual Waycross- Ga..
Sing was the largest paid attendance
ever. Doc Browning of the Waycross
Shrine Club said enthusiasm
matched the record gate. The show
was handled by Sonny Simmons.
and was co- promoted by Hoyle Lister of the Statesmen.... James Sego
of the Sego Brothers and Naomi had
their annual singing at Red Bailing
Springs. Tenn.... The Blackwood
Singers played more than 500 Fairs
in the past few years. including more
than 15 state fairs. The Madison,
Minn.- Fair Board has booked the
group for six consecutive years.
They played over 80 major fairs this
year alone ...The Blue Ridge Quartet is set for 50 dates between Oct.
and Jan. 1.... Century 11 has signed
Allis and the Remelts to an exclusive booking contract.... The Blackwood Brothers gave a concert at the
Opera House al the World's Fair site
in Spokane, Wash., climaxing a tour
which started in New Castle, Pa.,
and took them through several states
and Canada. They wound up the
lour at St John's University on Long
Island, before heading to Nashville
and the Dove Awards Show.
1
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Tape/Audio/ Video
German Videodisk MCA Joins Tandy In $5 Million
Bared at Cannes Philips In Move Into Tape Mart

51

OFFERING THREE BRANDS

By

NICK ROBERTSHAW

CANNES -The focus of attention
in video technology is swinging increasingly to videodisks, and with
dozen systems now in
contention, it was fatting. and perhaps inevitable, that the high point
of a generally low -key Sept. 16-21
VIDCOM should be the demonstralion of yet another disk system. this
time from MDR. a small German
concern.
MDR stands for Magnetic Disc
Recording, a system totally unlike
most others in that it depends neither on a mechanical nor an optical
principle, using instead a convenatonal vinyl disk with a magnetic
more than

a

coating. Accurate tracking

is

achieved by leaving the inner drcumference of the disk uncoated. A
special tracking arm runs on this innet surface, holding the recording

and playback heads over the appropriate part of the magnetic area.
Coming only a few days after the
Thomson -CSF demonstration of an
optical disk (Billboard, Sept. 28k

MDR's briefing, conducted with
subdued showmanship by technical
director Hans Rabe, produced a
much more enthusiastic response
from a large audience of experts.
Mainly this was because the MDR
system not only appears to perform
well. but also is far simpler in conceps than most of its competitors.
and therefore stands a good chance
of being also the cheapest.
The disk gives 20 minutes of color
video recording per side, using either a camera or direct recording
from another source, and both pieture definition and sound quality
(Continued on page 54)

ONCE CAR TAPE LEADER

Muntz Back Again With TV
LOS ANGELES -Earl Munoz, is
back in the home electronics field.
After being out of the market for
several years following the sale of his
Munie Stereo -Pak cartridge firm to
Clarion of Japan in 1970, Munta
and industrialist Dan Elman have

formed Muntz-Elman Manufacturing to produce a large- screen
home TV system.
The new firm is setting up manufacturing facilities in Van Nuys,
Calif., the area where Manta for merly operated his 4 -track cartridge
company.
The TV system involves a 1,200square -inch rectangular viewing
screen in a self-contained cabinet
The system is called the Muntz
Home Television Theatre and is reported to be the first completely self-

contained unit which eliminates the
need for setting up components
around a viewing area.
Unit is being sold at 51,995 retail.
through the factory outlet and a
distributor network involving some
former associates in the Munte TV
and Manta. Stereo -Pak operations.
Included are outlets in Portland,
Ore.: Hawaii, through Muntz StereoPak of Hawaii: Houston, New Orleans and Miami. where Doug Toole
Sales, audio dealer, is setting up
Muniz Home Theater stores in all
three, according to Munte.
Muntz was originally in the con-

ventional-TV set business in 1948
with Muntz TV. Muntz sold the firm
in 1957, returning to electronics in
1962 with a 4 -track car auto carfridge unit.

Videodisk
Continued from page

1

Magnavox (now owning 56 percent), long one of the largest color
TV manufacturers in the nation.
What the move could mean. consideying Magnavox's strong network of
franchised dealers, is that MCA and
Philips would have ready made outlets to market their video hardware
and software.
A licensing organization will also
be formed to negotiate patents to
open up as much of the industry as
possible to the system,
MCA and Philips have been
working independently on videodisk systems for several years. Both
systems use a laser beam rather than
the stylus used by others.
Perhaps the most important note
in this tentative agreement is the step

toward
spokesmen have long felt thalsbé
sides obvious factors such as price
(Continued on page 53)

MONTREUX
HONORS

TO

BAUER, /NOUE
MONTREUX - "Compatible,'

friendly rivals Ben Bauer, CBS Laboratories, and Tashiya Inoue, head
of the JVC Audio, Engineering Center. were awarded diplomas of honor for their work in quad recording at the seventh Montreux
International Record Awards. Bauer
was cited for his part in developing
the SQ matrix system and Inoue for
heading the team responsible for the
CD-4 discrete quad system.

By RADCWFFE JOE

NEW YORK -Ina 55 million
move, the Tandy
Y Corp.
sic as estab-

Tandy Magnetics to mantafacture and market its own blank
tape products under the Realistic.
ConcerTape and Supertape brand
names.

The parent company of Radio
Shack hopes to maintain a credible
balance between spiraling costs of
top quality brand name lines on one
hand, and poor quality. budgetPriced products on the other.
The plant. with more than 50,000
square feet of space at Fort Worth,
Tex. employs 200 people and has
the capacity of turning out 150.000
cassettes and 50.000 8-track car fridges daily.
According to John Carney, generect manager. Tandy Magnetics. the
decision
tacompany's
on the
pincedwto
have greater control over the quality
and availability of blank tape prod-

ad

ucis.
He explains that when the

firm

dealt with OEM manufacturers it
was frequently the victim of delivery
snafus, and /or high returns. "Tandy
Magnetics has managed to eliminate
this;' claims Carney.
Tandy tapes are available in three
brands, Realistic, for the budgetminded shopper: ConcerTapc, a
mid -price low -noise recording tape
for the semi- professional: and Supertape, which Carney compares
with any of the best products now
available from such brand name
manufacturers as 3M. BASF, TDK
and Maxell.
The tapes are available in cassette,
8-track and open reel configuralions, and are being sold as low as
$2.59 for a C -60 Supertape: 52.49
for a 45- minute Supertape 8 -track

cartridge:
ge' and 52.49 for
Supertape
Pe
fK open
Pe reel.

a

900-foot

AlthoughtheRealiaticlineiscan-

sidered the budget -priced product of
the catalog. and sells for as little as
$1.49 for a C -60 cassette, Carney asstares that the tape used is the originil Supertape formulation.
The formulation being used in Supertape at present offers what Car nay calls improved sensitivity for
full -range response within 3 dB
from 20 to 13.000 Hz.
The Tandy Magnetic boss claims
that Supertape uses smaller iron
(Continued on page 56)

Zenith Sues
In Japanese

Conspiracy
PHILADELPHIA- Zenith Radio
Corp.

is accusing Japanese elerIronic firms as well as Motorola,
Inc., of a conspiracy to control the 57
billion consumer home electronics On
market in the United States by price -t
fixing and dumping, in a $900 milm
lion suit filed here in federal district ran

court.
The suit names Matsushita. Toshiba, Hitachi. Sharp. Mitsubishi.
Sanyo, Sony, Motorola and Quasar.
along with their United States affilrates and subsidiaries.
The Zenith suit is the second
against Japanese companies citing
anti- dumping violations. National

if

someone attempts to leave
the store, or record /tape department, without paying for the item. A
"bayonet" insert with an electronic
sensor is available for LPs.

lights

Dave Humble. the firm's vice
president, corporate development.
emphasizes the system is basically
geared for the volume operation
doing 5120.000är more in retail software business annually.
A similar system. using "bugged"

ANTI. THEFT- Sensormatic's Dave
Humble shows "bugged" tape
browser box, release device, atop
pedestal with electronic scanner
alarm.

tags that set off an alarm if a patron
tries to get through a pair of scanners
at- the exit without paying, has
worked on fashion goods for the last
four years.

About 2.000 systems are operative
in retail stores, including 25 of the
top WO department store chains in
the U.S.. Humble notes.
Explaining the record /tape systam in simple terms, the 8 -track or
cassette (with insert) is put into a
clear polystyrene "keeper' with an
electronic tab and locked shut.
each checkout counter, a cradle device into which the keeper is inserted
makes removal by a clerk simple and
quick.
The bayonet tag slipped in the LP
wrap is also easily removed by the
clerk. and both the tag and browser
box are then available for repackaging.
Anydealee can figure out thecusts
of the system very simply, although
the combination lease /rental package is tailored for each individual location.
Scanners are leased for $96/
month or $1,152 /year per pair per
exit.
Cradle release devices are leased
for $4 /month or $48 per checkout
counter.
Keepers for 8 -tracks or cassettes
are purchased at approximately 75
cents each. (Example: 3,000 tape
boxes for $2,250 or $625 annually on
a four -year capital asset basis. With

five turns a year this comes to less
than 5 cents per box. versus 13 -I8
cents for current browser boxes usable once or twice.)
Bayonet ags for LPs are leased at
between
and 2.5 cents /month,
similar to scale for fashion tags.
1

The labor frost of P acka to the
g g
tapes and LP lags has to be figured
in, but as marketing services managar Tim Smith notes, the enthusiism of rackjobbers and dealers alike
indicates they will share the cost in a
typical situation. With the extra help
now required to just unlock the tape
cases and watch for shoplifters, and
the rising minimum wage, he feels
the increased profits will more than
offset the labor costs in any volume
operation.
Over the last two years the bayonet tag and a shorter version slipped
into tape packages have been tested
at 20-30 Insistions around ihecountry. One solid example of the potential is provided by the Gibson Discount Center in McPherson. Kan.,
pan of the giant Western Pamida
chain of stores.
In a report to Sensormatic rep
Larry Petty. Gibson manager Fay
Manges notes sales of 1,963 tapes
worth $12.365 for July- December
1973 with the new alarm system.
This compares with 1,321 tapes sold
for $7,605 in the same 6 -month penod the prior year.
This represents a 63- percent increase in dollar volume and a 49-

percent increase in unit sales, with
the 54,760 added gross representing
81.190 in extra profit that "almost
totally paid for the use of this system
in this six -month period." Manger
notes.

"Since we installed the Sensormane system in May 1973 and made
no drastic changes in our record /tape
department alter than the removal
of doors on the display cabinets, I
can only draw this conclusion that
the removal of the doors contributed
immensely to this increase:' the
Gibson manager emphasizes. "1
would like to apologize for my initial
skepticism."
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Union Electric Corp. initiated a D
$380 million suit in 1970, involving
(Continued on page 56)

Bugged Browser Box Will Deter Tape -Record Thefts
Continued from page I

v,

The Gibson example bears cui
Humble's belief that while the sys.
tam will catch people. "most just
won't steal in a protected store. The
real benefit is the fact that the system
creates a 'merchandising environmeet' that allows impulse purchase
and display flexibility. It is much
more a merchandising tool then an
anti -theft system."
In addition to the profit angle. he
points to other advantages for both
the rackjobber and retailer. Humble
believes the merchandising advanrages will allow smaller departments
to carry more product. and that con (Continued on page 56)

Sensounatic photos

SIMPLE SYSTEM -Typical protected record /tape department has tapes in
open display, pair of scanners (arrows) at each exit to detect theft.

Superstar meets
Six months ago, he was Pioneer's
installation manager in Los Angeles.
Now, to car stereo customers all
over the country, he's Steve Tillack,

installation expert.
Superstar.
We introduced his book. The
industry's first professional guide to
car stereo installation.
"How I Install Car Stereo :' by
Steve Tillack, is now in its second
printing. And since we keep getting
letters like this, it'll be due for a third:
"Dear Steve, Thanks to your
Pioneer car stereo catalog, book
and letter, I've decided to purchase
the Pioneer TP -828, remote control
accessory AD -302, and 2 Chameleon
speakers for my 1974 Olds Omega.

was going to purchase another
make, but after receiving your
literature I changed my mind:'
I

So now you can sell reliability in
a mini cassette player, cassette with

FM stereo, cassette with Dolby,'
and even an AM/FM cassette for
in -dash.
With more new models on the
way, we're also phasing out some
from last year. With special pre Christmas offers.

We may be Pioneer Electronics of
America to our dealers.
But to car stereo customers, we're

the company that wrote the book.
"Dear Steve: what's new?"
Introducing the KP -345 under dash mini cassette player with
automatic reverse.

With the same super tape tightening mechanism as our KP -300 and
KP -301. And with a special introductory offer for our dealers.

And while all car prices seem to
be going up this fall, some car stereo
prices are going down.

Like the suggested retail on
Pioneer's TP -223 car stereo pak,
complete with speakers. Ditto on
the TP -224, and TP -222 mini
8 -track player.

'The word "Dolby"

is the trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

ohnny Carson.
It's an offer they'll see advertised
in the National Lampoon, on in -store

Pioneer Electronics of America
isn't just Pioneer car stereo.
Steve Tillack, Superstar, made it
easy for your customers to install
great sounding car stereos.
This year, we're also going to tell
your customers how to put together
great sounding home stereos.

So will Johnny Carson and Ed

McMahon. Along with Barbara
Walters of "Today" and Tom Snyder
of "Tomorrow?'

We're also sponsors of the top rated Midnight Special, a weekly
series of TV rock concerts. We 'll be
on the CBS Late Movie, and ABC's
Wide World of Entertainment.
This fall, Pioneer hits home with
national television.

Millions of viewers will be seeing
a complete line of easy -to- operate
compact home stereo systems and
add -on 8 -track decks.
All with a name famous for high
quality sound equipment.
Ours.
The free tape offer.
One of our best home stereo
systems is the HR -9000, a complete
AM/FM stereo system that also
records and plays back 8 -track tapes.
And for every HR -9000 you buy
during our special promotion period,
we'll give you high -quality, blank
8 -track cartridges absolutely free.
Another nice deal for your
customers.

O P1ONEER

Pioneer Electronics of America, 1555 East Del Ana Boulevard, Carson, California 90746

r-

ee
Okay, I'm interested. Have a Pioneer representative give
me more information about car and home stereo.

Name

Company
City

L

State

Zip

counter cards and banners, and in
your own co-op ads.
Or they can hear "R
about it in your
radio commercials.
We 'll supply the
script and some money.
"You don't have to be a wizard
to enjoy good sound:'
Our message is simple. And it's
going to make a lot of sense to
anyone looking for an uncomplicated
stereo system with a quality name
and good sound.
You've seen what our Superstar
can do for car stereo sales. Now
watch what superstars like Johnny
Carson can do for home stereo.

Tape/Audio/Video

Tape Duplicator
By

The well regarded cassette /cartridge labeling /encasing machines
manufactured by Hans -Helmand
Preisel (HP) in Berlin will be introduced to the North American mar
ket at the PMMI Pack Expo 74. Oct.
7 -10 at Chicago's McCormick Place.
M.D. Malthouse. president of Associated Packaging Equipment Corp.
(APEC), rep for HP based in Markham, Ont., announced the firm's
participation in the continent's major packaging show in a press/information release sent to about 150
blank tape manufacturers in the
North American market.
The HP line includes labeling
models MS (Mini -Selecta) for compact cassettes with simultaneous
two-side application and MP (MiniPremise) for 8 -tracks with optional:
and end casing (Philips -type) cassette models MB /S (Mini Box Solo)
and MB /K (Mini Box- Kombi) that
operate independent of (Solo) or in
conjunction with (Kombi) the MS
model.
Among European companies using HP machines or with orders are

O

Agfa, Polydor. Magnavox. Peronton, Evro Cassetta. ITP and Ariola,
all Germany: Trident Tapes and

ANNE DUSTON

Precision Tapes. U.K.: and Phono gram. Holland.
Video hardware sales showed a

slowdown in the first quarter of 1974
to 10 percent, according to Hope Reports, Rochester, N.Y., a market re-

search publishing firm. Sales had
been moving at the rate of 20 to 40
percent per quarter.

We

build:

CC

4

INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS LIKE CRAIG
POWERPLAY,

ui

HP photo

IMPORT -HP cassette
m labeler from Germany will be shown
F2 in North America for first time by
o APEC at Pack Expo 74 in Chicago.
CC

'NEW'

o

New German
Vidisk Bared
Continued from page 5!
were good on the equipment shown.
Recordings can be erased simply
by rubbing an anti- magnetic cloth
over the surface. and because there
is no physical contact between the
head and the actual recording material, the disk should have a long life.
Used purely for sound recordings.
the system gives playing times per
side of 16 hours in mono, eight hours
in stereo and four hours in quadrasonic. Retail price of the disk is anticipated at around $7.50.
In its demonstration, MDR used a
special record player which will retail at about $450. Rabe pointed out
that, provided a video speed of 200
r.p.m. and the corresponding electronics were available. a conventional record player could be used.
For this purpose, the special head

until will be available separately for
about $22.50.
Representatives of the company
were optimistic that their equipment
would be on sale in Europe by the
middle of next year. an attitude
which is remarkable in view of the
caution with which other manufacturers have approached the question
of marketing what in many cases is
only laboratory- tested machinery.
One MDR official said this early
consumer marketing would be possible partly because of the small size
of the company, and partly because
of the enthusiasm with which other
(manufacturers had approached

MDR in

the hope

of setting up joint

manufacuiring partnerships.

FLOOR MOUNT AND
THEFT RESISTANT
CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT.

PRODUCTS
THAT ARE AS GOOD

ON

THE INSIDE

AS THEY LOOK ON
THE OUTSIDE.

The Craig Commitment:
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Rep Rap
Nikko Ekcino Corp. of

Amer..

has

ap-

f2ms for its line of hifì receivers, tuners and amplifiers. lack Ceder
pointed two new sales rep

Unfree, Inc. 1141 S.E. 2ndAce., fort Lauderdale, Fla., the state of Florida.

x

have elected William Sylvester president of both
operating companies. following the recent death
of his

Associates, 11200 Chandler Blvd.. North Holly-

LEI. Lowey, Inc., and Lowery Associates Co.,

wood. Calil., will service Southern Calif.. and

30.year.old rep firms based in Broomall. Pa..

Scott, formerly with the Slate Bureau of Miner-

years young, retired this month. Morris Taylor

als Testing & Research.

presented him with his company automobile in
appreciation for his services as vice.presidenl ol
southern area activities in Ala.. Ra.. Ga., Miss..

predecessor. H. Ernest Stushell. Sylvester

has been vice president and sales manager. New

addition to the I5- member sales staff

is

Daniel

Alter 35 years colt Maris F. Taybr Co., lac.,
Silver Spring, Md., R. H. Ilan' Ran Desna, 72

X.C., S.C., and Tenn.

More honors: Joseph Strauss Co, Buffalo,
N.Y., was honored by Zenith Radio Corp, for 50
years of association as

distribute

of

its home

electronics products. Joseph S. Wright, Zenith
chairman of the board, presented a commem.
°relive plaque. Movado watch and diamondset
service

pin to Frank Keane
McDermott of that firm.

and

William

x
The Michigan-based

We don't

build:
A BUNCH OF
"ME TOO" MERCHANDISE
THAT LOOKS

AND ACTS

LIKE

TEN OTHERS ALREADY
ON YOUR SHELF.

PRODUCTS WHOSE
ONLY MERIT
IS

A LOW PRICE.

continue to develop innovative and trend -setting products which
maintain the quality requirements of the Craig name.

To

WMea

Robert Craig

Chairman

tle.

r

Peter M. Behrendt
President

GJ'Wxafw

independent rep firm

Nen.Me AnsaìaXS has added Jahn R. kmstrong to handle industrial distributors and
OEM customers in the automotive. computer,

appliance. entertainment and TV fields. Jim
Marrow, president, sees Armstrong's talents as
an aid to expanding present lines into new mar

lets

as

well as acquiring complementary lines

la greater

growth. Armstrong previously worked

in the Detroit OEM marled. in the sale of elec.

front

and electrical controls and components.

before pining the Benton Harbor firm.

TIC

Sales

Cap, 2460

Lemoine Ave., Fort

Lee. NJ. 01024. which recently took on Swe.

den's Sarah Electronics line (Billboard, Aug.

31), has added Walter Treuceniek to their sales
force. He had been field sales supervisor with
Simberkoti Associates.

MCA Joins
Philips In
Videodisk

ó

Continued from page 51
and amount of units in production, q,
the lack of compatibility between m
systems would be one of the major
á
factors in delaying the moveof video
WO the home.
Now, two of the largest farms in
their respective areas of expertise G
have taken the giant step of working De
together rather than competing with C

r

different systems.
John Find later, president of MCA
Disco-Visionnc., says the pooling
of knowledge will result in the interchangeability of the videodisks.
MCA. of course. has a tremendous library of entertainment
an film. numbering hundreds of
movies, thousands of TV shows and
many educational films. New programming is expected to be prepared and other suppliers of software will probably be used.
The hardware is expected to retail
at around $500 (the price MCA announced when it unveiled its first
demonstration system nearly two
years ago). The unit can he attached
to a VHF antenna input terminal on
any home TV set and will play
directly through the set. The disks
will contain material recorded in
color or black and white and are set

to retail for between 02 and $10.
This will mark the second concentrated effort to move video other
than television into the home. While
numerous firms are manufacturing

videotape for industry and education, only one other unit has been
aimed at the consumer.

This was the Cartrivision Inc.
videotape unit. The consumer had to
purchase a complete color console
television for around 51.600 with
several hundred dollars additional
for a black and white camera. The
unit was sold in Sears and several
other major chain stares before the
company folded.
Most industry spokesmen have
long believed that videotape will be
the format for industry. business and
education while disk. with playback
only capability. will be the system
that will entrench itself in the home
consumer market
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Tandy Offers Three Brands
parity to produce the latter, but does
not see a viable market.
Looking to the future, he envisions a 60 percent increase in pro.
duclion and sales in fiscal 1974 -75.
with Tandy Magnetics broadening

Continued from page 51
oxide particles to minimize headwear and dropouts, and reduce hiss
and distortion.
Tandy has been shipping some
products in the line to the more than
3,00D subsidiary Radio Shack shops

its base

oldistribution possibly to in-

elude retailers other than Radio

worldwide since 1972. Last year. according to Carney. the company's
sales figures doubled, the line was
extended, and some OEM customers
and duplicators were added to the
growing list of customers.
Tandy buys its base film from Du-

Shack shops.

Although Carney is not saying it
outright, there are veiled indications
that the company is sounding a
warning to the brand name manufacturers that virtually control the
blank tape market.
"We have the expertise, we have
the distribution channels, and we
are able to be competitive," says
Carney. "There are many plus factors working in our favor."
Meanwhile, to prove the quality
of its products, Tandy is offering
free tape tests fits brand against any
other of the customer's choice, at
many of its Radio Shack shops).
Also being offered is a buy one, get
one free promotion on all three
brands in the line.

Pont and Celanese. and some plantics from OEM manufacturers, but
the complete manufacturing process, from the mixing of the oxides to
the finished product. is done at the
Tandy Magnetics plant. where- according to Carney, the key emphasis
is on quality control.
So far, Tandy Magnetics has not
produced either chromium dioxide
cassettes or 4- channel 8 -track car(ridges, although Carney assures
that the firm has the immediate ca-

Deter Tape-Record Thefts
Continued from page 57

o
re

tog

signed, among logical prospects for
installation are those major operations that already are using the
Sensormatic scanners for their other
departments. Since they already
have the basic investment in the
electronically- covered exits, it is a
relatively small cost for adding
keeper removal devices at record/
tape checkout points.
Among the major department
stores using the fashion protection
are Korvelles, Abraham & Straus,
Bloomingdale's and Alexander's in
the metro New York area, Chicagobased Carson Pink Scott and Rich's
in Atlanta.
Carson's security director, Vincent Barbara. is particularly high on
the electronic article surveillance
system. In a recent article fora security magazine- he cites the fact that
in 1973 overall shortages decreased
by 25 percent after installation, and
some protected departments had a
decrease as much as 80 percent Internally. they were able to arrest
twice as many dishonest employees
another rising area of profit -cutting
costs to every retailer.
Barbara agrees with Humble that
communication is vital in implementing the system to its best advantage. It must be thoroughly understood at all store levels from
management to clerk, and at Carson's each stores is visited quarterly
to keep on top of progress.
Sensormatic is using 50 company
salesmen and reps to service the new
record /tape system. and Humble
says a supply of critical raw materials is assured for initial production
of the keeper boxes and other electronic elements. Shipments will begin this month for the system that
Humble believes will make tape retailers more profit by changing
shoplifting habits.

sumen will appreciate lower prices
because they are not forced to pay
their -unfair" share of costs created
by shoplifters
Although no major contracts with
chains for the record -tape system are

Zenith Sues
Continued from page 51

DI its subsequently discontinued Emerson- DuMont TV business. The suit
rn is still pending.

Both the Zenith and the NUE
ec suits are being handled by the same
firm, Blank. Rome, Claus and Coo misky.
Zenith charges that the named
to companies conspired to fix prices.
rebates. discounts, allowances, allocations and volume of production
and sales of consumer electronic
products, violating sections of the
Sherman Act, the Clayton Act, the
Robinson -Patman Act. the Wilson
Tariff Act, and the Anti- Dumping

ti

Act of 1916.
As a result of the alleged conspiracy. Zenith claims that domestic
firms have been forced to move their
manufacturing facilities overseas or
go out of business. Less than 10 domestic manufacturers of consumer
electronic psalucrs remain in business since the alleged conspiracy
began in 1953. Zenith reports in the
suit. These include RCA. Quasar.
Admiral, Sylvania, Philco, Magnavox, Zenith and General Electric.
Motorola was named as aiding the
alleged monopoly by selling to Matsushita in May.
Zenith is asking that Matsushita
divest itself of Motorola assets.
tripled damages on $300 million
plus court costs, and an injunction to
stop the violations.
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SURE -FIRE CONSUMER MARKET
the three quarter inch format,
lengths are 10, 20, 30. 40, 50 and
60 minutes, while lengths in the
one half inch format are 30 and 60
minutes. Product is also being mar
keted in Europe, and Audio feels
that through its video division, everything will be ready for the con.
sumer market when it does appear.
At Memorex, Art Anderson points
out that "We are now manufac.
In

Continued from page 39

the broader consumer market, according to John Dale. who moved
from CPI to head the new Fuji video.
tape division as general manager
(Billboard), July 6).
Noting that the new Fuji /NHK
cobalt doped compound would
make their 14 U -Matic video.
cassette a potent competitor both
in Japan and the U.S., he calls attention to the acceptance of their
broadcast videotape at over 100
commercial stations. Several dozen
major syndicated TV shows are
being distributed to virtually every
station in the U.S. on Fuji videotape, including the top. selling Don
Cornelius "Soul Train" and Don
Kirshner "Rock Concert" offerings.
With all three networks now using
U -Matic portapak videotape systems for news and special events,
and the fact that virtually every sta.
tion has a U.Matic videoplayer on
hand for program previewing, Dale
feels that Fuji will have a solid entree for its new product line that he
hopes to start marketing by year.
end after an October debut in Japan. Fuji's 2.inch tape is now sold
direct. and he anticipates the videocassettes will initially be sold direct
to existing broadcast and duplicating house clients.
Tadeo Okado, executive vice
president of Maxell and head of
U.S. operations, confirms that the
company has signed a U.Matic license with Sony in Japan, where it
already is a major supplier of t5.
inch EIAJ videocartridge and open
reel product under the Mazell
name, and for Shibaden. He anticipates next spring as the U.S. mar.
keting launch for Mazell videotape
in both the (h. and it. -inch formats,
utilizing a number of existing Mazell audio tape distributors.
Another possible entry for the
U.S. videotape market is Agfa.
Gevaert, already an important sup.
plier of_ us -inch cobalt doped videocassettes in Europe. Maria Curry,
the company's U.S. spokesman for
video activities and a member of
the ITA raw videotape committee,
was in Germany last month for
company meetings, at which the
growing videotape market in both
the U.S. and Europe was undoubt.
edly among topics of discussion.
Du Pont has tried to hold prices
for its Crolyn raw film stock in the
face of skyrocketing raw materials
costs, but finally announced the 13
percent increase to $1.50 a pound
Aug. 1. Bill Hoffman, staff assist.
ant. recording systems. notes that
most everyone is preoccupied with
the audio tape boom, but they are
aware of the slowly growing videotape market. As a major supplier to
OEMs. the company's views are
closely observed by both the audio
and video industry. but the emphasis now is on increasing the supply
of chromium dioxide -coated wide
stock to other major marketers of
audio cassettes.
At Audio Magnetics, the firm is
marketing two products presently,
one half inch and three quarter inch
tape in both the United States and
Canada.
Dale Humphriss, general man.
ager of video products for the coin.
pany, says the tape is presently going exclusively to the industrial,
business and educational comma
pities and is going in three formats:
in bulk; in private label form; and
under the Audio Magnetics brand
name. Blank videotape is coaled
with a high energy material as op.
posed to chromium dioxide, and
Humphriss emphasizes that there
is no timetable on the consumer
market as yet.
Audio utilizes two distribution
networks, the consumer reps and a
group of special audio /visual reps.
-

turing in all formats, including
broadcast quad tape, a complete
line of closed circuit tape in helican
scan form for reel -to -reel units and
chromium dioxide reel to reel tape
as well as the videocassette tape in
the U.Matic three quarter inch format.
"There is also a new format," Anderson continues. "We now have a
product line which is used for mastering purposes. There is minimal
consumer activity as far as we can
see, though we are not that closely
aligned to that market."
Anderson agrees with most other
manufacturers that the greatest
area of growth is in the videocassette, and that reel -to -reel in the
educational market is still a heavy
market. One obvious reason for this
is that many school systems moved
into video several years ago when
reel- to-reel was the definitive way to
go. Budgets are hard to come by for
most school districts. so they are
sticking with the reel -to -reel form

rather than making

sudden
switch to videocassette. "Funds
seem to be flowing back into the
schools now, hammer," Anderson
points out, "so we expect even
more growth in that area.
"The real major inroads in..the
videocassette area." says Ander.
son, are in the industrial areas. This
type of organization has greater
flexibility than schools in terms of
funding and they are using video
heavily for training. In addition,
once they start with training pro.
grams, they begin to discover other
applications.
think" he contin'
ues," that video is going to become
more and more important over the
next few years, and we will not see it
as the stepchild any more."
Anderson feels the cassette and
reel -to -reel formats will co -exist for
some time in video, particularly in
market segments other than consumer. "Price is the prime factor
holding up the consumer market,"
a

I

he says.

Memorex manufactures videocassette lengths of 10, 15, 20, 30,
40, 50 and 60 minutes, with 30 and
60 minutes seen as the prime
lengths. Broadcast tape is marketed directly, with closed circuit
and other types going through dis-

tributors.
At Ampex, Bill Park explains that
his market in blank videotape is

also primarily industrial and educational. "I see the lack of a consumer
market resulting mainly from a lack
of hardware," he adds, "and I also
see an upswing in the requirements
for videocassette usage. The most

popular and fastest growing format
is the three quarter inch videocassette. but the one quarter inch
Akai reel.toreel format is also quite
popular."
Ampex manufactures the cassettes in lengths of 10, 20, 30, 40,
50 and 60 minutes and uses a chromium dioxide coating. "We are
looking at other coatings," Park
says, "but them is nothing radically
new on the horizon,
Park says he is already seeing
somewhat of an upswing at the consumer level. "All varieties are getting into the homes," he says, "and
more and more hardware is now
adaptable for consumer use. The
average layman is using it, but the
price must come down on the blank
tape and the systems"
Ampex manufactures all its ma-

feria! under its own name and man.
ufacturers it in its Alabama facilities.
At the 3M Co., there are several
video activities occuring simultaneously, in the blank and prerecorded end,
Bill Madden points out that in
blank video, the vast majority is going to the professional and industrial users. though "we get a lot of
inquiries from our retail accounts.
estimate," he says, "that 99 percent of our blank tape goes to industrial and business users." The
I

firm manufacturers reel-to-reel,
three quarter inch cassettes and
the Philips VCR for the European
market.

"We distribute through special
closed circuit TV distributors,"
Madden says, "and we make sure
all these people have the capability
to sell the system and service it. Our
tape is coated with a high energy
formulation with a cobalt coating
over that. We also make a lot of tape
for mastering in reel -to -reel format.
"The real big thing happening
now," Madden continues, "is in
videocassette. It's opening up mar.
kets in the industrial area that reel to -reel never would have been able
to penetrate."
Madden feels that if only three or
four percent of the blank videotape
finds its way into the home, this is a
"substantial market. We see the
cassette as the naturel avenue for
consumer use, but at the moment,
our only advertising is in educational and business magazines :'
Also at 3M, Jack Bondus heads
up the video project. The project
sells two models of high speed
video contact printing units as well
as prerecorded tapes, primarily in
the areas of hygene.
"Nurse education training is the
major thing," Bondus explains, "as
well as career guidance. The prerecorded tapes are now available, and
the same programs are also available on 16mm film. We have some
25 programs. most of which we
make in house with our own writers,
camera people and professional as.
Bondus says the firm is concentrating on medical training because
there is a void in it now and "the
need is fantastic."
He adds that the project is not
looking into the consumer market
yet, and it will probably be some
time before such a need arises.

HUGE POTENTIAL
Continued from page 32
ETIA, comments "I think that if you
are going to have a levy for musicians, then it should be a fixed

amount, no matter what the cost of
the machine. would recommend
$1.25- and
believe that for imported machines it should be levied
by the Customs. A levy on the blank
tape itself has also been suggested.
possibly 5 cents per cassette."
It is likely to be several years before the findings of the Whitford
Committee are put into effect. and
the major problem remains -as it
was when a levy system was first
suggested and abandoned many
years ago- distribution of the
moneys collected. A great deal of
confused copyright legislation and
bureaucracy has to be straightened
out before a readily practicable system such as the German can be
adopted. If video is taken into account then the difficulties multiply
since a simple music program in.
solves not only writers' and musicians' copyright but all manner of
creative copyright, program copyright and so on.
I

I

INDIE AND RETAILERS SEE TAPE SALES GROWING
Continued from page 34

the increases in record prices, so
they're doing more and more of
their own taping."
Buzzard's Nests use no merchandining gimmicks, but they do have
an eye.catching threeolumn ad in
the phone book, where blank tape
is included in a list of their offerings. Complaining about quality in
8.track tapes, Buzz said returns are
becoming a problem. They seem
to be wound too tightly and won't

turn."
"Business is fantastic!" says
Jimmy Rea of Jimmy Rea Electronics. blank tape distributor and retailer. Its up 75 percent and this
is due to cassette recorder owners.
Everybody has a cassette and its

like the man with a razor -he has to
buy blades."
3M tape is 99 percent of Rea's
business, and he hesitates to name
other makes. Total sales mix break.
down is 75 percent cassette. 15
percent open reel and 10 percent
cartridge. Open reel customers con.
sistently buy top grade, while he estimates only 10 percent of cassette
owners choose premium grade
blank tape. "There's been no reaction whatsoever to price increases.
Customers simply say 'everything's
going up' and they accept it," he
notes.
Rea sees no reason for business
not to continue upward in the future, and he voices no gripes about
the current business situation. "As
for back orders. saw it coming and
bought ahead. We keep $75.000
worth of extra inventory three or
four weeks in advance.
MEMPHIS
Retailers here are selling a predominant percentage of open reel
blank tape, up to 70 percent in
some cases, with about 25 percent
in 8 -track cartridges and a remainI

ing 5 percent in cartridges.
Reactions to business are mixed,
according to a recent survey of key
dealers. Business is up for one,
while another notes his is down,
blaming the "slight" decline on
price cuts from some of the competing mail order houses.
Prices "haven't really gone up
enough to bring many complaints,"
one major outlet reports, while a
second says "we get some reaction
on the price hikes. but it's not too
severe and we don't pay much attention to it."
One gimmick used by several of
the leading dealers to offset price
hikes, similar to their fellow retailers across the country, is to "stock
an enormous quantity of tape anticipating the price hikes, and sell it in
quantity at discount prices.'
SAN FRANCISCO /OAKLAND
Dick Schram, marketing manager at Pacific Stereo, which has
stores throughout California and
now also in Illinois, says that over
the past year they have moved
about a million units in blank tape.
About 65 percent of those sales
were in cassette and the remainder
divided "about evenly" between
cartridge and open reel. Those figures would be consistent with sales
in the Bay Area, he says.
Pacific Stereo handles Maxell.
TDK, 3M, Memorex, Ampex ("on a
very limited basis ") and Sony. They
once had a private brand but discontinued it because of quality control -"the same reason we don't
deal with many manufacturers,"
Schram notes.
Maxell, a premium tape, moves
the best, with the most improvement over the past year shown by
3M. Pacific Stereo maintains its
own tape displays in -store and
"promotes tape regularly and ag.
gressively in radio and TV advertising. Tape is always featured in any
supplernental advertising we do."

Although Schram has no specific
figures on hand, he says that tape
sales have paced a. general overall
increase at Pacific Stereo. That is.
those sales have increased faster
than overall general sales.
Schram said the chain has been
able to hold the line on prices "because of commitments to contract
purchases we made last year. So
we're going to be able to save consumers some money for awhile at
least. And we're being quite cautious about buying the new higher
priced lines like those from TDK."
LAS VEGAS

Bruce Adams, manager of Gar.
wood Van's Musletand, reports approximately 60 percent of sales are
cassette in the Sony, Memorex,
BASF and Maxell brands. A good 30
percent is 8.track in Memorex and
BASF, with the remaining 10 percent in open reel in BASF and
Memorex.
"The customers don't like the
price hikes, especially on cassettes," continues Adams. "With
the economy in the shape it's in
now, customers won't respond favorably to any kind of a price hike.
have to go along with them. The big
companies are responsible for holding the line on prices.
"The economy has affected the
sales of hardware. That means less
people adding tape decks. It's hurt
sales. People aren't buying in quantity anymore. They used to come in
and buy six or seven. Now they are
buying less because of the price
hikes," explains Adams.
"Customers don't like the new
chromium dioxide," he adds. "It
doesn't sell well. Most customers
feel they don't need it. Sales on
blank tape are up considerably this
I

year," Adams admits. "We've
added the BASF line. Before we just
had Sony and Memorex."
Garwood Van's Musicland has
two locations both near the Strip.
Both stores participated in the

Memorex half price sale with
Adams commenting, "It was very
successful."
"Any give away will be successful," notes Sam Kramer, part
owner of Southern Nevada Music
Co. That store also participated in
the Memorex promotion, with Kramer also terming it successful. "We
sell cassette, cartridge and open
reel with both cartridge and open
reel receeding into the background," he comments. The store
sells "top of the line" Maxell,
Memorex and Sony.
"The price hikes have cut back on
the 10 -inch reel." Kramer complains. "A lot of our customers are
professional musicians who use
3,600 -ft. reels. They squawk the
loudest. The average guy hasn't
given us too much resistance. The
public accepts the price hikes, but
not the professionals.
"Sales are about the same as last
year," he continues. "That doesn't
change. We deal with people in the
business and their business hasn't
increased. We have noticed two or
three more recording studios in
town, which may result in more of a
demand. But so tar we haven't felt
it. The prices have gone up, but
even the pricing structure is sound
in line with the economy. They
haven't priced themselves out of
the market because the stuff is
moving," he concludes.
PORTLAND, ORE.
Cassettes lead the blank tape
merchandising parade at the
Record Shop, accounting for approximately 65 percent of annual
sales volume, reports Art Bullis, assistant manager. Some 20 percent
prefer open reel, and the remainder
(15 percent) go the cartridge route.
Cartridge sales hit high tempo
around Christmas time, but drop
off substantially the rest of the

year. Currently he finds this merchandise hard to come by. Cassettes, he notes, are preferred by
older people, 45 and up, while the
younger age groups opt for open
reel. The Record Shop sells a lot of
8-tracks. The 8.track boom was
helped by the4channel awakening
and it's the only one that's really
profitable, Bullis believes. "You
can't touch cassette equipment for
a car for less than $50, so people
turn to 8- track," he declares, add.
ing "the auto industry will keep the
8 -track alive."
Bullis finds that people: respond
to price hikes by buying blank tapes
by the case prior to an increase.
Sales increase substantially before
a price hike and drop off after.
wards. A lot of people, too, he says,
are doing a lot of re- recording on
their old tapes. Blank tapes are so
competitive, he observes, that a
price reduction of perhaps 30 cents
average can be expected in the near

future.
The Record Shop handles Sony.
Certron, and BASF, its best seller.
Blank tape sales are up substan
tially over a year ago and this Bullis
credits to the fact that a lot more
equipment is on the market. He
sees a steady escalation of blank
tape sales in the future. Quality
control is always a gripe, and he
hasn't found a manufacturer yet
that has managed to lick the problem. "They're trying. though. and
for that we give them credit," he
adds.
Cartridge blank tape sales are
bucking the general trend in the
metro area at Sea -Port Record One
Stop, a regional distributing firm.
Cartridge volume dominates the
company's merchandising pro.
gram, accounting for a hefty 75 per.
cent of the sales volume. Cassettes
account for the remaining 25 per.
cent. Sea -Port doesn't handle open
reel.
Manager Tom Shoate reports
that he hasn't as yet, encountered
what he would call "stiff price
hikes," but is sure they are coming.
He doesn't anticipate too much
consumer resistance, if and when.

"You've got to make a profit to stay
in business and most people realize
that price increases are part of the
general pattern of the current econ-

omy," he says.
Blank tape sales, Shoate reports,
are up a good 50 percent over last
year and he views the future as
"real good." The industry, he maintains, is building solidly and consistently and should continue to duplicate the exceptional growth of
the past year. Sea -Port merchandises only GRT blank tapes -a good
line that doesn't give him any problems, he says. He uses no merchandising gimmicks, depending solely
on a regular mailer he puts out.
Smith's Home Furnishings, one
of the larger retail outlets in the
metro area, finds that cassettes
dominate consistently in blank tape
sales, with open reels far down on
the list. Cassettes account for 75
percent of sales volume, cartridges
for 22 percent, and reels 3 percent.
Scotch blank tapes are the leading
sellers, with Memorex a close second. The store also merchandises
Apache and Capitol.
Blank tape sales have increased
measurably in the past year, reports Joella Lee, manager of
Smith's large music department.
The trend, she predicts, will continue because of the increasing
availability of new equipment on
the market. Price increases, to
date, she says, have been minimal
and have created no customer resistance. "We don't deal in gimmicks," she states. adding that the
department attracts customers by
volume buying and passing on the
savings to them. She has no gripes.

"In blank tapes you don't have
those problems," she says.
Cassettes dominate the blank
tape sales volume with 50 percent
of the total at Stereo Tronics. Open
reel is next with 35 percent, and
cartridges account for some 15 percent. "We have found price a minor

factor in our merchandising ef-

fort,"

says manager Andy Blackburn. "We can sell anything we

want to, regardless of the price
tag" Blank tapes are riding a surge
of popularity and the sales potential for the future is getting better
all the time, Blackburn believes.
"We've got a good thing going and
we need no tricky gimmicks, just
solid, heads-up merchandising,'' he
says. Lines handled by Stereo Tronics are Maxell, BASF, Capitol,
Scotch, Memorex, and Sony.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
With rare exceptions, key stereo
retailers in Greater Kansas City report an upswing in blank tape sales,
no unbearable hassle with deliveries, cassette tape as the big futuristic seller. and they display a
general appreciation of the plus
business represented by tape.
Midland dealers seem lukewarm
on the impact of factory special.
price deals, or three- fortwo offers,
etc.. but go along with them. Rising
prices? The feeling is that with everything else on an inflationary
binge, customers expect to pay
more for good tape and are, gener
ally, more selective of brands in
buying. The premium tapes are
gradually cutting a wider sales
swath. And, to a dealer, they say
case-Mt sales at discounts are a big
factor in the overall volume.
Price hikes didn't slow business
down a bit at Radio Shack, U.S. 24,

Independence, where cassette
blanks represent about 50 percent
of the business, open reel 20 percent and 8.track cartridges the remaining 30 percent. The buildup of
cassette sales is closely tied to the
growing demand for new cassette
decks which are more compact,
smaller, superior in performance
and easier to operate than 8-track
counterparts. according to James
Irby, manager. Radio Shack has 18
stores in the area.
"We have a steady portable cassette business and these people
aren't overly interested in quality
blank tape." Irby says. "But with
the deck buyer, the demand for
new private label "Super Tape
priced at $3.49 for 90 minutes, and
$2.40 for45 minutes, is starting to
take off. We sell a lot of 8-track cartridges by the case because we offer
the customer about a 70c per tape
reduction."
Stock- keeping on blank tape is
facilitated by a systematic routine
that involves a once -weekly iven.
tory and ordering system on the
"500 top items" which includes
blank tape. Irby reports he virtually
never has run -outs on tape as a result of this system and that. anyway, the people at Ft. Worth headquarters have a good idea of how he
should be supplied.
Irby moved his tape from behind
the service counter to three islands
directly in front of the counter with
accessories- splicers, telephone
pickups, mikes, etc., and says the
better exposure helped business.
Shrinkage? "We could lose a helluva
lot of tape on this open display but
we watch

it,"

he says.

Customers who buy the new pre.
mium Maxell tape are returning excited over the frequency response
and crisper highs and over -all better fidelity, according to Joe Carlisle
manager df CMC Stereo Center. Independence. This company gets its
tape through Banco Distributing
Co., St. Louis. and Carlisle says
there have been no big problems
with deliveries and back orders. He

also reports that business has suffered little as result of price hikes
and believes that with everything
else in town up customers have be.
come inured to them.
Cassette blanks pull about 55
percent of the business here with
cartridges and open reel dividing
the remainder. The town is national
headquarters of the Re- Organized
Church of Jesus Christ, and there is
a big business in portable cassette
recorders to people who record
church services. This keeps pushing up the business for blank tape,
says Carlisle. Brands here include
Memorex, Maxell, and BASF and
the firm's private label, Gamma.
This manager says they buy two
and get one free factory otter works
beautifully. The blank tape counter
is situated next to the front service
counter where exposure is good.
As a newcomer to Kansas City,
Hi- Fi- Fo -Fum can make no comparisons with business this year and
last, but the impression is this firm
is doing more than a "decent tape
business." The company has its
home base in Milwaukee and operates four stores in the Midwest. "It
seems we get almost a day -to -day
increase in tape sates," said Paul
Yeager, salesman, "and blank cassette tape is our big deal. We get a
lot of reaction from our 10 percent
discount offer on case sales.
"Rising prices? Reaction has
been only mild. We're doing a good
job on the new premium 'Maxell'
line and see good things ahead for
this tape," Yeager advises. "People
simply -don't gripe about paying
more for good tape. Bestselling
tape here is easily the 90.minute in
the $2.50 to $3 price range.
One gimmick that works well
arises when a customer buys a tape
deck and the salesman is briefed to
throw a couple of free tapes of different brands into the deal and saggest he make comparisons in the
sound produced. After he picks the
brand he feels gives the best sound
he is told to come back and get a
discount on case lot buys. The cost
of giving the two tapes comes back
manyfold, according to Yeager.
Brands here are Maxell, Scotch,
and Advent. The store goes with
deals like the "Scotch three for
price of two." but Yeager says he
doesn't feel these gimmicks are
needed to do a decent tape business. Quality control? Good in the
brands carried which is the reason
the firm has been selective in handpicking its names, the salesman
says.
At a custom stereo dealership.
Vibage Hi Fi, Overland Park, Kan
owner Charles Prutsman feels he
has a responsibility to sell his customers only low- noise, high- output
tape. Lines include Scotch, BASF,
Memorex. and Capitol II. The sales
mix runs equally between open reel
and cassette, with cartridge blanks
definitely on the wane. The 90 -min.
ute cassette is the best seller and in

chromium dioxide this means
$2.95 or so.
Prutsman reports growing acceptance of the Capitol II low -noise
premium line and he likes the 2pack, compartment style packaging This isn't a big factor in the
growing sales, he says. but some
customers do like the stacking convenience.
A dealer who trusts no one else to
furnish his demonstration tapes, he
makes his own, is particular about
what he puts on them, and what
type tape is used, and always menSons to customers the type and
brand. For example, for demonstrating the Pioneer 101 inch machine, he says he has settled on the
Scotch 207 and Capitol's "Audio."
This is cheaper tape, he points out,
only in the sense that it is packaged
in cardboard instead of plastic.
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Unfortunately, it's the kind of
"soul" that soul stations and deejays
have no room for. And although it's
jazz, it is also black music, which
means there should be room made
by the black music playing stations
to include McCoy Tyner.
The argument has been. and will
(Continued ere page 39)
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ROBINSON
LOS ANGELES -The difference

abominable thought, that Tyner will
show up one day on "Soul Train"
emulating his own recorded solos.
Two simultaneous Tyner releases
by Milestone Records, "Echoes Of A
Friend" and "Sama Layuca." are
definitely not suited for the aforementioned. They are suited, however, for concentrated playing and
concentrated listening. They are a
black musician's tour de force full of
the intrinsic values that are miming
in so much of the music being
played today.
KS
The richness of a Tyner perform O once, as is on these albums, is that he
m has maintained his affection for the
acoustic piano. On the "Echoes Of A
a Friend" album, for instance. Tyner
e plays piano unaccompanied, and
¿, he's at his finest. It's an introspective
type of album, whereby Tyner explores and shares that valuable pew rind of his music life when he shared
ED
the some stage with the late John
OF
Coltrane. It is, to pse an often misused term correctly, a soulful tour de

10/5/74
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between a soul and jazz artist is that
the soul arist works indefatigably to
get that important hit single. While.
on the other hand, the jazz artist will
concentrate his efforts toward a
quality performance, and an overall perfection of one's craft.
In the case of McCoy Tyner. ajazz
artist, the latter condition exists.
Tyner is at a point in his career
where he will, undoubtedly, not enjoy the fruits of mass acceptance
only because he's classified a jazz
musician. True, there are other jazz
artists who are gaining ground. But
it scenes highly unlikely, and an
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BOOK REVIEW

Glenn Miller: His Career
Recalled by Chum Simon
LOS ANGELES -Glenn

Miller

and His Orchestra by George T. Simon, Crowell, 473 pages, S 10.
If you are inclined toward knowing the inside scam on a personality
as opposed to the glorious press
agent's presentation, this biography
is worthwhile reading.
Author Simon, himself a close
friend to the famed bandleader and
a part-time drummer with him on
occasion, has gone back in time with
a remarkably clear and concise ability to recall the musical growth of
Miller from his days with the Holly
Meyer Orchestra, Ben Pollack Band,
Ray Noble Orchestra, plus several
other playing and arranging posts
until he formed his own big popular
music band in 1937.
Simon, the respected jazz author
who had been following Miller's development for Metronome Magazine, has pulled out his old reviews
and stories to aid in his collage of
word pictures of this arranger -trombonist- eventual leader of men.

Although Miller's success as a
sweet pop band is well known and
documented, the book offen a razor
sharp insight into the human side of
the man and

Miller

comes

59

BRIooan SPECIAL SURVIS

off

as a

frustrated jazz player who could
never come out from under this inferiority complex.
He also emerges as a cold, calculating businessman with a strong eye
toward money and an ability to
make deals which, when he was hot
and riding the crest of popularity,
enabled him to enrich himself even
further than he probably imagined.
There are a few exceptions to the
general impression that Miller was a
cold cat and Simon lets former sidemen extoll the boss as a kind, considerate person. But it doesn't totally
balance the impression of Miller as
being a distant man only concerned
for his own glory and success.
The book details how Miller
slowly rose to achieve financial success and again recapitulates the reasons for Miller's explosion as the
most popular pop band in thecountry: radio exposure, a distinct style
with clarinet riding over saxes and
constantly playing before the public.
The long list of name musicians
who worked with Miller recalls just
how important a half -way house his
band was, and Simon pun out all the
names from the Modernaires to Billy
May, Hal McIntyre, Ray Anthony,
Tex Beneke, Al Klink, Marion Hutton and Jerry Gray, among others.
One of the amazing facts which
Simon reveals is that although "In
The Mood" became one of Miller's
all -time hits, he never collected any
royalties because he was bound by a
non -royalty pact he had signed with
RCA.

"All

aany merls.

6
!

-

new sound to military music.
There is a fine discography running five pages of all Miller's disks
plus interesting human interest
photos of the people who made
Miller's life and surrounded him
during his struggles and his sub sequentsucoess.
ELIOT TIEGEL

3 ß
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Grant Kart, full -time school
teacher and partner in this downtown bordertown headshop, has
scrapped such longtime headshop
basics as incense, beads and clothing, to concentrate on LPs and tape

only.
"We found out that's where the
volume is," Kam says. 'bur record/
tape inventory turns 10 times per
year. Ifs consistent. We still hand tab our inventory which is primarily
progressive rock."
Kam admits that running a record
store in a town of 200,000 right
across from the many retailers who
dot Detroit's four million metropolis, is tough competition. Even
though there's a 34 cents on a dollar
cumulative duty buying from Detroit distributors, Kam feels U.S.
distributors have a three -to-six week
advance on new releases, which is
the bread- and -butter of a headshop.
"And our local progressive station, CJOM -FM, is really ahead on
new releases. Dave Long as program
director aims to get it out simultaneously with the U.S. stations. We
depend on that station's play for
much dour business," Kam says.
The store originally was by itself
downtown, but a year ago, Warehouse moved into the basement of a
mini -complex of hip shops, building
traffic from its neighbors' appeal to
the 14 -ío-30 set. Canadian pricing,
especially with the recent rises in album costs, is even more perplexing
than the U.S. Kant shows repre-

HUFF AND A PUFF- Drummer Buddy Miles of the reunited Electric Flag
warms up before blowing out his birthday candles on a cake held by Bottom
Line co-owner Allan Pepper. Miles celebrated his birthday, while the group
was playing at this New York club.
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quickly."
Kam has found a ready market
for jazz, especially avant -garde anHe needs better service on Impulse. He often buys Impulse from
Detroit's Record Peddlers, the one stop operated by Carl Thom, even
with the heavy duty.
He stocks no singles and carries no
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Continued from page 58
remain, that black music stations are
at the present doing a tremendous
disservice to our young by filling
them with so little of their heritage.
There can be no argument with the
contention that making money is a
part of their responsibility, too.
There is, however. no favorable
justification as to why black music
artists, the likes of a McCoy Tyner
and many others, are not also included in black music programming.
The fact that jazz artists like Her hie Hancock and Donald Byrd are
playing a more "favorable" kind of
jazz, should not be the only criteria
for mass media presentation. Because the truth of the matter is that
Hancock and Byrd's music, like Tyners, carries similar motives: or as
Tyner says: "Compositions written
and played by black musicians are
vehicles to express the struggles and
sufferings of black people."
Music, someone once said, is the
best means by which to bring about
brotherhood. It's no wonder that it's
not happening sooner with black
people. what with the vast separation going on, and being carried cm,
with regard to black music.
Country music is even being given
the nod at some black stations because more black artists have decided to perform it now. McCoy Tyner has been performing black
music all his life. When can he expect his nod?
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sets which
ranged from $9.98 to $14.98.
"Our trade -in policy on LPs and
tapes has been our salvation. We
give five -fortune on albums and
three -fortune on tapes. Customers
come in with as many as 90 albums
at one time for trade. We trade thousands. The used albums are put back
on sale for $1.49. In the Canadian
market where prices are generally 15
to 20 percent more than in Detroit,
the used album bargains turn over
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recording so many times." Simon
writes. This situation was subsequently changed with Miller's estate receiving payment.
The tragic ending to Miller's life
his disappearance on an Army Air
Force flight going over the English
channel on Dec. 15, 1944 -caps hi
assertive drive to be of assistance
during World War II and bring a
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Radio -TV Programming
IN SAN FRANCISCO

Gabbed Leading `Q' Radio Race
By CLAUDE

James Gabbed:

a

creator of history.

20,000 -Wafter KMYR -FM
South to Albuquerque
-

ALBUQUERQUE
KMYRFM, oneof the first three progressive

c

O
m

format radio stations in the world,
will be returning to the air but here
rather than Denver where Craig
Bowers, now creative services direcfor of ABC Records, Los Angeles.
it on the air.
old call letters of the station
here were KBNM -FM. New pro-

roputThe

.
T.

W

O

U

°

gram director of KMYR -FM is
Frank Cody, previously with KBPIFM in Denver. Jeff Pollack is music
director and he's from KFML -FM
in Denver. Peter MacKay, previ-

ously with KCFR -FM in Denver. is
the special projects director. All
three are experienced progressive
format men.
MacKay says that KMYR -FM
"will be broadcasting with 20,000
watts and will feature a progressive contemporary format. We have designed and rebuilt our three studios
from the floor up, providing as with
some of the finest facilities in the
Rocky Mountain Region." Additional staff members will be announced later.

The hot spot of the world. so far as quad radio is con cerned today, is San Francisco and the man silting in the
hot seat is-Jim Gabbers, a bi- lingual millionaire playboy
who started his radio career as a Spanish language jock
in a small California town-paying the station owner 560
a week for the privilege of doing a radio show in Spanish.
Gabberl's father had been ambassador to Costa Rica:
for years he continued to think in Spanish. But, whatever
he thought, it was radio and the small FM station that he
put on the air in 1957 is today one of the most successful
FMs in the nation. Recently, he purchased an AM daytime operation to go with it, but it's K101-FM whereright this very minute -the action is.
KIOI -FM is where the first quadrasonic broadcast experiments took place on home -made equipment by Gabbed and his station manager Mike Lincoln and a young
college student named Lou Dorren. Those tests and a
computer study based on them resulted in an application
to the Federal Communication Commission for discrete
quad broadcasting.
The FCC asked the Electronics Industries Assn. to
help out, much as they did in the studies that resulted in
stereo. Again, a committee was formed -the National
Quadraphonic Radio Committee.
On Sept. 22. the on -air tests started again at K101-FM
with a bevy of the top radio engineers in the world on
hand -people from General Electric, Zenith, Nippon/
Columbia. RCA, and Quadracast Systems, the company
that today is headed by Lou Dorren. On Sept. 23 -27,
stereo tests were conducted to use as a guideline. Then
the quad tests were launched.
The outcome? Well, committees piled on committees
will eventually finish every last possible test and submit
their information to the FCC. The FCC, of course. will
make the final decision on which discrete quad system
hits the air.
Meanwhile. not everything has been exactly peaceful
within the walls of KI01 -FM. Gabbed is a "full steam
ahead" radio man and an engineer in his own right, preferring to build his own broadcasting equipment most of
the time ... preferring, in fact,. to do just about everything himself.
This includes programming from time to time. maybe

HALL

two-hour radio show himself
... even once or twice climb ing the antenna tower to do repairs. He's anything but
quiet when it comes to radio. which is a strange gap between the man -at -home: his house is a 76 -foot yacht
named Bravadoand most of the people prowling around
the marina think that Gabbers, in his blue jeans, sneakers, and plaid cotton shin is a handyman for the owner.
At the station, however, he's totally business. And he
has the knack of often turning a losing situation into a
profit picture.
For example. few radio men would be interested in a
daytime radio station today in a major market. But Gabber( bought KSAY -AM in San Francisco and put it on
the air last March 27 in what may have been historic. It
sales on occasion, doing a
once a week, management

was:

The first time that an FM station has purchased an
AM in a major market:
It was the first time that an FM was simulcasted on
an AM (mostly. the situation has always been the other
way around, with the AM simulcasted on FM).
It was the first time that an AM station has been
"bonused" to advertisers -they get it free if they buy time
on the FM station.
And buying the AM turned out to be extremely beneficial. First, ratings shot up significantly since the format
was able to reach a larger drive -time audience that has
been largely missed by FM radio. And the reach of both
AM and FM was bettered: "When the AM goes off the
air at g or 9 p.m., we lose 50 percent of our audience,"
says Gabbers.

But, more than anything else, the new AM helped in
dollars. "Billings are close to doubling because of the
AM. The AM venture was quite successful: killing projections are a year ahead of schedule."
As far as radio goes -especially Top 40 radio -K101FM-AM is a strange animal because it features a long
playlist in a day and time when most stations keep putting their playlists in a squeeze machine.
But each time I've tightened up our playlisl the ratings have dived." says Gabbers "I think the reason is
that FM radio, in order to build an audience. has to have
lower turnover of listenership.

(Continued on page 61)

Texas Is Jingle Capital of World; Here's Why r
extent. Dallas is the jingles
capital of the world and its station los are
heard literally around the world on just
about every station -either in purchased
and legitimate form or in ripoff immita
fion.
The backbone of viable radio since the
booming, thundering popularity of Top 40
exploded under the guidance of Todd Storz, Gordon
McLendon. and Bill Stewart in the early and middle 50s, jingles have been going through some rather interesting flip flops the past couple of years.
And. in the past few weeks, things have changed again
and longer jingles -more imaginative and thematic -are easing onto the music scene ... not just for Top 40, but for all
formats.
Jingles, of course. began in commercial form on Top 40.
Tom Merryman. head of TM productions now in Dallas. did
the first set. Bill Meeks, president of PAMS. Dallas, and a close
associate in the 505 with Gordon McLendon, has to be considered the father of modern jingles, though, because he made
them commercially acceptable and actually popularized
them; the stations featuring his jingles shot to audience
To a great

successes.
A few years ago, MOR and country music stations, along
with soul formatted operations, also began paying more attention to jingles. Larry Greene and Hugh Heller were two of
the custom producers that scored well in MOR formats.
Greene was responsible, basically, for a package on KFW B -AM
in Los Angeles that became the talk of radio during that station's early rock success.
William Tanner &Co.. once known as PepperTanner, has
been one of the largest producers of jingles and is the only
major firm not operating in Dallas (though lately some of the
firm's productions are biting produced in Dallas studios).
Today, PAMS and TM Productions are swinging high, wide,
and handsome and Century 21 Productions under Mike Eis.
ler, vice president and general manager, has been extremely
successful in the two years it's been in operation.
You have, of course, AIR Productions and EMI Programmes, both located in London, that are emerging on the
scene and may be entering the U.S. market before long.
But, by and large, Dallas is the fountainhead of most
jingles packages.

And Bill Meeks, PAMS. states that: More and more
people are asking me to put some showmanship back into
jingles.
"There's a definite trend back toward more-melodic jingles and longer jingles."
He points out that for a while radio stations wanted short

"stings."
But these program directors have discovered that shorter
jingles do not have the recall value of longer efforts.
"1 feel there's a place for the short jingle
according to
the exposure it has. For example, using such a jingle every
hour or two would be okay, I'd think. But when a jingle has
1,000 impressions a month, that will wear a jingle out. feel
the exposure on the clock should dictate the type of jingle. A
high usage jingle. for instance, should be bland.
"Have you ever noticed that no matter how often you hear
a Coca-Cola commercial, it never gets you mad? The reason is
that the music is pleasant."
PAMS, he said, is coming out with a new concept series.
"We're going to call it Series I or Series II, meaning that we
feel it's a whole new thing
a mirror of the current trend in
radio toward naturalism. It's as different as Top 40 radio itself
was when it came on the scene."
At TM Productions, Jerry Atchley, general sales manager,
also thinks jingles are growing longer. "It's kinda interesting.
In the past few years, the trend has been from story jingles to
shorter and shorter jingles. Then, to the so- called shotgun

...

I

...

jingle.

"What's replacing the shotgun jingle now -and the trend
is not back to the beginning. but ... well, stations are wanting
promotion lines more and more." The reason, he feels, is that
ARB ratings service now allows a station to get credit for a listener mentioning that they: "Listen to the Music Machine."
So, radio stations are asking again for such slogan lines or
"Radio K47."
Piso, Atchley says. many program directors are buying 60second jingles that come equipped with five or six editing
points. meaning that the air personality can use either the full
version or different lengths.
"The usual method of using these is to play the full version
for a while to establish it firmly in the minds of the listeners,
then use shorter lengths of it just to identify the station from
time to time."
One of the first stations to use editable jingles. so far as is

known, was WCBS -FM in New York when it wasa rock station:
it went on the air with a unique rock package created for it by
Chuck BloreCreative Services, Los Angeles. Atchley points out
that the TM package "Good Feelings" developed about two
years ago also had 104a42 cuts that were in editable lengths.
"The package was an enormous success
really a super
thing for us."
Overall, there has been excitement missing *from jingles
the past five years, he feels. "My opinion is that jingles
weren't generating excitement at the radio station level
among program directors ... they'd perhaps forgotten how
functional they really were for identifying the station and en.
tertaining. However, now we're coming back to jingles that are
both exciting and entertaining."
He also notes that a jingles package is being used for
longer periods today: previously, a station might change jingles every six months to give the station a new identity; now
program directors seem to stick with a package for about a

...

year.

Mike Eisler, vice president and general manager of Century 21 Productions. points to not only the use of longer jin.
gles, but one station that wants a package of jingles using the
music of the customized commercials it airs most frequently.
"Jingles are getting longer, though the short version is still
also in demand."
Two packages that are doing quite well for the firm at the
moment are the "Getting Together" package of 20 vocals and
15 instrumentals and the "Chrome -Key" package of 96 cuts
with 12 keyed to uptempo music keys and 12 to moderate
music keys.
May and June were extremely soft sales months, he admits. but "we've had a phenomenal July in sales.
Marjorie McIntyre is president of the firm. which is plan.
ning construction of its own studios within the next 90 days.
Currently, the firm also has production facilities and
Dick Starr, veteran program director and producer, has joined
as executive creative producer and vice president of

programming.
One and all, jingles creators believe that jingles will be
around as long as radio is around and all saw every bright and

exciting future for radio. And some stations have even
unearthed some of the older PAMS jingls, according to PAMS
president Bill Meeks. Radio stations playing oldies are finding
great nostalgic value. too, in old jingles.

Radio-TV Progromming

Gabbed Leading `Q' Radio Race

Vox lox
By CLAUDE

Continued from page 59
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Tony Booth, an air personality
with KLIF -AM in Dallas, has
moved to KBBC -FM in Phoenix as
program director. He'll be changing
the automation to live and says format will remain the same -i.e. rock
but that changes in style would occur. Adds that he'll keep the staff
and "they're good people with personality radio backgrounds." His
two years with KLIF -AM "and
Dare Ambrose and general manager
Al Lame have been the greatest ones
of my career."

-

*

*

*

Jim Douglas has taken over the
programming at WVAM -AM, a
5,000 -watt operation in Altoona.
PA. He came from WJAC -AM in
Johnstown. PA. and I'd add that
Johnstown is the site of the world's
largest bath, but nobody would remember what was talking about.
Douglas is also looking for a Top 40
personality and "a first would be
helpful." Adds: "At a recent Cystic
Fibrosis radiothon here, we took the
occasion to break 'Lonely People' by
America. We feel it has a better
America sound than the currentTin
Man: Anyhow, the objective was
that was to pledge $IO for each
caller who could identify the group.
Got good response. Anybody need a
1

1

1974 car, cheap ?'

*

*

*

Bobby Magic, formerly with
KYA -AM in San Francisco and for
the past four years morning personality at KCBN -AM in Reno, has
been appointed program director of
the station. Former program director
Dave Price has been moved up to
operations manager of the station.
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Dave Darin at KCRA -AM in
Sacramento, CA, reports that the
station is getting deeper into promotions, for example, a Mae Davisconcerl, etc.... A note from Johnnie
Darin, general manager of KSOLFM, San Francisco: "KSOL -FM
has been programming soul via automation and has made some good
gains against KDIA -AM in recent
months. And, now that I'm here, I
won't settle for anything less than
the No. I soul station in the Bay
Area (and in view of KDAY -AM's
recent ratings in Los Angeles, maybe
a top five station overall). As of Aug.
I. we have been programming live in
stereo with a full complement of
jocks, including Harry Jeffery, who
is also program director, and Buddy
Lowe, ex of the Soul Express in Los
Angeles. Our format is sweet and
simple: Black rock and more of
the basic light production more music format with soul music and an
occasional while artist crossover like
Eric Clayton, Elton John and others
known to be selling to the black audience."

it-

*

*

*

WBAI -FM, the listener -sponsored station in New York, is reevaluating its programming through
the middle of October. according to
new program director Mamie Mueller, to decide what mix of music and
cultural programming today's listeners wish to hear. WBAr -FM is the
station that gave such people as Arlo
Guthrie and Jerry Jeff Walker their
first exposure. From basement tapes.
KAFV -AM in Bakersfield, CA,
has an opening for an air personality. Tapes and resumes to Mark
Daniels- First ticket preferred.

"Most AM Top 40 stations have a
high listener turnover," and he
points to a New York FM station
that had a high average quarter hour lislenership, but was low in
come.

"An FM can score high in ratings
and not have much ofa circulation."
KIOI -FM -AM features a playlist
of 40 -la -52 current singles, not necessarily the top 52 on the chart either, but scattered from the Hot 100

Chart of Billboard. Certain of these
records are tabbed Must Play
records. And K101 -FM -AM does
play a few album cuts "because
they're good, usually something by
an artist who's well -known but
hasn't been heard of in a long time
and has a new record. Each air personality may play each cut twice
during a week, then it's dropped
from air play." By playing album
cuts. Gabberfs station often plays a
tune by a group like the Love Unlimited weeks before it becomes a
char' item.
"But you should constantly play
records just because you heard it
and liked it. One of the biggest problems with radio today is That a lot of
programming people are bogged
down in computers
they're too
hit oriented
too computer or
number oriented ... too formula oriented. Which all adds up to plastic
radio."
Gabber', with two partners (since
bought out), put K101 -FM on the
air in 1957: it was known by the call
letters of KPEN -FM and it made
money the first month it was on the
air. Gabbers believes it was the first
24 -hour FM in California.
Though KPEN -FM was early a
pioneer in stereo, like it today is a

...

.

.

world -leader in quad, Gabbert feels
that the first stereo in California was
done by KRH M -FM (now known as
KMET -FM) and KCBH -FM. which
is known as KJOI -FM now. Both are
in Las Angeles. These were two-station hookups, with one station
broadcasting one channel and the
other station the other channel. But
Gabben was quick when stereo became a reality for a single station to
pioneer in stereo.
Oddly enough, when the first
quad broadcasts were done. Gabben teamed up his K101 -FM with
KRON -FM in San Francisco. One
station broadcast the two front signals; the other the two rear signals.
That was around 1969.

KIOI -FM

of course,
perform the experiments with Lou
Doreen discrete CD -4 system.
The Dorren system. incidentally.
was the first to be tested in the curLater,

was lo,

rent NQRC experiments at the station; no one wanted to go first
among the five systems: Gabben
persuaded Dorren to put his system
on the air first.
While Gabbers is an experimenter
and willing to lake technical
chances. he's also willing to take programming chances.
"The reason the station came
about in the first place was that I
wanted to be a disk jockey and no
one would hire me. The station was
going to be a toy." Thus. once it
starred making money, he felt no
compulsion to be cautious in programming and public service.

"Why does a longer playlist work?
K101 -FM is a radio station that's
alive... it makes you feel good to listen to it.

"Radio

is

an emotional experi-

ence and. in programming, you have
to relate to people's emotions.
"But who says you can't be all

over the road musically if you do it
right? Does a Top 40 station have to
stick to Top 40 records? Or an MOR
station to MOR records? Wet find a
good country record and stick it on
the air. Most people like all kinds of
music. If you could find a way to
mesh it all together... wouldn't it be
exciting and hold your attention ?"
Gabben feels that K101-FM-AM
is a unique format for AM radio. "It
stands out because FM has caught
the market and this is the first time
LASE photo

BROADCASTING SCHOOL -Son Tracy, president of the Los Angeles School of Broadcasting, left, talks with a student
while the Friends of Distinction listen to uses of the mike. Ernie Oliver, instructor at the school, left, fields a question
from a student in the photo at right.

Tracy Trains Blacks For Radio
By

LOS
ANGELES -Determined
several months ago to upgrade the
role of the black in radio, Don
Tracy, then an air personality on
soul -formatted KGFJ -AM here.
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TODD OLIVER

launched a broadcasting school -the
Los Angeles School of Broadcasting.
Broadcasting schools, in general,
have a reputation of making fantastic promises, charging fantastic fees,
and often being a fantastic ripoff.
But few have come into being with
the purpose -and the devotion -of
Tracy's school. Few have given the
black such personalized training.
"Our school is concerned about
the black broadcaster, who, until
recently. was almost nonexistent on
a large scale.' He tries to "cultivate a
student's talent rather than merely
cranking a graduate out." Tracy
says.

"Our students arc told to not cover
up their own style of speaking, but
rather to adjust -to control and
modify their natural speaking voice
blend into any sort of
format. It isn't necessary for them to
become colorless, although They
should be able to have control and
be able to pick whichever kind of
station format he or she wants to. If
the student wants to work at a black
music station, then it's fairly comso they can

mon practice to let their racial background show through in their
speech. Well, it was until recently."
But recently a new form of black
radio came into existence. This format features a mixture of Top 40 announcing styles and soul music ...
therefore reaching a wider audience
and, many times, allowing the air
personality to come from any particular background, he says.
So, while the LASB stresses enrollment of minority students. it accents a wide spectrum of radio formats and Tracy aims to help
students from various backgrounds
and styles to come into the broadcasting field.
Tracy aims to also give all students a wide educational training
program- giving them knowledge in
all aspects of radio other than just
on -air work. Courses range from
newscasting to copywriting. The average clam contains about 12 students to one instructor, thus more
personalized training. All "on -air"
training is taped and tapes are constantly critiqued.

available on AM. It
doesn't scream. We're only featuring
eight commercials an hour. And we
have IS- minute sweeps of music :'
The result is that the station is "refreshingly different," says Gabber'.
"It doesn't turn anyone off."
Another thing that's important.
according to the Gabbert philosophy, is 'Identity in the market. You
can be a jukebox or you can build
fans. If you build fans. they're more
likely to stay with you if you do
something they don't like."
In the K101 -FM record play pat
tern, no record can repeal itself
within a three -hour span. but more
than likely an air personality won't
get around to playing that record
again for about six hours. Oldies are
not repeated within a three -day
an

FM formal

is

span.

Gabbert believes in believable air
personalities. "The things that are
likely to drive me up the wall
I
hear them -are lack of sincerity, lack
of believability in an air personality.
People are tired of getting ripped

-if

off,"
A secret programming tool of
KIOI -FM is its news and public affairs programming. Gabben turns
Them into programming assets and
ratings builders. "We use these to
trigger a response. Our editorials are
all very controversial ... like legalized prostitution always gets somebody mad if you do an editorial on

away at something ...
anything that will create talk."
And Gabber' is not above turning
an irritation into a plus factor.
Recently. a protest group threatened
to strike against the license of any radio station in San Francisco if they
it. We slam

didn't contribute to a fund to be
used to produce so- called free
speech programs which the stations
were then expected to air free.
Gabber' was a lone voice in telling
the group where they could go. But
he liked the idea. Listeners needed a

of bring heard ... and not

method

just community leaders, but the
common man. So, last week he was
outfitting a mobile studio equipped
with a stereo tape operation. About
the time you read this, the mobile
unit will be prowling through the
communities of San Franciscb taping comments from anyone who has
something to say. The radio station
will edit the comments and put them
on the air.
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101 -EARLY MORNING LOVE, Sammy Johns,
GRC

102 -IN

2021
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CORNER OF THE WORLD,

Marie Osmmd, MGM 14694
103 -1 WASH MY HANDS OF THE WHOLE DAMN
DEAL, New Birth, RCA 10017

104 -RIDE 'EM COWBOY, Paul Davis, Bang 712
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105 -10VE IS LIKE
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BUTTERFLY, Dolly Parton,

ÿ
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RCA 11031

I06 -WRITE

ME A LETTER, De Franco Family
Featuring Tony De Franco, 20th Century
2128
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Top LP's
201 -STAKS QUO, Quo, A8M SP 3649
202- HERBIE HANCOCK, Treasure Chest,
Warnei Bros. 2WS-2S07

203-GENESIS, From Genesis To Revelation,
London PS 643

20l -BRYAN
lantic

FERRY, These

Noise Things, At-

SO 7304

205 -T. REX, Light Of Lave, Casablanca NB
9006

206- HEARISFIELD,

The Wonder 0111

Ml, Mer-

cury SRM-1 -1003 (Phonogram)

207 -HYDRA, Capricorn CP 0130 Mamas Bros.)
208 -ISIS, Buddah BOS 1605
209 -UNDISPUTED TRUTH, Dore

To

Earth,

Gordy G6.96851 (Motown)

210- MICHAEL

DINNER, The

gnat Pretender,

Fantasy F-9464

ONE YEAR &

150 CLIENTS LATER
HYPE. INK CONTINUES TO
SUPPLY THE COUNTRY'S
TOP JOCKS WITH THE

MOST ORIGINAL COMEDY MATERIAL AVAILABLE. FOR FREE SAMPLE
WRITE TO:

HYPE, INK
BOX 69581
LA, CA. 90069
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New LP/Tape Releases
-6

POPULAR ARTISTS

as-

ACUFF, ROY. JR.

California Lady
V Hraoy H3G9514 ................56.98
ALLEN. REX, JR.
Another Goodbye Song

58.95

&

CROCE, JIM

Photographs & Memories.
Greatest Hits

Clew

STILLS.

CROSBY.

His
7.95

NASH

B

YOUNG

AMERICAN TEARS
Coombe KC 33030 ...............65 99
56.98
87[.433038 ....................
ARNOLD, EDDY
Wish That Had Loved You better
I

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
Aalep at IM Wheel
LP Duo 9E3309 7 .......................55.98
(MEADOW .... ..........................16.98

AXTON, HOYT

DOMINO. FATS
Groovin'

AZNAVOUR. CHARLES
A Tapestry CH Drnms
BARE. ROBBY

Singh, In the Kitchen, w. FamBy
V Ynor APL& -0709 ...................6.99
BERRY. CHUCK
Aher School Sessions
Wale= 8031142 B U IGRT1....... * 3.55
I. on Top
B

TChie 8033í436U(GRR.......*5.95

On Stage
870n $8033-1480U
St. Louis ta Umrpoal
Sr ITU 9033149BÚ IGRT)....... 8 3.55
BERRY, WAYNE
Home At Last

BRYCE, SHERRY
Trop Me Like A Lady
LP MGM 498] ..........................16.95

m BUCKLEY. TIM
Look At The Pool

J.J.

CD

O

LP

56.98

N.1wyr5R2122......

4.98
4.98

o

DUPREE. CORNELL

Tanin'

ECSTASY, PASSION & PAIN
Ecstasy. Passion & Pain
EA ROUbne 506630131/ IGRf)...I).95
ELOY

Inside
56.94

EVANS. GIL
Mur* 01 Jimi Hondas

CARAVAN & THE NEW SYM.
HON IA

Cannon & The New SYmPMNR_
CARVER. JOHNNY
DoítTNI (That SwNat Ole Lady Of

Mina)

V ABC 6660993 ....................$6.98

CASH. JOHNNY
The Junkie & The Juieehnd
Minus Ma
V 6m undo KC 33086 ............... f 5.9 B
4933066 ......
....... ..18.98
.

CASSIDY. DAVID
Live
..........................58.99
LP 9011312

CAVALIERE. FELIX
Cavelier.. Folie
lP Boonville 886955....
....66 86
CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD
Skin I'm In
LP

............5698

looms 6232526

CREPITO

Ch.pito

4933083
V 053000

CLIFF.

6033082
..........
................
.

5

5.98
6.99

JIMMY

Murk Maker
V Wer,w Ba. 2188.......... _... 18.98

CLINTON. GEORGE. BAND

Anima

V AaCAeCO831 .................88.98

CONNIFF. RAY
TM Happy Sound Of
LP

Cdumba

JENNINGS. WAYLON
R.mblin' Man
JONES. GRANDPA
What's For Supper

Monster's Holiday
VCpiol5111332 ..................46.98
PARSONS. SAM
s698
46.99

PORTSMOUTH SINFONIA
Playa Popular Maui.
LP Clung ;s KC33049 ............15.98

..4890

POWER OF ATTORNEY
From The Inside
LP

..46.B8
tT.BB
4.98

G4X611318.... ....

PolnO9 PD6031

................16.08

PRESTON. BILLY
The Kids N Me
LP AA M 553895 ...................18.98
878736A6 ..........................0.98
09903645 ............................... 47.98
.

.....48.99
......47.98

66.136

4.921

4.98
KOOL 8 THE GANO
LAM Of Worlds
OaUM 30843014H 'GIRL

PREVIN, DORY
Prwln. Dory

PUTNAM, CURLY
The Country Sound

V

MS5

Apt B107.70191.11011$1

QUAH

Kaukmmn With Tom Hob-

son

ñ

LP Glum

89,0209 ...................48.99

OUATRO, 5521

KOSTELANETZ. ANDRE. & HIS

Thee Entertainment

FARGO, DONNA
Miss Donna Fango

KYLE
Kyle

FERRANTE & TRICHER

Beautiful

4933139 .....................
01E033139....

059033139......

..

.55.98
.18.98
48.98

1790
.57.98

Cclunbia Kß33086121 ... -..

sß.98
870433086 .. ...........................4.98
LP

...180Beautiful
......................5

Mono

19.90

Onan ACL 1.0602 ...............12.98

.

...........................4.98

MANCINI, HENRY
Hatpin' Out With

GRUSKA JAY

V DuoIi9DSD601B1.

V Columbia 6003060....._.........15.88

8T80235018oIGRl)
GUILLORY. ISAAC

se se

MANDEL, HARVEY
Foul The Sound
.....................18.95
VJa
Jaus
87 N 93RD......, f .9 i
MASON. BARBARA

4

GUY & RALNA
55.98

HAGGARD. MERLE
His 30th Album
LPG.. 411331 ....................18 98
HAMILL. CLAIRE
Sulle Door Johrmles
VKme 101 .... ..........................16.98
HARVEST. BARCLAY JAMES
Everyone Is Everybody Else

Tram:him
MAYALL JOHN
The Latan Edition

HLIICeo

pw

CPG142

V Condon AC1.1.0563.

.6.98

..........16.98

HAWKINS. RONNIE
The Giant 01 Rock 'N' Roll

Moon, Tim

06.98

MORNINSSONG
Listen To A Sundae
V MonoO Sog ä7671

TM Mountain Grill

HEAVY METAL KIDS
Heavy Motel Kids

GLoPod

55 98

V NA,na Sure KSRS2062.......... J6.98

IMAGINATIONS
2.98

RUSSELL LEON
Asylum Choir II, w. Marc
SMow SR 2120.....

Bent

46 98

Cames

V SMer5R2121......

......

M.98

....7.9B

5872121

........4.98

....46 98

R

......*1.98

GSRC21119

....9790

SANTANA. CARLOS

Sanun., Doradi, Carlos /TUriye
Alise Coltrane /Illuminations
................ 06 98

87 PC432900
CA PCT32900

67 98

67.98

6].98
*8.98

OLP0332900
06 603 2 900
SAUNDERS, MERLE

Mundwe Merle

NEUWIRTH, BOB
N.uwinh, Bob
V Aa/bm )81009.........
NEWMAN. RANDY

SAVALAS. TELLY
Telly
45.98

SEBASTIAN. JOHN

Tartar.

Kid

Grnt.n

HM

LP Camden ACO1- 0590

..............02.99

SMITH, HUEY "PIANO"
O'NEAL TWINS
O'Neal Twine

Roch & Rail Rooival

An 2021
SONNY & CHER
LP

Gr..un

101 STRINGS

Amorlea

Entrtainmom (Moak, Ram The
Movies)

LP
ST

NM

MG 2117.

GMCAC211

i]..

SOUND EXPERIENCE
Don't Fight The Feeling
LP

S.,hgh P91850

STAR DRIVE
Star Driva Festurirq Robert Meson
V [dunk. KC0000 ) ................ f 5.96

ORTEGA, PALITO
Yo Tango Fe

QUINTANA, ISMAEL
Quintana. Ismael

Bf 8XT30

STATUS QUO
Quo

.....46.98

SASS 74
Sobo 74
V Eaha9ES1110 ................_.46.133
ST SXF 1110.... _... _ _ _ ..............aS SO
CA4971110 . _____..._..........90.5*

STEAGALL, RED
Finar Things In Lit.
STEWART, REOD
Ronnsmber
LPRickeyH3G4613 ..................$6.98
SYLVERS
III
I

SERRAT, JOAN MANUEL

Sam.

Joan Manual

V Inman. X5IP00661......_at98

SONORA PONCENA
Sabor Soren

TAJ MAHAL
Mo' Roots

V Ima XSLP1039.......

.4898

V Cc1w,IM XC33051 .................5.98

TAMS

RELIGIOUS
& GOSPEL

Best Of
BT Aa 8107.7008U IGOR ..........53.95

THOMAS, SUSAN & RICHARD
A Burst Of Una
LP Ba Hour 00310017
THOMPSON. HANK
Movke On
THUNDERKLOUD, BILLY,
CHIEFTONES
On 115 Reservation

I

BEAN, CARL
All We Need Is Low
87 Peacock 8055.59208X

TRAFFIC
When TM Eagle Ries
LP Asylum/ Mend 7E1020........,.00 98
TRASK, DIANA
Gramm Hits
LP ABC / Mr 00502007....
...6 E.93
TURNER. TINA
Thu Turm TM Country On

UNICORN
Blue Pine Trees

URBANIAK'S. MICHAEL FUSION
Alma
5598
La Coombe SC33164........
URUEAMBA
Urubsmha

...... ........1698
V T0JUm.6[32096
b

VOICES OF EAST HARLEM
Yeu Can Feel N
CAJun Sunshine 5156350611

WAGONER, PORTER
XlpNtny H.adiri So0M
...,..

WELK. LAWRENCE. & HIS MUSI.
CAL FAMILY
Celebrate 60 Years In Musk
V Bww sod 86002 ....................18.98

MP -e5.95

BIG SUR CHOIR

Pcasble
LP

THE

LP

GAP. 8055809

....

WHITE, BARRY
Cori t Ot EnoupI,
b49

ST2TWCA940

56.98

Pewee.

1

CHUCK WAGON GANG
Camp Menlo' Time
LP Colombo 6C32954 ................ 15.08

00500V, REV. ROY E.
World S.rlea: Proverbs 14:34
FIVE BLIND BOYS

Therrá s A God

Rom..Mry

gramme, 806864126 IG BTl ..15.96
HIGHWAY 00a
8r Pucteeat 805 S 56211 K KMD..05.95
KANSAS CITY MELODYAIRES
Softly The NI t Is Falling
V 5wg BB12 .......................14.98
ROBINSON. REV. CLEOPNUS
Momenta 01 MedItotion
RTPeecack805S59213XIGRI). 05.95
SENSATIONAL NIGHTINGALES
My Sisters & Brotham
8TPeemck805659209X 1GRT).. 55.95

SMILING JUBILAIRES
Th. Lod Will Maim A Way
R Swgtiro 8159217X IESRR... ..15.95
SNEED. REV. W.T.
Dead End Street
6r Swgtiro 8169245X NRR..... s 6.96
TOGETHER
Don't You Wont To Go
Br Noma 80565920)XI0R1)..I5.95

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Revealing Book Of UN, v.2

......*8.99
x.......17.98

ZIONTONES

Hop. Anew
Er Sor* .t189243KIGRO.....*5.95

_.4e.90
7.98

JAZZ

...._...._.....1>.99

WHITESIDE, BOBBY
BM.nwoet Stories

ADDERLEY. CANNONBALL, GUIN.
TET

.48.99

Pyramid

WILKINS. LITRE DAVID
WUkble. IRO* David
V LICAM5 ..........................53.99

AYERS. ROY. UBIQUITY
Charge Up The Groove

WILLIAMS, DON
Volume 3

BARBIERI. SATO
Chapter Throo, Viva ERtIIla

47.99

L PP

ABt //Da ODSD2 W 4 ........... s6 98

WILLIAMS. HANK, JR.
Living Proof

V MGM 4971

.................. ......56.98

WILLOW
Branching Out
V 20mL,nury 7950_.......
WINTER, JOHNNY
Winter, Johnny, Story

46 98

O

Zis

BROWN, CLIFFORD
Brownie Eyn
BURTON. GARY
Sven Songs For

Mr (Nohow*
LP LCM

Quart &

Chem.

10097 ..............._........0.96

CORER CHUCK, & RETURN TO
WOOD. RON
l'o. Got My Own Album To Do
V Wearer Bra. 852819.
46 98
WOOD'S. ROY. WIZZARD
Introducing Eddy S The Falcon.
L1691/4W2190
56 .98
YARBROUGH, GLENN, At THE
UMELITERS
Reunion '73
V Sue5TS5513 .......................56.98
Br ST85513....... _ ..................... $7 90
YOUNOI/EARTS
Taste Of
The YamgRoM
LP 201n Century 1,554 ................ ER 98
YOUNG.HOLT UNLIMITED
Plays Supeaerr Fly
VP.W < 00 2 ........................... *5 W
ZAPPA FRANK. &THEMOTNERS
Rory & Elsawiun

...

SHAW, ARTIE

Sag Fa Ano

STAMPLEY, JOE
Take Me Home To SamowKron
LP ABC / On 00502006 ............. f 6.95

Southpaw

....1898

SIGN-1012

LP Columba PC 32900

0 .........................56.90

WENDROFF, MICHAEL

V Cplanbia KC33054 .........55.98
58.98
8T 931055 ...................
G Cr33064 ..................
66.98

V

MOORE, TIM

11

Retain Riven

Rusooll, Leon & The Strohm

5698

CRAMER. FLOYD

617.77892(2)...........17.00

66.96

MONOMONO
The Down Of Aeroreuse

ONTA. HERB

16.99

Vue

LPYCror APL& -0)13

GS6C2 L21 ........ ....
Russell. Leal
V Melen8P2118....

MONTGOMERY. JAMES, BAND

HAVENS. RICHIE

HOWARD, JAMES NEWTON
Howard. James Newton

Mw

117

HENDERSON. WILLIE
D anes With The Master
LP Donny. BL754202..
HOOKER, JOHN LEE
Free Boor & Chicken

COVEN
B lood On The Snow

THE VAN.

RUSH. TOM
Ladles Love Outlaws

CORNELIUS BROTHERS & SISTER

ubmty

Anthology

INTERNATIONAL

SUN CHILD
I"m C s.'Zi ng Things

ISSTI ....... ...........................4.95

REEVES, MARTHA,
DELLAS

LP Memory

MANDRILL
Menddlland

NEW YORK CITY
Soulful Rood

COTTON, SEAS

Donn

500015UEZ. JOHNNY
Sags About Ladles Lava

MANHATTANS
Manhattans

Orson On Gosh

V Saxmy FOrw15r56201

REED, LOU

RIVERS. JOHNNY

G MGL644

45.99

Country

..83.96

SMIy Can't

LOUVIN. CHARLIE
It Almost Felt Like Love

GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION
Rehm. Yourself

tram

JIMMY

apt

TIDon't

LPEpcEE331E13.......

86.98
58.98
59.98

Cochin'

LIMELITERR
This Train
LP

-46.98

Rdboru

REED.

LYNN. LORETTA
Make 'Ern Uta My

GROWS. JOSH
Alan At Lut

RASPBERRIES
Stoning Over
V Capes ST 11329........
REDBONE

LIGHTHOUSE
Goad Day

HELLO PEOPLE
Hello People
LP gwni905050189 .... ...........$6.98

.56 98

86*

10d1 Anniversary Album

HMI 01

_16.98

28113........

87E4.33053 .......................
G ET33053 .......................

CONNORS, NORMAN
Slew Foot
LP Bodden 8055611 ..................16.98
ROSE
Got To Testify

86.9.98

LPVAIOOPLI .50E9 ...................*990

GENRE GIANT
P ower & TM Glory

Bag

...01m

..4.5*

LAINE, CLEO
A Beautiful TInIrq

GENESIS
From Genesis 'To Rev*tsdaa

Mien

LP

RAMSEY, WILLIS ALAN
Ramsey, Willis Alen

N19htbird
P DSc KE330]S

Finn Claw

.

Streetlights

LA BELLE

FIRST CLASS

Guiilllory

RAITT, BONNIE

6.96

Temptation

HAWKWINO

6[33139.....

Spotlight On

OWENS, BUCK

118.29

KIM, ANDY

KING. ALBERT
Manaus Festive)
V Su$SISS520.....
BT ST95520............
KINO, CAROLE
Wrap Around Joy

16.98
18.98

PARTON. DOLLY
Lova Is Like A Buttadly
LP Vino, APL1 -0712 .........
PLAINSMEN
Both Sides 01

LPOes547024.....

FAITH. ADAM
Faith, Adam
LPWarmrBm5 .052791._.._....,..9.98
FALLENROCK
Watch Out For Fsllenmek

ia

Pareara, Sim

JACK THE LAD
If. Jock The Lad

Rook Me Gandy

GOLDSBORO, BOBBY
P

66.99

KERNOCHAN. SARAH
Beet Around The Bush

FOUR TOPS
Meeting Of Me Minds
00 Cunha 7023-50166/10117)...1 795

In For The KM

CALE.

-65.98

f 6.98

FLEETWOOD MAC
Heroes Are Hard To Find

1- BUDGIE
W

12.49

ORCH,

BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
Early Times
V Su.S155504 ......................18.98
RTST955M .........................47.85
BONZO DOG BAND
TM History of the Bonn.

ui

&w. 62820......

157408107-70290 (6071 .........113.95

V Caumda 6033103 ................95 98

J

.16.98

L P W amer

My Griffin Is Gone

03

CONICO, GINO
Conico. Gino
LP kern Sun 65852601...........46 90
DEAN. PETER
Four Or Five Times

AUGER, BRIAN, &TRINITY
Genesis

Auers 5319 .............

kKE DSB
IPEW, PS
8T FA33059 ...............

IRVINE. WELDON
Caamic Vortex

Motown 166.79091

DEE. JAY
Can On In Lova

UN Machin*

LP

O

LP

1

Jaseness Fo lk Songs

JACKSON FIVE
Dancing Machine

So Far

Branded Bad

INCREDIBLE BONGO BAND
The Ratum Of

OTIS, SHUGGIE
$

878022,835/7101111.

AMBOY DUKES
Tooth, Fong

RECORDED LIVE AT NEWPORT IN
NEW YORK
S. Wonder, A. FFa414M, O. Huh-

This listing of new LP/Tape releases ie designed loanable retailers and radio programmers to be up-to- he-minute on available new product.
rack cartridge; CA- casseM; R3 -open reel 3% Ins; R7-open reel
The following configuration abbmrlaHOns am used: LP- album; BT
quadramonic 8-track cartridge. Murlpla records and /or tapes In a sel
Ips; OLrsdrasonk album; OT- quedmatnlc open met TN
appear wllnin brackets following the manuteclumr number. Tope duel color /merkelen appear wiMln paranlhnes fallowing Hu tape manufacturer number, when applicable.

Where Hem

I

Known You Befog.

LP PolydonP06590

....................58.98

COWELL STANLEY. TRIO
Illusion Suits
LP

Eco1026ST

.......

..

...

*8.98

ELLINGTON, DUKE
The Pianist
GARBAREK, JAR. & BOBO WEN.
SON QUARTET

WMaI'TaFTo
NANCOCK, HERBIE
Thtoat

4 PTA32B46 ..................._......4.5*
.........._. ..............$).5*
re PCT33

e

Treasure Chest
C

V 3Yamr *cox.

2

W 5284121.....

a

9.88

HARRIS. EDDIE
Is It ln
LP M
10 501659 ...................16 DO
HARRIS. GENE

POPULAR
COLLECTIONS
COUNTRY DELIGHT

FOREVER

n

Astnllsgnal

0598
*6.98

(Con)inued on page 64)

From Telly Sava les, a very special single of love and feelings

"er:atief

From the album "Telly" MCA-45
Produced by Snuff Garrett
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General News

Franklin Music Sues ABC
remaining

Continued from page 3
The action, which also lists Albert
Franklin as a defendant, charges
ABC with conspiring to steal trade
secrets from Franklin Music and to
force them to sell at a distressed
price.

Albert Franklin, who was with
Sam Goody retail record stores in
New York and here for 13 years,
formed Franklin Music in 1968 with
Edward Rosen, president of Ray mond Rosen and Co. The Rosen
firm is a pioneer RCA and major appliance distributor which dropped
out of the wholesale records field in
favor of a one -slop and a retail chain
store operation.

Franklin left Franklin Music on
Jan. 15 to head up the newly organized retail division of ABC, which
operates Wide World of Music. He
still retains 15 percent of the common stock in Franklin Music. The

End Tape Promotion
SUNNYVALE, Calif.- Employing the theme "Take Music Camping" GRT Music Tapes here has
concluded a major national promolion in conjunction with 140
Musiciand retail disk stores.
Stores created varied displays of
tapes and prizes were offered by
GRT. First place went to the
Musicland shop in Blaine. Minn.

percent is owned by
the Rosen company.
ABC is a conglomerate with gross
revenues in excess of $850 million
per year and assets exceeding $500
million, the suit says. The complaint
specifically charges that in January,
ABC launched "a vigorous policy of
expansion and forward integration,"
including the acquisition of retail
record and tape outlets under the
name of Wide World of Music.
Records and tapes account for
about 70 percent of sales for the
Franklin Music chain. ABC, it is
charged, deliberately floated rumors
saying Franklin Music's financial
condition was distressed, intending
to drive them out of the field or sell
well "below the true value of the
business" to the ABC subsidiary.
According to the suit, Wide World
now plans to enter the Philadelphia
and Atlantic markets in competition
with the nine Franklin Music shops.
The suit charges that before his
resignation, Albert Franklin gave
"confidential and trade secret methods" to Wide World of Music, who,
the suit claims- has since adopted
them. Among the confidential trade
secrets Franklin is alleged to have
exposed is a point- of-sales cash register system "so confidential that the
permission of the president was required before any non -employee
could see the system in operation.
Franklin is alto charged with hiring
away 10 employees of the loca
record chain for ABC.
85

New LP/Tape Releases]
ER

Ñ
Vi

w

O
Ó

LPCalm,üie 8132969 ..... ..... ...08.98
.......... .. ...... r, 98
OL
3 %9
Maa ] 96 9 .................. ..... r 9.99

Confirmed from page 62

a

JACKSON, MILT

os gs

KLEMMER, JOHN
Fresh Feathers
lesNBC

.................. .88.88

6 ...

87 8022-836111387) ................. { ].

BS

MAUPIN, BENNIE
The Jewel In The Lotus
LP ECM 10{3si .........................18.90
MUSIC IMPROVISATION COMPANY

Music Improvisation Company
LP ECM

100557 .........................58.B6

PEARSON. DUKE
It Could Only Happen With Vau

Hmeuui01AG.............s6.9a

SMITH, JIMMY
Black Smith
LP P,Ae PD6011

MAHLER. GUSTAV
Symphony Na. 2
Bernnein
BT025Mi5M232681 [21......11.98
s15.98
arM283268I
.11588
.M2732681
nL M 203 2681
...... s 15.98
MENDELSSOHN, FELIX
Symphonies Nos. 3.4 & 6
New York Philh.. Bernnein
Lpcd ,nti.MG32982[3).._......tr as
MOZART. WOLFGANG AMADEUS
Concerto No. 9
Cipnisl Haydn: Con. in
LP 00ssses332980 .. _ ...............83.an
Concerto. for Piano No.. 20 & 21
Anda. Vienna stain Opera Orch.
LP Red Sl
10 ..............L5.9a
Festival Sonatas
Biggs /Haydn: Can. Organ 131

lilt

SHORTER. WAYNE
Moto Grose Feio
1PBk,a

ea

Sonatas for Flora (8)
Ramps(

........................ M.161

WATROUS. BILL

Manhattan Wildlife Refuge

LP08ase0'32930 ...._.............53A9
MUSSORGSKY. MODEST
Pieturaa at an EatrINrtlon
D8 vanguard

II/640032H

(01131 ......... _

STRAVINSKY. IGOR
Petrauehke (Compete 1911 Vow-.

CLASSICAL

Mon)

a

Brutlein

_............

e].9s
{].9B
....0].99

Newman (Book 2)
1.88818m08 812328 )6[21........013.98

BRUCKNER. ANTON
Symphony No. 4
Walter

D4Kry Y329a

1

WAGNER. RICHARD
Music (Selections)
Bernnein (Conducts Wagner)

V .88109 aM 32..31 ....31308

WEILL. KURT
The Threepenny Open
LF Dorr r2 32933

Horowitz (New Recordings Of Cho

or)

...08.98

1.88019mMe8132932

878.32932

......

....

0,98
s

].9 e

DEBUSSY, CLAUDE

Musk ISelsotbns)
Bootee (Conducts Dab

say)

19Co881198 DMA 32988 [3).....013.98
FODOR. EUGENE
Prize Winning Sobs

GERSHWIN. GEORGE
Rhapsody In Btu.
Gershwin

HANDEL GEORGE FREDERIC

a Vengué tl9P1 ]T..3Wg2H

(GRn.___..___._.__....

IVES. CHARLES
Musk For Theater Orchestra
Vats

meow

Orche

....seas

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS

..... _........._.53..9

Musk (Selections)

2 & 3

..u,Mie D.132996 [31......13.98

CHOPIN, FREDERIC

G 81732933

]63002111

Symphonies Noe. 1,

WSt-Tampar.d Charier

LP

rd 71

V0

tG0............. _....................1.96
TCHAIKOVSKY, PETER ILYITCH

SACK. JOHANN SEBASTIAN
Mutale (Selectkoa)
B&Ms (Plays Bach)
LP cdunaa M32933

................ _..... 0705

DE LARROCI5A.

Mostly Moan
LP

.............06.98

FIEDLER, ARTHUR, IS THE BOSTON POPS
Fiedler In Rage
1.10988819 306033 .................... 08.98
FOX. VIRGIL
The Entertainer
LP

RMS.!

881.1-0866 ..............15.98

GREAT PERFORMANCES

FROM

MARLBORO
LPCdmdaDsa33001[31......a13.98

MODERN AMERICAN MUSIC
SERIES/ ELEPHANT STEPS
LP Columba 0828

NEW YORK -The Justice Department has launched an inquiry
into possible antitrust consequences
of the Philips bid to acquire all the
common stock of the Magnavox Co.
The department also has requested
from Philips all data relating to the
offer.
Pieter Vink, president of North
American Philips Corp., U.S. arm of
N.V. Philips of Holland which is
handling the Magnavox tender offer, states that the company "has no
reason to believe that acquisition by
it of control of Magnavox would
violate the antitrust laws." He also
reports that as of Sept. 23, 80 percent
of outstanding Magnavox shares
had been tendered under the $9 per
share offer expiring Oct. I.
In a separate but related action,
officials of both Philips and MCA
are expected to publicly discuss for
the fast time ramifications of the
move involving videodisk operations of both farms (see page I story
this issue).
Forum for discussion will be the
Video Cram Course sponsored by
Training and Photomethods magazines. Oct. 2 -3 at the Madison
Square Garden Exposition Rotunda
here in conjunction with a video
exposition.
Philips will be represented by Bob
Cavanagh, Philips vice president,
corporate development and engineering, and John Findlater, MCA
Disco-Vision president, will speak
for his firm. Also on the panel will be
Leo Hofberg, who represents TED
(formerly Teldec) videodisk interests in the U.S., and George Hrbek,
manager, Zenith Radio Corp. videodisk player development.

Studio Vehicles
Run on Natural
Gas In Calif.
LOS ANGELES -The Village
Recorder, which sports an ecology
themed painting on one of ils outside walls, has convened all ils vehicles to natural gus- another step
taken by owner Geordie Hormel to
aid the environment.
AB the cars and trucks owned by
the studio or by its personnel are
now burning natural gas from a refueling station built beneath the studio's parking lot.
Scheduled for conversion is a new
Clark Cortez mobile recording studio which will allow the Village
more flexibility in its on location
work.
Dick LaPalm, the studio's general
manager, claims the Village is the
first recording studio in this city and
possibly the country to mn all its vehicles on natural gas.

ALICIA

Lmdm C56888. ....

33004 )2)........59.98

BABE AT 65

Question
Colorful Katims Preps New
Philips,
Seattle Season With Viola
Magnavox
A

center.
For 20 years the colorful Katims
has captivated Pachific Northwest
audiences with his baton, hut he has
been advised that he will be retired
following the 1978 -79 season and
that a younger man will be hired in
his stead. Katims is 65.

"That is absurd," Katims declares.
"Leopold Stokowski recently signed

LOS ANGELES -Cat Stevens is
donating all his royalties from his

November A &M live album, 'Sat umight," to UNICEF, the United

Nations -administered charitable
fund for children in underdeveloped
countries.
a

SPANGLE I1 (Low Songe for Madrigals & M.driguya)
1,8811981888833013 ...... .......56.98

world concert tour to benefit
UNICEF and ls forming his own

TOUREL, JENNIE
A Tribute To

privileged Third World children.

Hermes Foundation to aid under-

he is 93. I'm just a babe, just getting

started."
Toscanini once expressed surprise
when Katims, at a rehearsal, confided to the maestro that he aspired
to become a conductor.
"Anyone can wave a stick," Toscanini snorted. "Stay with you
viola."

The Seattle Symphony may not
yet be first rank, but it has improved
substantially in recent years. And
Katims still plays the viola. Last August he appeared as guest soloist in
New York's Lincoln Center as one of
the stars of the "Mostly Mozart"
Festival.
He was somewhat miffed several
months ago, however, when his

daughter married a musician.
"Now," he says wryly, "I have a rock
guitarist for a son -in -law"

British Project Intl Music
Show For September, 1975
LONDON -An International
Music Show, involving all areas of

Earls Court exhibition hall being
booked for the show from Sept. 2 -6,

the industry, has been finalized be-

1975.

tween John Craig, managing director of British Lion Music, and Contemporary Exhibitions with the

This link between two organizations which were each planning separate exhibitions ends on -off rumors
about the event. Exhibitors will include record companies, music publishers, book publishers, hardware,
production and management corn
pavies and radio firms.
Also planned is a special theater
complex to showcase artists. Says
Craig: "London is the center of the
music industry and this event,
planned on an annual basis, will recognize the fact. As for the link between the two organizations -British
Lion has expertise on the music
business side of things and Contemporary has expertise on the consumer side of exhibitions"

Bullock Opens
Newest Store
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. -Rich Bullock, who opened his first retail Odyssey store here seven years ago after
leaving Tower Records, will open
his sixth store next week in Tempe,

Ariz, near Arizona State University
and a seventh store in neighboring
Phoenix before the year's end.
In addition to the Arizona stores,
he opened a Phoenix one stop, Cash
and Carry One -Stop, this year and
just bowed a downtown 6.000
square-foot three story store in San
Francisco across the street from
Banana Records and Discount
Records.
Bullock intends to match his 1974
expansion, his biggest thus far, in
1975, when he has blueprinted three
more stores on the Coast and in the
Southwest.

$4 Mil Asked
By James Gang
LOS ANGELES -Charging "malicious prosecution" in connection
with a recording con uact going back'
to 1969, the James Gang is asking S4
million in punitive damages and between $900,000 and $2.5 million in
actual damages in a suit filed against
ABC Records Wednesday (25) in

Superior Court here.
Also named as defendants are Jay
Lasker and Howard Stark, ABC executives.

THIS CAT
HAS A HEART

Stevens has already completed

SEATTLE -Once the first violist
in the NBC Symphony under Arturo'
Toscanini, Milton Katims begins the
first season under his new five -year
contract as musical director and conductor aftee Seattle Symphony next
month.
He and his musicians find an eager audience every year. More than
34,400 students at the University of
Washington here provide a rich reservoir of music buffs in a city in no
way celebrated as an entertainment

Claiming that ABC refused to
pick up a third option on its contract,
the James Gang then negotiated
with Belkin Productions, Inc., an action which caused ABC to file suit
and place the combo on suspension.

March In RCA Pact
NEW YORK -RCA Records and
producer -writer Myrna March have
entered into a production deal,
bringing singer Nell Carter to the label's r &b roster. A single featuring
the artist has already been produced
and an LP is planned.

Richard Rising Rites
LOS ANGELES -Funeral services for Richard J. "Dick" Rising, 48,
who for 23 years worked for MGM
and Capitol Records, were held
Monday (23) at Forest Lawn Cemetery in Glendale.
Rising was slain in his Hollywood
apartment by two men who are
being held by police on murder
charges. Surviving him are his
widow, Kathy, and two daughters.

SONG FEST IN
ABC -TV AND
YAMAHA PACT

LOS ANGELES -The American
Song Festival has begun planning
for its second annual competition
and has given broadcasting rights to
ABC Television and the Yamaha
Music Foundation for representation in Japan.
In addition, Ogilvy & Mather, the
international advertising agency,
will be counseling song festival officials in the marketing and promotion of the event.
Yamaha has also acquired broadcast rights for Japan. Festival president Mal Klein is meeting with other
foreign firms to lock up additional
market penetration.
The first annual competition, held
over the recent Labor Day Weekend
in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., will be
the subject of an ABC -TV special
Oct. 18.
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CBS Intl Expands
Creative Services

Arcade's Presley Pkg. Marks
New Stage In TV -Pitch Product
LONDON -Arcade's

forthcoming release of a 40-track double album by Elvis Presley marks a new
stage in the development of TV-promoted records in this country by
switching the focus on to a single anist for the first time.
Although K -Tel last year embarked upon a limited promotion of
a Sha Na Na LP, the campaign was
never developed on a nationwide
basis, and the "Elvis Presley 40
Greatest" collection marks the first
move away from the traditional formula of multi -artists compilation albums. Arcade is looking to the Presley net to open up new sources of
product in a fiercely competitive

market which can hardly generate
new Top 50 hits sufficiently fast to
keep pace with the requirements of
the TV- merchandisers.
"Although there have been no approaches so far, we hope the success
of the Presley set will cause people to
think more about the potential of
solo LPs. We are certainly interested,
although it is doubtful whether there
are many artists with the same kind
of magic as Presley," comments Arcade sales director, Michael Levene.
The 40 tracks contain all Presley's
classic recordings dating back to
such early hits as Heartbreak Hotel,
Jailhouse Rock and Hound Dog,
and with 18 U.K. chart- topping ti-

Finnish Artists Exit
Agency, Form Own Co.
HELSINKI -The

previously

sturdy foundations of the Finnish
pop industry shifted restlessly
recently when a number of Top
Thirty artists left two leading booking agencies, D- Tuotanto and
Viihdetaiieilijat, to form their own
co- operative enterprise, ViihdePolar Oy.
Artists behind the "coup" include
Jukka Juoppamaki. Pepe Willberg,
Tapani Kansa, Petri (from Viihdetaiteilijall, and Markku Aro,
Kirke and Kisu (from D- Tuotanto).
The new company is headed by
Matti Lingman. a former sales director of D- Tuotanto. and noted lawyer
Timo Riskala has been elected
chairman of the board of directors.
Each artist has an interest in the
company (initial share capital is
$6300, equally divided between 12
founder members), and each has a
big say in how the company will be
run. Until now, most Finnish artists
have worked on poor contractual
agreements, some on nominal
monthly salaries and so ineligible
for tax deductions on professional
expenses.

Despite the interest in the new

"democratic" company, it is unlikely
there can be another organization.
for the market is too small here and
other star acts have vowed loyalty to
their existing agencies.
But as Viihde -Polar started operations, the other two companies
were left in an unhappy state. Viihdetaiteilijat, having lost all its big
names, is now just a name on
notepaper. D- Tuotanto, formed by
pop singer Danny in the late 1960's,
still has a lot to offer, despite losing
three current chart acts. It also has a
record label. Delta -which has a first
hit through Anna Babitsin, a 13-

year-old Helsinki girl, on Long
Haired Lover From Liverpool-she's
a kid sister of star Kirka, now with
Viihde-Polar.

LONDON -Rock and pop music
on British television will be given a
greater showing this fall than at any
time in the past. A notable aspect of
the increased coverage will be the
larger allocation of small- screen

Juuranto
Backs Cos.
HELSINKI -Kurt Juuranto,
managing director of Lejos Oy, a
company of many interests includ-

Granada, has a
"45," previously screened on a limited regional basis, but now fully
networked. Most of the nation will
see the show, hosted by Ra
Luxembourg DI Kid Jensen, on
Thursday evenings, but in Lond
will be screened on Saturday
ings, which has already bee°m`
ome
something of music -orientated
via London Weekend TV's pop
ment during a "Saturday See
series of varied teen fare. The s w
will feature four artists weekly, with
the accent on upcoming names and
will be aimed at a teenage audie MU
rather than juvenile viewers aIre rdy
catered for by a long- running Popbased series "Lift OR;" also
doted by Muriel Young and direeled by Peter Walker. The s how
will be recorded before an audie
and acts will be encouraged to
live music.
Rock and soul music will be hr av

-

which Levene puts

as

high

as

600,000 sets, Arcade is backing the
release with heavier than usual promotion. In addition to the prime

concentration of television, with a
campaign costing $750,000 at rate
card prices, there will be more emphasis on field activities with pitches
being made at local radio stations
and discotheques, For point -of-sale
use, Arcade has prepared a display
kit based around a Presley cutout,
five feet tall, and has 500 window
displays already booked.
The TV campaign will begin Oct.
23 in the Midlands area and will roll
across the country so that national
coverage is effective from mid -November until Christmas Eve.
"I don't think the hit compilation
concept is fmished, provided you
can come up with current product,"
says Levene. "But I think the novelty
value which existed in the beginning
has worn off and the customer still
demands both quality and value for
money.

"We think the package will appeal
to two categories of record- buyersthe fans who will have the opportunity to own a definitive collection of
Presley's finest recordings and to another market which may never have
bought a Presley album ever before,
but will go for this one because of its
tremendous nostalgia value,"
Brian Hall. marketing manager of
RCA which has supplied the repertoire and will be handling pressing,
comments, "The Arcade album and
promotion will revive the whole
Presley catalog and we expect to sell
a lot of our own albums us well."

British TV to Give Rock,
Pop Increase d Showing

time by the commercial network, in
recent years never over -enthusiastic
about the ratings appeal of rock.

ing foodstuff, chemicals, textiles,
recording studios and a record pressing plant, is the key figure behind
two new companies here.
The two organizations. KuvalevyViodeodisk and Juvakasetti- Videocassette, will be manufacturers and
merchandisers of video -disks and
video -cassettes, as well as making
corresponding hardware.
Also listed as founders and shareholders of the companies are Leena
Juuranto and Finnforum, the latter
an art design setup founded by
Kurt and Leona Juuranto. The new
companies mark a logical expansion
of Juuranto s earlier work on sound
production, which started in 1966
with the opening of the Finnvox studios, and a modern plating, processing and pressing plant. Cassette duplication was started in 1972.
There is a fair amount of activity
herein the local audio-visual Field
companies particularly active include Finnvisuals and Mainos -IVReklam Ab, with years of experience
to their credit, and Musiikki Facer,
who started preparing for the era of
video earlier this year.

Iles included rates as possibly the definitive Presley collection.
Consistent with its sales potential,

The

Manchester -based

web,
show tagged simply

Pÿ

ily featured in a new series br ing
produced in Newcastle by T arre
Tees TV. Entitled "The Geo.
our
Scene," it will comprise 13 half-h 'die
shows and will be screened by ei ght
of the commercial network's stalions.

From its regular Thursday slot,
BBC TV has switched Top of the
Pops to Friday evening which could
mean a more- closely related impact
on sales at the retail level on Satur-

NEW YORK -CBS Records Intl
has instituted separate creative services and publicity /press departmenu in a move designed to provide
additional promotional and marketing tools for the division and its
overseas affiliates.
The formation of both departments is part of a restructuring of the
division's U.S. Popular Product
Dept., which will now be known as
the Marketing Services Dept.
The creation of separate creative
services and publicity /press departments will allow CBS Records Intl

Bring and eventual placement of
CBS Records Intl news releases and
the coordination of press and publicity efforts between CBS' home office and its subsidiaries.

to place increased emphasis on supplying overseas affiliates with the
necessary sales and promotional
tools, including artists films, radio
interviews and merchandising mate-

ering information for use by over-

rials, as well as a greater emphasis on
the placement of divisional news in
trade and consumer publications.
stated Bunny Freidus, director, marketing services. CBS Records Intl.
Ms. Freidus said that the move
was prompted by CBS' continuing
world -wide record sales growth, and
the division's efforts to keep pace
with various market needs of CBS
subsidiaries.
In the area of creative services,
Michael O'Mahony, formerly associate director. U.S. Pop Product. has
been named associate director, creative services. O'Mahony will be responsible for the production of artist
promotional films for eventual distribution overseas, as well as the
coordination of artist photography
sessions and the production and

editing of radio interviews for
broadcast on international radio.
In the area of press and publicity.
Jim Melanson, formerly on the editorial staff of Billboard magazine,
has been named to the newly
created position of associate director, press and public informations.
He will be responsible for the gath-

Koroliov, Writer
Artist, Is Dead
LENINGRAD- Vsevolod Koroliov.

day mornings. On BBC -2, 'The Old
Grey Whistle Test" has resumed its

35, songwriter, trumpeter and pianist, died here of a heart attack. He
was the leader of the Leningrad Dix ielandjazz band, since 1958 the most

Thursday evening showing, but
apart from plans for a new series of
"In Concert" showcases, still to be
revealed, the BBC fall mix will
largely focus on MOR acts. like Petuba Clark who hosts a new series beginning Saturday (51.

popular trad jazz band in Russia.
Under Koroliov's direction, the
band successfully took part in national and intemationat festivals, recorded for Melodiya and Czech
Supraphon. Koroliov leaves a wife
and daughter.

In

additional

appointment

changes, Peter Philbin. formerly a
staff writer for the division, has been
named publicist. CBS Records Intl.
Philbin, who will report directly to
Melanson, is responsible for the division's weekly newsletter , 'Stateside News," and will maintain close
relations with product managers and
label artists for the purpose of gathseas press

offres.

Gary Williams, previously coordinator, U.S. Pop Product, has been
appointed coordinator, marketing
services. He will continue to be responsible for the distribution of artist photographs, bios and various
display materials to CBS affiliates.
O'Mahony, Melanson and Williams
report directly to Ms. Freidus.

Coral to Bow

Low -Price Line
LONDON -EMI will launch a
new MCA Coral low -price line this
month. The initial release will be 12
albums including product by Bing
Crosby, Bill Haley. Sammy Davis O
Jr., Judy Garland and Burl Ives and O
will be backed by major promotion. p
The new line is to be called the
MCA Coral Rainbow Series and
will have a new label design. The albums will retail at $3.70 with tworecord sets at $7.30. The first double
album is a 33 -track Buddy Holly
compilation called "Legend, "which
includes four original stereo versions
of Holly tracks.
Coral will also release "The Best
Of Judy Garland" as a double album. Prize item in the new series is
Bing Crosby -A Musical Autobiography, at $18.30.
MCA label manager, Peter Robinson, said the majority of albums in
the new series would have 14-16
tracks, and the intention was to add
further titles to the range at regular
intervals. "Many of the items which
have proved good sellers on Coral or
Ace Of Hearts in the past will be returning next year in a similar form,"
he added.
The launch will include extensive
advertising in national weeklies,
browser cards, window stickers and
consumer leaflets.
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Canada
210 Registrants at

Marks, Jacks

Communications 9

Enter Deal

MARTIN MELHUISH
CommuniRecords, RPM Music Publications,
By

VANCOUVER

-

cations Nine, the music industry

convention organized by RPM
weekly, a Canadian weekly trade
paper, drew approximately 210 registesnts from across Canada for the
two -day meet Sept. 21 and 22 at the
Bayshore Inn. Vancouver. The C
Nine convention was held directly
after the two -day Columbia Record
of Canada Convention at the Hyatt
Regency in Vancouver. and the C'
Nine registrants were invited to attend the showcase of some of Columbia's Canadian acts including
Murray McLauchlan. Lick-n' Stick,
Bond and Myles and Lenny to kick
off their three -day stay in Vancouver.
The speaker's sessions at C Nine
were opened with a welcoming
speech by Walt Grealis, editor and
publisher of RPM weekly, followed
by John Mills, general manager of
the Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn. of Canada. Aller a
short break, during which most of
the registrants retired to their rooms
to watch the Russia- Canada hockey
game, the speaker's sessions continued with addresses by Demer Don
Binet, director of manufacturing for
Attic Records; Bob Austin, publisher of Record World; Geoff Stir-

ling of Apache International Corp.
of
,and Paul Drew, the vicepresident of RKO Radio. At the
I ose of the day RPM hosted a cocktall party for registrants and their
guests.
Sept. 22 was devoted to the vis-

iting of hospitality suites that had
been setup at the Bayshore Hotel by
A &M Records of Canada. Columbia Records of Canada. Denalli
Records, GRT of Canada, Leo
Records, London Records of Canada, Motown Records

Mushroom

of Canada,
Quality

Records.

Taylor, Pearson & Carson, United
Artist Records and WVA Music of
Canada. During that afternoon Motown hired a boat for a four -hour
cruise of the Vancouver shoreline.
Greeks, in summoning up the use fulness of a convention of this type,
stressed the isolation of western
Canada in the past and the value of
establishing a continuing rapport
with that area of Canada. Explains
Grealis, "Our first meet in Van couver was an attempt to establish a
rapport with the West. We felt that a
great deal could be accomplished by
getting the industry from across
Canada to sit down and iron out
their problems in a setting at the exname end of Canada. The result of
that meeting did bring forth many
problems and although the meeting
offered no answers the trade was
better informed of the difficulties
that existed within the industry.
"What do we use as a measuring
stick of our success in the west? This
question that I have often asked
myself and I have no way of knowing what the answer can be. I think,
in the final analysis, the west is best
qualified to know if the gap has been
shortened or can be eliminated completely someday."
is a

ish electronic goods was presented

here as part of Poland's national industrial exhibition -with many lines
of televisions. radios, record and
tape hardware and accessories introduced by Unitm.
In the tape department, only three
models shown were cassettes (all under license from Thomson) out of a
total of nine units, and only two
were stereo.

obvious that. as in Russia, the
cassette has not yet dominated the
national market in Poland, or yet
overtaken open reel. No cartridge
It

is

WHAT

Is

ee

SEND $1,00 FOR
SAMPLE COPY
$7.50 FOR 1 YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION.
Beetle Publications,
Post Office Box 5696,
Station "A ",
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.

represented by Bell Records elsewhere, has an extensive number of
copyrights in his Gone Fishiri Co.
In the U.S., he has tagged his BMI
affiliate Rockfish Music.
Marks Music will handle administration. representation and print.
Professional manager Dick Stone is
preparing cover recordings of Terry
Jacks' "Which Way You Goin'
Billy," a multimillion seller for his
Poppy Family several years ago.

Coming under the umbrella will
be all the original material of Terry's
Canadian family released on the
Goldfish label- Chilliwak, Susan
Jacks and Barry Greenfield. The latter's new album "Rainbow," Susan
Jacks' single "You Don't Know
What Love Is," and Chilliwak
"Crazy Talk" have been released in

LONDON- Subpubtshing rights
in the U.K. for "Y Viva Espana,"
one of the most successful songs of
the year, are in dispute. It is alleged
that certain points in the original
cantead with Sonet publishing were
not fulfilled.
The original copyright of the
song, a Belgian original by Leo

hardware or auto tape is manufactured by the national industry, and
stereo still constitutes a modest portion of the overall output of record/
tape hardware. Retail price of a
stereo

unit

is

still prohibitive here

as

in Poland -a stereo Fonomaster
WG -610F retails at about $150.
However, the Polish industry has
some success in the video field
there were two video recorders, an
MTV 20 cassette unit and MTV 10
reel unit offered by Unitra for export
sales. And there were wide ranges of
solid -state radias, television sets and
microphones at the exhibition.
Unlike the Russian situation, most
Polish -made record /tape playback
equipment is made under license
from West European companies
Thomson, Grundig (tape recorders),
AEG Telefunken (record players).
Jukebox production is a big branch
of Poland's electronic industry
Unitra is sole exporter of jukebox.

-

-

to Russia.

schedule.

From the Music Capitols

of the World
TORONTO
John Denver appeared in his first
Canadian concert on Aug. 22 in
Vancouver. RCA, in association

with CHUM -FM Toronto and

Telly, who became the first Canadian ever to achieve platinum

CKOC Hamilton, had winners of a
contest flown to Vancouver for the

(150,0 00 sales) on a single, is preparing a new release for the Bell label.

colleen which drew 15,000 people.
After the show they were taken tome
John Lee Hooker, who was playing
at the Cave. In town for the event
were Ed Preston, the national promotion director for RCA Canada,
Jean DesJandins, RCA, Montreal,
and Ken Clark, RCA Calgary as well
as Uwe Schnack, and John turd of
RCA Vancouver. ... Eric Clapion
returned to Canada for two dates at
the beginning of October, at the
Montreal Forum and at Maple Leaf
Gardens in Toronto.
Axe Records is now distributed by
GRT of Canada and affiliated distributors. Initial product from the label will be new Gary & Dave single
"I May Never See You Again "; and
new Gary & Dave single "All in the

Caerts, with lyrics by Leo Rozenstraten, is with Basan in Belgium.
Sonet managing director Rod
Buckle, talking about the allegations. says as far as he was concerned
Sono had acted totally correctly
over the matter. Basan general manager Alain Lelievre said there had
been "difficulties in communication." The dispute has existed
since February this year. after the
song had been turned down by a
number of U.K. publishers.
Yet "Y Viva Espana" has a remarkable international history. It
was first recorded by Samantha in
Belgium, and was a big his there -26
weeks in the charts, and sales of
130.000. It was a chart success in
Sweden, where it was published by
Sweden Music.
In Germany, published by Mel odie Der Welt, it was a big hit for
Dutch girl Imca Marina -there was
56 cover versions in Germany, including one by James Last, and total
sales there were in excess of
1,500,000 copies.
And in Spain, where it is published by Ducal, a division of Disco -

phon, Samantha (this time with
Spanish lyrics) had a big success, as
was another version by Manolo Escobar

of Better

come
there.

a

Records

-it

has be-

kind of "national anthem"

U.K. via the Sonet
version by Sylvia, total well over
Sales in the

200,000. But the royalties are in a
state of suspension until the legal situation is sorted out.

Latin-AsActs In Russia

MOSCOW
usual, the fall is
an important time for Latin talent to
go on show in Russia. This year's
roster of Latin acts, booked by Gosconcerl to tour here, include the National Musical Theater of Cuba for
performances in Moscow, Peruvian
singer Mario Gensolten, a regular
visitor, and Brazilian guitarist Darsi
Villia Verde on a five -town tour

Canadian artist Terry Jacks meets with Joseph Auslander, left, Marks Musk
president, and Dick Stone, right, the firm's professional manager, to sign
administration and promotion pact for world representation of his Gone
Fishin' publishing catalog.

the provinces.

Viva Espana' Draws Tiff
On Subpublishing Rights

Poles Show Electronics
At Exhibit in Russia
MOSCOW -An exhibition of Pol-

NEW YORK -Joseph Auslander,
of Edward B. Marks Music and
Terry Jacks have consummated a
deal for that fitta to represent the
Canadian artist's publishing companies exclusively throughout the
world, excluding Canada.
The singer, who produces himself
and a number of artists for his own
Goldfish Records in Canada, and is

Los Baraguayos have also been
annual visitors, but the biggest event
this year was the arrival of Argen-

tinian singer /actress Lolita Torres, a
firm favorite here since the mid 1950's when she enjoyed great suc-

through her films. She sold out
at the hex-office here and Melodiya
plan releases of new material from
the Latin- American star.
cess

Past "; and

new single and album
by Thundermug promotion for the
artist will continue to be handled by
a

Greg Hembleton, president of Axe
and Elsie Hetherman, the label's
general manager. Gary & Dave and
Jay Teller, another of Axe's acts, set
off on a 25 -date western Canada
lour Oct. 15, in Grand Prairie, Alberta.... A Tommy hunter single
and album and George Hamilton IV
to Downey's Country"
created by Gary Bock for production
in a story by John Porteous in the

"Back

Canadian Spotlight review (Billboard. Sept. 21, 1974), were actually
produced by Jack Seeney, the manager of RCA studios in Toronto.
Seeney also produces Dick Nolan,
the Carlton Slaw Band and Roy
Payees.... Anne Murray has just
finished recording at Eastern Sound
in Toronto and the taping of a "Today Show." She will be a presenter
at the annual country music awards
this year.
John Allan Cameron
has just returned from a working
holiday in Europe, including stops
in England and Scotland. Cameron,
who is of Scottish decent, considers
these trips "an annual pilgrimage to
the old country." On his return, he
taped the "Noel Harrison Show" in
Halifax, and is preparing to tape
spots on the "Cliff Edwards Show,"
in Montreal, the "Tommy Banks
Show" in Edmonton and his own
show for the CI'V network here....
Bruce Murray recently signed to
Balmur Ltd., is working at Eastern
Sound with Skip Beckwith, producer.
Copperpeouy has just signed an

exclusive long -term recording con tract with Capitol Records -EMI of
Canada Ltd. The signing was made
by Paul White, director of a&r.
Shore, formerly with CFRN Radio, has been hired by Denali
Records, headed by Doug Hutton as
sales manager. John Bennett the label's Toronto representive, will work
out of the Edmonton office for the
next few months, working on west em Canada sales.... John Hinnen,
the former music director of CKLB,
Oshawa, has moved on to CFTR Toronto, as sports announcer. Arnold
Selsie formerly with CJMR, Mississauta, replaces Al Kingdom, who has
joined CKF Inc. Toronto. as morning man on CKLB. ... Guy Ber trand's Sonatgram label has picked
up the French folk label LeChant du
Monde for distribution in Canada.
Sonogram recently signed Frank
Mills formerly contracted ro Creative Artists Records. Bertrand has
been appointed by K -Tel International to put together their first
French LP.

Kot'ai Robert Midford is looking
for a distributor in the U.S. for Ellen
Mellseaine, who recently signed to
the label. Her first single for Kot'ai
will be "Let Me Be." Also signed to
the label are Mahogany Rush, Morning Hare, Les Setulns, L'Infonie, and
Craig Matthews. Midford indicates
that Korai will pick up the Dille
B nard Blues Band after they complete one more album for London.
Quality Records will distribute
Larry Utters Private Stock Records
in Canada. Initial release for the label in Canada is "Touch Too
Much," by the Arrows, ... Brussel
Sprout signed to MCA records of
Canada.... Record Retailer Sam
Snidemsan, rock journalist Ritchie
Yorke, Attic Records president and

Gordon Lightfoot's manager, Al
Mah, and Mel Shaw president of the
Canadian Independent Record Producers Assn., president of Music
World Creations and manager of the
Stampeders, were guests on a panel
moderated by Billboard's Martin
Melhuish at the Stereo 75 Show
presented by Audio Scene at the
Constellation Hotel in Toronto
recently. The topic of discussion was
record quality.
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International

EMI, U.S. Artists
To Push Product
Continued from page I

Elektra- Asylum and EMI International.
The first artist will be Andy Kim
followed near the end of this month
or early November by the Righteous
Brothers. Later in November Al
Martino is expected to visit Britain.
Other artists who have visits and
concerts planned areGlen Campbell
and Grand Funk which will be making its third tour of the U.K. early
next yearend Helen Reddy, who has
postponed her visit, originally
scheduled for next month, until
spring.
The success of Andy Kim on Capitol with his single hit, "Rock Me
Gently," is viewed by the international division as a breakthrough
for Capitol.
Says Colin Bum, marketing coordinator for U.S. product: "There's
nothing like having a hit single. The
next one should have that much
more chance of success. Capitol is
being made the first priority."
This month will see the release on
Capitol of the British version of
what was in the U.S. a two-record
set, "Endless Summer," a compilation of Beach Boys material. The
record has been reduced to one album for the U.K., but all 20 unedited tracks will be included and it
will sell at the normal single album
price.
Also scheduled for this month is
the Righteous Brothers LP, "Give It
To The People" and the Andy Kim
album which will include his hit
single.

Looking ahead to November.
Capitol is planning "The Very Best
Of Al Martino," a Frank Sinatra
Christmas LP and product from
Ann Murray, Tocares, Nancy Wilson, Lettermen, Tennessee Ernie
Ford and John Stewart.
A similar push is being made on

From

MCA with a new Tony Christie
single, "Happy Birthday Baby,"
Dobie Gray has a new album to
comeand a new single, "Hey Dixie."
It is now confirmed that Lynard
Skynard is to come over on a tour.
The Coral catalog is also to be relaunched under the tide MCA Coral
Rainbow series.
Motown, according to Bum, is going from strength to strength.
"Chartbusters Vol. 9" will include 17
tracks and will be promoted on commercial radio and there will be store
windows in November. Concentration will be on the Commodores and
the new Diana Ross single. Syreeta
is proving to be more successful than
EMI imagined and the new Jackson
Five LP, "Dancing Machine,"
scheduled for release late this
month, will be given a considerable
push.
A Stevie Wonder anthology is in
preparation for release before
Christmas.
Similar promotions are planned
for Elektra /Asylum and EMI International itself. On this new label
there is product by Trini Lopez and
Vickie Lawrence and Burn says:
"There will be
announcement of
a fairly major act we will be acquiring in the next few weeks."

Larry Page has signed a three year deal with London Records of
Canada for distribution of his Penny
Farthing Records' product in Canada. First release will be Paul da
Vinci's "Your Baby Ain't Your Baby
Anymore." Also released through
the same deal will beJohn Kincadé s
"Till I Kissed You," which has been
in the German charts for the past
seven months and is now out in the
U.K. Page last week was in the U.S.,
sorting out a distribution deal for
Penny Farthing.
A new product line called Combination Packs, comprising an LP and
cassette or cartridge packaged together, is to be launched by Pye. Although the repertoire on the LP and
the tape will be different in most
cases it will feature the some artist.

The marketing idea behind the project is that the packs will enable consumers to buy at a reduced price a
record to play in the home and a
similar type of tape to play in the car.
Consequently, most of the material
involved is easy -listening product.
John Entwistle, bassist with the
Who, has compiled an album of previously unreleased tracks by the
band which will be issued on the
Track label on Friday (4). Of the I1
songs only "I'm The Face" has been
heard before as the band's first
single when they were called the
High Numbers, Entitled "Odds and
Sods" the album will be backed by

Label In U.K.
LONDON -20th Century Records will have its own label identity in the U.K. under an extension
of its original licensing agreement
signed with Pye in January 1973.
First release under the new arrangement is Batty White's album
"Can't Get Enough," followed by a
single, "Gorilla lock,' and a
"Greatest Hits" album by the Eleventh Hour, produced by Bob Crewe,
and an LP, "Save The Last Dance
For Me" by the de Franco Family.
In London to attend the Pye sales
conference, Russ Regan, president
of 20th Century Records, commented, "I have to thank Pye chairman Louis Benjamin for a great deal
of our international success. He did
a deal with us when nobody else
seemed to care about the label. He
was there when I needed him and
our first year and a half together has
been very successful."

Vogue jazz product will in the future be released through Pye under
a new licensing deal. The Vogue label logo will be retained when a two for- the -price -of-one campaign is
launched this month. The double albums are by Willie The Lion Smith,
Django Reinhardt, Louis Armstrong
and Duke Ellington, John Surman,
Count Basie and Gerry Mulligan.

Disney, Pye `Fly' Test
LONDON -Walt Disney Productions has linked with Pye Records to
promote a $50,000 competition
called "You Can Fly." It runs from
early this month to Dec. 31 and is
open to all children under the age of
12.

The competition, which involves
coloring in a dot -linked drawing and
answering some questions about
Disney characters and product, carries a first prize of a trip for a family
of four to Disneyland in Los An-

the Music Capitols
of the World

LONDON

20th Century

window displays around the country
together with advertising on all commercial radio stations.
As part of the restructuring and
strengthening of its promotion activities the B &C /Charisma Group has
created the new post of head of promotions. Steve Jukes who was
recently appointed manager of the
newly signed Sussex label will become head of the promotion department and Fraser Kennedy, who was
previously area promotion manager
for Scotland and the North East becomes field promotions manager.
Changes have also been announced
in the structure of the Mooncrest
publishing company, which will
now be jointly managed by Stephen
Shane and tan Warner who will in
addition continue to run their own
label, Cloud One Records.
Aries Management, a company
formed by Dave Chapman former
managing director of the Probe label, has signed its first act and has
concluded a deal for representation
of the French artist -producer Dick
Rivers First U.K. signing is Ferry, a
four -man London based act which
has an album and single completed.
... First single by John Lennon in almost a year is out through EMI on
Friday (4), tide is "Whatever Gets
You Through the Night," coupled
with "Beef Jerky." Apple's Bernard
Brown said that a Lennon album of
his own compositions would now be
(Continued on page 68)

plus runner -up prizes of
recording and camera equipment.
All Disney product, records or
cassettes or cartridges, will be
stickered with "You Can Fly" promotion material. The dealer, on a
sale, removes the sticker and puts it
on an entry form- incentive for the
dealer is through a similar prize for a
family of four if the eventual winner
enters from his store.
Fred Marks, marketing manager
of Walt Disney. says the competition
would receive extensive consumer
and trade advertising, plus 30 -second spots on TV, and substantial
point -of-sale promotional material.
"It is, we feel, a very warm idea for
a competition and blends in well
with the image of Disney product.
It's unusual for this market, and already we're sure of great consumer
interest. End product should be
some very happy people!"
geles,

Morgan to TRO
NEW YORK-Howard S. Richmond. president of TRO. in New
York, announced the appointment
of Eddie Morgan as director of New
Projects. Morgan will headquarter
in New York and will work directly
with Howard Richmond and Al
Brackman in the development of
U.S.-originated projects in all areas
of pop music. Morgan's activities
will also include a close association
with David Platz of the Essex Music
Group of music publishing and production activities in London. Morgan will act as liaison in servicing
U.S. record companies with new
product originating out of England.
Morgan comes to TRO and RCA
Records, New York. Prior to joining
RCA, he was associated with
SESAC for many years. Morgan
said the Essex Music Group in London has been directly responsible for
developing such artists and groups
as Procol Hamm, Joe Cocker, Black
Sabbath, and T. Rex, who have attained top popularity in the U.S.A.
His work will include working with
all new talent programs in future.
initiated in England or U.S.

Jet Label Formed; Will
Have U.S. & U.K. Offices
LONDON -Following a prolonged period of industry speculation, complete details have now
been announced of the new Jet
Records label formed by ex -Warner
Brothers general manager Des
Brown and artist managers Don and
David Arden.
The label will have offices in London at 44 Parkside. Wimbledon, and
in Los Angeles at 8560 Sunset Blvd.
Brown will be heading up the U.S.
operation and will be moving to LA
next week although he will be returning to the U.K. frequently, and
Don Arden will look after the U.K.
offices.
Jet will be working closely with
the established Arden management
firm which handles such artists as
Wizeard, Electric Light Orchestra
and Lynsey De Paul.
The company's first signing is
Lynsey De Paul and a single will be
out on October4. Entitled "No Honestly," it is the theme tune of the new
London Weekend Television series
of the same name which stars husband and wife team John Aldenon
and Pauline Collins.
Distribution for this release will
be through Polydor although Brown
stresses that this is a one-off arrangement and Jet is still negotiating with
a number of majors for an over -all

distribution deal.
Both let offices will have a full
complement of back -up staff although no personnel have yet been
appointed. News of further artist
signings is also understood to be imminent.

The initial launch statement adds
that the strength of the label will be
derived from the varying backgrounds of its directors and quotes
them as saying, "We are able to offer
artists on both sides of the Atlantic

truly international support."

Polydor to
Distribute
Ringo Label
LONDON -Ringo Start has entered into an agreement with Polydor for the launch of his own label,
Ring -O' Records. Although no announcement has yet been made of
signings to the label, product is expected to be available by the end of
this year or early 1975.
Polydor

a &r

manager Wayne
Bickerton said this week that the
deal was worldwide, excluding the
Slates and Canada. "Talks arc going
on at the moment about whether to
launch the label in the later part of
this year, or wait until January. but
really it all depends on Ringo Start."
he comments.

Bickerton added that the new label would pursue an artistic policy
along the same lines as Starts own o
recording career, with commercial C)
product being released, although Q
there are no immediate plans for m
Starr to record for the label himself. gj
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released prior to his album of rock
A benefit
and roll evergreens.
concert is to be held on Oct. 27 at the

London Palladium for Colin Char
man former producer of Top of the
Pops who died at the age of 37 in
August. The concert has been organized to raise money to pay off the
mortgage on his home.... London
director of MGM Rod Buckle resigned from the position this week
after three years. He will however
continue to be available for MGM
matters until Oct. 31. He intends
joining Sonet Records, where he has
been a director since 1968, on a fug.
time basis. Brian Dockery, formerly
manager of the international sales
division at EMI in the U.K.. has
taken up the post of resident group
representative in Japan. He succeeds
Richard Ascots, whose new appointment will be announced in due

course.... Nick Moths, former Harvest label manager, has been ap-

pointed EMI a &r manager in place
of moon Visser who recently left the
Nigel Steffens has
company.
been appointed supervisor of the
RCA creative services department
reporting to creative services manager John Dyer.... First series of
Gold Badge of Merit presentations
from the Songwriters' Guild of
Great Britain were made by Guild
president David Heartier at a lunch
sponsored by the Music Publishers'
Assn. in London. Among the 12
recipients were Mickie Most, managing director of Rak Records, Vera
Lynn, Victor Knight and publisher
.

Sydney Bran.... GTO Records has
signed Irish singer Dana. Her first
single will be "Please Tell Him That
I Said Hello." ... Radio One's autumn output disclosed this week by
station chief Douglas Muggeridge

will include

music capital Oct. 31 -Nov. and two
in Osaka Nov. 5-6, have been fixed
for Frie Clapton, says Set iro Udo,
president of Udo Artists, who is
bringing the U.K. rock vocalist/guitarist into Japan. Tickets went on
sale Sept. 15. Also, 18 concerts have
been arranged from Nov. 6 through
Nov. 25 for Nancy Wilson and the
Buddy Rich Orchestra by the some
Japanese promoter.... A "rock village" has been set up in the mountains of northern Japan by a group
of amateur musicians. Rikio Saito,
leader of the group, says it's the perfect place to practice without disturbing others. The "rock village" is
open to all amateur musicians at the
annual membership fee of 10.000
yen a group. ... The Sharp "OpIonica" system stereo set is being endorsed by the Three Degrees ( "Ab!
Gutsy sound ") in ads placed by the
Osaka -based manufacturer.... Tokuma Musical Industries' Daniel
Nenishkis has introduced the
Mother Trucker "women's lib" rock
group to Japan with the release of a
single ( "Tonight ") on the Ember label.
Toho became the No. Japanese
manufacturer of singles with music
of international origin in the second
week of this month with the bestselling soundtrack theme from "Fist
of Fury" on its Tam label.... King
Records has cut out 615 music tapes
from a total of 1,751 listed in its
dealer's catalog between Aug. I and
Sept. 10.
"Yukio Hashi in
U.S.A." is scheduled for release here
Oct 25 by Victor Musical Industries
in CD-4. The discrete 4- channel album is a recording of his live performance at the Shrine in Los Angeles last July.
HIDEO EGUCHI

number of programmes devoted to some of the bigger stars in the rock galaxy and their
contributions to music. Most extena

sive coverage is given to the Who in a
four-show series entitled The Who
Who's Who. Each one -hour pro-

-

gramme will be built around a single
member of the group talking about
himself and the act's ten years together. Following on Nov. 2 will be
All American Heroes, an eight programme series featuring artists such
as Stevie Wonder, Carole King, Marvin Gaye and Neil Diamond.

CHRIS WHITE

TOKYO
Four concert dates. two in this

1

SYDNEY
James McKay and Roy Morgan
Research have formed a company to
gauge the popularity of pop personalities by computer. McKay states
that for years promoters have gambled hundreds of thousands of dollars on the popularity of concert artists.

Recently this company, Concert
Data, released the findings of a survey conducted on the popularity of
Nell Diamond. One: Of the total
population in Australia, 73 percent
heard of Neil Diamond. This figure
constitutes 74.7 percent of capital
city dwellers and a surprisingly high
69.8 percent of all country dwellers.
Two: Of the 73 percent who knew of

him, a massive 12.8 percent said they
would be very likely to see him perform in Australia. This is equivalent
to 1,150,000 persons. A further 9.8
percent indicated that they would be
fairly likely to see him perform
(879,000), creating a total potential
market of around 2 million. Three:
Disregarding the fairly likelies and
concentrating on the very likelies
only the capital city potentials are
Sydney 274,000, Melbourne
211,000, Perth 108,000, Brisbane
103,000, Adelaide 74,000 and Hobart 51,000 with a total of 821,000.
An associated point of interest was
the high additional number ofcountry people (add approximately 40 percent to city figures) who indicated
that they would be very likely to me
him perform. This would suggest
possible successes in the charter tour
area.

Apologies to Kevin Jacobsen and
Bobby Weiss for the incorrect statement I made in Sept. 7 edition. In
fact, all ATA recordings will be issued on GRC in America and GRC
acquired world rights, excluding
Australia and New Zealand, to all of
ATA masters.... Ron Blnckmore of
Paul Dainty Organization reports
success of his tour with Barry White
and Lore Unlimited.... Two Australian records hold the lop place in
Canberra at present. Alderman Jade
Hurley is having tremendous success
with his single "Down In The Rio erina" and Bernard Bolan is on top
with his double A side "Rose Bay
Ferry And Toomk Tram." ... Chris
Gilbey reports that Albert's artist
Stevie Wright has made a worldwide recording deal through Atlantic Records in U.S. and Phonogmm
in Europe. Also their William
Shakespeare has been signed to
Mickey Dallon's label Youngblood ...
Ray Mortimer, Financial Director of
WEA Records, reports the signing of
the Bronze Label to their fold....
Gordon Lightfoot is touring Australia for BIII McColl and Paul
Turner, head man of WEA, hosted a
reception for him here on Sept. 20.

JOHN BUMELL

MOSCOW
The Music And Fashions show organized here by Poland's Tehmena
Company, and part of the Polish national industrial exhibition, featured
top Polish acts No To Co (So What),
a rock group; singer Boguslaw Mec;
jazz pianist Adam Makowlcz; and
bossa nova guitar duo Henryk Alber
and Janusz Sztrobel.... USSR Radio Balalaika orchestra has visited
Portugal and Spain for the first time.
Argentinian actress and pop
singer Lola Tones did a five -town
tour of Russia -she was first popular
here in the mid -50's after her starring role in the film La Edad del

...

And currently touting
Russia are Yugoslavian acts Academic (rock band), Collegium Musicum (girl choir) and singer !vitae
Sefrezi.... Russia's Katinka group
back from a first tour of Czechoslovakia and East Germany.
Melodiya here has released a
four -record net of Brahms' First and
Second Symphonies, performed by
the Moscow Philharmonic, conducted by Kirill Kondrashin.... Bulgarian stars LIII Ivanovo, Biser Kirov
Amor.

Semenoff to Russia
Columbia Records photo

PUB DEAL -Walter Yetnikofl, center, president of CBS Records International, signs Lander-Roberts songwriters Albert Hammond, left, and Mike
Hazelwood to an exclusive, longterm sub.puhlishing agreement for all countries outside the U.S. and Canada. Hammond, who is one of CBS International's top selling artists, is releasing his third album this fall.

MOSCOW -Walter P. Semenoff,
President of Automatic Radio International, Melrose, Mass., visits Moscow this month to continue negotiations with the Soviet Automotive
Industry executives on his project of
supplying ARI car stereo players for
equipping Russian -built cars. This is
his second visit to Russia this year.

ANCHOR AFLOAT -The first sales meeting of the new U.K. company Anchor
Records Ltd. was held in Burcet, Oxfordshire, and attended by Anchor's EMI
licensees from Germany, France, Holland, Ireland and Scandinavia.

and the Objectif rock band are all
tourihg Russia for the next few
months, while Emil Gilets and Igor
Oisteakh played concerts in Finland
and Austria.
Also from Melodiya: the 1942
recording of Shostakovitch's Seventh Symphony, recorded in Radio
City, New York, under Arturo Toscanini ... and the company's Mdodly Jazz Band, led by Gbeorgi
Charanyaa represents Russia at the
Prague international jazz festival at
the end of October.
Romance Of Lovers

is

the tide of a

film, with music by Alexander
Gradskii, Moscow -based rock
singer, composer and musician,
which won first prize at the international film festival in Karlovy
Vary recently -Melodiya to release
stereo albums of Gradskii's score for
the movie.... Soviet singers Serge!
Zakharov and Sophia Rotara did
well in the Sopot International Song
Festival in Poland.

Melodiya's main classical release
now is of Brahm's two concertos,
performed by pianist Emil Gilets
and the Berlin Symphony orchestra
under E. Johum.... Latin team Los
Paraguayos here for their annual
concert tour.

VADIM YURCHENKOV

HELSINKI
Despite bad weather, the Ruisrock Festival here, an annual event
since 1970, attracted 15.000 fans
among the main acts were Jussi and
the Boys (the only Finnish band):
Horselmat, a Swedish band with star
names Jan Schaffer and Bjorn
Lindh); Hungarian band Locomotive GT, who have done well in the
US; and two British bands, Prom!
Harun and Nazareth, with Strawbs
not appearing because of the illness
of their bassist.... Though the event

-

suffered a loss of 515,000, the deficit
will be paid by the City of Turku,
and it is hoped to make the festival a
three -day event in 1975.
Pasawtlan Presidentti, the Finnish "supergroup" who tried hard
for an international breakthrough,
has folded -the news breaking only
a few months after a successful tour
of the UK and Scandinavia and release of their product in the US
through Chess /Janus ... main reasons given are unwillingness of
members to undertake Tong tour and
lack of big venues in Finland ..
Jukka Tolooen, the group's lead guitarist, is to go for a solo career.
Columbia artist Marion has won
first prize at the annual Sopot Festival in Poland -her winning entries
were "I Believe In Music," by Mac
Davis, and "That Was A World Of
Old Fashion," a Polish song. She
had a recent television special here
built around the songs of Paul
McCartney and John Lennon.
Harty Orvonma, managing director of Scandia- Musiikki and a member of the Teosto-sponsored Committee of Music Publishing, said at
the Jyvaskyla Summer Festival that
there just wouldn't be any Finnish
hit songs soon unless the state offered grants to the publishing industry ... recently it has been increasingly popular to make Finnish cover
versions of foreign hits because it is a
cheaper way to make a record ...
and Scandiá s current top -selling
single is a local cover of Seasons In
The Sun!
More concerts than ever at this
time of the year in Helsinki, with visiting stars including Tim Hardin,
Status Quo, Frank Zapper, Suzi
Quatro, Roger Whittaker, Sweet,
Benny Goodman, Count Basie,
Denis Roussos, Abbe and Ivan RehroP.
KARI HELOPALTIO

BPI Is Urged to Act On
Off-the-Air Copying Ads
Continued from page 3
try committee, formed to make representations to the Whitford Committee on copyright, urged those
members of the BPI whose firms
were engaged in hardware manufacture to use their influence to make
certain that the illegality of copying
recorded music was clearly pointed
out in advertising.
He added that he was hopeful that
ultimately there would be a law introduced legalizing homecopying as
in Germany where a percentage of
the cost of equipment is utilized to
compensate record companies.
Kelly noted that recent TV advertising featuring a mother supposedly
recording just the voice of her DJ
son during a broadcast. It was "nonsense," he suggested, that only the
voice would be recorded.

BPI director Geoffrey Bridge
stressed the need for quick reporting
of any signs of illegally manufaclured records and tapes bring sold

by retailers.

He said that the best form of intelligence were sales forces and he
stressed that information could be
supplied in confidence to the BPI.
He added that the BPI's investigator
was available to make a presentation
to salesmen on methods of detecting
piracy.
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meets including bagpipes, and cover songs

WATERLOO
DUSTS

which touched upon every cornerstone of his
scribe him.
Wood is unquestionably the locus, the "wiz.

zard" himseH: he wears a fright wig, has a star
painted on his lace, and plays a guitar shaped
like

a

shovel. The seven man group he has con.

the rock of the '703.
Featured prominently were. Wizzard's singles
"Ball Park Incident," "See My Baby live." "An.
gel Fingers, "The Story 01 My lave.' and Roy
Wood's solo offerings "Dear Elaine," "Forever:'
"Going Down the Road."
One number, "She'll Be Gone' was just written by Wood on the plane to New York the day

hakyon days of the Move. so

a

more well

rounded set could not have been asked

-

la.

"Buffalo Station" was the roaring Climax, but
the audience brought the group back for three
encores including a repeat of "California Mad"
when they ran out of rehearsed material. If Roy

-p

-Abbe
Purple (EMI

)

moms)

Continued from page 16
10,000. Scheduled for the Tower
were Bruce Springsteen for an early
evening and Roy Wood for a midnight concert Sept. 20. Coming are:
Todd Rundgren and his Utopia
Concept, Oct. 18; Jackson Browne
and Wendy Waldman, Oct. 25:
Electric Light Orchestra, Nov. 6:
and Manfred Mann, Dec. 20.
For the Civic Censer, Midnight
Sun so far has David Bowie for Nov.
22 and 23 dates, and Genesis for
Dec. 5.

Adding to the local scene are the
offerings at the surburban Bryn
Mawes Main Point, showcase for
the contemporary and folk artists.
Line -up for the weeks ahead for the
coffee-house spot includes: Murray
McLauchlan, Oct 10-13; Michael
Cooney, Oct. 17 -20; and Doc Watson, Nov.

(Roma RatkordaFMl

1

4

scribing his musk, and after a two hour plus
show Sept. 21, which saw him play sic instal.

shod of the mark due in part to her own vocal
histrionics which muddle the lyric and her pro.
pensity to scream "yeah" al virtually every op.
parluniII. This shouts be subdued or at least
controlled if she is to become an immediate,
recognizable commodity. She is Ion talented to
blend into a cliche because of a desire to please
a few rather than many.
Moss Allison, the veteran jazz maestro from
Mississippi, has a ouR of his own. No mere or
pegs solos or chromatic runs for him. Indeed.
his style is pure Allison. Purists may decry his
staccato, vib015111s voice while others will call
it traditional. Whatever you label d, he is
unique.

Nilson breezed through several of his typi'
tally of.the.wall renditions of familiars. 'Too
ke My Sunshine" done in a mina key adopts
new meaning as he combines both lyric and mu
sic to a new motif. "Hey, Good Lookiri " of all
things, again provides a surprising new groove
as interpreted by Nhson. His own tunes "In No
Particular Time" and " Perchman Farm" give an
insight into the man as pianist and composer. -)
Moss Alison is in town Ina seldom to give his
fans enough of him, it would seem. Audience reaction to the headliner was enthusiastic and S
warm with spectators yelling for favorites and .rn
more of anything.
11MSIEPH01

g
0

campus Briefs.
Continued from page 20

ulty in Denton, a school world -renowned for its jazz curricoli.... Far
to the Northeast, Stan Reaves. is

"educating" Cornell University students not only to jazz but to r &b as
well with his new "Nighlwunds"
program beamed from WHCA -FM
on campus. That's in Ithaca, N.Y.

Whoppin' Concert Season
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storm an this tour, then lime has come for a se
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Talent In Action

(RCA)
s

7 -10.

Bill Scarborough, Main Points
impresario, also turns concert
promoter from time to time and has
Bonnie Raitt Al Penn's Irvine Auditorium, Oct. 12.
Local music scene is also upgraded by two jazz clubs offering the
top jazz names. Just Jam in center
city had Joe Williams. Eddie Harris,
Jimmy Smith and Billy Eckstine in
September. Trey's, in the German-

town section of the city, has lined up
such jazz stars as Frank Heppenssall
and his trio. Oscar Brown Jr.. Jackie
McLean, Louis Hayes and Quintet,
and Andy Aaron and the Mean Machine.
While not too successful in the
past with rock concerts, Walnut
Street Theater, the nation's oldest legitimate theater, will join the contemporary music scene this season
with a series of folk. gospel blues,
and jazz concerts. The series, "Music
America," will be produced by the
theater management associations
with the Performing Arts Division of
the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
Set for four Tuesday nights in October, November, February and
March, the folk series will offer Mike
Seeger, Highwood Ssringband, Jean
Ritchie and American Folklife
Company. On Wednesday nights,
the gospel and blues series will bring
in Pearl Williams and the Jo Trio,
Sweet Honey and the Rock, Sonny
Terry and Brownie McGhee, Elizabeth Cotten and John Jackson.
The four jazz evenings on Thursdays include Andrew Bill Combo,
Jimmy Giuffre 3, Earl Hines, Jim
Hall Duo. Tariff for all the concerts
set at $3 and $5.
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Music by DONNA FARGO

worked in your fields this morning
I travelled your highways today
Used a creek and a rainbow for a road map
And a tree fora chapel to prey
I'm ao proud to sing your praises
And to live in the land of the free
l'm just one
Of your children who loves you
You're home sweet home to me
United States of America
Where 1 can be
Whatever I can be
Free to think as 1 choose
Right or wrong
Win or lose
Where my only limitation is me
United States of America
I believe In the red white and blue
And 1 thank you for all you've done forme

And. as a citizen of my country.
believe it is my duty

I

And I'll do
My best for you
United States of America
Halleluiah. we love you

1

To obey your laws.
To try to be a worthy individual,

positive example,
and a productive and responsible citizen.
To be informed and concerned about our nation's affairs
and to voice my beliefs constructively.
To practice diligently an attitude of brotherly love and
hold no hatred against anyone, and, when one of my
brothers makes a mistake. be he peasant or president, I
will try to treat him as 1 would want to be treated. with
compassion and understanding.
And, !will continue to be proud to pay taxes for the
opportunity to live in the greatest nation in the world,
a nation born out of faith in God and sustained only if
that faith and the support of the American people remain
strong.
a

United States of America
Halleluiah, we love you
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CLOSE YOUR

EYES AND
SEE THE
SEH SYII1DOL.
HANGIN' O(1T,AHEIVRY AANCONI
,

It's the new single

from the new album
of movie themes by the
master of movie music.
Henry Mancini.
"Hangin' Out'
CPLI/CP51/CPK1-0672

More than 45 million people had their eyes open to hear
The Sex Symbol on ABC TV's "Movie of the Week:'
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week

Spetlight
JOHN LENNON -Walls And

-late

Apple 5W3416
(Capitol). There has never been any question concerning
the magnitude of John Lennon's talent, and here he

7E1017
(EIeMm /Asylum). Possibly the best thing this long time successful writer and. over the past few years. successful singer
has cone up with. Mixing in a few rock tunes with his always
sensitive and skillfully handled ballads. Browne offers a bit of
JACKSON BROWNE

For The Sky, Asylum

sdmething far everyone. While the rock material
on the ballads that he

core

melts.

is

good, it

& toges,

is

marvelously handled ballads,

standard and a great
oldie, aN done in a skillfully professional style. Superb
production throughout, using shings in the most tasteful
manna possible, woodwinds that blend rather than ds'

poetry as any one else making music today,
the music is welt handled and the vocals improve with every
album. Several cuts here that are possible single hits, but this

album really transcends any categorization, which is one of
the highest compliments that can be paid an artist.

a

tract, and the rock

is Mot That, good solid rock. The vocals
almost haunting in places but are magnificent
throughout. In all ossn, this undoubtedly is the best soto

are

Best cats: "Late For The Sky, "The Late Show. "Foe A
Danger, "Before The Deluge,""The Road And The Sky."
Dealers: Browne has a loyal following and the beautiful

project Lennon has come up with. eeriest for AM or
play and chock full of potential singles.

caver art makes for perfect display.

FM

JOE FARRELL-Upon This

Beak's: The John Lennon name

is all

you need.

prim has always been the
match rock and classical without overstating either

leader lard Lynne. ELO's strong

one. Taste has always been their forte, and here, with a soft.

melodic sound reminiscent of some of the best of the Sgt.
Pepper Beatles period, they have come up with what is prob.
ably the lined sal of their careers. Vocals and instrumentals

fit pedectly together, and the songs may be enjoyed equally
as separate entities or as part of a total concept. Watch for
immediate FM response.
Best cols: "Can't Get It Out 01 My Head,

"Laredo Tor.
nado. 'Mister Kingdom," "Illusions In C Major."
Dealers: Group has strong following and tour constantly.

e
ro

DEVADIP CARLOS

SAl1TAMBNMYAMICECOLTIMNE-

Ilumieatipa; Columbia

PC

32980. This is

totally cosmic

a

record, and the first meeting of these two musical innovators.
Joined by some

d

the world's greatest sidemen including

Dave Holland, Jack Delohnette and Armando Peraza, this al-

GENE CUIN( -No Other, Asylum

7E1016 (Elebtra). Gene

Clark has long been somewhat of a legend among music fans

several excellent solo efforts. Now he's back with his usual
superb mix of country and rock tunes, his melodic vocals and
his beautdol set of songs. The complaint has long been that
Clark was not commercial. Perhaps he was just a bit ahead of
his time, for with the growing popularity of coumry.ike matedal and the move by many artists from the long, often boring
"concept" and "intefkcloal" material of recent years to sim

infernal rather than

on the

"

Brit

cuts: "Life's Greatest Pool, "Silver Raven, "From A
Silver Phial." "Some Misunderstanding." "Lady Of The

North."

Data:

Clark has a hard core of fans, so let them know

a lot of people onto this form of music. Many
people will buy the record expecting Santana and will be

hopefully tamed on to the sounds within.
Best cuts: "Angel of Water," "Angel of

w
m

Dealers: Display prominently throughout the store.

O

Ú

a

Sunlight, "Bliss:

The Eternal Now."

IEOgONE -Boded Dreams Thragh Turquoise Eyes, Epic
KE 33053. (CBS). A blend of contrasts highlights this fine LP
from a group that seems equally at home with hard rockers,
what used to be called "Blue.eyed soul" or well handled ballads, Adept al using a single lead voice with backup chorus or

working with harmony vocals, Redbone have put together an
exceptionally commercial set here with virtually every out
showing single possibility. Use of strings aids rather than hin.
dem the nwterial on the few cuts where they are offered and

the production of Pal and Lolly Vegas is superb.
Best cuts: "Suzi Girl, "Blood, Sweat And Tears." "Cookie'
With D'Redbone," "(Beaded Dreams Through) Turgouise
Eyes." "Interstate Highway 101"
Dealers: Group scares constantly with singles and cover is
a

colorful shot for good display.
THE ROCKY HORROR

SHIM -Ode

SP 77026

(A8M). 0rigi.

nal cost recording of the British musical which has been play.
ing in Los Angeles for close to a year (this is the L.A. cast) and
W

ready to move to New York and London shortly proves

a

highly entertaining piece capable of standing on its own
whether one has seen the play or not. Mix here s of good
theatrical music and good rock, a difficult combination indeed but one that succeeds here. Tim Curry and lamie Don-

nelly are line singers and the rest of the cast is excellent as

well. Basically,

a

in

cut:

a

bad out on the

for radio play.
"Science Fiction /Oouble

Feature," "Time
Warp.""Touche, bocha Touch Me. "Rose lint My World,"
Dealers Deluxe package should attract attention and re.
member, this show will get into of publicity when it hits the
Best

"

mad.
GENTLE GIANT -the Power

And The Glory, Capitol ST-

11377. Group has been on the scene for

number of years
and have had several LPs released in this country, but this is
the first for Capitol. What we find here is a rather strong mix
of rock and classical instmmentah. but in a much softer vein
a

than what we are used to from bands such

as ELP and Yes.

Highlights, on this "kind of concept" LP are the keyboards,
cello work and the line vocals of Derek Shulman. Strong point
is that neither the rock or classical parts are overdone and
each finds its place easily. LP should find its way onto FM

formals quickly. Reminiscent in parts of some al the quieter
instrumentals handled by Flash a few years back.
Best cuts: "ASpnaticns," "Playing The Came,
A

""No God's

Man," "The Face."

Dealer: Even while the band did not have a recording
contract here, they kept legion of fans through steady flow of
imports.

date, they may find that success. LP is the usual delightful
mix of rock instrumentals and strong vocals with touches of
mandolins and recorders to soften things a bit. With several
singers capable of handling lead and fine harmony singing
throughout, the group shows an appeal that should reach
rock FM listeners and some possibility la AM play. As good as
this band is when it cames to rack, their strong point is still
the excellent talky material they handle so well.
Best cuts: "In Year Head, "Dealers Choice." "The Man
Down There,""Tomorrow."

Crap

has

tae d

fans and will tour with Traffic

this winter.

Weak

Man, "The Langer We Sky Together," 'Willoughby Brook."
healers Wilson is going up shads with Atle tune and has
established following in soul and pop.

little

anything this group can do
wrong. Highlights are the unrefined yet skillful lead vocals
which avoid the high tenor sand so common in soul today
bounced against

in

chorus that sounds like another set of instruments. Good mix o1 standards and new tunes. and there
is no reason why this group should not cross over into pop
almost immediately. Certainly one of the strongest soul acts

ability and commerciality.

Best cuts: "Summertime In The City,

"

I

"Save Our Good-

love You, "A Change Is Gonna

Come," "Fever."

MICHALBRBANMK'S FUSION -tome, Columbia KC 33184.
Polish violins /seoophonist, Urbaniak has a real blockbuster
here. Hs group is right behind him throughout and the
brilliant vocals d his wile Ursula Dudziak are perfect for the

innovative sound he's developed. While the music cannot be
categorised as either jazz, rock or anything else, it lits somewhere in between. Urbaniak is bound to make a real smash
with this effort and it would be advisable to push this one
toward campus stations.
Best cuts: "Mazurka, ""Ilex, "New York Balsa, "Kama:'
Dealers: Urbaniak is climbing very quickly in the country
and This album should he placed in the jazz and rock sections.

NE

MARY M0CRFARY- leeebel, Shelter

5X.2110 (MCA). Sec

and effort ham this talented songstress proves a large step
up km the first. both quality wise and commercially. Using
a

many tracks he leans toward the percussion box popularized
by Timmy Thomas. For some unknown reason he has steered
away from the blues and the closest he comes to this musical

strong but not overpowering backup voices from stars such as
Merry Clayton and a host of top musicians. The most refreshing soul set horn a female vocalist in some time. Watch for

idiom in on several instrumentals.

strong

Ned," "Nat

haggle."

Dealers: Otis has

a

d WEST- Lifesag, Dunhill DSD.50179 (ABC).
Talented miter and production team come up with another
line album, spotlighted by songs ranging now the most humorous to the most tender ballads. Absolutely beautiful hat
mom the pair, combined with superb
instrumentation and magnificent anangemente. The duo
have been recording for some lime. but the excellence and
commerciality of this LP could well mare them la the same
heights as artists that they have already reached as writers

mony and solo vocals

"

Best cub: "Ldesong, "Tuna Fah Song," "Maury,"

Dutchman."
Dealers: Ray this one in store.

response as well as FM and Top 40 play.

Best cuts: "Singing The Blues (Reggae), "Mighty Clouds

"Levan," "Brother."
Probably
the best cover the Sheller label has yet
Dealers:
come up with. Use to advantage.

CASHMAN

and producers.

sal

'The

CXAMBS WRIGHT -Ninety Oay Cycle Peoplq Dunhill SSD50187 (ABG). Veteran singer comes up with smoothly ham
died effort with a lot of good, funky, dance tunes Maturing

tight instrumentation and ha usual strong singing. More
commercial than same at the artist's past efforts. but he
manages to retain his own style. Several eery strong ballads
here work well against the more uptempo material, and
Wright also vanes the cuts by double tracking its vocals on
some tracks and handling others alone. Could cross into pop
with this one. Strong Mu leaf also.
Bet ads: "Ninety Day Cycle People." "IS It Rear "Comment,"""Gimmie Thal Sammich."
Dealers Wright has strong lolkwing. Place in pop areas as
well as soul.

fro

saxophonist Crawford has

a

sweet

are flawless. This album is exemplary of

the sounds Crawford
capable of making and the production of Creed Taylor has
developed this jazzman into one of the best. While several of

s

the tunes are contemporary classics by Stevie Wonder, Crawford treats them to exciting and new treatments.

Bed calm "Tana," "Don't You Worry 'Bout A Thing,"
"Gr000e Junction, "All In Love Is Fah."
Dealers: In-store play and display are suggested.

Country
JOHNNY CASH -The Junkie And The luicehead (Minus

Me), Columbia KC 33086. Tho album could have been en.
titled "A Family Affaií' since lohnny.lune and three of June's
daughters participate. Quite a mixture of maters) Irom the
old "Slewloot" to Ocololterson s "Junkie and lukehead" to

religion, and ore tune dealing with the generation gap be.
tweet father and daughter.
Best cute "The Junkie and The luicehead (Minus Me)";
"Crystal Chandeliers And Burgundy" and "Lay Back With My
Woman."

SUSAN RATE- Singing, Capitol ST 11333. Mostly songs

done by others but with Susan's usual smooth harmony and

complimented with good string arrangements.
Best pits: 'Woman's Kind Of Man;' "Loves Ups And
Downs' and "I Give You Mine.'

Dealers Good picture on front cover will attract attention.
JOHNNY RODRIGUEZ -Songs Abort Ladies And Love, Mer-

cury SBM 11012. Robahly the best yet mom Rodriguez, a
great selection of materal, from some al the best writers
around. several of his own and a couple of standards and

little Spanish here and there.
Deist cuts: "I'm Not That Good At Goodbye. "I Was Born
Travelin Man" and 'it Feels Like love.'
even

sag

features Me distinctive style of Ms. McCreary, topnotch production from Denny Cordell and Leon Russell,
Each

Of Joy," "Jezebel,"

loyal following.

(Motown).

You Worry Bout A Thing, Nadu

sounding package here and the anangements by Bob James

BOARD -Skin I'm In,

series of original tunes and songs from the likes of Elton John.

Uh Mi

KU -1951

-Don't

Dealers: Interesting family portraits on cover.

Inviclus K2
32526 (CBS). This soulful trio is back with a real blockbuster
and they are becoming a rock and soul band in the tradition
of the Clays. Much of their material is very Irish and a number of them could be pushed as singles. This is very vibrant
soul and the group has definitely changed since their last hit.
Best cut: "Everybody Party All Night," "Skin I'm In,"
"Let's Have Some Fun, "Finder's Keepers."
Deakin The aver photo is an eyeratcher.
CHAIRMEN OF

her powerful vocals to the maximum eflect, she bells out

"'Mt

HAM( CRAWFORD

Dealers: Place This one in soul and pop.

SHU66IE DDS- Inspiration Information, Epk KE 3305
(CBS). Otis has turned into a soul star in Me period since his
last release. He plays all of the rhythm instruments and on

Best cub: "Inspiration Information," "Sparkle City,

customers aware of Ms presence.

if

a

of today, combining musical

is

pin quality.
Best cuts: "Upon This Rock, "I Won't Be Back."
Dealers: Farrell needs in-store exposure to help make your

-

tempo material, there

6042 SI (Motown).

uplifting when it has to be and as a stark
contrast, it racks heavily. The latter leering is achieved on the
opening cut, "Weathervane" and is built around driving pas.
sages by guitarist Joe Beck and drummer Jim Madison. "I
Won't Be Back" allows the ensemble a vehkle with which la
produce a magnificently swinging feeling. Incidentally, Her.

MANHATMNS -That's How Mud !Love You, Columbia KC
33064. Absolutely stunning set from one of the most talented
harmonizing units in soul music today. Whether they are
moving through raucous cachers. smooth ballads or mid

byes," "That's How Much

good, well done fun LP and possibly the best

rock original cast recording since "Hair." Not
LP and lots

UNDISMRNE -Happy Daze, Elektm 7E1018. British folk.
rock band have been on the verge of a mapr success here for
some time, and with this, their mast commercial effort to

Dealers:

s Wilson's powerful vocals that
steal the show here. LP is basically one full of potential singles, which is the way an LP should be. Material is ideal for
AM pop formats as well as soul.
A

CTI

-

eel

"I'm

Rol,

this cut. Farrell and Beck
really cook together on the tille tune which has a linger snap

three topnotch producers (Johnny Bristol, Jerry Fuller and
Steve Cropper) helping him along on this one, he proves himself one of the finest soul singers in the held. Strong backup

instrumentals help, but

Fantasy F.

bie Hancock plays regular piano on

AL WILSON -La La Peace Song, Rocky Road PR 3700
(Bell). Wilson s currently on the charts with the title cul of
this set, and the rest shows that he has lost none al the touch
that brought him several huge hits a year or so ago. With

Bast cuts: 'La La Puce Song," "Passport,

he's back.

bum should turn
ch

Soul

as well as (hose in the business, following his stints as an
congeal Byrd,a member of the Dillard 8 Clark Expedition and

pier things, Clark seems in the
fringes, A magnificent effort.

lamat. The music

I

the rock instrument /classical format formula is back again
with another line effort this one a symphony p enned by
h

These,

Saxaphooisldlautist Farrell has a field day blowing light and
airy improvisation within a warm and cohesive small group

tutu 'Whatever Gets You Through The Night,"
"Bless You," St9 Dream," "Steel And Class," 'Ta Ye."
Bast

EIECIIUC LIGHT ORCHESTRA- Eldorado, United Artists
UAAA339.C. One of the first bands to successfully combine

of

hitting jazz. But that's fine because the saxophonist leader
plays beautilully and is augmented by same gossamer strings
and some sweet arrangements by Gene Page. This n a step
out of the ordinary far Turrentine, but he retains his grasp of
his tools playing on "I Know It's You" and "Midnight And
You" The intention of producing a potpourri kind of situation
has been accomplished. There's sweet, soul and organized
floating jazz.
Best cuts: "Midnight And You, ""Deep In Love."
Beaten: Turrentine is a powerhouse name in the jazz sax
field. This LP can be used for in-store play.

rally excellent album yet. Lennon offers his usual dose of
good, healthy basic rock, a format he has always been
master of and which is lacking in so many other LPs to.
day. At the same time, he gives the listener a selection of

The lyrics are meaningful and

-Pieta

9465. This is more romantic, dreamy music than it is hard

serves up what may well be his most versatile and musi.

as close to

ability to

STANLEY TURRENONE

a

Dealers Rodriguez

is

A

really hot and album has great front

cover. Display prominently.
JOHNNY CARVER- Please Don't Tell (That Sweet

011e

Lady

Mine), ABC ABCD-1143. By the same title and featuring his
current single, written especially for him by the writers of
OF

"Yellow gibbon." it's a great album, well produced and with
Carver's easy, smooth delivery. Mostly up tempo songs but all
easy

(binning.

Best

M:

"I Think I'm Falling

In

Love" and "(The Likes

00 Louse"
Dealers: Lots of singles potential.

AEI ALLEN, IR.-Another Goodbye Sag, Warner Bros.
852821. Label has really gone all out on this first album on

young Reo, lr. Great batch of tunes, featuring three of his latest singles and utilizing some of the best musicians around.

(Confirmed on page 80)

*h

Spotlight-tee est outstanding d the week's rnkasse:
-arm
dicte' la tin lop era of the stud in the *oleo el the racier;
recommended -predicted to hit the chart among en loom Awl post
rpm: rodeo editor: Bob Kirul; reviewers: Eliot Beget, No Freedbrisk Claude Hm, animas, l'ira Mehnue, Is Horowitz, Bob limb.
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this week 98
Lost week 77

S1fl9i1If!IdLe

HOWELL- Constant Disappointment (2:545 prodoter: Clayton Ivey &Terry Woodford; miler: L Jacobs; publishers: Beachwood & Neoslat BMI. Motown 1321F.

REUBEN

CUFF BeYOUNG
NEIL DIAMOND- LoegfeNOw Serenade (3:22); producer.
Tom Catalano; writer: Neil Diamond; publisher: Stonebndge,

-tt

Hurts

A

THE NUES CORPORATION-Rodin' Soul

(2:59); produc

writer: W. Holmes; pub.
fisher Joni Lane, BMI. RCA1H-10066. Coming off their numere: Tom Sellers & Wally Holmes;

ber one smash of "Rock The Boat," the Hues Corp. hits the hit

formula again with their soft voiced, melodic amok standing
out against the fine ma of funk and strings. Harmony vocals
with the lead ramping out from time to time works perfectly.
Should be another monster

hi

for the trio.

featuring Malta Khan -You Got TM Lae (2:545
producers: Bob Monaco & Rules; miters: C. Khan-R. Parker;
publisher: American Broadcasting ASCAP. ABC 12032. Rulus
follows their lop fire "Tell Me Something Good" with another
funky raker which shald hit pop and soul air Formats andbe
another instant disco hit. Strong vocals, basic but exception
ally well handled instrumentals. and anyone who liked the
last disk should find this one equally compelling.
RUFOS

NILSSON- Subterranean Homesick Blues (3:155 producer: lohn Lennon; writer: B. Dylan: publisher: Warner
Bros., ASCAP. RCA 1010078. Kind of a long that here, but
Nilsson's unique interpretation of the classic Bob Dylan song
could propel him to the top ol the charts. Working well with
John Lennon 's production, Nilsson serves up a dose of hard
rock that is refreshing enough to catch on at both the AM and
FM radio levels. Flip: Mucha Mango /Mt. Elga (3:43); producer: same: writer: Lennm /NilssomAdpt.; publishers: Len
non /ATV, BMI; ATV/Blackwood, BMI.

recommended
-Charmer (2:51); producer: Nick Jameson:
enter: Tim Moore: publisher Budfngton /Andustin, ASCAP.
Asylum 45214. (Electra /Asylum).
TIM

MDORE

JOE COCKER

-I

Can Stand A

Price;

writer. Jim

ASCAP.

MM

Nice:

Little Rain (3:32); producer: Jim
publisher: WB Music/Extreme.

1626.

PaylonA Cleveland; publishers:
BMI. ABC /Dunhill 15014.

Roll,

L.

ABC /Dunhill &

Little Even Now (3:13); pro-

-I Don't Haveiiime to

14J4

** SOU*
BLUE MAGIC -Three Ring Circus

other across the hoard hit tor these veteran hit makers.

reproduced.

BONNIE GUITAR -From This Moment On

(3:26); producer:
Joe Johnson; writer. Bonnie Guitar; 4'Star (BMU; MCA
40306. The lick is lamilar, but the song is new. and Bonnie is
singing as of old.11's a beautiful rendition of a fine song, with
a country tune on one side, a pop release.on the other. Flip:
"Shine (And We've Gat To Nave ILA ": Producer: same; writers:
Sun Child, Crystal Lady. Erma; Little Elmo (BM!).

publisher: Mighty Three. BMI. Avco 4645.

and writing styles as standout as always.

an

writers:

Wary (3:20); producer: Thom Bell; writer: Bruce Hawes,

types of radio Formats. with the distinctive Diamond vocal

cals. complicated musical changes and should add up to

LANYéNCE POTION -Tek Me You Love Me (love
Sounds)
(3:19k producers: Steve Bani, Dennis Lambert, Brian Potter;

BMI. MCA 40294.

to the type ol material that has propelled him la the top no
many times should do the same again. Ideal for virtually all

(2:41); producer: Tony Camillo; writers: Tony Ca millaMary
Sawyer; publishers: Etude /Kama Sutra. BMI. Buddah 433.N.
It's unlikely that Gladys Knight could make a bad record, and
this one, with her usual superb vocally stylizing backed by
the masterful harmonizing ol the Pips is one 01 her best. This
mid tempo cut features Gladys mixing soft and throaty vo-

system

L1TRE ANTHONY AND THE IMPERIALS

major stars has already jumped on the charts, and this return

Heart)

in a retrieval

ducer: Al Capps: writer: John Reid: publisher: House Of Gold.

ASCAP. Columbia 3-10043. Sott rocker from one of America's

GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS -1 Feel A Sang (In My

a

transmitter,. in ens tom or by any mean, e.o.mc^mechenal.
'hoc. opPny. recording. or otherwise without the "nor wnt.e permission o the put:,s er

stored

(3:20); producers: Baker.
Harris- Young: writers: B. EIi -V. Barrett; publishers: W.M.O.T..
Friday's Child, Mighty Three, BMI. Atlantic 457004. Absolutely beautiful cut featuring strong ballad harmonizing, su.
perb string arrangements and a pretty song that should reach
the pop markets almost simuOaneous9 with the soul areas.
The singing is the standout here.
BOBBY WOMACK

mite:

-I

Don't Know (3:14); producer: Bobby

Womack; publisher: Unart /Bobby Womack, BMI. United Mists CW561.X. Almost talking intro movWomack;

B.

ing quickly into powerful singing highlights this latest Wo-

mack effort.

Mist's

rough but controlled vocals stand out as

JOHNNY ROBRIGUE2 -We're Oman

(2:10); producer: Jerry
Mann; Screen Gems Columbia/
Sumnlerhill (8MI); Mercury 73621. A strong Pig Robbins pi.
ano accompaniment to this song, which is considerably dif.
Kennedy: writers:

vey Fuqua & Earl

info available.
EASY STEWART -Out Of Hand

lour

Pain (3:070 producers: HarSutton; writer: Teddy Rabb; publishers:

R.

Mulfinglon /Dunbar /Rum, BMI. RCA 1H.10079. Smooth, well
handled soul ballad highlighted by excellent vocals. Kind of
cut That could easily prove

a

crossover.

KRISTINE SPARKLE -N's fa His Kiss (2.26); producers: David
MacKay & Barrie Guard; writer: Rudy Clark; publisher: Hod.
groan powerful pop

hit

is

PAUL -Be

Truthful To Me (391); producers:
Gamble-Huff-. wrlers: K. Gambled. NuNd. Whiteheed.G.
McFadden; publisher: Mighty Three, BMI. Philadelphia International ZS8 3551. (CBS). Taken from an older LP, this cut
could be the most commercial thing Paul has come up with
since "Me And Mrs. Jones." Catchy uplempo melody, line le.
male backup vocals and good mix of slangs and horns in the
instrumentals. Should move him right back into strong shad
contention.
BILLY

recommended
MASTER BEET -Let

lyre Stand (2:58); producers: J. Briggs,
McCaskill; writer: Lmus Ceph: publisher: Interior. BMI,

E.

treatment by this big voiced songstress.

GENE COTTON- Sunshine Roses (104); producer: Charlie
Totten!. miter: Gene Cotton; publisher: Monya, ASCAP. Myrrh
136. (Wad). Song lends to sound a bit like "American Per" in

spots, but singer shows
could gain him AM play.

a

good, pop oriented voice which

tablish ho career as an artist. Rip: no info available.

tS-He Gn9

Fro My Shoes (1:305 pro'
writers:
doter: Stan Kessler;
L. Kingston, F. Dears; Window
(BMI); Mercury 73618. Another cut from an album, and N's in
LEW

the traditional Lewis style, which is pretty strong. Flip: "To.
morrow's Taking Baby Away": producer: same; writer. B.E.
Taylor; Terry Lee Lewis (BMI).

DONNA FARCA -US. 01 A (3:40); producer: Olen Silver;
writer: Donna Fargo: Prima-Donna (BMI); Dot 17523. Yoe
have to be ready for this one. It's tired with patriotic fervor,

including

lengthy dosing recitation. It's not the

a

ROBBY BENSON -Hey Everybody

(3:115 producer:

Joe

J. Brooks; publisher: Big Hill, ASCAP. Bell
45,611. Good ballad material which could garner pop and
soul airplay. Artist has excellent, well controlled voice.

LLOYD GREEN

Young; writers:
DISCO TEX & THE SEE,O,LETTES -Get

Darwin' (3:50); producer: Bob Crewe: writers: Bob Crewe.Kenny Nolan; publishers: Hurt's Delight, BMI; Kenny Nolan /Coral Rock. ASCAP.
Fun filled, frenetic dance tune which has already caught on in
the New Yak discos.
SCOTT IACOBY -(Hey Gid) Act Ube A Woman;

producer.

Lee

Sound, BMI. Capricorn 0209. (Warner Bra.).

Midsmg 1 Emily. ASCAP. Midland International 10.10057.
(RCA). Good soft vocalizing from young actor. AM oriented
material in this quiet ballad style rat.

Patios;

carders:

L PecknsoA. Kenneth: publishers:

Nee (224); producers:
F.

of

Brooks; miter:

PERCY SLEDGE-IN Be taran Everything

Clayton Ivey & Terry Woodford; writer:

sat

Donna Fargo record you he used to, but it should have broad

-Canadian Sunset (243); producer: Chip
E. Heywood, N. Gimbel; Carve (BMI); Manu

-

ment 8624.

RONMEMACK- Rednecks Need Levin' Too (2375 producer:
Jim Vienneau; writer: Ronal McCown; Sawgrass (EMI); 20th
Century 2121.
MIKE KIRBY -Boone And

(3:20); producer:
Quin Ivy; writer: George Soule; publisher: Meseta Shoals

song, and it should help es-

appeal. Flip: no info avaibble.

Sussex 625.

BOTTOM & COMPANY- Spread The

multi.alented with this excellent

Ideal for AM airplay.

always on this rocker which shows strong cross -over poten.

liar. Goad dance record as well. Title acts as effective hook.

(2:47); producer: Roy Dea;
writers: Tom tans, Jell Barry; Alma (ASCAP) /Broadside
(BMU; RCA 10061. The musician-turned singer shows he is

JERRY LEE

son Hay, BMI. London 5N-1057. The old Doris Troy soul

B.

ferent from his past releases. It's out of his hit album. Flip: no

FirstTimeAround
HELL STORM -Gbe Me

Weil

C.

Johnson: publisher:

Ake (3:08);

producer: George
Cooper Ill: miter: Roger Mumh; Wits End /Red Ribbon
(BMI); TEM 1501.

GLENN BARBER -You're

Win'

Newry On My Mind (2:07);

producer: Wesley Rose; miter. Dallas Frazier; Acuff.Rose
(BMU; Hickory 333.
BOBBIE ROY -TAI The Feeling Goes Away (2:37); producers:

Short Bone, BMI. Motown 1309F.

Buddy Killen & Tommy Allcup; writers: Buddy Killen, Ian

TOMMIE YOUNG-You Came last In lima (2:37); producer:
B. Patterson; waters: Slrickland.Patterson; publisher: SuMa/

Country,

Rogan, BMI. Soul Power 116. OneseO.
MAJOR LANCE -Um, Um, Um, Um, Um, Um

(3:03); producer:
Major Lance; writer: Curtis Mayfield: publishers: lalynne/
Girton], BMI. Playboy 6017.

Glenn

CASH

McCALL- Junkie For Your lone (3:81); producers: Cash
McCall, Chuck Colbert; writer: S. Joseph: publisher: Pollyday,

Dun. /Rodeo Cowboy (BMU; Capitol 3965. One of the tine
cuts horn his lately album. Red sings this tine ballad with
excellent production. The best he has had to date. Flip: no

BMI. Paula 404. (Jewel).

MM available,

REDSIEAGALL- Sorneme Cares kw You (245); producer:
Sutton; miters:

(Mill;

Crutchfield; Tree

d1PO°Qc>

Red

Sleagall, Glenn Sutton;

Pala

LANE

RED

-little

miter

Killen;

Dial 1151.

ß:5O; producm:
(BMU: Dial 1150.

Scatterbrain

Red Lane; Tree

HANK LOCALIN -Sant Me Your Coffee Cup
Mel Tillis;

writer:

Hank

Buddy

(237); producer:

Locklin; Sawgrass (OHIO:

MGM

14752

rots -a

top 70 dust lune in the opinion of the review pawl mbdr
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He also does songs of others like Johnny Nash, John Denver

and Some Murray, proving that he can handle anything. Pro-

ducer brings out maturity and professionalism not often
found in one

as

young as he.

Bedo&

"The Same Old Way" and "Yes, We Have Love."
Dealers: Display up front, it meats it

kowski in the earlier recording, seems thoroughly comfortable
in tracing the complex multi. layers of the dense scare. And

clinical and somewhat dry recorded sound works
to help the inquisitive ear separate and follow clashing lines
and rhythms.

the

0110051

background instrumentals from
highly orchestrated numbers to more funky material. Several

Dealers: lees is in today. Md even more attention will be
paid this unique American as the bicentennial year ap-

ceptionally sophisticated for a first effort, packed with a number of potential singles. Best material is the more orchestrated cuts which fifer the singers a chance to show their

oroaaches-

best. Should hit the soul stations immediately.

Philharmonic Oah. (Soli), RCA
ARL2113t1. AI's a tossup whether cast or conductor will provide the strongest sales impetus. But the combination is not
to be dared, and the 2- record set will stimulate solid buyer
action for long time to come. To Solti must go the credit for
the dramatic unity of the performance, and projection of the
poignant story without descending into bathos. But all the
soloists contribute at the highest level as well, and the
recording is first class.
Dealers It's a winner. Stock it, display it. Even the dull
cover art will be overcome.

WES: SYMPHONY'

N0.4 -Le don Philaramfc ( Sadaie),

Aß01.0589. Finally a serious competitor to the Sidouki
version on Columbia which had much to do with the revival 01
RCA

interest

Delos:

in Ives some years back.

Smokier, who assisted Sta.

Place in soul and new

artist

33062. Santana
percussionist lues strikes out on his own and relums to his
Latin musical roots. He has touched all musical bases and
JOSE "CHEPITO" AREAS, Columbia KC

U BOHEME- Domingo /Cabate /Milner /ale.

gen /Raimondi /Lmdm

cur

"Talk About The Wald, "There's Another On
Your Mind," "God Bless Your Love, "'Searchin."

traassical
First Time Around
AMERICAN TEARS- Branded Bad, Columbia KC 33038.

Powerfully commercial set from new trio characterized by
strong rock work and good keyboard sound. Bask enough to

playlisa. Vocals have e
touch d soul to them and the material is the type That is
original enough and refreshing enough to catch on should
sufficient exposure be offered. Band is equally capable of
rockers a ballads. II one were to make a comparison between
this hand and existing units, one would have to say that they
strike a note d originality along the lines of Steely Dan.
Best ads "Sweet Changes. "Croaked Is Quicker." "Paul.
iee, "Lack And Chain, "Slidim Home."
Dealers: Band will tour with Alvin Lee later this year.
be welcome on AM as well as FM

"

On In

I

Dealers: Place in soul and new artists.

lead vocalists abo most well and add to the variety here. Ex-

But

PIICCINI:

01

mar "I Can Feel Your Love Slipping Away," "Come
Lae," "I Cali t Let You Go, "You're All Need."

Beat

THE IMAGINATIONS, 20th Century T-453. Good, versatile

mix featuring a variety

could have success on Me prop, jau and Latin charts. Most of
the musicians he uses are Latin, but several Santana mem.
bers also played on it. Overall, this is an incredibly good first
clod by e musician who has stood in the shadows for too

long.
Rest

cuts "Cuarafeo." "Funky Folsom," "Morning Star,"

" Buscando La Gente."

Dealers: Emphasize he's from Santana.
JAY DEE -Come On In lane, Warner Bros. BS 2820. Good
sel of verala, somewhat in the Barry While tradition (except
in a different vocal range) which is not surprising considering

White produced the set and wrote most of the material. Still,
Dee stands on his own wdh this mix of ballads and disco style
material. Loa of gam orchestration here and lots of potential
AM play cuts.

pop
Hart

TOM 04015 -1he

Of Saturday Might, Asylum 7E -1015

(Eleklra /Asylum). Fine mix of tolky, bluely rock highlights
second effort from talented singer songwriter. Best material
is the rocky tunes with the contrasting talky backups. Best
cuts: "Shiver Me Timbers, "The

Hart
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Saturday Night."

32896. Excellent South American
sound from band that toured with Paul Simon a year ago and
URUBAMA Columbia
one high critical

KC

pain.

Superb instrumentation throughout.

Pedect catalog item. Best Balm "Kacharpari. "Una."
PEGGY LEE -Lays

on

a

Lae, Atlantic

SD 18108. Peggy Lee is back

new label. with now material and a definite new outlook

Manchester, Man O'Day, Paul
McCartney and many others are given exceptional treatment
and this lady has a real flair for singing contemporary tunes.
Best cub: "Let's Love," "He Is The One."
on life. Songs by Melissa

STARDMYE- Sardrire, Columbia KC 33047. This group has
amazing potential as it is the first rock band to exclusively
feature a synthesizer as lead instrument. The musician who
handles this chore is Robert Mason and he could quickly establish himself as one of the best But
"Funkascen

cur

Mons," "Jupiterjump."

The Original
R&B Hit Vèrsion of
SHE'S G0NE3957J

is Now Crossing Over
and Becoming a Prep Smash!
from the album, Hard Core Poetry (ST- 11316)

C

Produced by Dennis Lambert and Brian Potter

82
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NARM's State Chairmen
Continued from page

3

prises, 9549 Penn Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55431. (612) 888-

5521; Ohio: John Cohen, Disc
Records, 653 Alpha Drive, Suite 16.
Highland Heights 44143. (216) 4616620: Washington, D. C.: James
Schwartz, District Records, Inc.,
2146 24th Place N.E., Washington
20018. (202) 832.3600.

The RIAA, through the offices of
its president, Stanley M. Gortikov,
9200 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069, has the responsibility
for Alaska, Delaware, Idaho, New
Jersey, Rhode Island, Vermont and
Wisconsin.
The CMA, through the office of
Jo Walker, director, 700 16th Ave.
South, Nashville, Tenn. 37203. has

the responsibility for Alabama, Colorado, Georgia, Kansas. Montana,
Oklahoma. S. Carolina. West Virginia and Wyoming.
A letter informing NARM members of its action urges that the persons listed be contacted and be offered help. The letter also states that
a handbook is being prepared specifically for state law enforcement
people. The handbook will be distributed by local members of the
three organizations to the enforcement officials. The RIAA had distributed a similar handbook to Fed eral law enforcement agencies.
To date, 26 states have passed antip -vary laws which affect the illegal

duplication of sound recordings
made prior to Feb. IS. 1972. After
that date the Federal bill takes over.

Laursen: Angel's Angel
Continued from page 4

in

well start a revival that's long overdue."
Organist Erwin was recorded by
Patti last springon a gigantic Wurtitzer which for many years was
housed at the Fox -Capitol Theater
in Washington, D.C. A musician
and organ buff, Richard Kline,
bought the instrument when the theater was demolished in 1963 and reassembled it at his home in rural
Maryland.
Patti supervised the sessions
which produced "Rosebud." an alfeaturing marches and rags by

tbum

Joplin, and another titled "The
Sound of Silents" which offers
mainly original music for the movies, composed by Erwin, before
"talkies" took over in 1927.
"It is music," says Patti, "that is an
integral pan of American musical
history. It should be preserved."
Guitarist Parkening, 25, is soon to
record an LP of 20th Century impressionist music. He's a consistent
top Angel seller. Patti rates him, as
do many critics, as the most gifted
young guitarist in the world today
and the logical successor to the elderly Spanish master, Andres Segovia.

WOMBLE GREETINGS -As part of their whirlwind promotional tour of New
York City recently, Columbia Records group the Wombles and WNBC.AM disk
jockey Bruce Morrow visit with workers on Wall Street during lunch hour. The
campaign, which took the group to several parts of the city throughout the
week, was geared to promote the recently released Wombles' LP and single.

Columbia Returns Concerts
NEW YORK -A student organization at Columbia University here
is beginning a new concert series
Oct. 26 after a one-year entertainment void on the campus.

Ben Hawkins, president of special
projects by academic community for
enlightened services (SPACES), says
that there was only one student concert presented last year. Harry

Chapin.
"We are trying to present a concert series at the 1,100 -seat

RIAA

end

Record
Winners
Singles
Souther, Hillman, Furey's "The
Souther Hillman Purity Band" on
Asylum: disk is the group's first.

Albums
The Eagles' "Desperado" on Asylum; disk is the group's third gold
LP for the label.
Robin Trotters "Bridge Of Sighs"
on Chrysalis.

McMillan Hall,

that when the
new gym on campus is opened we
will have it established," he says.
"Most of the groups we are presenting are representative cross- sections
from the music world."
so

Hawkins says there are more than
40,000 students at the school and
they are all looking for something to
attend on campus.
The Oct. 26 kick -off concert still
lacks a headliner, but future concerts include Albert King on Nov.
16, Chick Corza on Dec. 7 and
David Bromberg on Jan. 17.

"SPACES plans to present jazz,
blues, folk and rock, as well as comedians and magicians, because the
hall has an informal setting," he
says. "With a lot of student support
and some help from the record industry, we expect the monthly concert series to be a complete success."

InSideTrack

Elektra- Asylum moving a number of key New York
personnel and maybe some entire departments to president David Geffen's Los Angeles bastion, now that
merger with Atlantic is off.
United Artists staffers sitting uneasy during first
weeks on job of new president AI Teller. Former Columbia merchandising vice president Teller is expected to
bring in his own team, particularly in areas of promotion
and sales. .., UA's biggest push since Paul Aoka's No.
"Having My Baby" single is Loa Roberts'"Laughter In
The Rain." Disk was England hit in version by its writer
Neil Sedalia, and has been released in U.S. following Sedaka's signing with Elton John's Rocket label.
Average White Band drummer Robbie McIntosh died
suddenly Sept. 23 after Atlantic Act closed gig at Troubadour on their impressive debut U.S. tour.
Orrin Keepuews, Fantasy's a &r director. is recuperating from recent heart attack at Kaiser Permanence
Hospital in San Francisco.... Contrary to a recent report, Kathy Dalton is not affiliated with DiscReet
Records although her current single. "Boogie Bands And
One Night Stands" is out on that label. She is currently
represented by her producer Greg Dempsey, not Zach
Glickman.
Doris Day is thinking about returning to singing and
son Terry Mekher is looking for material. Doris was last
on Columbia but that pact expired several years ago.
She'll have a CBS -TV special in December.
The Sinatra Show truly a family affair both at Harrah's -Tahoe and Caesars Palace, Las Vegas. Mrs. Nancy
Sinatra cooking for her ex- husband at Tahoe and, along
with his mother Dolly, attended every show at Caesars
Palace.... Eage16M Hwgerdinck arrived at the Riviera
Hotel, Las Vegas with his wife, four children, a nurse
and his valet. The family rented a home on the golf
course, plan to buy a ranch in the valley.
Randy Newman taping an in- concert program for
"Soundstage," PBS network program debuting November on 240 stations. The taping is at WTTW studios in
Chicago.
The sound of munching, sipping and big band jazz
will rock the New York Coliseum this month at the International Wine and Cheese Festival. Among artists invited to appear are Dizzy Gillespie, Lionel Hampton,
Stan Getz, Duhala Staton, and Johnny Hartman. The
Jazz Adventures Orchestra will perform daily and there
will be a jazz vocalise competition.
The Descendants of Mike and Phoebe, a group composed of the multi- talented Lee family, will debut at
New York's Town Hall Oct. 19.... New Audiences
opened another concert series in New York and in coming weeks they will present Muddy Waters, Willie Dixon,
Luther Allison, Jerry Jeff Walker, Doug Sahne, the Earl
Scruggs Review, Sorry Terry and Brownie McGee and
Weather Report. ... The Mutual Black Network received a National Tenants Organization Distinguished
Service Award.
The offices of Crystal Ball Records were broken into
during the staffs absence on Rosh Hashona and label
chief Bobby Helb reports a loss of several thousand dollars worth of audio equipment and office supplies....
Songwriter Stan Zabka wrote music for upcoming NBC
special about the devastating Xenia. Ohio, tornado and
entitled "Xenia Theme: Gone."
The Tommy Dorsey and Tito Puente orchestras will
provide the music for Nov. 2 UJA music division dinner dance at which AI Messier will be honored.... Randy
Richards makes his New York debut at Max's Kansas
City, Wednesday (2).... The upcoming 5th Anniversary
of Richard Nader's Original Rock & Roll Revival spectacular switched its radio emphasis on advertising from
AM to FM stations.... Garry Sherman composed score
for Gilbert Cates' television production of Arthur
Miller's world famous play "After the Fall."
Johnny Nash will be official music industry representative of the 1975 Heart Fund.... A new entertainment
room in New York will open Wednesday (2), Le Cabaret
Upstairs at Les Champs.... The second Country concert
in New York featured Willie Nelson, Billy "Crash" Craddock and the Carter Family.
Atlantic Records is presenting a new quad release featuring Mike Oldfield, Eric Clayton, Aretha Franklin, Gil
Evans George Flynn, Duke Ellington and Bill Wyman.
Upcoming tours by Lou Reed, Jefferson Shashi'',
Blood, Sweat & Tears and Focus.... Blues artist Robert
1

r

Jr. Lockwood is scheduled to play the upcoming Berlin
Jazz Festival, as well as a ten -day tour of Japan.... A
CBS special on the health hazards of vinyl chloride, used
in the pressing of records, will be shown Oct. 19.
John Mayall awaiting Polydor decision on whether
single from his "Latest Edition" LP is to be "Pusher
Man" or same tune with cleaned -up lyric, "Let Me
Give." ... Chet Hanson of Denver's Athena agency flying his Sweet Mama group to Los Angeles for record
deal showcasing at Troubadour hoot night.
'Inds Hopkins making West Coast debut of her one woman show portraying Bessie Smith at Music Center,
joining cast of Curtis Mayfield -Al Green rock film
"Minn." ... Gary Glitter waiting to find if he can still
sing after difficult throat operation.
Jimmy Smith touring his jazz organ trio to Israel....
Woody Heenan on nine -city lour with Frank Sinatra....
Hollywood's Starwood Club returns to more active rock
booking of recording acts with dates by Bailin' Jack and

Hollywood Stars
Isis nine -woman Buddah act, had their first imposter.
Fake was caught signing tabs in lead singer Carol Mae Donald's name at Continental Hyatt house during Isis
Whisky booking.
"Odd Couple" TV series going in for guest stars from
recording world. Set for future segments are Roy Clark
and Paul Wiliam, Meantime, Williams married Katie
Clinton, his lady of three years, at Harrah's Reno....
And the Paul Williams rock film based on "Phantom Of
The Opera" may have started a trend. Dick Clark is producing film for ABC -TV. "The Werewolf Of Woodstock."
Herry Mancini's first music teacher will attend his
Pittsburgh Symphony date. Hank will also be spokesman
for KBIG -FM promotion campaign in Los Angeles....
Humble Pie added top London session man Tim Hinckley on keyboards.

Gregg Allman due with two-disk live album of his
spring solo tour with horns and strings.... Kiss videotapes all rehearsals.
Procol Harm taping TV special in London with symphony orchestra.... Jethro Tull touring England after
year long layoff broken by Far East tour last month....
David Essex's new single "America" sold 250,000 to beat
out Simon & Garfunkel's "El Condor Paso' for Columbia's top- selling 45 in France.
Jimmie Haskell scoring Lutheran TV animated spe-

cial,'The City That Forgot Christmas." ... Barry White
had Los Angeles reception for his recent marriage to
Glodean James of Love Unlimited.... Herb Alpert headlines benefit gala hosted by Princess Grace of Monaco.
Grand Funk Railroad to tape 60- minute TV special
produced by Burt Sugern an.... Chunky Novi & Ernie,
WB artists. at Pasadena Youth Free Concert.... Richard
Pryors "That Nigger's Crazy" went gold in time for his

N.Y. Philharmonic Hall debut.
Elvis News: Presley bought five Lincoln Mark Fours
on visit to Memphis salesroom and has new RCA all -talk
album "Having Fun With Elvis On Stage" with Presley
ad lilts taped during shows.
Jerry Hopkins author of Elvis biography seeking to
sell his motor home customized from school bus.... Os
mends have two singles in England's top five.... Randy
Newman hosted "Midnight Special" coinciding with his
Troubadour three days and new "Good Old Boys" LP.
Chicago and Doobie Bros. tel attendance record of
27,500 at St. Paul's Midway Stadium.... Donald Byrd
scoring "Hit The Open Man" film. ... Ethel Merman's
first Southem California concerts Oct. 29 -30 at Los Angeles Music Center.
Madero Jam Quartet final TV appearance before
breakup on CBS "Camera Three." ... Hoyt Axton starting his second decade with BMI. Lambert and Potter's
Haven Records to Kramer & Reiss Publicity.
Charlie Daniels Band louring with BachmanTuraer
Overdrive.... "Don Kirshner's Rock Concert'" taped 29
acts at Long Beach Auditorium.
Laserium renewed at Los Angeles Griffith Planetarium.... Sparks louring England. ... Merle Hag,
gard's Tally -MCA label to Karon Shearer Communications.... Ralph Graham, Sussex artist, sang National
Anthem at televised World Football League game of the
week.... "Jesus Christ Superstar" film debuted in 70mm
wide screen and multi- channel stereo for re -run at Los
Angeles Cinerama Dome.

N.E.

New Companies

_

Newly -formed Quad -ett Records,
Los Angeles, headed by Hank Waring set the Jan Davis Guitar for initial release.

*

*

Happy Tuesday

Music,

an
ASCAP Oem, has been formed by
Garrett Music Enterprises and Blue

U.

Continued from page 4

Monday Productions in Los Ana
Betty Ferrell, Sol Hurok West
Coast office publicist for the past
eight years, has resigned to form her
own publicity and management firm
in Los Angeles. She traveled widely
for the late impresario's dance and
classical artists.

Illinois

Media." In a session on regionalism
and popular culture.

geles.

The conference covers all aspects
of pop culture. including books,
movies, music, photography, politics, magazines, dance. natural
health, comic books, children's literature, television, ethnicity and
.

heroes.

,
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It's not "puzzling" to anyone who knows
what's happening in Oklahoma
and our November 9 issue will let
everyone knew:
Down
There's a whole lot of music being made in
Oklahoma all kinds -and our Oklahoma Spotlight issue will cover it all. All the people, places,
facilities and companies that are helping to
make Oklahoma a new American music capital.

-

Featured in our Oklahoma Spotlight will be:
The country music scene
The new rock explosion
Religious music
The management /booking /promotion

complexes
Recording facilities
Distribution networks
Radio and Television Broadcasting Industry
The college concert scene. concert facilities
and much more!

Across

Billboard Spotlights one of the Music Industry's
most exciting new Growth Centers...

From Tulsa to Oklahoma City and points all
around the state, reports of this fascinating,
dynamic music scene are coming in -and they're
all coming together in our November 9 issue.

you're involved in the Oklahoma music explosion, make sure our international readership
is made aware of that involvement. The ad deadline for our Oklahoma Spotlight is October 11.
See "Our Man in Oklahoma" (Bill Moran) this
week to reserve your ad space in this most
important issue of the year for Oklahomans.
September 23-25 September 26 -28
Hilton Inn
Red Carpet Inn
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Call Bill Moran in the Billboard Los Angeles office
and make our Oklahoma Spotlight issue count
for you! Issue Date: November 9
Ad deadline: October 11
If
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IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE A
NEW HIT SINGLE
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below its 1973
increase, the performing society's
leadership is diligently seeking and
negotiating new and higher per1974 income up but

EMI Promos
U.S. Acts
LONDON -EMI International is
planning to bring in an artist a
month to promote American product on the Capitol label.
This is pan of a major push by
EMI on all US. product including
that from Capitol, MCA, Motown.
(Conyioneed on page 07)
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The International Music- Record -Tape Newsweekly

ASCAP Will Raise
Performance Pacts
JOHN SIPPEL
formane
LOS ANGELES -With ASCAP's

NY

pacts with major hotel tal-

ent users, varied symphonic orchestra classifications and background
music users.
Writer and executive board member Arthur Hamilton told a membership meeting here Thursday (19)
that the board, in reviewing its recent contracts with hotels. feels
strongly that major talent -using hostelries, such as those in Las Vegas,
(Continued on page 10)

Dealers Find
Sales Stay
Up by 20%
LOS ANGELES -Despise early
negative reaction on the part of some
record /tape customers to the recent
surge of LP and single price raises.
1974 retailing continues at about 20
percent ahead of the first nine
months of 1973 (Billboard. Aug. 17).
All major retailers surveyed indicate a total unit sale decrease in
comparison with the first two guar-

(Continued on page 10)

Col's Irwin Segelstein
Talks Music, Pages 14 -15

.

$1.25

House Group OKs

Anti piracy Action
MILDRED HALL
WASHINGTON -The House
By

Judiciary Committee last week approved the antipiracy bill. H.R.
1364, with the milder poison terms of
one and two years maximum for first
and repeated offenses respectively.
The bill carries maximum fines of
$25.000 for a first offender and
$50.000 for repeaters.
At the same time, Rep. Robert W.
Kastenmeier (D., Wis.), author of the
bill and chairman of the House

Copyrights Subcommittee.

has

promised that this and all other aspects of the functioning of the record
industry under the copyright law
(Cooeinued on page 10)

-

`Bug' Will
Slow Thefts
TRAIMAN
By STEPHEN

NEW YORK -A new anti -then
device based on a successful fashion
merchandise application promises
to give record /tape dealen a new
deterrent against shortages. while
boosting prerecorded sales with a return to "open" merchandising.
Sensormatic Electronic Corp..
based in Hollywood, Fla., has developed a "bugged" reusable browser
box that sets off an alarm or gashing
(Continued on page 51)

British Seek Ways to
Curtail U.S. Cutouts
HOROWITZ
NEW YORK -American record
By IS

MCA & Philips
Join in Vidisk
By BOB KIRSCH

10 c.c.

well on their way to being the band of the sesenlos. Radio an

press have unanimously hailed their talent as sheer genius. Their corren

single "WALL STREET SHUFFLE" is on the threshold of exploding. An

it's only one of the
MUSIC."

10

ac.

10

outstanding culs on their latest album "SHEE

on U.K. Records

distributed by London Records.
tAevenisemenl

LOS ANGELES -In what may be
the most significant move yet toward
making videodisk a viable concept
for home use, MCA and Philips NV
will join together to make hardware
and software.
Subject to agreement by the
boards of both companies, the hardware, to be dubbed Philips /MCA
optical video disc player, will be developed by Philips while MCA will
manufacture the software programming.
In a separate move. Philips has
been swiftly buying up the shares

of

(Continued on page 51)

companies will be asked to give
manufacturers in the United Kingdom first refusal rights on the purchase on their deleted overstock featuring British artists in an attempt to
inhibit the growing U.K. traffic in
American cutouts.

This unique proposal is being prepared by Geoffrey Bridge, director
of the British Phonographic Indus-

lie

expects to discuss it this week
with Stanley Gonikov, president of
the RIAA.

try.

Cutouts art not yet a major marketing problem in his country- says
Bridge, currently on a visit here. But
he see the practice growing, with
the distress merchandise largely im(Continued on page 121

"FIRST ROUND KNOCKOUT" is the new single from THE NEW CENS.
TION. Produced and written by van McCay, it's gonna do a number an
yac. From Piide Records
Ogtributed by Atlantic ouevertisamsoo
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Ode SP 77009

Ode SP

Produced by Lou Adler
Ode Records, Inc: Distributed by A&M Records, Inc.
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